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A b s t r a c t

In an effort to expand the utility of gene transfer/complemetation in mammalian cell 

culture as a tool in molecular biology, a retroviral based cDNA expression library 

system has been assembled. An investigation to define the parameters that would 

maximise clonal gene transfer and reliability of gene expression in retroviral vectors 

was carried out in order to overcome the deficiencies characteristic of previous vectors 

which had limited their applicability as cloning vehicles for cDNA expression libraries.

The role of sequences within the Mo MuLV genome as cis acting signals for retroviral 

replication were explored using Mo MuLV based retroviral vectors. This study revealed 

that sequences both 5' (the splice donor region) and 3' (gag coding sequences) of the 

previously defined packaging region (y site) could potentiate titre of the vectors. 

Conversely complete deletion of env coding sequences failed to alter vector titre.

Based on the above findings, retroviral vectors with an expanded packaging region 

and multiple drug resistance markers were designed which transmitted inserted genes 

at titres equal to wild type virus and efficiently expressed them. In order to minimise 

the possibility of recombination to yield wild type virus during the propagation of 

recombinant vector helper free producer cell clones, env coding sequences were also 

excised from these retroviral vectors. A high titre helper free producer cell line of 

ecotropic host range was designed and built for use in conjunction with these vectors.

As model of a mammalian cell culture genetic complementation experiment, an 

attempt was made to isolate cellular oncogenes that could cooperate with ras in full 

morphological transformation of primary cells by cotransfecting an F9 

teratocarcinoma cDNA expression library, constructed in one of the retroviral plasmid 

vectors, with an activated c-Ha ras gene into primary rat Schwann cells.

In addition several conventional expression vectors were built in which genes could 

be readily placed under the transcriptional control of different promoters of viral or 

cellular origin. Transient and stable expression characteristics of the vectors in 

mammalian cell lines were investigated using a bacterial reporter gene. These vectors 

were then applied in studies of transformation by Human Papillomavirus 16 and the 

nature of antigen presentation by HLA class II molecules associated with susceptibility 

to Tuberculoid Leprosy.
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Chapter 1: Introduction



1.1 Gene Transfer As A Tool In Biological Research: A Historical 

Perspective

Complementation analysis entails introduction of new genetic material into the 

existing genetic background of a single cell or complex organism and the analysis of the 

consequences of the juxtaposition of these two sets of genetic information. It has proven 

to be one of the most powerful and useful techniques in experimental biology.

At the level of study of sexually dimorphic diploid organisms, complementation 

analysis involves the mating of two individuals with different phenotypes and the 

examination of the phenotypes of the resultant first generation "hybrid" progeny. 

Complementation analysis in conjunction with its counterpart, recombination analysis 

of second generation hybrids, can be applied in integrated genetic studies. Such studies 

led to the inception and subsequent confirmation of the Mendelian theory of inheritance 

and an almost complete description of the genetic organisation of an organism, the fruit 

fly Drosophila melanogaster.

Gene transfer studies with bacteria and special forms of their viruses, or 

transducing phages, eventually gave rise to the discipline of molecular biology and an 

understanding of the physical nature of the gene. In this respect perhaps the most 

important gene transfer experiments were carried out well before the genetic material 

of living organisms had been identified.

Experiments in mice with Streptococcus pneumoniae, the etiologic agent of 

pneumonia in humans, had led to the identification of a virulent and a variant non 

virulent form of the bacteria whose appearance on an agar plate was smooth (due to a 

secreted oligosaccharide coat) and rough (due to a lack of this oligosaccharide coat) 

respectively (Reviewed in Stent and Calendar, 1978). Injection of the smooth 

pneumococcus into a recipient mouse led to expiration of the mouse within 24 hours, 

whereas injection of the rough mutant had no effect. However, injection of rough, non 

virulent pneumococcus proved fatal to a mouse if heat killed smooth, virulent 

pneumococcus was co-injected. Biopsies of the dead mice revealed the presence of 

smooth pneumococcus; hence the mutant rough non virulent strain had been stably 

genetically transformed to a smooth and virulent one. The process of transformation 

was subsequently shown to take place independent of injection into a host mouse, as

1 6



simply growing the rough strain in the presence of heat killed smooth bacteria would 

give rise to transformed smooth colonies. This observation was taken one step further 

when it was demonstrated that transformation took place when rough pneumococcus was 

incubated with cell free extracts of smooth pneumococcus. Finally, elegant work 

involving fractionation, purification and characterisation of the properties of the cell 

free transforming extract identified the active transforming principle as DNA (Avery 

et a!., 1944). This claim that DNA was lh£ bearer of genetic information was made 

some eight years before this concept was finally accepted within the scientific 

community upon publication of a structure for DNA that made the capacity of the 

molecule to encode and propagate genetic information obvious (Watson and Crick, 

1953 ) .

1.2 Transfection: Making Gene Transfer And Recovery In Mammalian 

Cells Work

It was not until W ty  years after the structure of DNA was solved that a reliable 

method of transformation of mammalian cells was introduced in an effort to aid the 

study of the biology of adenoviruses (Graham and Van der Eb, 1973). It was found that 

DNA would be taken up by a cell if it was complexed in a calcium phosphate precipitate. 

This advance in conjunction with progress made over the previous decades in the 

discipline of in vitro culture of mammalian cells held the promise of providing a 

system that would be functionally analogous to bacterial genetic systems for the 

analysis of dominantly acting genes. This promise was fulfilled in less than ten years.

The first transformation of a mammalian cell was carried out by introducing the HSV 

TK (Herpes Simplex Virus Thymidine Kinase) gene as naked viral DNA, or a restriction 

digested fragment thereof, into mutant mouse L cells that were deficient in TK activity. 

Successfully "transfected" cells were identified on the basis of their ability to grow in 

the presence of HAT medium which contains exogenous iiypoxanthine, aminopterin 

(which prevents the synthesis of dTMP from dUMP by thymidilate synthetase via 

competitive inhibition of dihydrofolate reductase), and lhymidine (Szybalska and 

Szybalski, 1962). This work proved that, like bacteria, mammalian cells are capable 

of stably incorporating and expressing exogenous genetic information.

1 7



Soon after, the cellular homolog of the HSV TK gene was successfully transfected into 

TK* mouse L cells using purified cellular DNA from a number of eucaryotic species 

(Wigler et al., 1978). This was an important finding because it demonstrated 

transfection efficiencies were adequate to permit transfer of a single copy gene diluted 

among the myriad of other genes and non-coding DNA sequences in the mammalian 

genome. In other words, this work established that transfer of any gene within a cell 

capable of imparting an identifiable phenotype could, in theory, be achieved via 

"shotgun" transfection.

The next major advance in mammalian gene transfer via transfection was the 

derivation of a protocol that expanded the capability of technique to introduce non 

selectable genes into cells. When biologically inert bacterial plasmid or cloned cellular 

DNA fragments were added in excess to the "marker" HSV TK gene in calcium phosphate 

precipitates that were applied to TK* mouse L cells, it was found that the majority of 

resultant TK+ colonies also contained the inert DNA sequences (Wigler et al., 1979). 

This work was extended to introduce and express a rabbit B globin gene in TK' mouse L 

cells by the above "cotransfection" procedure (Wold ef al., 1979). The significance of 

this finding, when put in the context of the advent of recombinant DNA technology, was 

that researchers now possessed the capability to isolate a gene in quantity from one 

source and then cotransfect it with a marker gene into a cell and thereby study the 

effect of its expression on the recipient cell without any previous knowledge of the 

gene’s function.

Finally, a modification of the cotransfection procedure enabled researchers to 

recover or "clone" a transfected gene from a recipient positive cell (Perucho et al., 

1980; Lowy et al., 1980). In order to isolate the chicken TK or hamster APRT 

(Adenine Ehospho fiibosyl Iransferase, an enzyme involved in purine metabolism) 

investigators ligated recombinant plasmid pBR 322 DNA to randomly sheared genomic 

DNA before it was transfected into their respective mutant recipient cells. Genomic 

DNA was prepared from the resultant HAT resistant cells and used in a secondary round 

of transfection to enrich for the TK or APRT coding sequences by separating them from 

inert genomic DNA co-introduced in the primary transfection. Genomic DNA from TK+ 

or APRT+ cells from the secondary transfection was restriction enzyme digested and
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either recircularised and transformed into bacteria, or ligated into a X phage cloning 

vector. Ampicillin resistant bacteria were shown to harbour plasmids containing the 

genomic TK sequences, while screening of the recombinant phage by hybridisation with 

a labeled pBR 322 DNA probe also led to the isolation of X phage containing APRT 

genomic sequences.

Together, advances in DNA mediated transfer along with those in recombinant DNA 

technology had, by 1980, yielded an integrated method for performing complementation 

analysis in mammalian cell culture.

i.3  Studies Of Oncogenesis In Mammalian Cell Culture

1.3.1 Using Transfection To Isolate Cellular Oncogenes

Perhaps the most fruitful application of gene transfer by transfection has been in 

the study of oncogenesis. A paradigmatic experiment demonstrated that the 

"transformed", or tumourigenic phenotype could be transferred from a human bladder 

carcinoma derived cell line to a non-tumourigenic mouse fibroblast cell line (NIH 

3T3) via calcium phosphate mediated "shotgun" transfection of the tumour cell's 

genomic DNA (Shih et al., 1979). This result reinforced the concepts of both an 

endogenous cellular origin of, and a genetic basis for human cancer which, at the time, 

had only been insinuated by studies of animal tumours induced by acutely transforming 

retroviruses. Work with RSV (Rous Sarcoma Yirus) and its oncogene v-src, 

responsible for the transforming potential of the virus (Duesberg and Vogt, 1970), had 

set a precedent for the cellular origin of the transforming genes of acutely 

transforming retroviruses when investigators detected v-src related sequences and 

protein in uninfected avian cells and non-transformed cells of many different 

vertebrate species (Stehelin et a!., 1976, Spector et al., 1978; Collett et al., 1978; 

Oppermann et al., 1979). However, the significance of these findings remained 

unclear, especially in light of the lack of any known acutely transforming human 

retroviruses.

Further work on the nature of the recovered cellular gene responsible for the 

tumourigenicity of the transfected mouse fibroblasts (Shih and Weinberg, 1982),
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eventually led to both the unification of the previously disparate studies of human 

cellular and retroviral induced oncogenesis, and an understanding of the mechanism by 

which this cellular transforming gene was activated from its native, non-oncogenic 

form. First, the cellular transforming gene was shown to be homologous to a the viral 

oncogene of the acutely transforming defective Harvey MSV (Murine Sarcoma Yirus), 

inferring this "ras" gene played a central role in oncogenesis (Parada et al., 1982). 

Second, functional analysis of chimaeric genes formed by reciprocal exchanges of 

restriction fragments of the proto-oncogene (Chang et al., 1982) and its tumourigenic 

homolog, followed by DNA sequencing revealed the sole difference between the two was a 

single base pair transition mutation in the twelfth codon of the genes (Tabin et al., 

1982; Reddy et al., 1982; Taparowsky et al., 1982). The relevance of these point 

mutations in contributing to the genesis of human cancers has been supported by 

surveys of the state of various ras genes residing in tumours which have shown that a 

significant number of these ras genes are activated (reviewed in Bos, 1988).

In total five mechanisms for activation/disregulation of a cellular proto oncogene 

have been found: point mutation, retroviral transduction, retroviral insertion 

(Hayward et al., 1981), gene amplification (Schwab et al., 1983), and chromosomal 

translocation/gene fusion (Taub et al., 1982; Heisterkamp et al., 1985). Cancer, as 

had often been postulated, was demonstrated to be a genetic disorder; whereas heritable 

diseases originate as mutations in the germ line, oncogenesis appears to result from 

somatic mutations. A refinement of this view has been necessitated by the studies of 

hereditable cancers such as retinoblastoma and Wilm's tumour (Koufos et al., 1985; 

reviewed in Klein, 1987). Predisposition to these cancers maps to loci where 

susceptible individuals' somatic cells are found to be heterozygous but cells isolated 

from their tumours are homozygous. This unique characteristic suggests that a 

functional lack of an "anti-oncogene" biases an individual's cells to become 

transformed; hence cancer can, at least in some cases, can be viewed as a somatic 

disease to which germ line defects can contribute. The best characterised anti-oncogene 

locus, retinoblastoma, maps to human chromosome 13 band q14 and its corresponding 

gene has been molecularly cloned by "reverse genetic" analysis of deletions within the 

locus in a number of retinoblastoma biopsies (Friend et al., 1986).
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1.3.2 Oncogene Cooperation In The Transformation Of Primary Rodent 

Fibroblasts

Although the above work yielded a great deal of enthusiasm because of the 

fundamental insights it provided into the mechanism of oncogenesis, the scientific 

euphoria was dampened by the following apparently irreconcilable observations: An 

activated ras gene can transform cells of established cell lines such as NIH 3T3 with 

single hit kinetics, yet the etiology of most cancers appears to involve multiple events 

(Cairns, 1975). This latter observation is reflected in vitro where unlike tissue 

dulture experiments involving NIH 3T3 cells, transfection of primary rodent 

fibroblasts with an activated ras gene does not lead to full morphological transformation 

(e.g.. Land et al., 1983a). The solution of this paradox represented the culmination of 

the investigations into the molecular mechanism of human carcinogenesis that began 

with transfection of tumour cell DNA into established rodent fibroblasts. Full 

transformation of primary REFs (Rat Embryo Eibroblasts) was found to require the 

action of two different oncogenes, the activated c-Ha-ras gene and an activated c-myc 

gene (Land et al., 1983a), the latter being the cellular homolog of the viral oncogene in 

the defective acutely transforming avian retrovirus MC 29 (Vennstrom et al., 1981). 

Apparently single hit transformation of NIH 3T3 cells was a consequence of their long 

term in vitro growth, as the establishment of rodent fibroblasts in culture that led to 

their immortalisation had in some way predisposed them to transformation by an 

activated ras gene (Newbold and Overell, 1983). Further, from this and other 

investigations into the transforming genes of the DNA tumour viruses polyoma and 

adenovirus (Rassoulzadegan, 1982; Van den Elsen, 1982; Ruley, 1983; Land et al., 

1984), oncogenes of both viral and cellular origin could be separated into two 

functionally complementary classes (Land et al., 1983a & 1983b). The ras-like class 

of genes includes the Harvey ras gene and the closely related Kirsten (Capon etal., 

1983) and N-ras genes (Murray et al., 1981), and the polyoma middle tumour antigen 

(mT). myc-like genes, which alone are able to immortalise or establish primary 

rodent fibroblasts (Mougneau et al., 1984; Land et al., 1986) as well as cooperate with 

ras-like genes in complete transformation, consist of c-myc and the related N-myc
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(Schwab et al., 1983) gene as well as the DNA tumour virus early products E1A of 

adenovirus, and the large T genes of SV40 and polyoma virus.

The relevance of oncogene cooperation in vivo has been reinforced by the discovery 

of acutely transforming retroviruses with two oncogenes, the AEV ES4 (Avian 

Erythroblastosis Y.irus) bearing v-erb A and v-erb B (Roussel et al., 1979), the MH2 

virus containing v-myc and v-mil (raf) (Kan et al., 1984) and AEV E26 harbouring a 

(gag)myb-ets fusion protein (Nunn et al., 1983). Studies with the AEV ES4 and MH2 

viruses have shown that mutants containing a single oncogene do not transform cells as 

aggressively or in as broad a range of cell types as wild type virus (Kahn et al.,

1986b). Also a human promyelocytic leukaemia cell line has been demonstrated to 

possess both an amplified c-myc locus and an activated N-ras gene (Murray et al., 

1983). Transgenic animal studies, where oncogenes have been placed under the 

transcriptional control of tissue specific promoters, have also reinforced the belief 

that carcinogenesis is a multistep cooperative process, because expression of a single 

oncogene or even two oncogenes is contributory but not sufficient in itself to induce 

tumours (Hanahan, 1985; Sinn et al., 1987). This view is held because tumours 

isolated from transgenic animals are clonal, suggesting other events besides the assured 

expression of the trans oncogene(s) are required for generation of fully transformed 

cells. Single activated myc or ras oncogenes introduced into cells of a developing 

reconstituted mouse prostate gland yielded focal hyperplastic areas within the organ but 

no malignant tumours (Thompson et al., 1989). However, when activated ras and myc 

genes were concomitantly inserted into the cells of the developing organ with a ras + 

myc retroviral vector, neoplastic tumours resulted. Interestingly, these tumours that 

arose were clonal even when thousand fold different levels of the ras + myc 

recombinant virus were used to infect the developing organ, inferring that, like 

transgenic animal experiments, further events besides the co-introduction of the 

activated oncogenes were involved in the genesis of these tumours.

1.3.3 Function Of Cooperating Oncogene Proteins

Provocatively, the polypeptide products of the two cooperating classes or oncogenes 

reside at distinct locations within the cell, with the ras-like gene products localised at
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the plasma membrane, and the myc-like oncoproteins situated within the cell nucleus. 

These localisations at the extremes of the cell's architecture suggest the possibility that 

these genes lie at the ends of signal transduction pathways involved in regulating 

cellular proliferation. Research into the activities of the cooperating oncoprotein 

families supports this hypothesis.

Ha, Ki, and N-ras genes all encode homologous proteins of 21 kD molecular weight 

(p21ras) associated with the plasma membrane by a covalently linked fatty acid 

residue, that have been implicated in the transmission of signals received by 

transmembrane receptors on the basis of their functionally analogous activities to those 

of G proteins (such as transducin and Gs/Gj which regulate cyclic GMP 

phosphodiesterase and adenyl cyclase respectively). Like the G proteins, ras proteins 

bind GTP and GDP and hydrolyse bound GTP to GDP (reviewed in Gilman, 1984; Masters 

and Bourne, 1986; Marshall, 1986). This hydrolysis is potentiated by GAP (HTPase 

Activator £rotein) when it interacts with the ras genes (reviewed in McCormick,

1989). Binding of GTP is thought to transiently activate the ras protein, while it is 

suspected that the inactivation of the protein is brought about by hydrolysis of GTP to 

GDP. Transforming ras genes, usually activated by mutations at codons 12 or 61 (and 

to a lesser extent 13 and 59), possess an impaired GTPase activity. Such findings have 

led to the hypothesis that the transforming activity of activated ras proteins may be 

caused by their constitutive transmission of a signal for cellular proliferation in the 

absence of a growth factor where in non transformed cells this ordinarily ephemeral 

signal which might originate from a growth factor receptor molecule with bound ligand 

is passed through the ras protein in a strictly regulated manner.

Most extracellular signals are eventually transmitted to the nucleus and impinge on 

gene expression as a response to the external stimuli, the best understood example of 

which is the cellular response to steroid hormones (reviewed in Beato, 1989; Ham and 

Parker, 1989). Similarly, nuclear oncogenes are believed to represent the final links 

of signalling pathways for cellular proliferation (reviewed in Weinberg, 1985), as 

suggested by their localisation and the observation that the expression of many nuclear 

oncogenes, including c-myc, is abruptly increased in response to the addition of growth 

factors to cells arrested in the G0 phase of the cell cycle (Muller et al., 1984). In the
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specific case of the myc-like gene family, several members have been demonstrated to 

trans activate or repress expression from viral and cellular promoters, implicating 

the modulation of gene expression in the transformation process. The E1A product can 

trans activate early promoters of adenoviruses (Jones and Shenk, 1979) as well as 

repress transcription of viral promoters with enhancers (Borrelli et al., 1984; 

Velcich and Ziff, 1985). SV40 LT concomitantly shuts off early protein synthesis 

while enhancing late synthesis at the transcriptional level (Livingston and Bradley,

1987), while myc has been implicated in regulating expression of the hsp (heat shock 

protein) 70 gene (Kingston et al., 1985).

The universal nature of the ras-like and myc-like oncogenes as signalling proteins 

in a network responsible for regulating cellular proliferation is strongly suggested by 

the extreme conservation of sequence homology found between the mammalian versions 

of these oncogenes and their homoiogs in species as distant as Drosophila (Neuman- 

Silberberg et al., 1984) and the budding yeast S. cerevisiae (Powers et al., 1984).

Although oncogene cooperation findings are gratifying, they are limited in the 

amount of information they disclose regarding the process of transformation since many 

of the other viral and cellular oncogenes have not been assigned to either of these 

functional classes (H. Land, J. P. M., A. C. Chen, L. F. Parada, and R. A. Weinberg, 

unpublished results). The largest "family" of oncogenes isolated from acutely 

transforming retroviruses and by DNA transfection studies is united by the 

characteristic of the prototype v-src gene which encodes a tyrosine specific protein 

kinase (Levinson et al., 1978). This family of tyrosine kinases is divided into two 

subgroups consisting of transmembrane growth factor receptor-like/derived molecules 

(v-erb B, v-ros, v-fms, c-neu), and molecules located on the Inner surface of the 

plasma membrane (v-src, v-abl, v-lck,v-kit, v-fps, v-fes; reviewed in Hanks, et al.

1987). Molecules belonging to the latter group are believed to function as secondary 

messengers of exogenous signals received by transmembrane receptors to which the 

tyrosine kinases are coupled, such as the lymphocyte specific kinase p56tck which is 

non-covalently linked to the T helper cell specific surface antigen CD4 (Rudd et al.,

1988). The v-src gene has been the only tyrosine kinase demonstrated to display 

activity in the REF oncogene cooperation assay (Land, 1986). Recently cooperation
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between Mo MuLV activated c-myc or N-myc and the pim-1 tyrosine kinase proto

oncogene has been demonstrated in transgenic mice (van Lohuizen eta!., 1989). No 

activity in in vitro oncogene cooperation experiments has been ascribed to the 

cytoplasmic oncogenes which may function as intermediaries in membrane to nuclear 

signalling, such as the serine/threonine kinases v-raf and v-mos (Maxwell and 

Arlinghaus, 1985; Morrsion et al., 1988). However the presence of v-myc and v-mii 

(the avian homolog of the murine v-raf gene) in the MH2 virus suggests a functional 

synergy of these genes. Last none of the oncogenes isolated from acutely transforming 

retroviruses whose protein products have been identified as homologs of known cellular 

proteins definitively cooperate with ras or myc-like genes in the transformation of 

primary REFs. Hence the roles of the known components of signal pathways for cellular 

proliferation such as the "B" chain of the growth factor PDGF (Elatelet Rerived Growth 

Eactor) and its oncogenic derivative v-sis (Waterfield et al., 1983), the growth factor 

receptors EGF R (Epidermal Growth Eactor Receptor) and CSF-1 R (Golony 

Stimulating Eactor 1 Receptor) and their oncogenic derivatives v-erb B and v-fms 

(Downward et al., 1984; Sherr ef al., 1985), the transcription factor AP-1 and its 

oncogenic components v-jun and v-fos (Chiu et at., 1988), and the thyroid hormone 

receptor and its transduced viral counterpart v-erb A (Sap et al., 1986; Weinberger 

etal., 1986) in cooperative oncogenesis are unknown. Therefore much work is to be 

done before the biochemical basis of oncogene cooperation and the part it plays in 

tumourigenesis is better understood.

1.3.4 Oncogene Cooperation In The Transformation Of Primary Rat 

Schwann Cells

From the stand-point of performing detailed biochemical analysis of the oncogene 

cooperation phenomenon, REF cultures possess an inherent heterogeneity that 

complicate*the interpretation of experimental results (Land etal., 1983, Ruley,

1983). In particular, heterogeneity in a cell population precludes detailed 

investigation of the differences in growth factor requirements of primary cells and 

their transformed counterparts. This has been a subject of intense interest since the 

findings that certain oncogenes, such as polyoma middle T, v-ras, and v-abl, can
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relieve cells of their dependence on exogenous growth factors (Rassoulzadegan, 1982; 

Stem etal., 1986; Mathey-Prevot etal., 1986), and transformed cells often secrete 

TGFs (Xumour growth Eactors) (Sporn and Todaro, 1980; Sporn and Roberts, 1985) 

suggesting autocrine growth mechanisms may contribute to cellular transformation.

In order to promote the feasibility of studies of oncogene cooperation in conjunction 

with complimentary studies of growth factor dependence, a homogenous primary cell 

population with defined growth factor requirements that could be obtained in large 

numbers was sought. Explanted rat Schwann cells, whose role in developing 

mammalian embryos is to insulate nerve axons via their ensheathment or myelination, 

were chosen as a prototypical homogenous primary cell population for detailed oncogene 

cooperation studies (Ridley etal., 1988). Primary rat Schwann cells can be isolated 

as a 99.5% pure population (Brockes et al., 1979) that respond to a limited number of 

mitogenic stimuli (Raff et al., 1978) and can be qualitatively characterised with a 

number of antigenic markers (Noble etal., 1985). Conveniently, Primary rat 

Schwann cells maintain the aforementioned characteristics over a number or months in 

culture.

As was perhaps expected, introduction and expression of the SV40 LT antigen (a 

member of the myc-like family) In Schwann cells did not lead to transformation, 

however it s expression did diminish the growth factor requirements of the cells. 

Ordinarily primary rat Schwann cells are propagated in medium supplemented with 

FCS (Eoetal £alf Serum) and 259 CM. 259 CM is conditioned medium from the glioma 

derived 259 cell population, thought to secrete growth factors such as GGF (Glial 

Growth Eactor), whose presence is required for the growth of primary Schwann cell 

cultures. However, expression of LT allowed primary Schwann cells to grow in medium 

supplemented with FCS or 259 CM alone.

ras-like and myc-like oncogenes cooperated in the full transformation primary 

Schwann cells, as cells expressing both SV40 LT and activated c-Ha-ras grew in an 

anchorage independent manner in soft agar and independently of serum or 259 CM in 

culture dishes. Other myc-like genes , such as an activated mouse c-myc (Land et 

al.,1983a) and the adenovirus E1A gene, also were shown to cooperate with activated c- 

Ha-ras to transform primary Schwann cells (Ridley et al., 1988).
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The most intriguing finding of the above studies was discovered as a consequence of 

attempts to discern the growth phenotype an activated ras gene alone would impart in 

primary rat Schwann cells. Despite persistent attempts to isolate Schwann cells 

expressing activated c-Ha-ras, no such colonies arose. It was suspected that the 

activated ras protein might be exerting an inhibitory effect on Schwann cell growth and 

this speculation was borneout by experiments in which a ts (temperature sensitive) 

mutant of the SV40 LT gene was co-introduced with an activated c-Ha-ras gene. After 

co-introduction, growth of Schwann ceils at the temperature permissive for LT 

function (33°C) foci indicative of transformation appeared, whereas no such foci were 

observed when ts LT+ras cells were propagated at the restrictive temperature 

(39.5°C). The inhibition of proliferation induced by expression of activated ras was 

found to be reversible in temperature shift experiments with ts LT+ras Schwann cells, 

where shifting to 39.5°C arrested cell growth while control cells at 33°C continued to 

proliferate exponentially. Also cells maintained at 39.5°C for up to 9 days were 

capable of re-initiating exponential growth when shifted back down to 33°C. In 

agreement with these findings, microinjection of E. coli produced activated Ha-ras 

protein arrested the growth of primary Schwann cells in a reversible manner as the 

microinjected cells resumed growth after about 3 days, presumably because the ras 

protein concentration diminished due to proteolysis.

Last, activated ras induced growth arrest was demonstrated to occur at both the Gi 

and G2  phase of the cell cycle. This finding that ras affected the control of DNA 

synthesis and mitosis was intriguing in light of the findings in fission yeast that genes 

involved in cell cycle control, in particular cdc 2, act at both the G1/S and G2 /M  

transitions of the cell cycle (reviewed in Nurse, 1985). The relevance of yeast 

mechanisms of cell cycle control in mammalian cells has been highlighted by the 

isolation d fa  functional human homolog of the yeast cdc 2 gene (Lee etal., 1988) and 

the finding that the protein it encodes, p34, is a kinase that is an integral part of a 

complex, MPF (Maturation Eromotion Eactor), that plays a pivotal role in the onset of 

mitosis in eucaryotic cells (Dunphy etal., 1988; Gautier etal., 1988).
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1.4 Advancing Eucaryotic Gene Transfer/Complementation Analysis To 

Further The Understanding Of Oncogene Cooperation

1.4.1 Using Schwann Cells And cDNA Expression Libraries To Isolate 

Cellular Oncogenes In An Oncogene Cooperation Assay

The emphasis of the work presented in this thesis was primarily to expand the 

utility of gene transfer/complementation analysis in eucaryotes with the particular 

interest of applying such analysis to the problem of oncogene cooperation. The 

phenomenon of oncogene cooperation was initially established and subsequently 

expanded on by experiments with oncogenes that had already been cloned. There is good 

reason to believe that additional genes capable of participating in oncogene cooperation 

exist but they are not accessible via current methods of experimentation. For instance, 

as mentioned previously, tumours from transgenic animals are generally clonal which 

is indicative of other events (presumably proto oncogene activations) besides the 

expression of the trans oncogene(s) contributing to the origin of these tumours.

Without a biological assay to determine which other oncogenes are presumptively 

activated in these transgenic tumours it is difficult to imagine how these cellular 

oncogenes could be isolated from the innumerable assortment of cellular genes. 

Similarly, many cellular oncogenes have been identified on the basis of their activation 

by retroviral insertion (Nusse etal., 1984; Dickson etal., 1984; Cuypers eta l.,

1984). Although often successful, work towards isolating these genes involves a 

protracted periods of time to find a common retroviral integration site after which it 

may not be possible to unambiguously assign a causal role in the process of oncogenesis 

to a particular gene within the insertion locus.

A more tractable approach would be to carry out oncogene cooperation in vitro via 

co-introduction of an activated oncogene and genetic material potentially containing 

cooperative oncogenes into primary cell cultures. Any gene responsible for cooperative 

activity with the activated oncogene could then be cloned out of any resultant foci in a 

manner analogous to the genomic transfection/NIH 3T3 focus assay. Schwann cells 

represent a primary cell with growth and transformation properties ideally suited to 

such oncogene cooperation assays.
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Besides investigations of oncogenesis, studies of other biological phenomena in 

eucaryotic cells could benefit from a generally applicable shotgun gene 

transfer/complementation system for identification of biologically active genes. An 

optimal eucaryotic shotgun gene transfer/ complementation system would satisfy the 

three following requirements: 1) High efficiency transfer of genes into a wide variety 

of different cell types. 2) Ensured expression of the introduced genes at adequate levels 

to betray biological activity. 3) Rapid recovery/unequivocal identification of 

biologically active genes from cells displaying a positive phenotype. All of these 

requirements could theoretically be met by a properly designed retroviral based cDNA 

expression library system.

1.4.2 The Accessibility Of Primary Schwann Cells And Their Response 

To Activated ras: Unique Characterisitics For A Normal Cell Population

The growth arrest of primary Schwann cells was not an unprecedented finding as the 

PC-12 pheochromocytoma cell line undergoes transient differentiation/growth arrest 

upon microinjection of activated ras protein (Bar-Sagi and Feramisco, 1985), and a 

REF derived cell line, termed REF 52, like primary Schwann cells will not yield 

colonies when transfected with an activated ras gene (Franza et al., 1986). However, 

primary Schwann cells provide a unique system for study of the contribution of 

activated ras genes to the transformation of normal cells. Other systems for the study 

of the effect of expression of inserted oncogenes in normal cells such as skin tumour 

promotion (Brown etal., 1986), mouse prostate reconstitutions (Thompson etal.,

1989), transgenic animals (Hanahan, 1985), and haematopoietic bone marrow culture 

systems (Kahn et al., 1986a) exist; however, cells cannot be isolated in sufficient 

quantity to carry out their biochemical characterisation before introduction of 

oncogenes. Hence primary Schwann cells represent a workable cell system for 

qualitative and quantitative studies of cells before, during and after introduction of 

cooperating oncogenes.

1.4.3 Oncogene Cooperation In Schwann Cells As An Assay For 

Identification Of Novel Oncogenes
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The diametric response of Schwann cells to an activated ras genes alone or in 

conjunction with a nuclear oncogene, combined with the relative ease with which they 

could be prepared in large numbers, suggested the possibility of experiments to isolate 

cellular genes that could cooperate with activated ras in their transformation. 

Specifically, rare Schwann cell foci should result upon co-introduction and expression 

of cellular genes and an activated ras gene, if there exist cellular genes capable of 

functionally substituting for SV40 LT in cooperative transformation with activated ras. 

The phenomenon of ras induced Schwann cell growth arrest would provide the extra 

advantage of reducing background in this assay system as cells receiving biologically 

inert genes in conjunction with an activated ras gene should undergo growth arrest. 

Background should also be reduced by assaying for foci in non-supplemented medium in 

which normal Schwann cells cannot grow but transformed Schwann cells continue to 

proliferate.

Obviously the nature of any cellular genes active in cooperation with ras would be 

intriguing. First, these cellular genes might expand the size of the myc-like gene 

family. A more fascinating prospect would be the possibility that these genes would 

represent cellular homologs of the SV40 LT or adenovirus E1A genes. The products of 

these DNA tumour virus genes have been shown to bind the "anti-oncogene" protein 

encoded by the retinoblastoma gene (Rb) (DeCaprio etal., 1988; Whyte et al., 1988). 

It is believed that some part of the transforming capacities of these genes may lie in 

their ability to inactivate the antiproliferative activity of the Rb protein (Huang et al.,

1988) upon binding. For instance, regions important for the transforming activity of 

the SV40 and E1A (Schneider etal., 1987) proteins are homologous (Figge etal.,

1988), interchangeable (Moran, 1988), and specifically in the case of E1A coincide 

with those regions necessary for binding to the Rb protein (Whyte et al., 1989). Also, 

a region of the SV40 LT protein separate from that which binds the Rb protein binds the 

p53 protein which has recently been shown to behave as an anti-oncogene (Hinds et al., 

1989; Finlay et al., 1989). The belief that cellular homologs of E1A and SV40 LT may 

exist stems from the theoretical paradigm that all virus proteins that impinge on 

cellular mechanisms have evolved to mimic aspects of cellular proteins involved in 

these processes. Evidence for cellular genes with activities similar to the DNA tumour
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virus early gene comes from studies of undifferentiated teratocarcinoma cells. 

Undifferentiated F9 teratocarcinoma cells possess an E1A like function that can 

functionally complement an E1A deficient adenovirus mutant leading to a productive 

infection (Imperiale etal., 1984). The same promoters with enhancers whose 

transcription is suppressed by the E1A protein (Borrelli et al., 1984; Velcich and Ziff,

1985) are also transcriptionally suppressed when introduced into undifferentiated F9 

cells (Gorman et al., 1985). The biological activities of the SV40 LT and E1A proteins 

suggest that a "shotgun" oncogene cooperation assay within uniform primary Schwann 

cell populations may provide an opportunity to isolate cellular genes involved in the 

control of proliferation, perhaps via interaction with anti-oncogenes.

1.4.4 Expressing Genes In Schwann Cells For The Oncogene Cooperation 

Assay: cDNA Expression Libraries

How might one execute the Schwann cell oncogene cooperation "shotgun" cloning 

experiment to identify genes involved in the control of cellular proliferation? 

Conceptually the experiment is like any other where genes are introduced and expressed 

in "reporter" cells that display a readily identifiable phenotype upon expression of the 

desired gene. Therefore the main consideration as to how to perform the shotgun 

oncogene cooperation experiment is no different than other gene transfer/cloning 

experiments where genes must be efficiently introduced, expressed and rapidly 

recovered for characterisation.

Although genomic transfection has been effectively used in numerous experiments 

for functional gene transfer and subsequent isolation, the method has a number of 

shortcomings and inconveniences associated with it. Although not rigorously proven, it 

is assumed that it may not be possible to functionally identify introduced genes whose 

promoters are transcriptionally weak or inactive in the reporter cell, such as genes 

with tissue specific promoters.

Eucaryotic promoters are for the most part composed of a core "TATA" box whose 

basal promoter activity fixes the site of the initiation of transcription, and a series of 

upstream elements DNA sequence elements which function in an integrated manner to 

form "enhancers" which modulate the basal levels of transcription from the TATA box
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(reviewed in Dynan, 1989). The TATA box binds factors (termed TFII A, B, D, & E) 

that form an initiation complex with RNA Polymerase it (Van Dyke et al., 1988; 

Buratowski et al. 1989). Formation of this initiation complex which influences the 

rate of transcription appears to be cooperatively augmented or inhibited by sequence 

specific transcription factors that bind upstream sequence elements (reviewed in 

Ptashne, 1988 and Mitchell and Tjian, 1989) or adhere via protein-protein 

interaction to other transcription factors already bound near the TATA box (Lillie and 

Green, 1989). Therefore the tropism of a promoter's expression is for the most part 

determined in cis by its upstream transcription factor binding sites, and in trans by 

the presence or absence of transcriptional activator or repressor factors within the 

cell in which the promoter resides. Many promoters of viral origin are highly 

transcriptionally active in a wide variety of cell types, presumably because their 

upstream DNA enhancer motifs bind transcription factors present in most cells. In 

contrast, 8 globin genes are not expressed at high levels in non erythroid cells at least 

in part due to a lack of erythroid specific transcription factors thought to bind DNA 

sequence motifs 5' of the B globin TATA box (Baron and Maniatis, 1986; reviewed in 

Maniatis et al., 1987). Hence to ensure a gene will be expressed subsequent to transfer 

in shotgun expression cloning experiments it is necessary to place it under the 

transcriptional control of a constitutively active promoter. Advances in recombinant 

DNA technology has made the task of placing an already isolated gene under the 

transcriptional control of a constitutively active heterologous promoter, generally of 

viral origin, a trivial matter (Mulligan et al., 1979; Mulligan and Berg 1980, Lee et 

al., 1981). However it is not possible to place genes residing in non-cloned genomic 

DNA fragments under the transcriptional control of a heterologous promoter. Therefore 

genomic transfection expression experiments will always be limited by the potential of 

a given gene's promoter to function in the reporter cell.

Ensured expression of genes from a constitutive heterologous promoter can be 

achieved by cDNA cloning/expression techniques. Double stranded cDNAs are DNA 

copies of mRNA molecules synthesised by retrovirus derived reverse transcriptase 

(Section 1.5.2) and E coli DNA polymerase I (Maniatis et al., 1976; Land et al., 1981; 

Okayama and Berg, 1982). As such, cDNAs represent solely the coding sequences of
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eucaryotic genes transcribed within a cell. Therefore cDNAs lack promoters since RNA 

Pol II transcripts initiate 3' of the TATA box. Also cDNAs contain neither introns nor 

functional polyadenylation signals since the former are spliced out of mRNAs and the 

latter generally require sequences 3' to the point where the poly A tract is added 

(reviewed in Birnstiel eta!., 1985). A cDNA can be rendered functional from the 

stand-point of expression in eucaryotic cells by inserting it between a constitutive 

promoter and polyadenylation signal in a eucaryotic expression "vector" using 

recombinant DNA techniques. Expression cDNA "libraries" result from the shotgun 

cloning of the entire collection of cDNAs that arise from reverse transcription of total 

cellular mRNA into a eucaryotic expression vector (Okayama and Berg, 1983, 1985; 

Seed and Aruffo, 1987). In theory all the genetic information expressed within a cell 

can be stored within a cDNA expression library and subsequently expressed in a 

heterologous reporter cell after the library's introduction (a statistical treatment of 

the requirements for entire representation and transfer of the genetic information 

expressed in a cell is discussed in Section 7.1.2).

Other advantages are afforded by the use of cDNA expression libraries in place of 

genomic DNA in shotgun expression cloning experiments. By placing the coding 

sequences of a gene under the transcriptional control of a strong constitutive promoter 

one is likely to permit a putative oncogene to betray its full biological activity. For 

instance the c-myc gene's expression is normally tightly regulated, and the oncogenic 

capacity of the gene is only displayed when its transcription is disregulated by 

translocation or promoter insertion (Taub et al., 1982; Land etal., 1986)

Genes too large (several megabases in length) to be transfected as purified genomic 

DNA (whose size limit due to DNA shearing is roughly 50 kb), such as c-abl (Bernards 

et al., 1987) and the Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy gene (Monaco etal., 1987) have 

been reported. Since the major portion of these genes are composed of non-coding 

intron sequences, their corresponding cDNAs (Ben-Neriah etal., 1986; Koenig etal.,

1987) are a more manageable length (several kilobases) for transfer into reporter 

cells.

Genes such as c-abl also have multiple protein forms generated by use of different 

exons in alternate splicing of the mRNA (Ben-Neriah et al., 1986). cDNA cloning and
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expression of individual mRNAs allows the biological activity of the different forms of 

such proteins to be assessed in isolation.

Besides supplying a eucaryotic promoter and transcriptional termination sequences 

in cis to cDNA inserts, the expression vector that is the basis for a cDNA library can 

also be manipulated to include flanking signals that facilitate the rapid recovery of a 

transfected cDNA insert from a positive cell clone. These sequences that allow 

"shuttling" of DNA segments between eucaryotic and procaryotic cells generally include 

a dominant selectable marker that functions in bacterial cells (and often in eucaryotes 

as well) and separate bacterial and mammalian viral origins of replication (Cepko et 

al., 1984; Aruffo and Seed, 1987). Using shuttle vectors, cDNAs that elicit a positive 

phenotype in reporter cells can be recovered within the span of a few days rather than 

the periods of months entailed in recovering biologically active genomic copies of genes.

cDNA expression libraries have been successfully employed in transient assays to 

clone immune cell surface antigens (Aruffo and Seed, 1987; Simons and Seed, 1988), 

erythroid lineage specific DNA binding proteins (Tsai etal., 1989) and lymphokines 

(Yang etal., 1986), while in stable assays they have been used to isolate a suppressor 

of activated ras transformation activity (Kitayama etal., 1989).

1.4.5 Retroviral Based cDNA Expression Libraries

Since gene transfer/cloning studies of oncogene cooperation generally require stable 

long term expression of genes in order for recipient cells to grow out as foci, it was of 

interest to design a cDNA expression library vector dedicated for use in stable 

expression experiments. To this end it was decided to use retroviral expression vectors 

as a basis for cDNA expression libraries. This was because retroviral vectors hold the 

potential of enabling efficient clonal transfer of library molecules into a wider variety 

of reporter cells than existing cDNA expression library vectors, while still 

maintaining their capacity to express inserted cDNAs at high levels and allow quick 

cDNA recovery.

1.5 Retroviral Vectors

During the past five years retroviral vectors have become a very important and 

widely used means of gene transfer. In the laboratory, their use has expanded the
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capabilities of investigators to perform important experiments that have solved 

previously unanswerable biological questions. Probably within the next few years they 

will be employed in gene therapy regimes to treat human diseases caused by metabolic 

disorders that arise as a consequence of a missing or defective gene product within a 

given metabolic pathway (Friedman, 1989; Anderson, 1984). This review of the 

workings of retroviral vector systems will stress the aspects of their usage that satisfy 

the requirements for a cDNA expression library vector. Later, shortcomings of 

retroviral vector systems that limit their potential for use as a basis for a cDNA 

expression library will also be discussed. A major portion of the work presented in 

this thesis was addressed towards overcoming these limitations of retroviral vector 

systems.

1.5.1 Gene Transfer And Expression: A Natural Aspect of Retroviruses

Retroviral vectors exploit the inherent capacity of retroviruses to transfer genetic 

material stably into a cell's genome, and subsequently express it in a manner that is 

generally not detrimental to the host cell. Retroviruses are ideally suited for 

performing the two steps required for effective gene transfer, efficient introduction 

and incorporation of the genetic material, because they are the only known vertebrate 

viruses in which stable integration within the host genome is a normal portion of the 

viral life cycle.

Initial entry of genetic material into cells via retroviral vectors is so efficient it 

permits successful transfer of genes into limiting numbers of cells, such as 

haematopoietic stem cells in explanted bone marrow (Eglitis eta l., 1985), and 

transfer approaching 100% in tissue culture experiments. Here retroviral vector 

systems take advantage of the virion's high propensity for gaining entry into most 

mammalian cells. In comparison, chemical and electrical means of gene transfer 

require large initial numbers of cells, and function, under optimal circumstances, at 

efficiencies several orders of magnitude lower than retroviral vectors, and only in a 

limited number of specific cell types.

Once the virion is inside the cell incorporation of its genetic material within the 

host chromosome is virtually assured because the virion appears to contain all the
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necessary enzymatic machinery for proviral integration, independent of, and in most 

cases insusceptible to, cellular factors (Brown etal., 1987). The predictable nature 

of the proviral integration is ideal for gene transfer, in marked contrast to the random 

integrations fraught with rearrangements associated with SV40 (Ketner and Kelly, 

1976; Botchan etal., 1976) and polyoma viruses, as well as calcium phosphate 

mediated DNA transfection (Scagnos and Ruddle, 1981).

Finally, after genes are transferred and integrated within cells as a vector provirus, 

they are expressed at high levels from the provirus's strong promoter in place of the 

normal viral replicative genes.

Since retroviral vector systems are based on wild type retroviruses, a review of the 

biology of the retroviral life cycle follows.

1.5.2 Retroviruses: A Brief History

Retroviruses were uncovered as a consequence of studies of spontaneously occurring 

chicken sarcomas and breast tumours or leukaemias of inbred strains of mice 

(reviewed in Weiss et al., 1985). The common viral contribution to the etiology of 

these neoplasias was inferred from experiments involving transmission of the diseases 

to new hosts via injection of cell free extracts of sarcomas into a chick, or nursing of a 

pup from low incidence strain of mouse by a mother from a high incidence strain 

(Rous, 1911: Bittner, 1942). In both cases the disease could be transmitted when the 

cell free sarcoma extracts or mother's milk had been passed through filters known to 

exclude particles as large as vertebrate cells and bacteria. Work with the agent 

responsible for the acute chicken sarcomas, RSV, progressed rapidly upon inception of 

in vitro culturing of the virus in fibroblast monolayers (Temin and Rubin, 1958). 

Studies that demonstrated both inhibitors of RNA and DNA synthesis interfered with 

retroviral replication (Temin, 1963) le<J to the proposal of the provirus hypothesis 

which proposed that retroviruses, already suggested to possess an RNA genome 

(Crawford and Crawford, 1961), replicate through a DNA intermediate which is stably 

associated with the host cell genome (Temin, 1964). A corollary of the hypothesis was 

the existence of an RNA dependent DNA polymerase, of either cellular or viral origin. 

Support for the provirus hypothesis was strengthened by the discovery of the predicted
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RNA dependent DNA polymerase in detergent lysed virion preps (Baltimore, 1970; 

Temin and Mizutani, 1970), and eventually proven with the advent of solid phase 

membrane hybridisation, recombinant DNA techniques, and DNA sequence technology 

(Hughes etal., 1978; Shimotohno etal., 1980).

Although retroviruses were once thought to be unique in their flaunting of the DNA 

makes RNA makes protein "central dogma" of molecular biology, other viruses, such as 

hepatitis B (Summers and Mason, 1982), and transposons (whose structural homology 

with retroviral proviruses is striking), such as the Ty element of budding yeast (Boeke 

et al., 1985), have been demonstrated to replicate/transpose through an RNA 

intermediate. More recently reverse transcriptase activity has been detected in 

procaryotes, including the standard laboratory strain E. coli (reviewed in Varmus,

1989). The ubiquitous presence of reverse transcriptase activity has lent credence to 

the hypothesis that life may have begun with RNA as the primary genetic material, 

given its ability to both store genetic information and function enzymatically (Cech et 

al., 1981; Doudna and Szostak, 1989), and only later was the former role assigned to 

DNA by reverse transcription.

1.5.3 Retroviral Genome Structure And Life Cycle Overview

Extensive work into the molecular biology of many different retroviruses has 

uncovered a basically unified life cycle and proviral genome structure shown in Figures 

1.1 and 1.2A respectively. Viral particles adsorb to cells via a specific interaction 

between the envelope protein coating the virion and a specific cellular receptor 

molecule. The virus gains entry into the cell by a mechanism which is not well 

understood, and then proceeds to synthesise a double stranded DNA copy of its RNA 

genome using the RNA dependent DNA polymerase (reverse transcriptase) present in 

the virion. Linear double stranded DNA molecules are stably integrated into the host 

chromosomes as proviruses (Figure 1.2A) by the integrase enzyme. Formation of 

progeny virus begins with the synthesis of an RNA copy of the proviral genome by host 

RNA polymerase II. This genomic message, and a spliced version of it, also sen/e as
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Figure 1.1 Retroviral Life Cycle

A description of the workings of the retroviral life cycle can be found in Sections

1.5.5 and 1.5.7.
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Figure 1.2 Retroviral Genome Structure and Transcription

A. Mo MuLV provirus structure (not to scale). The hatched region at the end of the 

po/gene and the beginning of the envgene represents a region where the two genes 

overlap in different reading frames. So represents the splice donor site and Sa the 

splice acceptor.

B. Transcription and splicing of the Mo MuLV provirus.

The function of the provirus structure and expression from its derivative mRNAs is 

detailed in Sections 1.5.5 and 1.5.7.
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mRNAs that encode the viral proteins. Translation of viral mRNA yields immature 

capsid/polymerase polyproteins which gather a pair of viral genomic RNA transcripts 

and assemble as an incipient capsid at the cell membrane. As the immature virion buds 

off from the cell it acquires its surface envelope proteins which are imbedded in the 

cellular membrane. During the process of initial assembly and budding, maturation of 

the viral proteins begins and continues post budding until the progeny virion becomes 

fully infectious.

The prototype Mo MuLV (Moloney Murine Leukaemia Yirus) proviral genome 

depicted in Figure 1.2A contains the gag, pol and env genes which encode viral capsid, 

protease/reverse transcriptase/integrase, and viral envelope proteins respectively. 

The genes are flanked by LTRs (Long Ierminal Repeats) which function as 

transcriptional control signals, with the 5' LTR functioning as a promoter and the 3' 

LTR serving as the site of transcriptional termination/polyadenylation. gag and pol 

genes are translated as fusion polypeptides from non-spliced mRNA, while env protein 

is derived from translation of spliced message as shown in Figure 1.2B.

1.5.4 Acutely Transforming Retroviruses and Retroviral Vector Systems

In essence, the acutely transforming retroviruses can be viewed as naturally 

occurring retroviral vectors for the transmission of transduced cellular oncogenes. In 

fact, all recombinant retroviral vector systems are based on the principles involved in 

the biology of acutely transforming retroviruses. With the exception of certain strains 

of RSV, all of the acutely transforming retroviruses are defective, relying on a helper 

virus for their transmission. Acutely transforming retroviruses have been rendered 

defective as a consequence of acquiring cellular proto-oncogene sequences at the expense 

of portions of the coding regions of their genome via recombination. They remain 

transmissible, with the aid of helper function, because they have retained all the 

necessary cis-acting retroviral sequences. The helper virus supplies the viral 

structural and replicative proteins within the same cell in trans. Hence, acutely 

transforming retroviral stocks are composed of two complementing working parts that 

cooperate to transmit viral oncogenes into ceils.
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Recombinant retroviral vector systems mirror the two part composition of acutely
*

transforming retroviral stocks. The vector is an analog of the defective transforming 

virus, with exogenous genes to be transmitted and expressed molecularly inserted in 

place of excised viral coding sequences, while producer cell lines provide the full 

complement of viral polypeptides for vector proviruses just as the helper virus does 

for defective transforming proviruses. Vectors are transfected into producer cell lines 

which then generate recombinant virus. Alternatively, since retroviral vectors 

contain a full complement of transcriptional signals present in conventional eucaryotic 

expression vectors, transfer and expression of a gene cloned into a retroviral vector 

can be achieved by transfection of those cells that are difficult to infect.

Retroviral vector systems have been established using both avian and murine 

retroviruses, however the description that follows will concentrate on Mo MuLV based 

systems, except where explicitly stated when discussing unified aspects of retroviral 

biology, since they are most applicable for gene transfer experiments with mammalian 

cells.

1.5.5 Retroviral c/s Acting Sequences

In general, all retroviral vector constructs are derived from molecular proviral 

clones in which segments of the gag pol and env coding regions have been removed and 

subsequently replaced with one or more genes the experimenter wishes to deliver and 

express within a cell. While recombinant vector design can tolerate removal of all 

endemic replicative genes, the cis-acting signals for replication during the normal 

course of the retroviral life cycle, shown in Figure 1.3 must be maintained. These 

sequences are each involved in a specific aspect of the retroviral life cycle.

Replication initiates with transcription of an RNA copy of the proviral genome which 

is mediated by the enhancer/promoter elements within the U3 region of 5’ LTR. 

Transcription initiates at the 5' R (Repeat) and terminated at the 3’ R by 

polyadenylation signals in the 3’ LTR (reviewed in Varmus and Swanstrom, 1985; 

Figure 1.2B), although incorrect polyadenylation 3' of the wild type poly A site does not 

preclude normal replication (Swain and Coffin, 1989). With its 5’ m7G cap and 3'
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Figure 1.3 Cis Acting Signals in the Retroviral Genome

A detailed description of the role of each of the indicated cis acting sequence motif in 

the retroviral life cycle can be found in Section 1.5.5.
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poly A tract, the basic structure of retroviral genomic RNA is indistinguishable from 

that of mammalian mRNA.

Encapsidation of the genomic transcripts into progeny virions is in the form of a 

dimer mediated through the transcripts' packaging signal, or y  site, which is localised 

in a region that begins at the splice donor and extends into the first few hundred bp of 

gag coding sequences (Mann et at., 1983, 1985; Bender et at., 1987; Chapter 4). The 

dimeric or diploid nature of the retroviral genome is unique among vertebrate viruses. 

Packaging signal sequences are the sole requirement for encapsidation as evidenced by 

efficient packaging of non-retroviral transcripts to which these sequences have been 

covalently linked (Adam and Miller, 1988).

After the progeny virions gain entry into a cell their viral genomic RNA transcripts 

are copied into DNA by reverse transcription (Gilboa et at., 1979; reviewed in Varmus 

and Swanstrom, 1985). This process is initiated by priming from the 3'-OH terminus 

of a tRNA molecule that specifically base pairs with the primer binding site located at 

the 3' end of the U5 region of the genome (Taylor and lllmensee, 1975; Eiden et at., 

1976). Proper initiation also appears to be dependent upon a putative secondary 

structure formed of U5 leader sequences and sequences 3' of the primer binding site 

(Cobrinik, et at., 1988). The nascent negative strand is transferred intermolecularly, 

by a process which probably requires the R regions flanking the transcripts. Positive 

strand synthesis initiates at the polypurine tract just 5' of the 3' LTR, and continues 

with intramolecular strand transfer (Panganiban and Fiore, 1988).

Finally, the product of reverse transcription, the incipient provirus in the form of 

linear double stranded DNA, is integrated within the host genome by a process which 

involves the short imperfect inverted repeat sequences found at the ends of the flanking 

LTRs (Panganiban and Temin, 1983; Colicelli and Goff, 1985, 1988). In vitro studies 

with Mo MuLV have shown that proviral integration is carried out in a manner exactly 

analogous to the integration of the bacteriophage Mu transposon (Fujiwara and 

Mizuuchi, 1988). First 2 bp are removed from the 3' ends of the unintegrated linear 

viral DNA which are then joined to the host DNA, after which the 5' ends are linked to 

host DNA by staggered cleavage and fill in repair. Because of the inherent stability of 

the provirus structure, exogenous genes in retroviral vectors remain associated with
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the cellular genome for months even in the absence of selective pressure for their 

maintenance (e.g. Garver eta!., 1987b).

Although the structure of the integrated provirus is invariant, the site of its 

integration within the host cell genome is for the most part random. Retrovirus 

integrations do appear to show a preference for regions of active chromatin, as 

evidenced by DNase I hypersensitivity analysis of integration sites pre and post 

proviral insertion (Vijaya et a!., 1986; Rohdewohld et a!., 1987). Also, two classes of 

integration sites appear to exist within the vertebrate genome, with several hundred 

high frequency sites of insertion where integration is 106 times more likely to occur 

than at the low frequency or random sites (Shih et ah, 1988). The otherwise random 

nature of retroviruses and their derivative retroviral vectors has been applied to such 

varied experiments as insertional mutagenesis (Varmus et ah, 1981; Harbers et ah, 

1984; King et ah, 1985), promoter traps (Barklis et ah, 1986; Brenner et ah,

1989, Von Melchner and Ruley, 1989), and gene mapping by cell fusion hybrids via 

insertion of dominant selectable markers within human chromosomes (Housman,

1987; Lugo et ah, 1987).

Unlike X phage vectors (Murray, 1983), there appears to be no minimum size 

requirement for the retroviral genome, and the maximum size permitted, though not 

rigorously determined, is limited to roughly 10 kb. Since the genomic transcripts of 

vectors described in Chapter 5 are as small as 2.4 kb, genes with coding regions of up 

to 7.6 kb can be utilised in the context of a retroviral vector.

1.5.6 Retroviral Vectors: History And Practical Application

As long as the aforementioned cis acting sequences are maintained, retroviral 

vectors will generally tolerate insertion of most genes between their LTRs and transmit 

them in lieu of the normal viral genes. Historically, the first retroviral vectors 

employed the HSV TK gene as a marker for retroviral gene transfer (Shimotohno and 

Temin, 1981; Wei et ah, 1981; Tabin et ah, 1982) because a suitable selection (HAT) 

for expression of the TK gene had been devised and implemented (Szybalska and 

Szybalski, 1962; Wigler et ah, 1977). The successful transfer of TK gene by these 

vectors provided support for the first notion that transmission and expression of
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exogenous genes by retroviruses was a general capability of the viruses, and not a 

specific phenomenon limited to viral oncogenes.

With the above experiments demonstrating the efficacy of utilising retroviruses as a 

means of transferring and expressing a specific inserted gene, investigators moved 

forward to build vectors that would be generally applicable for gene transfer.

Retroviral vectors have been designed that express either a single exogenous gene, or 

multiple genes, with one generally being a dominant selectable marker and the other(s) 

the gene(s) of interest.

Vectors which transmit a single gene usually rely on the promoter residing within 

the 5’ LTR for transcription of the gene (Kriegler et al., 1984; Eglitis et al., 1985), 

although exogenous promoters (in the same or opposite orientation relative to the 

LTRs) can be employed instead. The inherent simplicity of single gene vectors has both 

advantages and liabilities. To their credit, single gene vectors often avoid the 

diminished expression or low titre often encountered when utilising complicated vector 

designs that deviate from the structure of wild type of naturally occurring defective 

acutely transforming retroviruses (Bowtell et al., 1988). The single gene vectors' 

main failing is their imposition of the restriction on the inserted gene that it elicit a 

readily identifiable phenotype in a cell in which it is expressed, otherwise those cells 

that have been infected cannot easily be determined. For these reasons, the use of single 

gene vectors has been limited to transmission of oncogenes, growth factors or drug 

resistance genes, generally as markers of haematopoietic progenitor cells (Pastan et 

al., 1988; Laker et al., 1987; Eglitis et al., 1985). Now however, the advent of 

Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) analysis (Saiki et al., 1985) may facilitate 

identification of cells grown in culture that have been infected with single gene vectors.

Theoretically of greater utility are the multiple gene vectors expressing dominantly 

acting drug resistance markers. Here the gene of interest is covalently linked within 

the retroviral vector to a drug resistance marker. Hence any gene can be transmitted 

irrespective of foreknowledge of its potential phenotypic effects, because its presence 

within a cell can be inferred by the cell's ability to survive in selective medium in a 

manner functionally analogous to the cotransfection procedure. An alternative selection 

scheme has also been reported for a two gene retroviral vector utilising a cell surface
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antigen as a marker, and selection for cells bearing proviruses being carried out by 

FACS (Eluorescence Activated £.ellSorting) analysis (Strair ©fa/., 1988).

Two strategies have been devised for simultaneous expression of a drug resistance 

and an exogenous gene in a retroviral vector. The first type, embodied by the splicing 

vector pZIPNeo SV(X) (Cepko ©fa/., 1984) and others of similar design (e.g.

Hellerman ©fa/., 1984), mimic the scheme employed by replication competent 

retroviruses whereby the gagpol orf is expressed from unspliced message, and the env 

gene from singly spliced message, both of which are transcribed from the LTR. In the 

specific case of pZIPNeo SV(X) (Figure 1.4A), the exogenous gene is cloned 5' of the Mo 

MuLV splice acceptor(s) so it is expression relies on translation of non spliced 

transcripts from the LTR. Cloned genes are spliced out to allow expression of the neo 

gene that lies 3' of the Mo MuLV splice acceptor region. Additional splicing vectors 

utilising SV40 derived splice acceptors rather than endogenous Mo MuLV acceptor 

region have also been assembled (Wong ©fa/.,1987). The main difficulty encountered 

when using splicing vectors is the unpredictable nature of the splicing. Unwanted 

splicing between the vectors' splice donor and cryptic splice acceptors within the 

inserted gene of interest, whose presence are difficult to foretell, Is sometimes 

observed. A greater problem has been the alteration of the ratios of spliced to unspliced 

message as a function of sequences within the exogenous genes, which in extreme cases 

can lead to the predominance of one mRNA species at the total expense of the other 

(Joyner and Bernstein, 1983; Hwang et al., 1985; Bowtell et al., 1988; C. Cepko, 

personal communication).

Direct Orientation (DO) vectors achieve expression of two genes by utilising the 

LTR's promoter as the source of one transcript and an internal promoter inserted 

between the LTRs for initiation of a second (Figure 1.4B). Traditionally the LTR has 

been used in vectors such as DO-L to drive expression of the exogenous genes and the 

internal promoter to express the drug resistance marker (Korman ©fa/., 1987), 

however this arrangement can be reversed (Boulter and Wagner, 1987; Garver et al., 

1987, Palmer et al., 1989). Although no naturally occurring retroviruses with 

internal promoters have been isolated, retroviral vectors appear relatively insensitive 

to promoter insertion as evidenced by some of the earliest vectors in which whole genes
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Figure 1.4 Retroviral Vectors and Expression Strategies

A. pZIPNeo SV(X) splicing vector and its derived mRNA transcripts.

B. pDO-L DJrect Orientation non-splicing, internal promoter vector and its derived 

mRNA transcripts.

These vectors are described in detailed in Section 1.5.6.
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maintaining their own promoter were incorporated, even in the opposite orientation 

relative to the LTRs (Shimotohno and Temin, 1981; Tabin eta!., 1982; Miller et al.t 

1984), and the successful use of many DO type vectors (Yang etal., 1987; Boulter and 

Wagner, 1987; Miller and Rosman, 1989; Chapter 5). There has even been a report of 

a vector with two internal promoters that successfully expresses two exogenous genes 

and a selective marker (Overell et al., 1988) However, an important caveat to 

consider regarding the use of DO vectors is a sporadically observed suppression of 

expression of genes transcribed by the internal promoter, which in extreme cases can 

be total (Emmerman and Temin, 1984, 1986a,1986b; Chapter 6).

There exists a variation on the DO vector approach, the Self Inactivating (SIN) 

vectors, in which the LTR is rendered transcriptionally inactive, and gene expression 

is placed under the transcriptional control of internal promoter(s), now free of the 

influence of the transcriptional signals normally residing within the LTRs (Yu et al., 

1986; Hawley et al., 1987; Yee et al., 1987). Operationally this is achieved by 

deleting a restriction fragment containing the enhancer/promoter sequences from the 

3* LTR of a vector construct (Figure 1.5). Though deleted of 3' LTR sequences, 

transcripts originating from the intact 5' LTR still maintain the els acting signals 

necessary for packaging, reverse transcription, and integration. Due to the 

asymmetric nature of retroviral replication (reviewed in Varmus and Swanstrom, 

1985; Panganiban and Fiore, 1988), only the U3 repeat of the 3' LTR is transmitted, 

and duplicated in the progeny proviruses. Hence, a deletion of the enhancer/promoter 

in the 3' U3 repeat will result in a provirus lacking transcriptional signals in both 

LTRs after one round of replication in SIN vectors. The use of SIN vectors in gene 

therapy holds the promise, in theory, of avoiding the potential hazard of insertional 

activation of cellular proto-oncogenes potentially associated with vectors with intact 

LTRs (see Section 1.3.1).

An approach to expand the host range of expression of the LTR in retroviral vectors 

is represented by the Heterologous LTR (HL) vectors. The promoter within MuLV LTRs 

have a limited ability to function in certain cell types, particularly embryonal 

carcinoma cells (Linney etal., 1984; Gorman et al., 1985), however variant strains 

have been isolated whose LTRs work efficiently in such cells (Seliger etal., 1985;
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Figure 1.5 SIN Retroviral Vectors

The strategy for creating £.elf INactivating retroviral vectors shown in this figure is 

described in Section 1.5.6. Basically SIN vectors are retroviral vectors with 

transcriptionally inactive LTRs that do not influence the expression of an inserted gene 

transcribed from the internal promoter.
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Hilberg etal., 1987). Also, related strains of MuLVs, possess enhanced transcriptional 

tropism for cell types of specific lineages, such as the erythroid and myeloid specificity 

of Friend virus (Fr-MuLV) or myeloproliferative sarcoma virus (MPSV) 

respectively. In all cases, these transcriptional characteristics have been mapped to 

the enhancer sequences within the viruses' LTRs (Chatis etal., 1983, 1984; Stocking 

et al., 1986, 1985; Golemis et al., 1989). In light of these findings, standard Mo 

MuLV based vectors have been modified as HL vectors to allow or enhance expression of 

exogenous genes in embryonal carcinoma or erythroid cells respectively (Laker et al., 

1987; Hilberg etal., 1987; Harihan etal., 1988; Bowtell etal., 1988; Holland etal.,

1987). Work with HL vectors is carried out in similar fashion to that with SIN 

vectors, except rather than delete the enhancer sequences within the 3' LTR, one 

exchanges them with analogous ones from a different viral strain. Just as with SIN 

vectors, these newly inserted transcriptional signals conferring altered 

transcriptional specificity will eventually appear in both the flanking LTRs of progeny 

virus, and will henceforth be stably transmitted to subsequent generations.

Drug resistance markers utilised in multiple gene vectors are usually either 

metabolic genes that complement a defect (either inherent or drug induced) within a 

biosynthetic pathway of the recipient cell, or antibiotic resistance genes from 

procaryotic sources that have been adapted for function in eucaryotes. The most 

popular marker is the neomycin resistance gene derived from the Tn5 transposon that 

operates dually to confer resistance to the aminoglycoside G418 in mammalian cells, 

and kanamycin E. coli (Southern and Berg, 1982).

An extremely powerful aspect of such dual functioning resistance markers becomes 

apparent when they are used in conjunction with bacterial and mammalian viral origins 

of replication between the LTRs of a retroviral vector, which allows "shuttling" of such 

vectors between mammalian and bacterial hosts. Proviruses of these shuttle vectors 

can be recovered from cellular chromatin as antibiotic resistant bacterial plasmids 

that arise as a consequence of homologous recombination between the LTRs (Cepko et al., 

1984; Murphy and Efstratiadis, 1987; Section 2.2.15). Simply by inducing 

replication at the viral origin by fusing the cell harbouring the provirus to another 

cell containing the necessary trans acting factors for viral replication, the provirus is
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amplified and, in the process, the probability of recombination between the LTRs is 

enhanced. Resultant low molecular weight vector derived plasmids can then be isolated 

away from host chromatin, transformed into bacteria and grown like any other 

recombinant plasmid. The whole process takes less than a week, in comparison to the 

months of work involved in generating secondary or tertiary transfectants, and 

producing/screening recombinant libraries associated with isolating genes initially 

introduced by calcium phosphate mediated transfection. Although PCR analysis has 

recently proved to be a powerful tool for use in the rapid recovery of transferred 

genes, the fusion rescue protocol still allows isolation of large genes without any prior 

knowledge of a gene's restriction enzyme sites or sequence. A drawback associated with 

PCR mediated recovery of copies of biologically active cDNAs is the high error 

frequency (1 error per 103 nucleotides copied) associated with replication of DNA by 

the T. aquaticus DNA polymerase used in the technique. The quick recovery capability 

after shotgun introduction of genes makes retroviral vectors extremely attractive for 

use as the basis for a cDNA expression library.

Most genes can be transmitted in retroviral vectors as isolated without the need of 

modification. However there are exceptions, the most notable of which being the need to 

remove transcription termination/polyadenylation signals. Termination of genomic 

retroviral transcripts at inserted gene sequences preceding the 3' LTR will result in 

negligible vector titres because these genomic RNAs will be devoid of 3' cis acting 

signals required for reverse transcription and integration. Although the excision of the 

polyadenylation signal may not be an absolute requirement, with existing precedence 

for efficient passage of certain genes with intact termination signals in retroviral 

vectors (Miller et al., 1984; Tabin et al., 1982), it is probably prudent to avoid 

inclusion of such signals. cDNAs generally lack functional polyadenylation signals so 

their insertion into retroviral vectors presents no obstacle to the generation of a 

retroviral based cDNA expression library.

Introns within genes are removed after a single round of replication if the gene is 

inserted in the "sense" orientation relative to the LTRs (Shimotohno and Temin,

1982), although exceptions to this rule have been reported (Perkins, et al., 1989). 

This aspect of the retroviral life cycle can be used to the experimenter's advantage to
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generate cDNAs from genomic copies of genes (e.g. Kaplan et al., 1987). Retroviruses 

have been invaluable tools in this respect, aiding in the elucidation of complex 

alternative splicing patterns of papova viruses, adenoviruses and fibronectin genes 

(Kriegler et al., 1984; Jat, et al., 1986; Schwarzbauer et al., 1987; Dostatni et al.,

1988) On the other hand, if one wishes to introduce a gene harbouring essential 

regulatory elements within its introns like (3 globin, insertion of the gene is restricted 

to the antisense orientation if these signals are to be maintained (Cone etal., 1987a; 

Miller et al., 1988). Cryptic splice acceptors within genes, even when they are 

inserted as cDNAs (T. Claudio, personal communication), can deleteriously interact 

with the splice donor to excise the transcript's y  site, preventing its transmission as 

recombinant virus, yielding diminished vector titre. Last, in the course of utilising 

retroviral vectors for gene transfer, genes that are incompatible with retroviral 

replication have been encountered (perhaps because of strong secondary structure 

present in RNA transcripts of these genes), with which the investigators have been 

unable to generate high titre recombinant viral stocks (C. Cepko, H. Land, personal 

communications).

1.5.7 Helper Function: Retroviral Proteins

Helper function, from replication competent virus or from a helper free producer 

cell line (see below), is basically to furnish functional gag (group specific antigen), 

pol (polymerase), and env (envelope) proteins to replication defective proviruses in 

trans. A brief summary of that which is known about the synthesis, maturation, 

structure and assembly of Mo MuLV proteins with regard to supplying helper function 

in retroviral vector systems follows.

The archetypal Mo MuLV retroviral proviral genome is laid out 5'-LTR gag pol env 

LTR-3' as shown in Figure 1.2A. Translation of the gag gene from unspliced mRNA 

(Figure 1.2B) yields three polyproteins (numbers indicate the apparent molecular 

weight of the proteins as determined by SDS polyacrylamide electrophoresis). The 

major product initiates at an ATG codon to yield Pr659a9, while relatively minor 

products (which accumulate to levels 1/10th to 1/20th as high as Pr659a9) include 

Pr1809a9P°l that results from infrequent translational readthrough of a stop codon
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present at the gag/pol gene borders (reviewed in Dickson et al., 1985), and Pr759a9 

which initiates at a CUG codon 260 bp 5' of the major gag ATG (Prats et al., 1989).

The Pr659a9  and Pr1809a9P<>l polyproteins are processed into constituents that form 

the viral capsid and RNA dependent DNA polymerase, as discussed at length below.

Pr759a9  is glycosylated and appears as the cell surface antigen gp85SaS which is 

subsequently cleaved into two soluble proteins of M.W. 55k and 40k that appear in cell 

culture medium of infected cells, but is undetectable in virions. Expression of gp85£a9 

is not essential for replication as evidenced by the production of virus from mutants 

deficient in gp850a0 production (Schwartzberg etal., 1983). Rather, at least in 

culture, its presence aids viral spread (reviewed in Dickson et al., 1985; Prats etal.,

1989) .

Assembly of Mo MuLV virions, like other C-type retroviruses, takes place at the 

cell membrane and can be visualised as budding particles with centrally located cores. 

Maturation of PrS59a9  polyproteins initiates during this assembly and proceeds within 

budding viral particles via proteolytic cleavage into four constituent products (from 

amino to carboxy terminus) p15, p12, p30, p10 (Dickson et al., 1985).

The amino proximal protein p15, or matrix protein, functions in the association of 

the maturing viral core with the cellular membrane, which has been postulated to be 

the initial step in C-particle assembly. It is localised between the viral membrane and 

viral core and is composed of highly hydrophobic amino acids. Most importantly, p15's 

amino terminal glycine residue is acylated with a myristic acid residue (Henderson et 

al., 1983; Schultz and Oroszlan 1983). This fatty acid is thought to mediate the 

interaction between Pr65 and the cell membrane as evidenced by the studies of both 

endogenous and in vitro generated defective retroviral mutants lacking glycine residues 

at the wild type position (Rein et al., 1986; Jorgensen et al., 1988). Without being 

myristoylated, these Pr65 proteins do not mature and are excluded from assembly into 

budding virions (Schultz and Rein, 1989).

p12 can exist in a phosphorylated form pp12, but aside from this observation little 

is known about its function. A single report has been published in which small in frame 

deletion mutations were introduced in vitro into a cloned provirus (Crawford and Goff,

1984). When introduced by DNA transfection these mutant proviruses all led to the
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budding of morphologically normal virions, however they were unable to cause 

productive infections as they were impaired in their ability to synthesise unintegrated 

forms of viral DNA early in the course of the retroviral life cycle. Since reverse 

transcriptase activity in the mutants was found to be normal it can be concluded that 

p12 is not essential for virion assembly or reverse transcription, rather it is involved 

in very early events preceding reverse transcription and integration.

p30 is the major structural protein of the icosahedral viral capsid. It has also been 

demonstrated to be the determinant of NB tropism of MuLVs (reviewed in Teich, 1985). 

Briefly, N-tropic MLVs replicate well in NIH-Swiss but not BALB/c derived mouse cell 

lines; conversely B-tropic MLVs are best propagated in BALB/c rather than NIH-Swiss 

cell lines. Growth characteristics of NB-tropic MLVs are unaffected by the nature of 

their cellular host. This replication restriction maps to the cell's Fv-1 locus, and the 

109th to 110th residues of p30 within the viral genome (DesGroseillers and Jolicoeur,

1983). Most packaging cell lines in retroviral vector systems have been derived from 

NB-tropic proviral clones (Miller et al., 1985; Chapter 6).

The carboxy-terminal mature gag protein p10 is found within the core of the virion 

in the ribonucleoprotein complex that contains the viral dimeric genome. The nucleic 

acid binding capacity of p10 that mediates association with the viral genome is 

suspected to be a consequence of a "zinc finger" structure within the protein (Miller et 

al., 1986; Schiff et al., 1988). p10 has been demonstrated to be involved in packaging 

and reverse transcription of the viral genome as site specific mutation of the amino acid 

residues comprising the zinc finger motif led to defective viruses that were either 

unable to encapsidate genomic transcripts or incapable of reverse transcribing them if 

they were packaged (Meric and Goff, 1989). An in vitro study with purified p10 and 

its analog from RSV, p12, has revealed a winding activity associated with the finger 

proteins that mediates dimerisation of RNA transcripts with packaging signal sequences 

(Prats et al., 1988). p10 was also shown in this study to be required for positioning 

the primer tRNA onto the primer binding site of Mo MuLV, an activity once thought to 

be associated with reverse transcriptase.

As stated above, translational read-through of the (JAG stop codon at the 3' end of the 

gag gene leads to synthesis of Pr1 S09a9Po1 which accumulates at 4-10% of the levels of
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Pr650a3. Unlike the frameshift translational read-through first described In RSV 

(Jacks and Varmus, 1985), in frame read-through of the stop codon in Mo MuLV is 

believed to be due to a glutamine tRNA suppressor activity found within the normal 

cellular tRNA pool that is not induced by viral infection and which can also suppress 

UAA and UGA codons (Felsenstein and Goff, 1988, Feng etal., 1989a, 1989b). This 

readthrough is also dependent on putative secondary structure in the genomic 

transcript flanking the stop codon (Panganiban, 1988; Jones etal., 1989).

The pol region of the Pr18O0a0Po/ polyprotein is proteolytically processed into 

three products: (in order from amino to carboxy terminus) a protease, p14, the 

reverse transcriptase enzyme, p80, and the integrase p46.

The viral protease p14 is responsible for cleavage of the Pr659a0 and Pr1809a9Pol 

polyproteins into their mature constituent proteins and is derived from Pr1809a9P°l, 

whose amino terminus contains the last 4 residues of p109a9 and carboxy terminus lies 

at the border of the amino terminus of reverse transcriptase (Voshinaka et al., 1985). 

Transfection of mutant proviruses bearing small deletions introduced into their 

protease coding sequences yielded non-infectious virions that visually did not appear 

mature and contained unprocessed Pr659a9 polyprotein (Crawford and Goff, 1985; 

Katoh et al., 1985). The motif Asp-Thr/Ser-Gly found at the active site of aspartic 

proteases, such as pepsin, is also found in the protease proteins of many retroviruses 

and retrotransposons suggesting they are members of the aspartic protease family 

(Pearl and Taylor, 1987). Crystal structure analysis of RSV (Miller etal., 1989) 

protease has confirmed this predicted dimeric structural homology with the aspartic 

proteases.

The major portion of the pol orf encodes the monomeric Mo MuLV RNA/DNA 

dependent DNA polymerase or reverse transcriptase p80Pot. About 40 molecules of 

p80P°l are present in each virion and they function to copy the single stranded RNA 

viral genome into a linear double stranded DNA copy with flanking LTRs upon initial 

priming from the bound tRNA's 3' OH end (reviewed in Verma, 1977; Dickson et al.,

1985). Besides the polymerase activity of p80Pot it also possesses jumping, or strand 

transfer, and RNase H activities. It is not clear if the strand transfer activity 

responsible for the minus and plus strand jumps observed during reverse
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transcription can be solely attributed to p80Po1, or to p80Po1 in conjunction with other 

(gag?) proteins in the viral capsid. The RNase H activity degrades RNA that exists in 

RNArDNA hybrids, and is used during second strand synthesis to generate the initiation 

primer and expose the nascent first strand as template. The polymerase and RNase H 

activities of p80Po/ exist in separate and non-overlapping domains of the protein.

Linker insertions mutations in the first two thirds of the pol gene inactivate reverse 

transcription without affecting RNase H activity, while insertions in the last third of 

the gene impair RNase H activity but not reverse transcription (Tanese and Goff,

198 8 ) .

The 3' most region of the pol orf encodes the enzyme with integrase activity p46.

The existence of a viral enzyme responsible for integration of the incipient provirus 

was deduced from studies in which deletion or linker insertion mutations were 

introduced into the region 3' of the reverse transcriptase coding region and 5’ of the env 

gene of proviral constructs. Cells transfected with these mutant proviruses budded 

replication defective virions that could synthesise double stranded DNA copies of their 

genomes but were unable to integrate them (Schwartzberg et al., 1984; Donehower and 

Varmus 1984; Donehower 1988). p46 was subsequently identified within Mo MuLV 

virions (Tanese etal., 1986).

The env gene product of Mo MuLV is translated from a spliced message that removes 

the gagpol coding region so the ATG of env is the first initiator codon encountered from 

the cap site by a scanning ribosome (Figure 1.2B). Translation of the env gene yields a 

precursor polyprotein PrB0Bnv with the arrangement NH2 terminus-signal peptide- 

gp70-p15E-COOH terminus (reviewed in Dickson etal., 1985). After removal of the 

signal peptide and preliminary glycosylation, the gPr80env' form of the polyprotein is 

then cleaved into its constituents p15E and gp70. p15E probably serves to anchor 

gp70, the glycosylated major virion surface protein, to the cellular membrane which 

is acquired by budding viral capsids. gp70 is the major determinant of host range of 

the virus, as it interacts with specific cellular receptors that permit the virus to gain 

entry within a cell (Figure 1.6).

In MuLVs there are four viral infection tropisms determined by four polymorphic 

gp70 molecules. Ecotropic gp70 found in most laboratory isolates of MuLVs limits
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Figure 1.6 Retroviral Tropism and Interference

As discussed in Sections 1.5.7 and 1.5.8 retroviruses can only infect cells that 

express a specific receptor that will bind the retrovirus's surface envelope protein. If 

however the cell has been previously infected or transfected with the same virus, the 

cell's surface receptor molecules will be occupied by envelope protein synthesised from 

the provirus. Therefore infection with virus of the same tropism (with the same 

envelope) will be interfered with and the efficiency of infection will be decreased 

several orders of magnitude. Virus with surface envelope conferring a different tropism 

of infection will be able to infect the previously infected/transfected cell as the viral 

receptor on the cell surface will not be occupied. Dark arrows indicate permitted 

infection events.
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infection to mouse (and a few other rodent) cells, while most endogenous MuLVs usually 

possess gp70 molecules conferring xenotropic host range that permits infection of most 

mammalian cells excluding mouse cells (Levy, 1973). Amphotropic MuLVs have been 

isolated from feral mice whose surface env proteins allow these viruses to infect most 

mammalian cell types including mouse cells (Hartley and Rowe, 1976). Recombination 

between endogenous xenotropic and exogenous ecotropic env genes yields genes that 

encode dualtropic gp70 molecules (sometimes referred to as Mink Cell Focus-forming 

or MCF) that functionally confer amphotropic host range but can be antigenically 

distinguished from amphotropic gp70 by neutralising antibodies.

Recently the cellular receptor for the ecotropic env of Mo MuLV has been cloned by 

genomic transfection of mouse DNA into human cells that permitted positive 

transfectants to be identified by infection with an ecotropic "pseudotyped" neor 

retroviral vector (Albritton et al., 1989). The only other known cellular receptor for 

a retrovirus is the CD4 T helper cell surface antigen which is used by HIV to gain 

efficient entry into cells (Dalgleish et al., 1984; Klatzmann et al., 1984; Maddon et 

at., 1986). Because the receptor for HIV has been cloned (Maddon et al., 1985), it has 

made studies to determine how retroviruses gain entry into a cell possible.

Specifically, deletions introduced into the cytoplasmic tail of the CD4 antigen prevent it 

from internalising upon binding ligand (usually class II molecules of the MHC). 

However HeLa cells expressing this mutant CD4 molecule can be infected with HIV 

suggesting receptor mediated endocytosis is not the pathway for entry of HIV (and 

perhaps other retroviruses?) into cells (Maddon etal., 1988).

1.5.8 Helper Free Producer Cell Lines

Although the role of the helper virus and the producer cell line is identical, the 

manner in which the two carry out this task is different. Unlike cells infected with 

acutely transforming viral stocks, producer cell lines in retroviral vector systems 

have been modified to yield replication defective recombinant virus in the absence of 

wild type virus. This ability of producer cell lines is desirable from a number of 

experimental standpoints.
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The interpretation of results obtained from experiments involving introduction of 

recombinant virus into whole animals can be compromised by the presence of 

replication competent virus, since any observed phenotype could be attributed to the 

action of either the vector, the wild type virus, or a synergy between the two. For 

example, integration of helper virus into a common site on mouse chromosome 10 is 

thought to contribute the process of transformation by the replication defective Abelson 

MuLV (Poirier et al., 1988), while the nature of the helper virus can affect the tissue 

tropism of transformation (Poirier and Jolicoeur, 1989). Because wild type virus can 

spread it is statistically much more likely than stationary recombinant vector 

proviruses to create mutations that could activate genes by enhancer/promoter 

insertion or inactivate genes by interrupting coding regions. A practical aspect of this 

latter point becomes relevant when attempting gene therapy with retroviral vectors. 

When executing gene therapy regimens it is imperative that no wild type virus be 

introduced into the patient, since non-acutely transforming retroviruses still possess 

the capacity to contribute to the induction of neoplasias via insertional activation of 

cellular proto-oncogenes (Hayward et al., 1981; Payne et al., 1982; Nusse ef a/., 

1984 ) .

In the absence of wild type virus, defective recombinant virus proviruses will not 

spread, and will therefore permanently remain within the initially infected host cell. 

This unidirectional gene transfer allows the experimenter to control the number of 

infected cells by manipulation of the multiplicity of infection. In particular, by 

infecting a limited number of cells, clonal analyses can be carried out. Such an 

approach has enabled researchers to carry out lineage studies of a developing 

vertebrate nervous system by infection of neural progenitor cells with a retroviral 

vector bearing a histochemical marker and observing the staining pattern of 

differentiating nerve cells (Price et al., 1987; Turner and Cepko, 1987). Other 

investigators were able to introduce viral oncogenes into a restricted number of cells 

within a developing organ in an effort to model tumourigenesis as it probably occurs in 

vivo (Thompson etal., 1989). Clonal introduction of an exogenous gene with a 

retroviral vector greatly simplifies the interpretation of gene transfer experiments, 

allowing unambiguous assignment of a causal role in the onset of any induced cellular
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phenotype to the inserted gene. The presence of single copy proviruses in conjunction 

with shuttle rescue within a cell also permits fast and unequivocal recovery of a gene 

responsible for a given phenotype. Shuttle retroviral vectors have been used to address 

biological problems as diverse as the nature of immunoglobulin gene rearrangement 

(Lewis etal., 1984) and somatic mutation in mammalian cells (Ashman and Davidson, 

1987; Davidson et al., 1988). As alluded to earlier, clonal shotgun introduction of 

genes reduces the complexities involved in unequivocal identification and rescue of 

genes conferring a desired phenotype in mammalian cell culture gene 

transfer/complementation assays.

In contrast to the ability to limit the number of infected cells, producer cell lines 

circumvent the problem of viral interference associated with the env gene product of 

helper virus, permitting multiple infections of a single cell. Ordinarily in the course 

of retroviral infection mature env appears at the ceil surface and specifically binds 

its receptor. These occupied receptors are not available for adsorption of exogenous 

virions, precluding the possibility of re-infection of the cell (Figure 1.6). This block 

of infection imposed on exogenous virions by the provirus of the virus that initially 

infects a cell is termed retroviral interference. However, since retroviral vector 

systems allow transmission of recombinant virions lacking functional env genes, no 

such interference is observed. This capability has been exploited to express the HLA 

class li heterodimeric proteins on mouse ceil surfaces via sequential infection with 

retroviral vectors bearing the individual subunits (Korman etal., 1987; Yang et al., 

19 8 7 ) .

The theoretical basis for helper free producer cell lines derives from observations 

regarding a cell clone harbouring a mutant RSV provirus which would transmit the 

genomes of defective proviruses, but failed to package its own genomic RNA (Linial et 

al., 1978). Characterisation of the mutant RSV provirus revealed a deletion near its 5' 

end (Shank and Linial, 1981), while deletion mutations of SNV produced In vitro 

confirmed that a region required for genome encapsidation, termed the E region, exists 

near the 5' end of this virus as well (Watanabe and Temin, 1982).

The implications of the above results were practically implemented in the creation 

of the murine helper free packaging cell line, y-2 (Mann et al., 1983). Since spliced
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(env encoding) message was rarely detected in Mo MuLV virions, the authors presumed 

the Mo MuLV packaging signal, or y  site, probably resided at the 5' end of the intron 

removed during splicing. A restriction fragment 5' of the splice donor and 3' of the gag 

initiator codon of a Mo MuLV proviral clone was excised, and the deleted proviral 

construct transfected into NIH 3T3 cells (Figure 1.7A). The resultant y-2 cells were 

shown to package none of the defective proviral message, yet efficiently transmitted 

retroviral vector genomes, themselves deficient for gag pol and env production, but 

containing intact y  sites bounded by LTRs. (It should be noted that deletion of the y-site 

sequences negated the possibility of gp859a9 production in y-2 cells, but this resulted 

in no gross adverse effect on the function of recombinant virus)

Host range of recombinant virus budded from a producer cell line is a function of the 

env product encoded by the cell line's y- producer construct, in a manner analogous to 

the formation of psuedotypes of defective proviral genomes by wild type helper virus. 

The producer construct in y-2 cells was based on a Mo MuLV proviral clone bearing an 

ecotropic env gene (Jaenisch et al., 1981), hence it yields recombinant virus of 

ecotropic host range, capable of infecting rodent cells exclusively. Cell lines which 

produce recombinant virus of the broader amphotropic host range, PA12 and y-am  

(Figure 1.7B), have been assembled in much the same manner as y-2s (Cone and 

Mulligan, 1984; Miller et al., 1985), based on a proviral clone of an amphotropic 

isolate of Mo MuLV (Chattopadhyay et al., 1981). Amphotropic recombinant virus can 

infect most mammalian cells due to the presence of the putative receptor for the 

amphotropic env glycoprotein on most mammalian cell surfaces. For this reason cell 

lines producing virus of this host range have been designated for use in gene transfer 

into human cells and human gene therapy. Xenotropic pseudotyped vectors have been 

recently shown to infect human haematopoietic progenitor cells at a higher efficiency 

than amphotropic controls (Eglitis et al., 1988), suggesting that a producer cell line 

conferring xenotropic host range may prove useful in gene transfer experiments with 

certain cell types that have to date proven refractory to gene transfer via retroviral 

vectors.

Transient transfection of a producer cell line can result in titres of 102-103 drug 

resistant cfu (colony forming units) per ml of supernatant when assayed on NIH 3T3
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Figure 1.7 Helper Free Retroviral Producer Constructs and 

Their Use In Producer Cell Lines With Recombinant Vectors

A. Structure of the packaging signal minus (y )  producer construct (bacterial 

vector sequences not shown) transfected into NIH 3T3 cells to make the y-2 producer 

cell line. This deleted proviral clone has an env gene conferring ecotropic host range, so 

recombinant virus produced by y-2 cells will be pseudotyped to possess an ecotropic 

host range.

B. Structure of the packaging signal minus (y )  producer construct (bacterial 

vector sequences not shown) transfected into NIH 3T3 cells to make the y-am producer 

cell line. This deleted proviral clone has an env gene conferring amphotropic host range, 

so recombinant virus produced by y-am cells will be pseudotyped to possess an 

amphotropic host range.

C. Stable producer cell lines of a recombinant virus is made by introducing a 

retroviral vector into a producer cell line by transfection or infection with recombinant 

virus from transient transfection of a producer cell line conferring a different tropism 

(y-2 transiently produced virus into y-am, or y-am transiently produced virus into 

y-2). Transfected/infected producer cells are grown in selective medium until colonies 

become apparent. Titre of recombinant virus budded from the stable producer cell 

colonies (either individually or pooled as a polyclonal population) is determined by 

infecting NIH 3T3 cells with various dilutions of the stable producers' supernatant 

followed by quantitation of the infected NIH 3T3 cells by determining the number of drug 

resistant colonies.
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cells. Stable introduction of vectors into the producer cell lines can be achieved either 

by a standard stable transfection protocol, or by transiently transfecting a producer 

cell line of the opposite tropism (to avoid viral interference, see Section ) and using 

the transiently produced virus to infect the producer cell line. Drug resistant producer 

cell colonies when grown to confluence can produce recombinant virus at titres or 105 

to 106 cfu per ml.

1.5.9 Limitations Of Retroviral Vector Systems For Application To cDNA 

Expression Libraries

Although retroviral vector/helper free producer cell systems have been 

successfully applied in the many different experiments enumerated above, at the 

inception of the work presented in this thesis, two basic problems associated with these 

systems limited their potential for use in cDNA expression library experiments. Low 

titres associated with existing retroviral vectors and contamination of producer cell 

lines with wild represented significant obstacles for their use as a basis for cDNA 

expression libraries. Most vectors were transmitted at titres that were an order of 

magnitude lower than those of the wild type viruses from which they were derived. As 

described in Section 1.4.3, and mathematically derived in Section 7.1.2, 

expression/cloning experiments with cDNA expression libraries require both maximal 

levels of gene transfer to achieve representation of all the cDNAs present in the library 

within a reporter cell population, and efficient expression of transferred cDNA inserts. 

Replication competent virus present in defective recombinant virus stocks will lead to 

spread of both itself and defective vector genomes throughout an infected cell population 

or animal. This activity of replication competent virus can compromise the clonal 

nature of retroviral vector mediated gene transfer experiments for reasons specified in 

Section 1.5.8.

1.6 Alms Of The Work Presented In This Thesis

The major goal of the work performed during the course of study reported in this 

thesis was to expand the utility of gene transfer/complementation in study of biological 

phenomena in eucaryotic cells by the generation of a generally applicable cDNA
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expression library system. This system would be comprised of an improved 

mammalian retroviral vector system that would be a suitable basis for a cDNA 

expression library. The improved retroviral vector system would include advanced 

retroviral vectors and producer cell lines lacking the flaws and limitations of their 

existing counterparts. Specifically, retroviral vectors that could be transmitted at 

titres as high as those of wild type virus, concomitantly express an inserted cDNA and a 

drug resistance marker at high efficiencies, and allow quick recovery of cDNAs inserts 

from proviruses within cells would be sought. Helper free producer cell lines that 

would yield high recombinant vector titres of broad host range whilst minimising the 

possibility of generating replication competent retroviruses would also pursued. This 

generally applicable retroviral based cDNA expression library system would be 

specifically directed towards the problem of functional isolation of cellular genes 

capable of cooperating with an activated ras gene in the transformation of primary rat 

Schwann cells.
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Chapter 2: Materials and Methods
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2.1 M A T E R IA L S

Acids

Ammonium persulphate 

Antibiotics

2.1.1 Reagents
Acrylamide and N,N'-methylene bisacrylamide

Bio-Rad separate components, or BDH Acrylogel 5 premix 

Agarose and low melting point agarose

SeaKem - FMC BioProducts 

Acetic (glacial): FSA 

Boric: FSA 

Hydrochloric: FSA 

Trichloroacetic: FSA 

Bio-Rad

Ampicillin (Na salt): Sigma 

Chloramphenicol: Sigma 

G418 (Genetecin): Gibco 

Gentamycin: Gibco 

Hygromycin B: Sigma 

Kanamycin: Sigma 

Mitomycin C: Sigma 

Phleomycin: Cayla STE 

Puromycin: Sigma 

Tetracycline: Sigma 

Sigma

Rabbit a rat, mouse: Cappel 

Rat a v-Ha-ras: Oncogene Science 

Sigma 

Difco 

Difco

Fraction V: Boehringer Manheim 

For restriction analysis: BRL 

HEPES: Sigma 

MOPS: Sigma 

PIPES: Sigma 

Tris acid: Sigma 

Tris base: Sigma 
BDH

FS*

BRL ultrapure 

Sigma 

Sigma

Antifoam emulsion 

Antisera

6-mercaptoethanol 

Bacto agar 

Brain heart infusion 

BSA

Buffers

CaCI2

Chloroform

CsCI

Cyclohexamide 

Cytosine Arabinoside
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Dexamethasone

Dextran Sulphate
Dimethyl formamide

DMSO

DTT

EDTA

EGTA

EIOH

Ficoll

Film

Filters (0.2 & 0.45 p.m) 

Formaldehyde (38%) 

Formamide 

resin)

Forskolin 

GeneScreen Plus 

Glass wool (siliconised) 

Gloves 

Glucose

Glutaraldehyde
Glycerol

Glycine

Glycogen (molecular biology

Guanidine thiocyanate 

HAT supplement 

HT supplement 

8-hydroxyquinoline 

Intensifying screens 

IPTG

Isopropanol 
Isoton II 

KCI
K3Fe(CN)6

K4Fe(CN)6 H20
KQAc

Leibovitz (L15) medium 

Linkers (Phosphorylated) 
MeOH

Sigma
Pharmacia

Sigma
BDH

Sigma
FSA

Sigma

James Burrough 

Pharmacia 

Fuji RX 

Kodak XAR-5 

Polaroid Type 57

Millipore (syringe), Nalgene (100-500 ml)
BDH

BDH (deionised with Bio-Rad AG 501-X8 ion- exchange 

Calbiochem

Dupont - NEN Research Products 

Mandel Scientific 

Surgikos 

BDH 

BDH 

FSA 

FSA 

grade)

Boehringer

Fluka

Gibco

Gibco

Sigma

Du Pont Lightning Plus

BRL

FSA

Coulter Electronics

FSA
Sigma

Sigma

Sigma

Gibco

Pharmacia

BDH
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MgCI2

MgS04-7H20
MnCI2

Molecular weight markers

FSA 
FSA 

FSA

X Hind III and <>X174 RF Hae III: BRL 

14C methylated proteins: Amersham 

BDH 

BRL 
FSA 

FSA 

FSA 

BDH 

Sabre 

Millipore 

Sigma

Nucleotide, deoxynucleotide, and dideoxynucleotide triphosphates

Pharmacia

Oligo(dT) Pharmacia

Oligo(dT) cellulose BRL

Oligonucleotides and Adaptors ICRF Clare Hall Services Unit using an Applied
Biosystems 380B synthesiser 

FSA 

Sterlin 

Koch Light 

BRL ultrapure 

Sigma

NaCI

NACS prepac cartridges

N32HP04

NaH2P04

NaN3

NaOH

Needles and Syringes 

Nitrocellulose 

Nonidet P40

Paraffin oil 

Petri dishes 

PEG (MW 1000) 

Phenol (redistilled) 

Polybrene

Poly-L-lysine (hydrobromide) Sigma

Polyvinylpyrrolidone 

Protein A sepharose 

Protein Assay Mix 

Radiochemicals 

Random primers pd(N)6 

RNAsin

Salmon sperm DNA 

SDS

Sephadex G50 

Serum

Spermidine

Stains

Sigma

Sigma

BioRad

Amersham International as described in 2.2
Pharmacia

Promega

Sigma

Sigma

Pharmacia

Foetal calf: Globepharm 

Newborn calf: Gibco 

Sigma

Bromophenol blue: Sigma 

Crystal violet: Sigma 

EtBr: Sigma
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Sucrose
TEMED

Tissue culture dishes

Triton X-100

Tryptone

Urea
Xanthine

X-gal

Yeast extract 

Yeast tRNA 

ZnCI2

Xylene cyanol: Sigma

Sigma

Bio-Rad
Falcon, Corning, Nunc

Sigma

Difco

BRL

Sigma

BRL

Difco

Sigma
FSA

2.1.2 Enzymes
Restriction endonucleases

cDNA kit

CIP (molecular biology grade) Boehringer 

DNA polymerase I Boehringer

DNA polymerase I Klenow Fragment

Pharmacia
Taq DNA polymerase I 

T4 DNA ligase 

T4 polynucleotide kinase 

Sequenase (kit)

Amersham, BRL, Boehringer, NBL, New England

Biolabs, Pharmacia

Boehringer

Mung bean nuclease 

RNase A 

RNase T1

T3 RNA polymerase 

Proteinase K

Perkin Elmer/Cetus

Pharmacia
Pharmacia

US Biochemicals

Pharmacia

Sigma

Sigma

Stratagene
Boehringer

2.1.3 Bacterial Strains and Genotypes
SCS-1 (Stratagene) F’ .end A1, hsdR17(rk",mk+), supE44, thi-1, X -,

recA1, gyrA96, relA1
XL-1 blue (Stratagene) endA1, hsdR17(rk',mk+), supE44, thi-1, X-,

recA1, gyrA96, relA1, A(lac),[F\ proAB, 

lacl9ZAM15, Tn10 (tetR)]

TG1 (Anglian Biotech) K12, A(lac-pro), supE, thi, hsdD5/F' traD36,

proA+B+, laclR, lacZ, AM15
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HB2151 (Anglian Biotech) K12, ara, A(lac-pro), thi/F' pro A+B+, lacl**,

lacZ, AM15

2.1.4 Cloning Vectors 

pUC 13

Bluescript KS and SK 

M13 K18 and 19

lab stocks 

Stratagene 

Anglian Biotech

2.1.5 Cell Lines

NIH 3T3 (lab stocks) 

CV-1 (I. Kerr) 

OOS-1 (lab stocks) 

HeLa S3 (N. Jones) 

F9 (S. Goodbourn) 

XC (J. Wyke) 

y-2  (lab stocks) 
PA317 (A.D. Miller) 

GP+E (S. Goff)

Jainchill et al. (1969) 

Jensen et al. (1964)

Gluzman (1981)

Puck et al. (1956)

Bernstine et al. (1973) 

Klement et al. (1969)

Mann et al. (1983)

Miller and Buttimore (1986) 

Markowitz et al. (1988)

2.1.6 Stock Solutions
L-glutamine 3.51% w/v in dH20

PBSA 1% w/v NaCI 

0.025% w/v KCI 
0.14% w/v Na2 HP0 4  

0.025% w/v KH2 PO4

Versene 0.54 mM EDTA in PBSA

1XSSC 150 mM NaCI

15 mM Na Citrate

pH 7.5 adjusted with NaOH

1XTAE 40 mM Tris OAc 

2 mM EDTA

1XTBE 89 mM Tris base 

89 mM boric acid 

2 mM EDTA
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1XM0PS

1X Denhardt's Solution

TE

tES

fc

Mini/Maxiprep Solutions 

Solution I

Solution II

Solution III 

CsCI/EtBr solution 

CsCI solution 

BHI medium

BHI agar

SOC medium

20 mM MOPS 

1 mM EDTA 

5 mM NaOAc

pH adjusted to 7.0 with glacial acetic acid

0.02% w/v Ficoll

0.02% w/v polyvinylpyrrolidone

0.02% w/v BSA (Fraction V)

Tris Cl pH 8.0 

1 mM EDTA

as above with 0.1% w/v SDS

49.5% v/v redistilled phenol 

49.5% v/v chloroform 

1% w/v isoamyl alcohol 

0.1% w/v 8-hydroxyquinone 

saturated with TE

50 mM glucose 

25 mM Tris Cl pH 8.0 

10 mM EDTA

200 mM NaOH 

1% w/v SDS

5M KOAc pH 4.8

120 g CsCI in 100 ml dH20 + 10 ml 5 mg/ml EtBr

As above except add 10 ml dH20 instead of EtBr

37% w/v brain heart infusion 

pH adjusted to 7.5 with NaOH

made by supplementing BHI medium with 1.5% w/v bacto 

agar

2% w/v tryptone
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0.5% w/v yeast extract 

10 mM NaCI

2.5 mM KCI 
10 mM MgCl2  

10 mM MgS04 

20 mM glucose

TYM medium 2% w/v tryptone

0.5% w/v yeast extract 

100 mM NaCI 
10 mM MgSC>4

2XTY 1% w/v tryptone

1% w/v yeast extract 

0.5% w/v NaCI

2X TY top agar made by supplementing with 

0.6% w/v bacto agar

2X TY agar made by supplementing with 1.5% w/v bacto

agar

2.2  M E TH O D S

2.2.1 Tissue Culture

All cells were grown on plastic tissue culture dishes (3 cm, 10 cm or 15 cm 

diameter with 3 ml, 10 ml, or 25 ml of media respectively) in incubators with a 

humidified atmosphere of 10% CO2:90% atmosphere maintained at 37°C. All 

manipulations were performed in laminar flow hoods. Schwann cells were grown on 

poly-L-lysine (PLL) coated culture dishes. Coating involved incubating 10 cm dishes 

with 2.5 ml of an aqueous solution of PLL (13.3 pg/ml) for 10 min at 22°C, removal 

of the PLL solution, draining for 5 min, washing twice with sterile dH20, and draining 

for 5 to 10 min.

All cell types cells excepting Schwann cells were grown in Eagle's Medium 

(Dulbecco's modification) DMEM without sodium pyruvate, penicillin, streptomycin or
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antimycotics. The antibiotics kanamycin and gentamycin were added to concentrations 

of 100 pg/ml and 2 pg/ml respectively. Medium was supplemented with 10% v/v 

foetal calf serum (FCS) for all cell types with the exception of y -2  cells, which were 

grown in 10% v/v newborn calf serum (NB).

Schwann cells were propagated in DMEM as above, with a reduced concentration of 

glucose (1.0 mg/ml) and the addition of 0.11 mg/ml sodium pyruvate, 2 pM forskolin, 

3% v/v FCS and 10% v/v conditioned media from IN/259 glioma cells. IN/259 cells 

were split 1:2 and fed every 2nc* day in DMEM/10% v/v FCS until they reached 

confluence on a 15 cm dish. 20 ml of serum free DMEM was then added and conditioned 

media harvested every 2nc* day. Conditioned medii^was filtered through a .45 pm 

membrane pretreated with 0.03% w/v BSA in DMEM (to prevent non-specific binding 

of proteins to the filter) and frozen at -20°C. 259 conditioned medi^was used within 

10 days of harvest.

All cells were fed fresh media, pre-warmed to 37°C, every 3r(* day

Cells were passaged by removal of media, washing once with PBSA, and once with 1:4 

v/v trypsiniversene. After the cells detached from the plates they were between split 

1:10-20, with the exception of Schwann cells which were split 1:3. Alternatively, 

detached cells were resuspended in 25 ml of media, 0.4 ml of which was diluted into 10 

ml of Isoton II solution and cell number quantitated on a Coulter type cell counter. The 

appropriate number of cells were then seeded onto new plates.

Near confluent cells were stored by removal from plates with trypsin/versene and 

resuspension in ice cold freezing mix (FM) which consisted of a 5:4 mixture v/v of 

DMEM:FCS. 1/10tfl volume of DMSO was added dropwise with continuous mixing. 

Aliquots of 1 ml were dispensed into cryotubes and the tubes wrapped in paper 

towelling. The wrapped aliquots were frozen at -70°C for 24-48 hr, and then 

permanently stored in liquid N2 .

Frozen cells were recovered from liquid N2  by quick-thawing in a 37°C waterbath, 

after which they were added to a 10 cm tissue culture dish. 20 ml of warmed media was 

then added with mixing. The cells were placed in an incubator for 4-6 hr to allow them 

to attach to the culture dish. After this time the old medium was removed and replaced 

with 10 ml of fresh medium.
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2.2.2 Primary Schwann Cell Preparation

Based on the method of Brookes et al. (1979):

Sciatic nerves were dissected from 2*3 day old Wistar rats and placed in L15 

medium supplemented with 100 pg/ml kanamycin and 2 pg/ml gentamycin. inside a 

laminar flow hood, non-neural tissues were visualised with a dissection microscope and 

removed from the explanted nerves, and the cleaned nerves minced with a scalpel. The 

material from 10 minced nerves was transferred into a 15 ml tube with 0.5 ml of L15 

medium and 100 pi of 13.3 mg/ml collagenase and incubated at 37°C for 90 min with 

periodic gentle agitation. 50 pi of trypsin (2.5 mg/ml) was then added and digestion 

allowed to proceed another 30 min. After addition of 1 ml of L15 medium 

supplemented with 10% v/v FCS to inactivate the added trypsin, cells were pelleted by 

centrifugation at 200X g for 3 min, followed by resuspension in 2 ml of L15/10% v/v 

FCS. A suspension of individual cells was prepared by passing the resuspended cell 

mass 4-5 times through a 5 ml pipette, then 1*2 times through a 19 gauge needle, and 

lastly 3*4 times through a 21 gauge needle. Cell number was quantitated with a 

haemocytomer and the cells plated onto PLL treated dishes at a density of 2 x 106 per 

10 cm dish in DMEM supplemented with 10% v/v FCS.

48 hr after plating, the primary Schwann cultures were treated with the 

antimitotic drug cytosine B-D-arabinofuranoside at a concentration of 2.3 pg/ml, to 

eliminate proliferating fibroblasts, for a period of 48 hr. Remaining fibroblasts were 

removed by complement mediated lysis. Each dish of Schwann cells was incubated for 

15 min with 1.5 ml DMEM/10% v/v FCS and 0.5 ml of anti-Thy-1 IgM monoclonal 

antibody (obtained from 0.45 pm filtered supernatant of the cell line described by Lake 

et al. 1979). 200 pis of normal rabbit serum was added, as a source of complement, 

and incubation proceeded for 30-45 min with complete lysis of fibroblasts visually 

monitored via phase contrast microscopy. After removal of antibody/complement 

mixture, 10 ml of DMEM supplemented with antibiotics, 3% v/v FCS, 2pM forskolin 

and 10 % v/v IN/259 conditioned media were added.

2.2.3 DNA Transfection
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This describes a modified procedure from that of Parker and Stark (1979). Cells 

were seeded at 7.5 x 105 per 10 cm culture dish 18-24 hr prior to transfection 

(Schwann cells were transfected two days after splitting 1:3 from a confluent plate). 

Before transfection, 5 ml of fresh media were added and incubated for 30 min. For 

transient transfection 10 tig of cloned DNA were used; whereas for stable transfection 

10 jig of cloned DNA, 0.5 pg of marker DNA (capable of conferring drug resistance), 

and 20 pg of carrier DNA (sheared genomic DNA derived from the recipient cell line) 

DNA were added to 0.5 ml of transfection buffer (TB) aliquoted into a well of 24 well 

culture dish. TB contained 0.5% HEPES, 0.8% NaCI, 0.1% dextrose, 0.01% Na2 HP0 4  

(anhydrous), 0.37% KCI (where % was expressed as w/v) and its pH was adjusted as 

exactly as possible to 7.05. 22 to 25 pi of 2.5 M CaCl2 was gradually dispensed into 

the DNA/TB mixture over a period of 30 to 60 sec with constant bubbling of air. 

Formation of a precipitate was monitored via observation through objective 1 on a 

phase contrast microscope. As soon as a precipitate was visible, the TB/DNA mixture 

was added dropwise over the surface of the recipient cells and mixed. The precipitate 

was allowed to adhere to the cells for 5 (most cell types) to 24 hr (HeLa cells). 

Removal of the precipitate was followed by 2 washes with pre-warmed serum free 

DMEM . Cells (with the exception of Schwann cells) were then glycerol shocked by the 

addition of pre-warmed 15% glycerol v/v In serum free DMEM for 45 sec (HeLa cells) 

to 3 min (most fibroblasts). The glycerol mixture was removed from the cells, 

followed by two washes with pre-warmed serum free DMEM, before the addition of 10 

ml of DMEM plus serum. In order to remove residual precipitate stuck to PLL treated 

dishes during Schwann cell transfections, media was changed one hr after the 

precipitate was initially aspirated and washed from the cells.

Transient gene expression was analysed 48 hr after transfection. Calibration of 

transient transfection efficiencies was monitored by splitting a transfected dish 1:2 24 

hr after transfection, and after a further 24 hr assaying gene expression in one dish 

(2.2.12), and performing a Hirt supernatant extraction (2.2.14) on the other to 

isolate transfected DNA. The amount of DNA taken up by the cells during transient 

transfection was quantitated by slot blotting (2.2.40)
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Stable transfectants were attained by splitting cells between 1:5 and 1:20, 18-24 

hr post transfection. 18-24 hr after splitting, media was removed from cells and 

fresh media with the appropriate selective drugs added. Selective media was changed 

every 3rc* day until drug resistant colonies grew out.

2.2.4 Retroviral Infection

Virus was obtained from the supernatants of stable producer cell lines, or 

transiently transfected producer cell lines. Stable producers were grown to 

confluence, their media removed and replaced with 1/2 normal volume of fresh media. 

i-3  days later the virus bearing supernatant was harvested. Transient virus titre was 

obtained 48 hr after the transfection of producer cell lines as described above, with the 

exception that only 1/2 normal volume of fresh media was added to the dishes post 

glycerol shock. Stably or transiently produced virus could be stored indefinitely at - 

70°C after quick freezing in dry ice.

Harvested supernatant was taken up in a syringe and then filtered through a 0.2 - 

0.45 pm filter to remove any cells floating in the supernatant. Polybrene was then 

added to a final concentration of 8 |ig/ml. Recipient cells were then infected by removal 

of their media and replacement with 1/5th normal volume of retroviral supernatant, 

either neat or diluted to the appropriate concentration in medium with 8 pg/ml 

polybrene. Infection was allowed to proceed in an incubator for 1.5-3 hr after which 

the supernatant was removed and replaced with fresh medium.

Selective media was applied 18-24 hr after infection and replaced every 3rcl day 

until resistant colonies grew out.

2.2.5 Drug Selection - Cell Culture

Selection was applied to cells 48 hr after transfection, and 12-24 hr after 

retroviral infection.

Based on the work of Southern and Berg (1982), G418 sulphate (Genet icin) stock 

solution was prepared at a concentration of 100 mg/ml in 10 mM Hepes pH 7.9, 0.45 

pm filter sterilised, and used at a working concentration in medium of 1 mg/ml for all 

cell types excepting CV-1s which were selected at 2 mg/ml.
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Hygromycin B was used from an aqueous 0.45 pm filtered stock solution at 15 

mg/ml and used at the following concentrations: 50 pg/ml for NIH 3T3s, GPE, PA317, 

and Schwann cells, 100 pg/ml for Rat-2 cells, 300 pg/ml for HeLa and y-2 cells,

400 pg/ml for F9 cells, all in normal medium.

Phleomycin was used from a 10 mg/ml 0.45 tun filtered stock solution in dH20, and 

used at a working concentration of 20-30 pg/ml according to Muslant et al. (1988).

Puromycin stock solution was prepared in dH20 at a concentration of 2.5 mg/ml, 

0.45 jxm filter sterilised, and was diluted into normal medium at a working 

concentration of 2.5 pg/ml for all cell types as described in Vara et al. (1986).

gpt selective media was prepared as modification of the formula of Mulligan and Berg 

(1981): 2% v/v Gibco HAT supplement, 250 pg/ml xanthine, 150 pg/ml L- 

glutamine, 10 pg/ml, and 25 pg/ml myiophenolic acid in normal medium. Cells 

selected in gpt media were weaned in HT media ( gpt media as above with 2% v/v Gibco 

HT supplement replacing HAT supplement and excluding mYcophenolic acid) for at least 

24 hr before placing them in non-selective medium.

HAT selective media was 2% v/v Gibco HAT supplement in normal medium.

2.2.6 Ring Cloning of Cells

Culture dishes had their media removed and were washed once with PBSA. 5 mm 

diameter, 8 mm height glass cloning rings dipped in silicon grease were placed over the 

desired clone to seal it from the remaining clones on the dish. 200 pi of 

trypsin/versene was added to the ringed colony and incubated until cells detached from 

the dish (as monitored by phase contrast microscopy). Trypsinised cells were 

dispersed and then seeded into wells of either a 96 or 24 well tissue culture dish.

2.2.7 Generation of Stable Retroviral Producers

Stable producers were generated by infection of producer cell lines with transient 

viral titre obtained from transfection of a producer line of different tropism, to avoid 

viral interference as a block to infection. Thus, stable producers of ecotropic host 

range virus resulted from infection of ecotropic producers (y-2 , GPE, PEC 6, fiE) 

with amphotropic virus derived from an amphotropic producer (PA317). Conversely,
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stable amphotropic producers were created by infection of amphotropic producer cells 

with ecotropic virus. Generally producer cells were seeded onto 10 cm dishes at a 

density of 2 x 10® 18-24 hr prior to infection. The cells were then infected and 

selected as described in 2.2.4 and 2.2.5. To avoid the hazard of amphotropic 

retroviruses harbouring oncogenes when generating an ecotropic producer line, 

ecotropic producer lines were infected with ecotropic virus. To prevent maturation of 

env protein and transiently overcome viral interference ordinarily inhibiting such 

infection, the recipient ecotropic producer cell line was treated with tunicamycin (at 

0.03 pg/ml) 18 to 24 hr prior to infection with ecotropic virus. Resultant colonies 

were either ring cloned or polyclonally pooled and titrated. Highest titre producers 

were obtained by screening 12 individual producer clones. It was empirically found 

that, on average, one of the 12 clones screened would produce virus at tenfold higher 

titre than that of a polyclonal pool of producers.

2.2.8 Retroviral Titration

To quantitate the number of cfu present in the supernatant of a producer cell line, 

NIH 3T3 cells were used as recipients for infection. NIH 3T3s were seeded onto a 10 

cm dish at a density of 7.5 x 10^ 18-24 hr prior to infection. Cells were infected as 

described in 2.2.4, generally with viral supernatant at several different dilutions 

(usually logio) into 2 ml of medium with 8 pg/ml polybrene. 18-24 hr post 

infection the cells were split 1:20 into the appropriate selective media. Drug resistant 

colonies that grew out after successive feedings were fixed and stained for counting by 

removal of media from the dishes, staining in crystal violet solution (20% v/v 

methanol 0.1% w/v crystal violet in dH20) for at least 15 min, removing and washing 

off of the stain, and drying at 22°C. Titre was calculated using the following equation: 

titre (in cfu/ml)= # colonies detected x (1/dilution factor upon infection) x 20 (the 

dilution factor for splitting the infected dish 1:20) x 1/2 (to account for the use of 2 

mis of supernatant per infection).

2.2.9 Detection of Wild Type/Helper Virus
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Two different methods were employed to detect the presence of replication competent 

Mo MuLV. The first is a modification of a personal communication from C. Cepko. 

Undiluted supernatant from a producer cell line suspected of harbouring wild type 

virus was used to infect 2 x 105 NIH 3T3 cells on a 10 cm dish as described above for 

retroviral titration except, rather than removing the producer supernatant after 

infection, an additional 6 ml of medium were added (this effectively kept polybrene 

present in the media at 2 pg/ml to enhance spread of helper virus). A positive control 

consisting of known helper-free supernatant seeded with a small amount (1-100 pfu) 

of wild type Mo MuLV was also carried out in this assay. The NIH 3T3s were 

maintained in media with 2 pg/ml polybrene and no selective drugs until they reached 

confluence. A normal retroviral titration was performed using the supernatant from 

the infected NIH 3T3s to infect 7.5 x 105 freshly seeded NIH 3T3s on a 10 cm dish. The 

entire dish of newly infected NIH 3T3s was split 1:4 into selective media on 15 cm 

dishes. Any resistant colonies found on the 15 cm dishes indicated the presence of 

helper virus.

The second method used, the XC assay, was based on the the work of Rowe etal.

(1970). It exploited the observation that, unlike most rodent fibroblasts, XC cells fuse 

into syncfia upon infection with wild type Mo MuLV. Media was removed from a nearly 

confluent 10 cm dish of the producer line to be tested for the presence of wild type 

virus and UV irradiated for 20 - 30 sec using the germicidal UV lamp in a laminar flow 

hood. 10$ XC cells were then seeded on top of the irradiated cell mat. Media was 

changed every day for 3 to 4 days until syncytial plaques were visualised by crystal 

violet staining. In all cases a positive control was carried out using NIH 3T3 cells 

which had been infected with Mo MuLV.

2.2.10 Reverse Transcriptase Assays

This describes a modification of the method of Goff et al. (1981) for detecting 

reverse transcriptase harboured by retroviral particles in the supernatant of producer 

cell lines or cells infected with wild type Mo MuLV. 40 pi of 1.25X RT assay mix (63 

mM Tris Cl pH 8.3, 15. 6 mM DTT, 750 pM MnCfc, 75 mM NaCI, 0.0625 % v/v NP- 

40, 6.25 pg/ml oligo dT*i2-18. 12.5 pg/ml polyA, 12.5 pM [a-3 2 P] dTTP specific
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activity of 1 Ci/mMole) were aliquoted into individual wells of a 96 well tissue culture 

dish. 10 pi of conditioned media from the cells to be tested was then added with mixing 

to the assay buffer. Positive (y-2) and negative (NIH 3T3) control supernatants were 

included in each assay. The 96 well dish was sealed with parafilm and incubated at 

37°C for 1-4 hr 5-20 pi of each completed reaction were spotted onto DE 52 anion 

exchange paper marked with a replica grid of a 96 well dish. Unincorporated counts 

were removed by washing 3X with 250 ml of 2X SSC at 22°C with agitation. The DE 52 

paper was then washed once with 95% EtOH and allowed to dry in a fume cupboard. RT 

positive supernatants were visualised by autoradiography for 2-48 hr at -70°C with 

intensifying screens.

2.2.11 Staining of Cultured Cells for B-galactosidase Activity

The technique described was a personal communication from C. Cepko based on the 

method of Dannenberg et al. (1981) for detecting the expression of bacterial B- 

galactosidase in cultured mammalian cells. Cells washed 2X with PBSA were fixed in 

0.5% vN glutaraldehyde in PBSA for 5-15 min at 22°C. The fixing solution was
£

removed and the dish washed twice PBSA. Residual glutaraldehyde was allowed to difuse 

out of the cells by incubation in PBSA for 10 min at 22°C, followed by two further 

washes in PBSA with thorough draining. Just enough X-gal + staining solution (1 

mg/ml X-gal from a stock solution of 40 mg/ml in dimethyl formamide added to 5 mM 

K3Fe(CN)6, 5 mM K4Fe(CN)6’3H20, 1 mM MgCl2 or MgS0 4  in PBSA) to cover the 

surface of the dish (3 ml for a 10 cm dish) was then added and incubation proceeded at 

37°C for 2-48 hr to visualise B-galactosidase positive cells.

2.2.12 CAT Assays

Expression of the bacterial CAT gene in mammalian cells was assayed by a 

modification of the protocol of Sleigh (1986). Extracts of cells on a 10 cm dish were 

made by washing the dish 2X with PBSA with thorough draining, adding 250 pi of lysis 

buffer (0.65% NP-40, 10 mM Tris Cl pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 150 mM NaCI), and 

incubating for 2-5 min. Extracts were transferred to a 1.5 ml eppendorf tube and 

heated at 68°C for 10 min to inactivate cellular enzymes which use acetyl CoA as a
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cofactor. Lastly extracts were centrifuged to pellet insoluble material. At this point 

extracts could be stored indefinitely at -20°C. 30 pi of extract were added to 30 pi 

250 mM Tris Cl pH 7.8, 20 pi 8 mM chloramphenicol, and 20 pi 0.5 mM acetyl CoA (a 

1:10 dilution of 14C acetyl CoA 54 mCi/mmole into unlabeled 0.5 mM acetyl CoA), 

mixed, and incubated at 37°C for 1 hr. A positive control (0.05 units of CAT) and 

negative control (mock transfected cells) were included for each assay. Reactions were 

placed on ice and extracted 2X with 100 pi of ice cold ethyl acetate, with the organic 

phase (extracted acetylated chloramphenicol in ethyl acetate) placed in a scintillation 

vial. Extreme care was taken not to transfer any of the aqueous phase, containing 

unincorporated 14C acetyl CoA, which would lead to spurious results. Scintillation 

fluid was added and the vials Cherenkov counted. Complete acetylation of 

chloramphenicol yielded 1.5 x 105 cpm, so extracts approaching this level of activity 

were diluted into an appropriate amount of lysis buffer and repeated.

To normalise CAT activity for the number of cells in each extract, the relative 

amount of protein in each extract was determined. Bio-Rad Protein Assay mix was 

diluted 1:4 into dH20 and 1 ml aliquoted into disposable cuvettes. 5 pi of each extract 

was added to each cuvette, mixed an incubated at 22°C for at least 5 min but no longer 

than 1 hr, and absorbance at 595 nm measured.

2.2.13 Preparation of Genomic DNA From Cultured Cells

DNA was prepared from two confluent 15 cm dishes using a modified procedure 

derived from Blattner et al. (1978). The dishes were washed twice in PBSA, with 

thorough draining after the second wash. 4 ml of lysis buffer (100 mM NaCI, 10 mM 

EDTA pH 8.0, 10 mM Tris Cl pH 8.0, 0.5% SDS) including freshly prepared Proteinase 

K at a concentration of 2 pg/ml were added to each plate, and incubation proceeded for 

3-15 hr at 37°C. The lysed mixture was carefully removed into a 50 ml Falcon tube 

with the aid of a rubber policeman and extracted (30 min with slow rotation on a wheel 

rotary mixer) twice with an equal volume of phenol, and twice with an equal volume of 

choloroform. DNA in the lysate was precipitated by addition of 1/10th volume of 5M 

NaOAc pH 5.2 and 2 volumes of EtOH. The clearly visible precipitate was removed with 

a Pasteur pipette whose end had been sealed and melted into a hook, and washed in 70%



EtOH, The washed precipitate was recovered with a hooked Pasteur, drained of EtOH, 

and resuspen'ed in 1.5-3 ml TE. Genomic DNA to be used as carrier in transfections was 

sheared successively through 19, 23, and 25 gauge needles until its viscosity failed to 

decrease further.

2.2.14 Preparation of Episomal/Low Molecular Weight DNA From 

Cultured Cells

Based on the technique published by Hirt (1967) and used for recovering retroviral 

proviral genomes that have been induced to excise from the host genome, and to isolate 

transiently transfected DNA for quantitation of transient transfection efficiencies.

1-2 ml of Hirt solution (2% w/v SDS, 10 mM Tris Cl pH 7.4, 10 mM EDTA pH 

8.0) were added to a 10 cm dish that has been washed twice with PBSA and thoroughly 

drained. The cell lysate was removed equally into two 1.5 ml eppendorf tubes with the 

aid of a rubber policeman. 1/3 volume of 5 M NaCI was added per tube, mixed, and 

incubated at 4°C for 6-24 h. The tubes were then spun at 16k rpm, 4°C, for 20 min in 

a Beckman JA 18.1 rotor (45° angle setting). Supernatants were extracted once with 

an equal volume of fc, and ethanol precipitated/washed, and resuspended in TE.

2.2.15 COS Cell Fusion Rescue Protocol

As published by Cepko et at. (1984) this procedure allows rapid recovery of 

retroviral proviruses containing an SV40 origin of replication, a bacterial origin of 

replication, and a bacterial drug resistance marker between its LTRs.

COS cells and the cell line bearing the provirus to be rescued were seeded on a 10 cm 

dish in a 1:1 ratio at a density such that they would become confluent in 48 hr. When 

confluent, the cells were washed 3X in serum free DMEM, with thorough draining of the 

final wash. 2.0 ml of 50% w/v PEG m.w. 1000 in DMEM at 37°C were carefully 

pipetted onto the cell monolayer and left at 22°C for 60 sec. PEG/DMEM was removed 

and the cells gently washed 2X in serum free DMEM, then twice in DMEM/10% v/v 

serum. 10 ml of fresh DMEM/10% v/v serum was then added. Cells were incubated 

for 1-3 days with medium changed each day. Rescued proviral structures in the form 

of low molecular weight episomal DNA was isolated as a Hirt supernatant (see 2.2.14).
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Supernatants prepared 1 day after fusion favoured isolation of recombinants between 

repeated cellular DNA sequences flanking the LTRs, whereas incubation for 3 days 

favoured isolation of those between the LTRs themselves. Hirt supernatants were 

purified on NACs prepac columns (see 2.2.20), and 1/4 used to transform bacteria 

with electroporation (see 2.2.32). Bacteria were then plated on agar dishes with the 

appropriate selective drugs.

2.2.16 Cycloheximide Treatment / Serum Stimulation

This a personal communication from R. Bravo describing a method for enhancing the 

representation of short-lived mRNAs associated with the early response to serum 

stimulation via stabilisation of mRNAs (see Almendaral et al., 1988).

Nearly confluent cells were treated with 10 pg/ml cycloheximide for 30 min. 

Medium was removed from the cells and replaced with DMEM/20% v/v serum with 10 

pg/ml cycloheximide. 4 hr later RNA was prepared from the cells as described in 

2.2.17.

2.2.17 Preparation of Total Cellular RNA From Cultured Cells

Based on the method of Chirgwin et al. (1979) as modified by B. Seed:

Media was aspirated from culture dishes and the dishes washed twice with ice-cold 

PBSA, with thorough draining after the second wash (washing with PBSA was later 

found to be unnecessary). Up to 1.5 ml of LiCI/GTC solution (an 86.2% w/v solution of 

GTC made in 25% w/v LiCI, 1.4 mM B-mercaptoethanol, 0.45 pm filtered and stored 

for up to one week at 22°C) were added per 10 cm dish (1 ml of LiCI/GTC solution per 

5 x 107 cells maximum) to lyse the cells. The lysate was removed into a 15 ml Falcon 

tube (it could be stored at -20°C for several months at this point) and its DNA sheared 

by 7-10 passages through a 19-23 gauge needle. 1.5 ml of CsCI solution (5.7 M CsCI, 

10 mM EDTA, pH 7.5, 0.45 pm filtered, and autoclaved) was placed in a Beckman SW 

55 tube and the sheared lysate was gently overlayed on top. Ultracentrifugation was 

carried out at 50k rpm 15°C, for 2 hr, after which the supernatant was gently 

aspirated to within 1 cm of the RNA pellet. A fresh pipette was used to remove the 

remaining supernatant, the tube layed on its side, and the top 3/4 removed with a
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scalpel. The RNA pellet was washed twice with 70% EtOH, at which point it became 

visible as a glassy pellet. 400 pi of TES was used to resuspend the pellet, which was 

then added to a 1.5 ml eppendorf tube containing 40 pi of 5M NaOAc and 1 ml of EtOH.

At this point the RNA was stored at -20°C or benchtop centrifuged and the RNA pellet 

washed in 70% v/v EtOH, resuspended in TES, and stored at -20 or-70°C.

2.2.18 Preparation of poly (A)+ R N A

A modification of the basic procedure published by Aviv and Leder (1972):

The appropriate amount (note that most commercially available oligo(dT) cellulose 

has a binding capacity of roughly 10 mg of po!y(A)+ mRNA per gram of resin) 

powdered oligo(dT)-cellulose was weighed out into a 1.5 ml eppendorf or 15 ml Falcon 

tube and hydrated in sterile binding/wash buffer (20 mM Tris Cl pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA, 

0.5 M NaCI,0.1% w/v SDS in dH20). Previously used resin (and even freshly hydrated 

resin) was regenerated by washing 3X in sterile dH20. This washing, like all those 

used in this procedure, was carried out by addition of liquid to the top of the tube, 

mixing to homogeneity, centrifugation, and careful removal of the supernatant. Any 

remaining RNA was hydrolysed with 3X washes in 0.1 M NaOH/5 mM EDTA. NaOH was 

removed with at least 3 washes with sterile dH20, until the pH of the final wash was 

less than 8.0. The resin was then equilibrated in sterile binding buffer with 3 washes. 

Meanwhile, total RNA was ethanol precipitated, 70% EtOH washed, and resuspended in 

0.1% SDS w/v in dH20. RNA was denatured at 68°C for 5 min, followed by quick 

cooling on ice. An equal volume of sterile 2X loading buffer (2X Tris, EDTA, and NaCI 

but only 1X SDS) was added to the RNA, mixed, and added to the equilibrated oligo(dT) 

resin. Poly(A)+ RNA was allowed to adsorb to the resin at 22°C for 20-30 min with 

mixing from a wheel rotary mixer. Resin was pelleted and the supernatant removed and 

heated to 68°C for 5 min followed by quick chilling on ice. The supernatant was then 

reapplied to the previously pelleted resin and any remaining RNA allowed to adsorb as 

before. The resin was pelleted and washed in sterile 1X binding buffer at 22°C 3X, 

after which OD2 6 O of the supernatant was monitored. At this point washing continued 

until no absorbance at 260 nm was detected in the supernatant. Pelleted resin was then 

washed 3X at 22°C in sterile low salt buffer (binding buffer with only 0.1 M NaCI), the
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OD260 of the supernatant monitored, and washing continued until no absorbance at 260 

nm was observed. Poly(A)+ RNA was then removed from the resin by resuspending the 

pellet in 450 til (for 1.5 ml eppendorf tubes), or 4.5 ml (for 15 ml Falcon tubes), of 

elution buffer (10 mM Tris Cl pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA, 0.05% w/v SDS) and incubating 

the tube at 6 8 °C for 5-10 min with periodic agitation. Resin was then pelleted, the 

supernatant carefully removed (the last few pis of supernatant were left behind to 

ensure no resin was carried over), and ethanol precipitated with 0.1 volume of 5 M 

NaOAc, 2  volumes of EtOH, and glycogen as carrier. Hydrated oligo(dT) cellulose was 

stored at 4°C in 20-30 volumes of elution buffer plus 0 .0 2 % w/v NaN3 .

2.2.19 Large Scale Preparation of Plasmid DNA

Bacteria harbouring high copy number plasmids (pUC, bluescript and their 

derivatives) were grown by inoculating 0 .1-1 ml of an overnight culture into 1 1 0  ml 

BHI medium plus the appropriate selective antibiotic(s), and shaking vigorously at 

37°C overnight. Bacteria with low copy number plasmids (those derived from pBR 

322) were amplified by adding chloramphenicol to a final concentration of 15 pg/ml 

when the cultures had reached mid-log phase (OD5 9 5  0.7-0.9). Bacteria with low 

copy number plasmids bearing the CAT gene were amplified as above, but with the 

addition of tetracycline to 12.5 pg/ml instead of chloramphenicol.

Bacteria were pelleted by centrifugation in 50 ml Falcon tubes at 7,500X g (2 2 °C) 

for 5 min. Supernatant was poured off and the remaining 55 ml of bacterial culture 

pelleted in the same tube. The pellet was resuspended with vortexing in 7.5 ml of 

Solution I, and tubes placed on ice for 5 min. 15 ml of freshly prepared Solution II 

were added, the contents of the tube mixed by gentle inversion, and tubes incubated on 

ice for 5 min. 11.25 ml of cold (4°C) Solution III were added, the tubes mixed by 

vigorous inversion, and incubated on ice for 5 min. The bacterial lysate was cleared by 

centrifugation at 7.500X g (2 2 °C) for 5 min and the supernatant removed with a 25 

ml pipette (with care taken to avoid transferring any solid lysate that had failed to 

pellet) and added to fresh 50 ml Falcon tubes filled with 25 ml of isopropanol. The 

tubes w<2/<? inverted several times and then centrifuged at 7500X g (22°C) for 5 min to 

pellet precipitated plasmid DNA. Supernatants were poured off and the tubes
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recentrifuged for 30 sec bringing down supernatant which adhered to the side of the 

tubes which was carefully removed with a Pasteur pipette.

The nucleic acid pellet was resuspended in 5.25 mi of CsCl/EtBr solution with 

vortexing, then centrifuged at 7.500X g (22°C) for 10 min to pellet insoluble protein 

and RNA. Supernatant was added to a VTi 65.2 quick seal tube using a Pasteur pipette as 

a funnel, with the tube being topped off when necessary with CsCl/EtBr solution.

A buoyant density gradient was formed in the tubes by ultracentrifugation (20°C) at 

55k rpm for 8>24 hr or 65k rpm for 3.5-5 hr. Plasmid DNA (the bottom or denser 

of the two bands) was visualised with long wave UV light, collected with a 19 gauge 

needle and syringe, and placed into a fresh quick seal tube. Tubes were topped off with 

CsCI solution, sealed and ultracentrifuged as above.

Plasmid DNA collected with a needle and syringe was placed in a 15 ml 

polypropylene Falcon tube to which 1 ml of TE and 2 volumes of EtOH were added. DNA 

was pelleted by centrifugation at 7.500X g for 5-15 min, the supernatant carefully 

poured off, adherent supernatant removed after spinning for 30 sec, and the pellet 

resuspended in 400 p.l of TE. Resuspended DNA was phenol extracted 2X (to remove 

remaining EtBr and bacterial proteins), chloroform extracted 2X, ethanol 

precipitated/washed, and resuspended in TE.

2.2.20 Manipulation (NACS columns) and Quantitation of Nucleic Acids

DNA was stored in TE at 4°C short term and -20°C long term. RNA was stored in TES 

(the SDS in TES ensuring that no nucleases would degrade the RNA during storage) and 

stored at -70°C. Gloves were worn when handling RNA, and solutions were autoclaved 

(those without SDS or Tris after treatment with 0.1% v/v DEPC).

Phenol extractions were performed 2 X with a volume of phenol (redistilled and 

equilibrated to pH 7.5) equal to that of the aqueous phase followed by 2X extraction with 

an equal volume of chloroform (in this text "chloroform" refers to a 24:1 mixture of 

chloroform and isoamyl alcohol). When only trace amounts of protein were present, a 

single fc (1:1 mixture of phenol and chloroform) extraction was carried out. 0.1 X 

volume of 3M NaOAc pH 5.2 and 1p.l of glycogen (used as carrier for all precipitations) 

was added, followed by 2-3 vol of EtOH. Samples were frozen on dry ice and
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centrifuged at 10.000X g for 5-15 min in an eppendorf benchtop centrifuge. 

Supernatant was removed and residual salt in the precipitated nucleic acid pellet 

washed out with the addition of 1 ml of 70% v/v EtOH, vortexing, and recentrifugation 

of the pellet. After taking off the supernatant, adherent EtOH was brought down off the 

sides of tubes with a pulse spin, removed, and the pellet allowed to dry at 22°C.

Small amounts of single or double stranded DNA were purified with anion exchange 

chromatography using NACS prepac cartridges according to the manufacturer's 

instructions, excepting purification of cDNA in which load/wash buffer was 575 mM 

NaCI in TE pH 7.2.

Quantitation of solutions nucleic acids was carried out by measuring their 

absorbance at 260 nm. Usually stock solutions of nucleic acid were diluted 1-200 in 

dH2 0  before their optical density was determined so absorbance readings would be 

within the linear range of the spectrophotometer (0-0.8). The concentration of 

nucleic acid present was calculated as follows: concentration > O D x  200 (or other 

dilution factor) x 50 pg/ml/OD unit for double stranded DNA

33 jig/ml/OD unit for single stranded DNA 

40 |ig/m!/OD unit for RNA 

in addition the purity of double stranded DNA was monitored by measuring its OD at 

280 nm, and the ratio of OD2 6 0 /OD2 8 0  determined. A ratio of 1.8 was characteristic of 

DNA that was free of RNA. Ratios of 2.0 or higher indicated significant RNA 

contamination of the DNA sample.

2.2.21 cDNA Synthesis

cDNA synthesis was carried out using a kit from Boehringer Manheim, based on the 

method of Gubler and Hoffman (1983), with modifications derived from Aruffo and Seed 

( 1 9 8 7 ) .

Briefly, first strand synthesis using 4 pg of poly(A)+ RNA as template was carried 

out using AMV reverse transcriptase at 42°C with the addition of trace amounts (1-5 

M-Ci) of <x-32P dCTP.

To determine the % incorporation of mRNA into cDNA during first strand synthesis, 

a 1/100th aliquot of the reaction was Cherenkov counted, run over a NACs column to
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remove unincorporated counts, and the eluted material Chefnkov counted. Yield in 

grams was determined as: % incorporation x (4 x 10’®) moles dCTP/reaction x. 4 

NTPs x 330 g/mole/NTP. The quality of eluted material from the NACs column, 

representing first-strand synthesis, was also visualised by drying and 

autoradiographing an alkaline agarose gel over which the sample had been 

electrophoresed (see 2 .2 .2 2 ).

The first strand reaction was diluted five-fold into second strand synthesis buffer 

and second-strand synthesis proceeded at 1 2 °C for 60 min, then 2 2 °C for 60 min in 

the presence of RNase H and E. coli DNA polymerase I. Residual enzyme activities were 

denatured at 65°C for 1 0 min, after which ends of the double-stranded cDNA were 

blunted with T4 DNA polymerase for 10 min at 37°C. The reaction was stopped with 

the addition of EDTA to 10 mM, 2X phenol extraction, 2X chloroform extraction, and 

ethanol precipitation. A 1/100th aliquot of the completed reaction material was run on 

an alkaline agarose gel.

Unincorporated ®2P dCTP and low molecular weight cDNA was removed using a NACS 

prepac column (2.2.20) with the use of 575 mM NaCI in TE as binding/washing buffer 

instead of the normal 500 mM NaCI in TE.

Phosphorylated BstX I adaptors (2.4 p.g of the 1 2 -mer S'-CTTTAGAGCACA-S' + 2  pg 

of the 8 -mer 5’-CTCTAAAG-3' prepared as described in 2.2.36) were ligated onto the 

blunt-ended cDNAs with 2 pJ of T4 DNA ligase in 300 pJ of 1X post blunting buffer (see 

2.2.30) at 15°C overnight. Unincorporated adaptors were removed with a NACS prepac 

cartridge as above, the cDNA ethanol precipitated, 70% EtOH washed, and resuspended 

in 100 pJ of TE.

cDNAs were size fractionated on a 5%-20% KOAc gradient. The gradient was formed 

in an SW-41 tube using a gradient maker with 5.5 ml 20% KOAc/2 mM EDTA in the 

back chamber, and 5% KOAc/2 mM EDTA. cDNA was denatured at 6 8 °C for 5 min, and 

gently layered on top of the gradient. Sedimentation of the cDNA in the SW-41 rotor at 

38k rpm, proceeded for 8-9 hr at 15°C. The tube was pierced at the bottom and the 

gradient collected with a butterfly infusion set. 5 ml were pooled into a 15 ml Falcon 

tube, after which 1 2  250 p.l gradient fractions were collected. The pooled cDNA and 

each fraction were EtOH precipitated. 1/20^^-1710th of each fraction was run on a
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1% agarose gel, the gel dried, and autoradiographed overnight at -70°C with 

intensifying screen. Fractions with material >1.5 kb (in practice these fractions 

contained significant amounts of material between 1.5 and 0.75 kb) were added to the 

previously pooled cDNA, ethanol precipitated, 70% EtOH washed, and resuspended in 

200 pis of TE.

Vector DNA was prepared for ligation by restriction digestion, 2X phenol extraction, 

2 X chloroform extraction, and ethanol precipitation/wash. It was purified on a 5%- 

20% KOAc gradient as above except 1 pg/ml EtBr was added to the acetate solutions. The 

gradient was also scaled down (2.6 ml 20% KOAc:2.5 ml 5% KOAc) for running in an 

SW 55 rotor at 50k rpm for 2 hr. Vector DNA was visualised with long wave UV light, 

and collected with a needle and syringe.

The optimal ratio of cDNA to vector which yielded the greatest number of 

recombinant colonies was empirically derived. Generally 1 0  ng of vector (effective 

concentration 1 pg/ml) was ligated to 0 (for background control), 2, 4, 6 , or 8  pis of 

cDNA in 10 pi 1 X ligation buffer (see 2.2.30) with T4 DNA ligase at 15°C overnight. 

Ligations were diluted up to 100 pis with TE, and fc extracted once, EtOH precipitated, 

70% EtOH washed, and resuspended in 1 pi of TE for electroporation. A large scale 

ligation was set up based on the determined optimal cDNArvector ratio.

The ligated cDNA library was electroporated (100 ng of vector per cuvette) into 

bacteria (see 2.2.32), and transformed colonies selected on 50 15 cm plates. 18 hr 

later, bacteria were scraped from the plates with a spreader after adding 5 mi of BHI 

medium. The bacteria were pelleted and plasmid DNA prepared as described in 2.2.18.

2.2.22 Nucleic Acid Gel Electrophoresis

Agarose (normal and low melting point) was melted in a microwave oven, cooled to 

50°-37°C and poured into a casting tray. Samples for electrophoresis had 0 .1  X volume 

of load/stop/dye (50 mM EDTA, 100 mM Tris Cl pH 8.0, 50 % v/v glycerol, 0.4 % 

w/v bromophenoi blue) added before loading on gels. DNA fragments 10 kb to 200 bp. 

were run on 50-75 mm thick 0.4-1.5% w/v (in 1X TAE) agarose gels, 

electrophoresed in horizontal submarine gel rigs with 1X TAE buffer at constant 

voltage. A Hind III digest of phage X and a Hae III digest of phage oX174 replicative form
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were used as molecular weight markers. Gels were stained in 0.1 pg/ml EtBr after 

electrophoresis. It was empirically found that re-electrophoresing a stained gel would 

have the effect of tightening the migration of smeared bands. Photographic records of 

gels were made with a short wave UV transilluminator and Polaroid camera.

cDNA first and second strand reaction products were run on 1% w/v denaturing 

alkaline gels as described by Maniatis et al. (1982). Agarose was melted in 50 mM 

NaCI/1 mM EDTA and poured into a gel cast. The solidified gel was equilibrated for at 

least 30 min in alkaline electrophoresis buffer (30 mM NaOH/1  mM EDTA). Samples 

were ethanol precipitated, and resuspended in alkaline loading dye (50 mM NaOH, 1 mM 

EDTA, 2.5% w/v Ficoll type 400, 0.1% bromophenol blue) and run at constant voltage. 

Gels were fixed for 30 min in 7% w/v TCA, dried and analysed by autoradiography at - 

70°C with intensifying screens.

DNA fragments 400 bp to 50 bp were run on 1.5 mm thick polyacrylamide gels 

(29:1 aerylamide:A/,N '-methylene bisacrylamide) of 4-12.5% w/v, 0.1% freshly 

made ammonium persulphate, 0.1% TEMED in 0.5X TBE, electrophoresed in 0.5X TBE 

butler in vertical gel rigs at constant voltage. 0X174 replicative form digested with 

Hae III was used for molecular weight markers. Gels were stained in 0.1 pg/ml EtBr 

and a photographic record made.

DNA sequencing, riboprobe purification, and RNase protection was performed on 0.4 

mm thick denaturing polyacrylamide gels as above except with the addition of urea to 

50% w/v. and TBE to 1X. Plates for 0.4 mm gels were thoroughly cleaned an4 

siliconised before each gel was cast. Gels were run at constant power settings to 

maintain a surface temperature of 60°C, with aluminium plates aiding in the 

maintenance of uniform surface temperature.

2.2.23 Protein SDS-Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis.

Polyacrylamide (30:0.8 acrylamide:A/,N '-methylene bisacrylamide) gels of 10%- 

12.5% w/v, 380 mM Tris Cl pH 8.3, 0.1% w/v SDS, 0.05% w/v ammonium 

persulphate, 0.05% v/v TEMED, were poured to within the top 3 cm of a 1 mm thick 

gel rig, and overlayed with dH2 0 . One hour later a stacking gel of 4% w/v acrylamide, 

125 mM Tris Cl pH 6 .8 , 0 .1 % w/v SDS, 0.05% w/v ammonium persulphate, 0 .0 1 %
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v/v TEMED, was added and sample comb put in place. Vertical gels were 

electrophoresed in running buffer of 250 mM Tris Ci pH 8.3, 192 mM glycine, 0.1% 

w/v SDS for 5-6 hr at 150 V, or 16-24 hr 30 V.

2.2.24 Northern Blot Analysis

A modified version of that presented by Maniatis et al. (1982) according to the 

manufacturers of GeneScreen Pius: RNA samples (10 pg total RNA, or 1-2 pg of 

poly(A)+) were EtOH precipitated/washed and resuspended in loading buffer (1X MOPS 

buffer, 18% v/v (18%) formaldehyde, 50% deionised formamide: stored dark at 

-20°C). The sample was then denatured by heating at 65°C for 5 min and quick chilled 

on ice. 0.1 X volume of loading dye (50% v/v glycerol, 1 mM EDTA, 0.4% w/v 

bromophenol blue, 0.4% w/v xylene cyanol) was then added. Samples were then loaded 

onto a 1 % w/v agarose gel that had been prepared as follows: 1 g of agarose dissolved in 

55 ml dH2 0  and 5 ml 2 0 X MOPS buffer was microwaved, the melted agarose allowed to 

cool to 50°C, and added to a mixture of 18 ml (38%) formaldehyde/2 2  ml dH2 0  that 

had been prewarmed to 37°C. The mixture was then poured into a gel cast set up in a 

fume cupboard, and allowed to solidify. 1 I of running buffer was prepared (0.1  pg/ml 

EtBr, 1 X MOPS buffer, and 12.5% [38%] formaldehyde in dH2 0 ).and electrophoresis 

was carried out at constant 150 v for 2 hr in a horizontal submarine apparatus. The 

gel was photographed with a short wave UV source to record the migration of rRNA 

species for relative molecular weight calibration of other RNAs on the gel.

Gels were rinsed in dH2 0  to remove excess formaldehyde in preparation for transfer 

of RNA in the gel onto GeneScreen Plus nylon membrane. 1 sheet of GeneScreen (the 

concave side used for transfer was marked on the sheet of GeneScreen) and 2 sheets of 3 

mm paper were cut to the same size as the gel, wetted in dH2 0 , and equilibrated in 10X 

SSC. The gel was placed on capillary sheets of 3 mm paper with their ends dipped in a 

reservoir of 1 0 X SSC. GeneScreen was placed directly on top of the gel, the two sheets 

of 3 mm paper on top of the GeneScreen, and a 7-10 cm thick wad of paper towelling on 

top of the 3 mm paper. Transfer took place for 16-24 hr with a 1 kg weight, placed on 

top of the paper towelling, aiding in the capillary action.
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The GeneScrene membrane was removed, washed briefly in 2 X SSC to remove any 

adherent agarose, and wrapped wet in Saran Wrap. RNA was crosslinked to the 

membrane with a 254 nm UV light source at 1.2 mW/cm2  for 2 min as described by 

Church and Gilbert (1984). Residual formaldehyde was removed with baking at 80°C 

for 1-2 hr. The membrane was then hybridised to probe as described in 2.2.26

2.2.25 Southern Blot Analysis

A variation of the classic procedure according to the GeneScreen manufacturer's 

instructions. A 1% agarose gel was run as described in 2.2.22. A photographic record 

of the gel was made using a short wave UV transilluminator which also served to nick 

the DNA residing in the gel into small fragments to aid in their transfer. Transfer of 

DNA to GeneScreen Plus was performed under alkaline conditions. A capillary blot was 

set up as for Northern transfers (2.2.24) except that the equilibration/transfer 

buffer was 0.4 M NaOH/O.6  M NaCI instead of 10X SSC. After the completion of 

transfer, the membrane was neutralised with two 15 min washes in 50 mM phosphate 

buffer pH 7.2, and dried completely at 2 2 °C for 1 hr or baked at 80°C for 15-30 min. 

DNA was UV cross linked to the membrane as described in 2.2.24 and hybridised to 

probe as described in 2.2.26.

2.2.26 Hybridisation of Nylon Membranes

All membranes with bound nucleic acid were prehybridised at 42° C for 0.5-24 hr 

in a sealed bag with minimal volume of KS hybridisation mix (50% formamide, 4X 

SSC, 50 mM NaPi pH7.2, 1 mM EDTA, 10% Dextran sulphate, 10X Denhardt’s 

solution). Random primed probe (2.2.28) was then boiled with denatured salmon 

sperm DNA (106 Cherenkov counts and 100 pg respectively for each ml of KS 

hybridisation mix in the prehybridisation and a final concentration of 50 iig/ml salmon 

sperm DNA) for 5 min, and added to the filter bag. Hybridisation proceeded for 16-24 

hr at 42°C, after which the membrane was removed and washed 3-4X in 250 ml of 

0 .2 X SSC/1% SDS at 6 8 °C. Membranes were kept moist in Saran Wrap and 

autoradiographed under the appropriate conditions.
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Membranes could be reprobed after stripping of old probe (as long as they were 

maintained wet with storage -20°C) by boiling for 15 min in 2 mM NaCI, 100 pM 

phosphate buffer pH 7.2, 10 pM EDTA, 1 % w/v SDS.

2.2.27 Restriction Digestion

Restriction digests were performed in accordance with the conditions prescribed by 

New England Biolabs. Enzymes not produced by New England Biolabs were digesfas 

recommended by their manufacturer. A five-fold excess of enzyme (units/pg of DNA) 

was generally used. Digests loaded onto gels were generally not phenol extracted rather 

digestions were terminated with the addition of 0.1 X volume of load/stop/dye (2.2.22). 

DNA which was to be modified by other enzymes after restriction digestion was usually 

phenol extracted, chloroform extracted, EtOH precipitated/washed and resuspended in 

TE

2.2.28 Random Primed DNA Probes/Spun Columns

This is based on the seminal paper by Feinberg and Vogelstein, 1984. Probes were 

prepared with 100-500 ng of purified DNA fragments, but more often with DNA in low 

melt agarose bands. Low melt bands (containing roughly 1 pg of DNA in 10-20 pi of 

agarose) were heated to 6 8 °C and 1 pi added to 1 pi of 1 mg/ml random primers 

(pd[N]6 ) and 16 pi dH2 0 . Probe DNA was denatured by boiling for 5 min, and 

hybridized to the random primers by cooling to 22°C. Labeling was carried out with 

the addition of 3 pi 10X Messing buffer, 1 pi 33 mM dG,A,TTP, 5 pi a-32P dCTP 

(3000 Ci/mmole, 10 pCi/pl), 2 pi of Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase I and 

incubation at 37°C for >1 h.

Labeled probe was separated from unincorporated dCTP with spun gel filtration 

columns. Sephadex G-50 was hydrated in TE overnight, or by autoclaving. A 1 -2  mm 

wad of siliconised glass wool was used to plug the bottom of a 1 ml syringe. Sephadex 

slurry was added until it completely filled the syringe. The syringe column was placed 

in a 15 ml Falcon tube, then spun for 5 min at 500X g. If the slurry compacted to less 

than 0 .8  to 1 .0  ml in volume, more slurry was added and the column spun until the 

aforementioned volume was reached. 100-150 pi of TE were spun through the column
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as above to ensure the void volume of the column had equilibrated. The labeling reaction 

was diluted into 150 pi with TE, heated to 6 8 °C (to melt low melt agarose in the 

probe), applied to the top of the column and spun as above. Probe was collected from 

the bottom of Falcon tube, and 1 pi Cherenkov counted.

2.2.29 RNA Probes and RNase Protections

Based on the conditions of Zinn et al., (1983):

"Riboprobes" for RNase protection assays were prepared with the exclusive use of 

phage T3 RNA polymerase and linearised bluescript plasmid DNA cut with a restriction 

enzyme that yielded blunt or 5' overhanging/3' recessed ends at the 3' end of the probe 

sequence. 1 0  pg of plasmid was linearised phenol extracted, chloroform extracted, 

EtOH precipitated/washed and resuspended in 10 of RNase free TE. 1 pi was mixed at 

22°C with 2 pi 5X transcription buffer (200 mM Tris Cl pH 7.5, 30 mM MgCfc, 10 

mM spermidine), 0.5 pi 10 mM A,U,CTP, 0.4 pi 250 mM DTT, 1.0 pi RNasin, and 5.0 

pi a-32P GTP (600 Ci/mmole). The reaction was started by addition of 0.2 pi (12 

units) T3 RNA polymerase and continued for 1 hr at 37°C. RNase free DNase (25 

units) was then placed in the reaction for a 10 min digestion. The reaction was fc 

extracted 1X, EtOH precipitated/washed and resuspended in protection loading dye 

(80% v/v deionised formamide, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1% bromophenol blue, 0.1% xylene 

cyanol).

Full length probe was isolated by boiling the resuspended reaction mix for 5 min and 

electrophoresing it over a denaturing polyacrylamide gel (2.2.22) for 1 hr. The gel 

was covered in Saran wrap, asymmetrically marked with radioactive ink and 

autoradiographed wet. A template, made by cutting out the desired band from the 

developed autoradiograph, was used to isolate full length probe from the gel. The gel 

fragment bearing the probe was excised with a disposable scalpel blade, and incubated at 

37°C in 400 pi 0.5 M NH4 OAC, 0.1% w/v SDS, 0.1 mM EDTA for > 2 hr with periodic 

agitation to allow the probe to elute. Eluted probe was EtOH precipitated/washed and 

resuspended in TES. 1 pi was then Cherenkov counted.

1-5 x 105  cpm of probe was pooled with a 10 pg total RNA sample for protection 

and EtOH precipitated/washed. For a negative control, 10 pg of tRNA was precipitated
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with probe. The probe/sample pellet was resuspended in 30 pi of hybridization buffer 

(80% v/v deionised formamide, 40 mM Na PIPES pH 6.4, 400 mM NaCI, 1 mM EDTA) 

and incubated overnight at 45-50°C. Hybridised probe/mRNA was then digested by the 

addition of 350 pi 10 mM Tris Cl pH 7.5, 300 mM NaCI, 5 mM EDTA containing 40 

pg/ml RNase A and 2 pg/ml RNase T 1 , and incubation at 30°C for 30 min. RNase was 

digested by adding 10 pi of 20% w/v SDS and 10 pi of freshly prepared 1 0  mg/ml 

proteinase K, and incubating at 37°C for 15-30 min. 400 pi of phenol were used to 

extract the reaction, and the supernatant (only 350 pi to ensure no interface was 

transferred) EtOH precipitated/washed and resuspended in 10 pi of protection loading 

dye. A positive control of 1/100th the amount of input probe, as a marker for 

undigested full-length probe, was included. Samples were boiled for 5 min and run on a 

denaturing polyacrylamide gel. Gels were dried and autoradiographed with intensifying 

screens at -70° C.

2.2.30 Recombinant DNA

All recombinant DNA constructions were performed with DNA fragments isolated 

from low melting point agarose gels (2 .2 .2 2 ). Generally 1 pg of vector and 5 pg of 

plasmid bearing insert were digested and run on a 0.4-0.6 % low melt gel.

Vector DNA prepared with homologous ends was dephosphorylated after restriction 

digestion by incubation with 3 units of CIP/pg DNA at 37°C for 1/2 hr to prevent self

ligation of the vector. CIP was inactivated by adding 0.1 volume of 0.5 M EGTA, heating 

at 6 8 °C for 10-30 min, followed by phenol, chloroform extraction, and EtOH 

precipitation.

Vector or insert DNA could have its ends converted to a desired restriction sequence 

by the addition of linkers. 5 pg of DNA was restriction digested, phenol, chloroform 

extracted, EtOH precipitated/washed and resuspended in 5 pi TE. If the above 

restriction digest generated blunt ends the following step was omitted, otherwise 5' and 

3' overhang ends were made flush by addition of 11 pi dH2 0 , 2 pi 1 0X blunting buffer 

(200 mM Tris Cl pH 7.5, 50 mM MgCl2 , 100 mM 6 -ME, 2 mM of each NTP), and 2 pi 

(20 units) Klenow fragment of E. coli DNA polymerase I. Fragments with 5' overhangs 

were filled in at 22°C for 30 min, while 3' overhangs were digested/filled in at 37°C
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for 30 min. Klenow fragment was inactivated by incubation at 6 8 °C for 10-15 min, 

and 11 jxl of dH20, 4 pi of phosphorylated linkers (0.33 pg), 4 pi of post blunting 

buffer (500 mM Tris Cl pH 7.8, 50 mM MgCfc, 10 mM ATP, 200 mM DTT), and 1 pi 

(60 Weiss units) of T4 DNA ligase were added/mixed. Linkers were allowed to ligate 

onto blunt DNA fragments overnight at 22°C, after which the T4 ligase was denatured at 

6 8 °C for 15 min, the reaction diluted to 100 pi with TE and fc extracted. 1.4 ml of the 

appropriate NACS buffer (see 2.2.20) was added and the sample applied to a NACS 

column to remove unincorporated linkers and small linker ladders. The eluted 

fragments were then digested with a large excess (50-100 units/pg of DNA) of the 

restriction enzyme whose site was coded for in the linkers, to generate sticky ends. At 

this point linkered fragments were ready for isolation on low-melt gels and use in 

ligations.

Low-melt gels were stained in 0.1 pg/ml EtBr, and the vector and insert bands 

excised using fresh disposable scalpel blades while observing the bands with long wave 

(365 nm) UV light. The bands were melted at 6 8 °C, and then placed at 37°C (where 

they cooled but remained molten). Ligations were performed for > 3 hr to overnight at 

22°C in 20 pi using 0.1 pi (6  Weiss units) T4 DNA ligase, 2 pi 10X ligation mix (500 

mM Tris Cl pH 7.8, 100 m M MgCl2 , 10 mM ATP, 200 mM DTT), 1 pi vector DNA, 5- 

9 pi insert DNA and 8-13 pi dH2 0 . A control ligation to monitor recircularisation of 

vector DNA was performed by ligating 1 pi of vector DNA in the absence of insert DNA. 

Ligations were transformed into bacteria as described in 2.2.31 or 2.2.32.

2.2.31 Chemical Bacterial Transformation

An unpublished protocol from M. Scott:

To prepare bacteria competent for transformation with plasmid DNA, bacteria were 

streaked onto a BHI plate. Early the next day a single colony was inoculated into 20 ml 

of pre-warmed TYM broth in a 250 ml flask and grown with vigorous shaking at 37°C. 

When the culture reached an OD600 between 0.2 -0.8, it was poured into a 2 I flask 

with 100 ml of pre-warmed TYM broth. The culture was allowed to reach an OD6 0 0  of 

0.5-0.9 when 500 ml of pre-warmed TYM broth was added to the flask. When the final 

culture reached an OD6 0 0  of 0 .6 , the flask was placed in an ice-water bath and gently
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shaken for rapid cooling. The bacteria were gently pelleted at 4.2k rpm for 15 min at 

0°C in a Beckman J6  rotor. The supernatant was poured off and the pellet gently 

resuspended on ice in 100 ml of sterile pre-cooled TfB I (30 mM KOAc, 50 mM MnCl2 , 

100 mM KCI, 10 mM CaCI2 , 15% v/v glycerol, in dH2 0 : pH to 5.8 with 0.2 M acetic 

acid). The bacteria were pelleted as above except centrifugation was only performed 

for 8  min. After the supernatant was poured off, the pellet was gently resuspended on 

ice in 20 ml of sterile pre-cooled TfB II (10 mM Na-MOPS pH 7.0, 75 mM CaCfc, 10 

mM KCI, 15% v/v glycerol in dH2 0 ). Aliquots of 0.1 to 0.5 ml were frozen on dry ice 

and stored at -70°C.

To transform bacteria, an aliquot of competent bacteria was melted on ice. 50 pi 

aliquots of thawed bacteria were added for each ligation and gently mixed. Low melt 

agarose ligations were heated at 6 8 ° C then cooled to 37°C before bacteria were added. 

The DNA/bacteria mix was incubated on ice for 30 min, heat shocked at 42°C for 45 sec 

and returned to ice for 1 min. 1 ml of SOC medium was added, and the bacteria 

incubated at 37°C for 1 hr. Bacteria were gently pelleted by centrifugation at low 

speed after which all but 1 0 0  pi of supernatant were removed, and the bacteria 

resuspended with gentle vortexing. Bacteria were plated onto selective BHI agar plates 

with the aid of a spreader, and incubated overnight at 37°C.

2.2.32 Electroporation of Bacteria

Based on the instructions supplied with the Bio-Rad pulse controller:

Electrocompetent bacteria were prepared by streaking a colony of bacteria onto a 

BHI plate. The next day a single colony was inoculated into 2 ml of BHI medium and 

shaken at 37°C. When bacteria were readily visible in the culture, it was added to 100 

ml of pre-warmed BHI medium in a 500 ml flask and shaken at 37°C. When OD600 

reached 0.5-0.6 the culture was placed In an ice-water bath for 15-30 min, after 

which it was aliquoted into 2 50 ml Falcon tubes and spun at 4.000X g at 0°C for 1 0- 

15 min. Bacteria were resuspended in 100 ml of sterile pre-cooled 1 mM HEPES on 

ice, and centrifuged as above. The bacteria were resuspended in 50 ml of 1 mM HEPES 

and pelleted as above. Resuspension in 25 ml of ice-cold dH2 0  was followed by pelleting 

and as complete removal of supernatant as was possible. 50 pJ of dH2 0  was used to
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resuspend each pellet for immediate use (this gave the highest electrotransformation 

efficiencies). Alternatively, a 10% v/v glycerol solution in dH2 0  could be substituted 

for dH2 0  in the final two steps. This allowed the electrocompetent bacteria to be stored 

at -70°C for use whenever needed.

EtOH precipitated DNA washed completely free of salt with 70% EtOH and resuspened 

in a total volume of 1 til of TE was added to 50 pi of electrocompetent bacteria on ice and 

mixed. The bacteria were then transferred to a pre-cooled electro-cuvette on ice. The 

cuvette was placed in the electroporation chamber that had been pre-cooled on dry ice 

and electroporation carried out at with the power supply set at 25 pF, 2,5 kV, and the 

pulse controller set at 200 Q. Pulse times of 4.5-4.7 msec were indicative of 

successful electroporation. SOC medium was immediately added to the cuvette, the 

bacteria placed in a 17 X 100 mm polypropylene tube, and shaken at 225 rpm at 37°C 

for 1 hr. Bacteria were then plated onto selective BHI agar plates and grown overnight 

at 37°C.

2.2.33 Bacterial Plates/Selection

Bacterial plates were prepared from BHI medium supplemented with 1.5% w/v 

agar, autoclaved, and cooled to 45°C. At this point selective antibiotics were added, 

mixed and roughly 2 0  ml poured into each petri dish.

Identification of recombinant plasmids using colorimetric B-galactosidase 

complementation (with pUC and bluescript vectors) was performed by spreading 25- 

50pl of X-gal (4% w/v in dimethyl formamide) onto the selective plates and adding 20 

pi of 24 mg/ml IPTG to the bacteria just prior to spreading.

The following concentrations of antibiotics were used from stock solutions in both 

bacterial plates and liquid culture:

Ampicillin - 100 pg/ml (50 mg/ml in 40% v/v EtOH stored at -20°C)

Kanamycin sulfate- 50 pg/ml (50 mg/ml in dH2 0  stored at 4°C)

Hygromycin B - 25 pg/ml (25 mg/ml in dH2 0  stored at 4°C)

Phleomycin - 2  pg/ml (1 0  mg/ml in dH2 0  stored at 4°C)

(stock solutions were prepared and sterilised by 0.45pm filtration)
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2.2.34 Miniprep Screening of Plasmids

Drug resistant colonies were inoculated into 2 ml of BHI medium plus antibiotics, 

and grown overnight at 37°C with shaking. 1.5 ml of culture was added to an eppendorf 

tube, the bacteria pelleted in a benchtop centrifuge, and the supernatant aspirated away. 

Pelleted bacteria were resuspended in 100 pi of Solution I with vortexing, and 

incubated at 22°C for 5 min. 200 pi of Solution II were added, mixed by gentle 

inversion, and incubated on ice for 5 min. 150 pi of cold (4°C) Solution III were 

added, mixed by vigorous inversion, and incubated for 5 min on ice. The bacterial 

iysate was pelleted by benchtop centrifugation for 1 min, and the supernatant removed 

to a fresh tube. 1 ml of EtOH was added, the tube inverted several times, and 

precipitation of nucleic acid carried out for 1 min at 22°C. Nucleic acid was pelleted by 

benchtop centrifugation for 1 min, the supernatant removed, the pellet washed in I ml 

of 70% v/v EtOH, and the pellet resuspended in 30 pi of TE.

Restriction analysis was then carried out on the miniprep DNA (generally miniprep 

DNA had to be further purified by phenol extraction for enzymes requiring low or no 

salt buffers, and Not I). For high copy number plasmids (bluescript, pUC) 1 pi of 

resuspended DNA was digested, while 3 pi were used for low copy plasmids (pBR 322 

derivatives). Digestions were performed in 96-well tissue culture dishes covered in 

Parafilm and incubated at 37° for 1 hr. Reactions were stopped with the addition of 

0.1 X volume of agarose gel loading dye (2.2.22) supplemented with 100 pg/ml DNase- 

free RNase A (to degrade ribosomal RNA which would otherwise obscure low molecular 

weight DNA fragments), loaded, and electrophoresed on 0.8-1.25% w/v agarose gels 

(2 .2 .22).

2.2.35 Colony Hybridisation Screening of Plasmids

An unpublished modification from K. Nasmyth of the protocol of Grunstein and 

Hogness (1975):

Antibiotic resistant colonies were picked onto duplicate selective plates overlayed 

onto a grid pattern, and the plates incubated at 37°C overnight. One plate (the master 

plate) was sealed with Parafilm and stored at 4°C, while the other was prepared for a 

colony lift by chilling at 4°C for 1 hr. A petri dish sized nylon membrane was
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asymmetrically marked relative to the grid on the bacterial plate, and carefully layed 

on top of the chilled plate. After the membrane had fully adsorbed to the dish (a few 

min) it was gently lifted with forceps and placed on 3MM paper saturated (but not 

soaking) with 0.5 M NaOH for 5 min. The membrane was then placed on 3MM saturated 

with 1 0 X SSC/0.5 M Tris Cl pH 7.4 2X for 7 min, and finally treated on 3MM saturated 

with 2 X SSC for 5 min. Complete drying of the membrane was carried out for 30 min 

In a fume cupboard. The membrane was hydrated in 2 X SSC/0.1% w/v SDS, and any 

excess lysed bacterial slime wiped off with a tissue.

Prehybridisation and hybridisation were performed as described in 2.2.26.

Washing of the membranes was performed 3X in 2 X SSC/0.1% w/v SDS at 2 2 °C for 10 

min, and 3X in 2 X SSC/0.1% w/v SDS at 6 8 °C for 60 min.

Membranes were dried and autoradiographed. Positive colonies were aligned to the 

grid on the master plate and picked.

2.2.36 Oligonucleotide Manipulations

Oligonucleotides obtained as ethanol precipitates were pelleted, 70% v/v EtOH 

washed, and resuspended at a concentration of 4 mg/ml in TE. Oligonucleotides 1 2  bp or 

less were generally not purified. Larger oligonucleotides were purified from non full 

length reaction products by adding an equal volume of deionised formamide, boiling, 

loading and electrophoresing on 1.5 mm thick denaturing 6-12% polyacrylamide gels 

(2.2.22). Full length oligonucleotides were visualised by shortwave UV shadowing: 

Gels were placed between sheets of Saran wrap and placed over a white paper towel. In 

the dark, a hand held shortwave UV light source was shone on the gel as briefly as 

possible, and the oligonucleotides, seen as black spots against the fluorescent paper 

towelling, outlined with a permanent marker. Bands containing the oligonucleotides 

were excised with a scalpel blade, chopped into 1 mm x 1 mm x 1 mm cubes, and placed 

in an eppendorf tube filled with 450 pi 700 mM NaCI in TE. Oligonucleotides were 

eluted from the acrylamide by shaking overnight at 37°C. Tubes were benchtop 

centrifuged for 5 min, the supernatant EtOH precipitated, washed, and resuspended in 

TE
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Oligonucleotides to be used as adaptors were phosphorytated when necessary or 

applicable. Phosphorylation of 10 pmoles of oligonucleotides was carried out by adding 

0.5 volume of 2X kinase buffer (132 mM Tris Cl pH 7.5, 20 mM MgCI2, 2 mM ATP,

30 mM DTT, 2 mM spermidine), 20 units of T4 polynucleotide kinase, and incubating 

for >1  hr (up to overnight) at 37° C.

32P end labeling of oligonucleotides for use as probe was carried out as described 

above except ATP was omitted from the kinase buffer and replaced by 1 mM y-3 2 P-ATP 

(3000 Ci/mmole). Labeled oligonucleotides were purified from unincorporated label 

with a NACS column using low molecular weight wash/load buffer (2.2.20).

Pairs of oligonucleotides to be used as adaptors were annealed by mixing equimolar 

amounts of the oligonucleotides in a minimal volume of TE/ 1 0  mm MgCl2 , boiling in a 

50 ml beaker, and slow cooling of the beaker to 22°C. Non-phosphorylated adaptors 

were added in vast excess to ligations, since without 5' phosphate groups, the adaptors 

could not oligimerise in the presence of T4 DNA ligase.

2.2.37 Site-Directed Mutagenesis

Based on the method described by Carter et al. (1985) with modifications from J. 

Schneider:

Fragments to be mutagenised were cloned into the replicative form of phage 

M13K19, 3' of the Eco K/B selection sites. Ligations were transformed into the rk- 

rb- host TG1, and single stranded DNA isolated from the resultant plaques with PEG 

precipitation, phenol and chloroform extraction according to the authors. 

Oligonucleotides bearing point mutations (generally 20 bp in length), and the Eco B 

selection primer (5-CACTAGAATGTCATCGAGG-3') were phosphorylated as described in 

2.2.36. and hybridised at a 10X molar excess to single stranded template (in a 10 pJ 

reaction at 10 mM Tris Cl pH 8.0, 10 mM MgCl2 ) by boiling and slow cooling to 22°C. 

Oligo-directed primer extension and ligation was carried out at 15°C for 4 hr with 5 

units of T4 DNA ligase and 1 unit of Klenow fragment in 10 mM Tris Cl pH 8.0, 10 mM 

MgCl2 , 400 p.M ATP, and 400 p.M dNTPs. 0.005, 0.05, and 0.5 fractions of the 

reaction were transformed into a (competent) Eco K+ strain (HB2151). Plaques were 

picked onto gridded plates, incubated at 37°C overnight,and after chilled at 4°C. Two
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plate lifts were made with nitrocellulose filters (shiny side down, and marked with 

holes using a needle for orientation), the first for 1 min, the second for 2 min. Filters 

were baked for 3 hr at 80°C, wetted in 6 X SSC and prehybridised for 15 min at 2 2 °C in 

6 X SSC, 1 0 X Denhardts solution. Mutagenic oligonucleotides were end labeled as 

described in 2.2.36, 2 x 1 0 6 cpm added to the filters, and hybridised at 22°C 

overnight. Filters were removed and washed for 1 0  min at 2 2 °C. Tm for 

oligonucleotides less than 30 bp in length was approximated using the formula Tm = 

2 °C(number of A's or T's in the oligonucleotide) + 4°C(number of G's or C's in the 

oligonucleotide). The first lift was washed for 2  min in 6 X SSC at Tm - 2°C, and the 

second at Tm - 10°C. Filters were dried and autoradiographed with intensifying 

screens at -70°C for approximately 2 hr. If necessary, to discriminate positive 

plaques from background, washing was repeated with a 5°C increase. Positive plaques 

(those which retained signal at the most stringent wash temperature) were picked and 

single stranded template prepared for DNA sequencing (2.2.38) to confirm the 

incorporation of the point mutation.

2.2.38 DNA Sequence Analysis

DNA sequencing was performed using a-35S dCTP (1000 Ci/mmole) in the Sanger 

dideoxy chain termination procedure. Initially sequencing used single stranded phage 

(M13) as template, according to Biggins et al (1983). Later double stranded 

sequencing was carried out as prescribed in the manufacturer's instructions for the 

Sequenase kit.

2.2.39 Slot Blot Quantitation of DNA

According to the method of McIntyre and Stark (1988): A perspex sheet was covered 

with 1 cm thick wad of tissue cut to its same dimensions. Two sheets of 3MM paper cut 

to the identical size were placed on top of the tissues. Lastly a sheet of GeneScreen Plus 

of the same size, wetted in 0.4 M NaOH (but not dripping) was put at the top of the 

stack, and sandwiched with a slab of perspex into which slots had been cut. The 

manifold was held in place with 6  clips. Serial dilutions of DNA were applied in 100 pJ 

of 0.4 M NaOH per slot, and washed through with an additional 100 pJ of 0.4 M NaOH.
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Dilutions of a known quantity of DNA (usually starting with 1 ng) were also applied as 

standards. After DNA samples had been applied the manifold was dismantled and the 

GeneSreen membrane neutralised by washing 2 X for 5 min in 2X SSC and dried by 

baking for > 1 hr at 80°C. Membranes were then hybridised and washed as described in

2.2.26 and autoradiographed with intensifying screens at -70°C.

2.2.40 Immunoprecipitation of Proteins

Near confluent 10 cm dishes of cells were labeled by removing medium, 1 X PBSA 

washing, starving for 30 min in serum and methionine free DMEM, and incubating 

overnight in 5 ml methionine free DMEM supplemented with 1 % v/v FCS and 500 pCi 

35S methionine (800 Ci/mmole). Cells were lysed in 1.5 ml of phospholysis buffer 

( 2 0  mM Na-P0 4  buffer pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCI, 1% v/v Triton X-100, 0.5% w/v Na 

deoxycholate, and 0 .1% w/v SDS) for 5 min on ice with periodic agitation. 5 pi of cell 

lysate were spotted onto a glass filter disc, placed in a vacuum manifold, and washed 

with 20 ml of ice cold 10% w/v TCA, placed in absolute EtOH, and dried thoroughly at 

22°C. The filter was then Cherenkov counted with scintillation fluid. Two samples of 

each lysate, one for incubation with pre-immune serum and the other with antibody, 

containing 4 x 107 TCA precipitable counts each were used for each 

immunoprecipitation.

Protein A sepharose was hydrated overnight in phospholysis buffer (90 mg/ 1.5 

ml). Rabbit secondary antibody (1-2 pi) was adsorbed to the Protein A sepharose on a 

rotary mixer at 4°C for 30 min. Excess secondary antibody was removed by pelleting 

the Protein A sepharose, removing the supernatant, and washing 3X with phospholysis 

buffer.

Samples were pre-cleared by incubation on a rotary mixer at 4°C for 30 min with 

Protein A sepharose pre-adsorbed to rabbit secondary antibody. Protein A Sepharose 

was pelleted by centrifugation, and each supernatant removed to a fresh tube.

5(purified antibody)-500(hybridoma supernatants) pi of primary antibody were 

added to each sample, and allowed to adsorb antigen at 4°C overnight with mixing on a 

rotary wheel. 50 pi of Protein A sepharose preadsorbed to rabbit secondary antibody 

were added and incubated at 4°C with mixing for 30 min. Protein A sepharose was
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pelleted, the supernatant removed, and 3-4 washes with phospholysis buffer 

performed. The washed Protein A sepharose pellet was resuspended in 50 pi of loading 

buffer (2.5% w/v SDS, 62.5 mM Tris Cl pH 6 .8 , 5% v/v glycerol, 180 mM B-ME), 

boiled for 5 min, and placed on ice for 5 min. Protein A sepharose was repelleted and 

the supernatant loaded onto an SDS/polyacrylamide gel (see 2.2.23). 1 4C-methylated 

proteins were used as molecular weight markers

Gels were fixed for 30 min in 1 0% v/v glacial acetic acid/40% MeOH, washed in 

dH2 0  for 30 min, incubated in 1 M salicylic acid for 30 min, and washed in dH2 0  for 

30 min. Drying was carried out at 60°C for 1 hr, and the gel autoradiographed at - 

70°C with intensifying screens.

2.2.41 PCR Analysis

Discrete fragments with known 5' and 3' sequences were amplified from genomic 

DNA, based on the procedure of Saiki et al, (1985), as follows: 1 pg of genomic DNA 

was placed in 100 pi containing: 10% v/v DMSO, 50 mM KCI, 10 mM Tris Cl pH 8.3, 

1 .5 mM MgCl2 , 200 pM each dNTP, and 1 pM each 5' and 3' primer (primers were 

synthesised as 30mers) and covered with paraffin oil. Samples were cycled 30X using 

2  min 94°C denaturation/2  min 59°C annealing/9.9 min 70°C cycles.
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Chapter 3: Advanced Mammalian Transfection Expression

V e c to rs
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3.1 Introduction

The goal of the work presented in this chapter was to increase the utility of 

transfectable eucaryotic plasmid vectors for stable expression of exogenous genes 

within a wide variety of cell types. Reliable stable expression was sought because 

experiments into a number of biological phenomena, such as oncogenesis, drug 

resistance, metabolism, development, and gene therapy, require the long term presence 

of the product of a transferred gene. The vectors generated in this chapter would prove 

invaluable when executing experiments in later chapters.

At the inception of this work the most widely employed transfection expression 

vector was the SV40 early promoter based plasmid pSV2 (Mulligan and Berg, 1980; 

Howard, 1983), or its derivatives such as pcD (Okayama and Berg, 1983). Because 

pSV2 only has a pair of unique restriction sites between its promoter and intron (Gruss 

et al., 1979)/transcriptional termination sequences (pSV2 with a bacterial gpt gene 

inserted between these two restriction sites is shown in Figure 3.1), it was often 

necessary to adapt the ends of a fragment one wished to insert with synthetic linkers.

To obviate the need to modify restriction fragments harbouring genes before their 

insertion, it was decided to expand the capability of pSV2 to acquire restriction 

fragments by introducing of a number of unique restriction sites in addition to the two 

existing ones. This approach, first utilised in procaryotic cloning vectors (Yanisch- 

Perron et al., 1985), was then applied in general to a set of expression vectors to 

facilitate easier recombinant DNA manipulations whenever expression of a gene from a 

heterologous promoter was required.

Expression levels that could be attained when using existing expression vectors were 

dependent on the cell type in which the vector was introduced. This is because the 

promoters employed in these vectors contain enhancers that influence transcription in 

a tissue specific manner (Walker et al., 1983: Overbeek et al., 1985; Cripe et al.,

1987). For example the early enhancer/promoter of SV40 is more active in simian 

cells than murine cells (Laimins et al., 1982). Hence the pSV2 vector could be of 

limited use when attempting to express exogenous genes in non simian cell types. To 

circumvent this potential problem of limited expression tropism, other promoters 

have been inserted into pSV2  in place of the SV40 early promoter. An example of a
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successful application of this approach is an RSV LTR based expression vector that 

displays high levels of transcription in a wider variety of cell types than pSV2 

(Gorman etal., 1982). The above strategy was expanded on in this chapter to create a 

series of vectors dedicated for stable expression of genes in each of a variety of 

different cell types. This was achieved by replacing the SV40 early promoter in the 

modified pSV2 vector described above with various viral or cellular promoters.

An often overlooked point when considering the merit of a promoter for expression 

of an exogenous gene is the nature of the experiments by which many promoters have 

been characterised. Transient expression levels of reporter genes, such as bacterial 

cat (chloramphenicol acetyliransferase, Gorman et al., 1982) gene, linked to a 

heterologous promoter assayed 24-48 hours after calcium phosphate transfection of a 

cell line may not be indicative of the expression one can expect from that same 

promoter when it is stably integrated within that cell line. For instance, it has been 

assumed that because drug resistance markers derived from pSV2 (Mulligan and Berg, 

1981; Southern and Berg, 1982) function well for selection in a broad variety of 

mammalian cells this vector must express high levels of drug resistance message. In 

reality, the drug resistance phenotype is not a reliable indicator of high levels of 

expression. This is probably because only threshold levels of resistance conferring 

enzymes are required for cells to survive selection, as evidenced by the undetectable 

levels of resistance encoding message (as assayed by the sensitive RNase protection 

technique, Zinn et al., 1983) often found in resistant somatic hybrids formed of two 

daughter cells (R. E. K. Fournier, personal communication). Also some work has shown 

the SV40 early promoter to be transcriptionally much stronger in relative terms 

during transient than stable transfection assays (E. Laufer, unpublished data). With 

the exception of transgenic animal experiments (Hanahan, 1985; Overbeek etal., 

1985), the majority of work characterising the transcriptional activities mediated by 

promoters with enhancers has been performed in transient assays; for the most part, 

stable transcriptional activities of the common enhancer/promoters used in tissue 

culture experiments remain uncharacterised. Since the stable expression 

characteristics of the promoters in the newly constructed vectors relative to transient
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were basically unknown, a comparison of transient and stable expression of a reporter 

gene in all of the new vectors was carried out.

3.2 pJ3ft: A Variant Of The pSV2 Vector With Added Convenience For 

Recombinant DNA Manipulations

A series of recombinant DNA manipulations, shown in Figure 3.1, were performed 

on the drug resistance marker pSV2 gpt (a gift of R. Mulligan) that ultimately lead to 

the replacement of the gpt gene with an augmented polylinker derived from pUC 13 and 

a synthetic adaptor. The product of these manipulations, termed pJ3, possesses ten 

unique restriction sites for convenient insertion of genes to be placed under the 

transcriptional control of the SV40 early promoter.

Although pJ3 was successfully used in separate experiments to express the bacterial 

B galactosidase gene and a bFGF (basic fibroblast firowth £actor) cDNA in NIH 3T3 cells 

(J. P. M. unpublished data; Rogelj et al., 1988) difficulties were encountered when 

attempting to express a p53 cDNA in the vector (S. Tuck, personal communication). 

Immunoprecipitation of lysates of cells stably transfected with the pJ3 p53 construct 

consistently revealed the presence of a protein whose molecular weight was only 44 kD. 

A possible mechanism for the generation of such a truncated protein was aberrant 

splicing and initiation of translation at an ATG codon 3' of the normal one . Because 

splicing was not previously observed when the p53 cDNA was inserted into other 

vectors it was assumed it did not contain a cryptic splice donor/acceptor pair. Rather 

it was presumed more likely that a cryptic splice donor existed in the pJ3 vector that 

was interacting with a cryptic splice acceptor relatively near the 5' end of the p53 

cDNA. Analysis of the polylinker revealed the presence of a consensus splice donor 

sequence AGGT (Mount, 1982) between the Pst I and Sal I sites.

To avoid future cryptic splicing events when using pJ3, the consensus splice donor 

was removed as a fragment from a Hind Ill/Sal I double digest, and replaced with a Hind 

III - Pvu I - Sal I adaptor. The new vector termed pJ3£2 is illustrated in Figure 3.2 

and was used as the basis for a series of new expression plasmids designed to express 

inserted genes at high levels in a variety of cell types.
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Figure 3.1 Derivation of pJ3ft From pSV2 gpt

The construction of pSV2 gpt is described at length in Mulligan and Berg (1980). A 

polylinker containing multiple unique restriction sites was inserted in place of the 

bacterial gpt gene in the following steps:

1 ) The gpt gene and all of the SV40 t intron and polyadenylation signals were excised 

with a 5' Hind III and 3' EcoR I digest. These sequences were replaced with a 5' Hind III 

/3* EcoR I 50 bp fragment containing the polylinker of pUC 13 described by Yanisch- 

Perron et al. (1985). This construct was termed pJ1 and used by Land et al. (1986).

2) pJ3' was created by re-inserting the SV40 3' processing sequences as a 5' Bgl 

ll/3'BamH I cassette 3' of the polylinker, at the Aat II site which had been converted by 

linkering to a Bgl II site. The orientation of the inserted SV40 intron/poly A signals was 

determined on the basis of a Bgl II site proximal to the polylinker since BamH I/Bgl II 

fusions recreate neither of the aforementioned restriction sites.

3) The 80 bp of pBR 322 derived sequences was excised as a 5' EcoR I/3' Bgl II 

fragment and replaced with an 18 bp synthetic adaptor consisting of 5* EcoR I 

overhang/CIa I, Kpnl/Bgl II overhang yielding pJ3.

4) Creation of pJ3ft necessitated the removal of a cryptic splice donor sequence 

residing between the Hind III and Sal I sites of the pUC 13 polylinker. It was excised 

with Hind III and Sal I digestion and replaced with a 12 bp synthetic adaptor bearing 5' 

Hind III overhang/Pvu I/ 3' Sal I overhang. Insertion of the adaptor was confirmed by 

the addition of the Pvu I site and the concomitant deletion of the Pst I site found between 

the Hind III and Sal I sites in the pUC 13 polylinker.
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Figure 3.2 pJ3£2

The derivation of pJ3Q is described in figure 3.1.
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Recently a higher expression variant of SV40 early promoter, the SR a promoter, 

was constructed by inserting the U5 portion of the HTLV-1 (Human I-cell Leukaemia 

Yirus type 1) LTR 3' of the SV40 promoter (Takebe et al., 1988). The HTLV-1 R 

region served to increase expression of genes linked to the SR a promoter 10 to 100 

fold in stable and transient assays by an ill-defined dual transcriptional/post- 

transcriptional mechanism. Due to the modular construction of pJ3£2 it should be 

relatively easy to insert the SR a promoter in place of the SV40 early promoter.

3.3 pJ4Q: Expression Vector With The Promoter Of The Mo MuLV LTR 

And Its Use To Determine A Major Restriction Element In Tuberculoid 

Leprosy

Most cell lines adapted for In vitro culture are of murine origin, which probably 

reflects the ease with which mice can be bred and used for studying biological 

phenomena common to mammals in vivo. In particular, mice have been bred 

specifically for susceptibility to certain cancers which lead to discovery of MMTV and a 

series of MuLVs (reviewed in Weiss etal., 1985), and for characteristic immune 

response to tissue transplantations which defined the Major Histocompatibility 

Complex (reviewed in Klein, 1981). It was because of the predominance of mouse 

derived cell lines in current use that a vector capable of efficient expression of 

exogenous genes in murine cells was sought.

Investigations into the expression characteristics of viral enhancer/promoters had 

revealed an expression tropism, whereby best expression was observed in cell lines 

derived from the species from which the virus (bearing these promoters) had been 

isolated. Comparison of the levels of expression of a reporter gene linked to the SV40 

early and MSV LTR had shown that the former promoter was transcriptionally more 

active in simian cells, while the latter proved to be the more efficient in murine cells 

(Laimins et al., 1982). Other work demonstrated that the species specificity of 

expression displayed by these promoters could be attributed to their enhancers. 

Transfection of murine fibroblasts SV40 DNA leads to inefficient transformation of the 

cells, but this efficiency is markedly increased by substituting the enhancer region of 

the Mo MuLV LTR for that of the SV40 early promoter (Kriegler and Botchan, 1983).
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The exceptional strength of the promoters residing in MuLV LTRs was uncovered by 

work that showed cells harbouring a single Ha MSV (Harvey Murine Sarcoma Mirus) 

provirus contain between 103 and 104 proviral transcripts, which represents 0.5- 

5% of total cellular mRNA (Fan and Baltimore, 1973).

Taking into account all of the above data, a vector designed specifically for 

expression of genes in murine cells was created by insertion of a fragment containing 

the majority of the Mo MuLV enhancer/promoter in place of the SV40 early promoter 

in pJ3Q. This vector, pJ4Q is diagramed in Figure 3.3.

An example of the utility of the pJ4Q vector is illustrated by a collaborative effort 

to gain insight into the nature of HLA class II antigen presentation (Wilkinson et al.,

1988). There are at least three class II molecules, DP, DQ, and DR, which are cell 

surface glycoproteins composed of a and p chains of a highly polymorphic nature that 

function to present (small processed peptide fragments of) antigen to T cells in a 

manner that is restricted by the class II molecule itself. It follows that the ability of an 

individual to mount an immune response is dependent on the ability of its class II 

molecules to bind and functionally present antigen to a T cell receptor. Hence 

susceptibilities to specific diseases have been linked to certain class II alleles. The 

class II allele of interest in this study was DRDw2 which was associated with 

susceptibility to tuberculoid leprosy.

Because two p chains are usually expressed concomitantly for a given class II DR 

haplotype leading to the appearance of two different ap surface heterodimers, it is 

basically impossible to attribute a specific immune response to a given p chain. 

However, the ability of an individual heterodimer of a given DR allele to present antigen 

to a T cell can be studied in isolation because cDNAs encoding these heterodimeric 

molecules can be expressed separately on mouse cells which have no background HLA 

surface antigens. In this particular study the class II molecules encoded by the 

DR2Dw2 haplotype (DR2 apa and DR2 apt>) were expressed separately on the surface of 

mouse L cells. This was achieved by individually inserting the a, pa, and Pb encoding 

cDNAs into pJ4Q and cotransfecting the resultant constructs in pairs consisting of 

either pJ4Q DR2 a + pJ4£2 DR2 pa or pJ4Q DR2a + pJ4£2 DR2pb into mouse Ltk- cells 

with a TK marker.
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Figure 3.3 pJ4ft

pJ4Q was derived by replacing the SV40 early promoter in pJ3Q with that residing 

in the Mo MuLV LTR as follows:

A fragment Mo MuLV LTR from was excised from pMOV 9-2, described by Jaenisch et 

al. (1981), as a 5' blunt - 3' Hind III fragment and ligated into pJ3ft that had been 

digested with Pvu II and Hind 111. The 3' end of the LTR fragment was digested at the Kpn 

I site (position 32 according to Shinnick et al. (1981)), blunted, and Hind III linkered. 

The 5' end of the LTR was digested at the Nhe I site (position 7849) and filled in with 

Klenow fragment of Pol I to give flush ends. The Hind III linkers were then digested from 

the 3' end of the LTR fragment yielding Hind III overhangs, and the 5' blunt/3' Hind III 

overhang fragment isolated on a low melt agarose gel for ligation. Note that the ligation 

of the 5' Pvu II and blunted Nhe I sites recreated an Nhe I site.
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Four rounds of FACS (Eluorescence Activated £ell Sorting) analysis led to the 

isolation of two cell lines expressing surface levels of class II DR molecules nearly as 

high (>50%) as those on a human B-LCL (R-Lymphoblastoid Sell Line). Whereas some 

groups had already reported the reconstitution of intact class II heterodimers on mouse 

cell surfaces by structural and antigenic criteria (e. g. Korman et al., 1987), few had 

shown these molecules to be functional. Here the cell line expressing the DR2apa, but 

not the DR2 aPb, heterodimer functioned at half the efficiency of an autologous human 

B-LCL to present either peptide or whole recombinant M. leprae 65 kD antigen to a 

DR2 restricted 65 kD antigen specific T cell clone derived from a tuberculoid leprosy 

patient. Interestingly, the DR2apa heterodimer appears to be the dominant class II 

restriction element in tuberculoid leprosy as two other DR2 restricted anti M. leprae T 

cell clones (including one from another patient) proliferated in the presence of the 

another M. leprae antigen only when it presented by the DR2apa cell line.

pJ4Q made an essential contribution to this experiment since previous attempts to 

functionally express the DR2 HLA class II molecules on the surface of mouse L cells 

with a and p cDNAs cloned into pSV2 had failed. This failure was probably due to 

insufficient expression of the DR2 heterodimers to present enough antigen to elicit T 

cell activation (D. Wilkinson, personal communication). Indeed the levels of surface 

DR2 heterodimers afforded by pJ4ft were nearly as high as those found on B cells.

Recently, additional expression of another surface accessory molecule, ICAM 1, on 

the surface of DR2apa L cells has enhanced the ability of the mouse cells to present 

antigen to human T cells (Altmann et al., 1989). ICAM 1 expressed from pJ3Q in 

DR2apa L cells promotes antigen presentation almost as well as an autologous human B 

cell. This suggests that either ICAM 1 stabilises the interaction between the T cell 

receptor and class II molecules, or a ternary complex composed of the T cell receptor, 

class II heterodimers, and ICAM 1 functions in antigen presentation.

pJ4£2 was also the basis for Mo MuLV derived gagpol and env expression constructs 

that were successfully used to make a helper free producer cell line for generation of 

recombinant retroviral titre in conjunction with retroviral vectors (Section 6.3).
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3.4 pJ5Q and pJSEft: Inducible Expression Vectors And Their Use To 

Demonstrate The Continual Presence Of A Viral Oncogene For Maintenance 

Of The Transformed Phenotype

The ability to manipulate the levels of a gene product within a cell over a short 

period of time and observe the phenotypic consequences has often been a desired goal of 

investigators. For the most part control of the amount of a protein can only be achieved 

by regulating the levels of transcription of the gene that encodes the protein (although 

recently the E1A protein of adenovirus has been functionally rendered hormone 

inducible at the protein level, Picard et al., 1988). Both the SV40 early and Mo MuLV 

LTR's promoters basically function constitutively to generate mRNA from an inserted 

gene, and are therefore of little use in characterising the immediate consequences of 

transcribing of a previously silent gene. Several promoters however are known to be 

inducible, or responsive transcriptionally to stimuli received by the cell, such as the 8  

interferon promoter, the metallothionein promoter, the c-fos promoter, and the 

promoter in the MMTV LTR (Goodbourn et a!., 1985; Karin et al., 1984; Serfling et 

al., 1985; Treisman, 1985; Ringold et at., 1975). The most widely used promoter for 

regulated expression of a heterologous gene is the one residing in the MMTV LTR which 

is responsive to glucocorticoid hormones (Lee et al., 1981; Huang et al., 1981; 

Chandler et al. 1983; Stewart et al., 1984; Jakobovits et al., 1984). The popularity 

of the MMTV LTR's promoter as an inducible source of message is in part due to its low 

basal level of transcription in comparison to promoters such as the metallothionein 

promoter (T. Dooley, unpublished data), and the prolonged duration of induction that 

can be achieved with maintenance of the inducing hormone.

Induction of the MMTV promoter is usually achieved by addition of the synthetic 

glucocorticoid hormone dexamethasone. Binding of the steroid hormone to a specific 

domain in the glucocorticoid receptor serves to activate the receptor by releasing it 

from a putative negative regulatory protein hsp 90, allowing nuclear translocation. In 

the nucleus the activated receptor utilises "zinc fingers" (Miller et al., 1985) in its 

DNA binding domain to interact specifically with the multiple GREs (glucocorticoid 

Response Elements) composed of imperfect inverted repeats located in the 5' U3 region 

of the MMTV LTR. This binding of the receptor causes local chromatin changes that
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appear to enhance the binding of other transcription factors to the promoter region. 

Two domains within the receptor then participate in frans-activation in conjunction 

with other trans-acting DNA binding factors to enhance transcription (reviewed in 

Beato, 1989; Ham and Parker, 1989).

To make the inductive characteristic of the MMTV promoter generally applicable to 

heterologous gene expression, the vector pJ5ft was assembled (Figure 3.4). Here a 

fragment of the MMTV LTR was inserted in place of the excised SV40 early promoter in 

pJ3Q.

A variant form of pJ5Q, pJ5E£2, was also built for the purpose of allowing higher 

overall induced levels of gene expression. The strategy employed was to take advantage 

of the synergistic nature of enhancer elements (reviewed in Dynan, 1989), and link 

the glucocorticoid inducible MSV enhancer to the MMTV promoter (DeFranco and 

Yamamoto, 1986; Miksicek et al. 1986). It was hoped this arrangement would lead to 

higher glucocorticoid induced levels of expression of genes inserted into pJ5Eft than 

those obtained with the same gene cloned into pJ5£2, allowing induction experiments to 

be carried out over a greater range of expression levels. Figure 3.5 depicts the pJ5E£2 

vector that resulted from a fusion of the 72 bp repeats of MSV 5' of the MMTV LTR 

fragment in pJ5£2.

These inducible vectors were then used to in a collaborative effort to investigate the 

necessity of continued expression of an HPV (Human Eapillomayirus) gene for 

maintenance of the transformed phenotype in primary rodent cells (Crook et al.,

1989). Intense interest in the HPVs has been raised as a consequence of the high 

frequency (90%) of cervical cancer biopsies found to contain HPV DNA sequences 

(reviewed in Broker and Botchan, 1986). The most common HPV isolate associated 

with cervical carcinomas is HPV 16. Integrated HPV genomes within cellular DNA 

usually deleted in large portions of the viral genome, however the (Early region) E6  

and E7 orfs (open leading frames) are conspicuously present in both cervical 

carcinoma biopsies and derivative cell lines, importantly, E6  + E7 transcripts and 

their corresponding protein products are also found in these aforementioned cell lines 

(reviewed in Matlashewski et al., 1987a)
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Figure 3.4 pJ5ft

pJ5Q was created by substituting the SV40 early promoter of pJ3ft with promoter in 

the LTR of MMTV as follows:

The vector pSAEM 1 (a gift of A. Bems) containing the MMTV LTR, and pJ3£2 were 

digested with Pvu II and Hind III. Fragments were isolated on a low melt agarose gel, and 

the MMTV LTR fragment cloned into the pBR 322/SV40 t intron + poly A backbone of 

pJ3£2.
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Figure 3.5 pJ5E£2

pJ5EH was derived from pJ4Q, by removing the Mo MuLV promoter and replacing it 

with a hybrid MSV/MMTV promoter.

The vector pSAEM 2 (a gift of A. Berns) contained an MSV enhancer fragment 

(bearing both 72 bp repeats) fused 5' of the MMTV LTR. This hybrid promoter was 

excised as a 5' Xba 1/3' Hind III fragment and ligated into the pBR 322/SV40 t intron + 

polyA backbone of pJ4£2 that had been digested with Nhe I and Hind III (Xba I and Nhe I 

have compatible overhangs for ligation).
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On a molecular level, in vitro studies have shown the E6/E7 region of HPV 16, like 

other DNA tumour virus early genes (Ruley, 1984), is capable of cooperating with an 

activated ras gene in transformation of primary BRK (Eaby Eat Kidney) cells 

(Matlashewski et al. 1987b), and that the portion of this region responsible for 

cooperation is the E7 orf (Storey et al., 1988). It was postulated that either continual 

expression of the E7 orf was required for cooperative transformation with activated 

ras, or alternatively, only initial expression of the E7 orf was necessary in a "hit and 

run" mechanism. To discriminate between these two possibilities, the E7 orf was 

cloned into pJ5Q and pJ5E£2, and the newly derived constructs, pJ5Q 16E7 and pJ5E£2 

16E7, were cotransfected with an activated c-Ha-ras gene (and a drug resistance 

marker) into BRK cells.

Both pJ5Q 16E7 and pJ5E£> 16E7 in conjunction with activated ras yielded 

transformed foci transfected cells were grown in the presence of 10' 6  M 

dexamethasone. As expected, given the presence of the MSV enhancer, the pJ5E derived 

HPV 16 E7 expression construct yielded more foci than the pJ5ft 16E7 construct (2-5 

fold). Also observed were small numbers background foci in the absence of 

dexamethasone in pJ5EQ 16E7 + activated ras transfections not seen when pJ5Q 16E7 

was cotransfected with activated ras. This implied that in addition to expressing higher 

induced levels of E7 protein, the pJ5E& 16E7 construct was also expressing higher 

basal levels of E7 protein than pJ5Q 16E7.

A single focus, 14/2, was chosen as a representative from a population of similarly 

behaving pJ5£2 16E7/ras foci for further analysis. Contrary to the predictions of a hit 

and run mechanism for coordinate establishment/maintenance of transformation, the 

growth of the 14/2 clone in culture was strictly hormone dependent. Even after 14/2 

cells had been passaged in the presence of dexamethasone for five months, they still 

required the hormone for subsequent growth. Cells deprived of hormone for 2  days 

were able to recover and grow upon re-addition of dexamethasone; however after 1 0  

days in hormone free medium, the 14/2 cells no longer were capable of responding to 

hormone. Western analysis of E7 protein levels in the 2 day hormone deprived 14/2 

cells showed accumulation of E7 protein as early as 2 hours after dexamethasone
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addition which reached a plateau by 6  hours. Control blots demonstrated c-Ha-ras 

protein levels remained invariant when dexamethasone was added to the 14/2 cells.

Hence the inducible vector pJ5ft proved useful in strongly implicating the 

requirement for constant expression of the E7 orf product for maintenance of 

transformation established with HPV 16.

3.5 pJ6Q: An Attempt To Construct A "Universal" Expression Vector

Because the tropism for expression of most viral promoters containing enhancers is 

tissue specific, it was thought this could limit the usefulness of the 4 previously 

derived vectors. When attempting to express exogenous genes in EC (Embryonic 

£arcinoma) cells this characteristic of viral promoters is especially relevant, since a 

number of publications have demonstrated transcriptional inactivity of the SV40 early 

and Mo MuLV LTR promoter in these cells (Unney et al., 1984; Gorman et al., 1985, 

LaFemina and Hayward, 1986; Hilberg et al., 1987). For this reason a promoter 

likely to be expressed in all cell types was sought as the basis for a "universal" 

expression vector. The p actin promoter was chosen as a prototype universal promoter 

since the p and y actin proteins that compose the cytoplasmic microfilaments constitute 

the major proteins in most non-muscle cells (reviewed in Clarke and Spudich, 1977).

pJ6 ft was constructed by directionally linkering a relatively small fragment of the 

rat p actin promoter and inserting it into pJ3£2 in place of the SV40 early promoter as 

shown in Figure 3.6. Sequence data for the p actin promoter (Nudel et al., 1983) did 

not extend as far into the promoter's 5' flanking sequences included in pJ6 Q. For this 

reason sequence analysis of this region was performed and the results shown in Figure 

3.7. No consensus binding sites for known transcriptional factors were found within 

the previously unsequenced 5' flanking region.

pJ6 Q's ability to function in a number cell types has been confirmed by utilising the 

vector to express the hph gene that confers resistance to the aminoglycoside 

hygromycin B. Whereas pSV2 hygro is incapable of acting as a cotransfection marker 

in experiments with F9 teratocarcinoma cells, pJ6 Q hygro yields hygromycin 

resistant F9 colonies at frequencies of 0.5-1.0 x 102 colonies/106 transfected 

cells/pg of marker (calcium phosphate transfection of F9 cells is very inefficient).
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Figure 3.6 pJ6£2

pJ6£2 was made by exchanging the rat B-actin promoter with the SV40 early 

promoter in pJ3Q.

A Hint I fragment bearing the rat 8 -actin promoter was obtained from an isolated 

600 bp Kpn I - Hind ill fragment of the plasmid pAc4.1 described by Nudel et al.

(1983). The Hinf I fragment was blunted, mixed ligated with Bgi II and Hind III linkers, 

Bgl ll/Hind III digested, and subcloned into Hind lll/Bgl II digested pJ3Q. The 

orientation of the iinkering on the Hinf I fragment was determined using the asymmetric 

3' proximal Ava I site. A B-actin promoter with a Bgl II site at the 5' end, and Hind III 

site at the 3' end was excised and ligated into pJ3ft that had been Pvu II digested, Bel I 

linkered, and Bel I + Hind III digested. This removed the SV40 early promoter, and 

created a pBR 322/SV40 t intron + polyA backbone with compatible ends to accept the 

linkered 8 -actin fragment (Bel I and Bgl il have compatible overhangs for ligation).
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Figure 3.7 Sequence of the Rat B-Actin Promoter in pJ6Q

Part A shows the nucleotide sequence of the Hinf I fragment of the Rat 6 -actin 

promoter that was 5'Bgl 11/3’ Hind III linkered for use in pJ6£2. Also shown are 

restriction sites and transcription motifs and landmarks. The sequencing strategy 

employed to determine the data in part A is shown in part B. The Bgl 11/Hind III 

fragment was cloned into bluescript KS, and universal or reverse sequencing primers 

used to perform sequence analysis as described in Section 2.2.38. To obtain more 

reliable sequence information at the extremes of sequencing gels, sequences 5' and 3' to 

the Ava I site were deleted by digesting at Ava I, either Xbal linkering/digesting, or Hind 

III linkering/digesting, and recircularising the molecule. Sequence analysis was then 

carried out with universal and reverse primers.
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A
5 1 - AGATCTGAGT CACTGAATGG GATAGTGTCC ACAAGGGCGG

Bgl II

GGGCTATTCT TGTCCATCTG GGCCTAGGAA CCAGCACCCA
Avr II

TCGCCAAACT CTTCATCCTC TTCCTCAATC TCGCTTTCTC

TCTCGCTCGC TTTTTTTTTC  TTCTTCTTTT T T T T T T T T T T

T T T T T T T T T T  TTTTTGCAAA AGGAGGGGAG AGGGGGTAAA

AAAATGCTGC ACTGTGCGGC GAGGCCGGTG AGTGAGCGAC

GCGGAGCCAA T CAGCGCCCG CCGTTCCGAA AGTTGCCTTT
CAAT Box SRE

TATG^CTCGA g t g g c c g c t g  t g g c g t c c t a  t a a a a c c c g g
Ava J TATA Box

CGGCGCAACG CGCAGCCACT GTCGAGTCAAGCTT-3 1
Cap Site Hind III

B



Both pSV2 hygro and pJ6 Q hygro yield resistant colonies at equal efficiencies when 

transfected into N1H 3T3 rodent fibroblasts (approximately 103  colonies/106  

transfected cells/jig of marker). Recently a modified version of the pac gene (see 

Section 5.4.4), which confers resistance to puromycin, has been inserted into pJ6Q 

and shown to function as a cotransfection marker.

3.6 pJ7£2 An Expression Vector With The Strong Cytomegalovirus

Immediate Early Promoter

Another possible "universal" expression vector termed pJ7£2 was assembled based 

on the promoter of SCMV IE94 gene (Simian Cytomegalovirus immediate Early M  kD 

protein) (Jeang et al., 1987) for expression of inserted genes, as shown in Figure 3.8. 

it was built because several lines of evidence suggested the SCMV IE promoter might be 

able to express genes at high levels. This belief was founded on the transcriptional 

characteristics of the HCMV (Human Cytomegalovirus) IE enhancer/promoter. 

Enhancer trap experiments were used to identify DNA sequences within the HCMV 

genome that could functionally rescue an enhancer minus SV40 genome (Boshart et at.,

1985). These sequences mapped to the 5' region of the HCMV IE promoter, and 

subsequent DNA sequence analysis of the enhancer region showed it was composed of 

multiple repeated sequence elements. The enhancer functioned in a large variety of cell 

types indicating a wide host range of activity. Finally, transient expression analysis of 

various enhancers linked to a 8  globin promoter demonstrated that the HCMV IE 

enhancer was the strongest yet identified.

Although the HCMV IE promoter had been more extensively characterised it was not 

available, so the SCMV IE promoter was employed to make pJ7ft instead. From a 

practical stand-point, because of the extensive sequence homology between the two 

promoters, it was thought they would function analogously. For example, large amounts 

of the IE94 protein product are found in mouse L cells stably transfected with a 

fragment containing the IE94 gene (Jeang et al., 1984), while high levels of cat 

activity are present in mouse L and (simian) Vero cells stably transfected with a 

construct of the cat gene fused to the IE94 enhancer/promoter (G. S. Hayward, personal 

communication).
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Figure 3.8 pJ7ft

pJ7£2 was made by substituting the SV40 early promoter of pJ3fi with the SCMV IE 

94 promoter.

The SCMV IE 94 promoter (Jeang et al. (1987)) residing in the plasmid pGH 70 was 

cut at its 3' end at the Sst I site, Hind Hi tinkered, and Hind III digested. It was excised 

with digestion at its 5' end with Sal I. This 5' Sal l/3'Hind III fragment was ligated into 

pJ3Q that had been Pvu II digested, Xho I linkered and Xho I + Hind III digested yielding a 

pBR 322/SV40 t intron + polyA backbone with compatible ends to accept the linkered 

SCMV IE 94 promoter.
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3.7 Quantitative Analysis Of JQ Vector Expression Characteristics

In order to obtain a direct comparison of expression levels accorded by the 6  pJQ 

vectors, the cat gene was inserted as a reporter gene into each of the vectors. 

Transfections of human HeLa, simian CV-1, and mouse NIH 3T3 cells were carried out 

both transiently and stably, with pSV2  neo being cotransfected as a drug resistance 

marker in the latter case. Transient cat activity levels assayed 48 hours post

transfection were normalised for protein content of the cell lysates, while for stable 

transfections several hundred G418r colonies were pooled to obtain the average level of 

cat expression within the populations. In addition, for transient transfection 

efficiencies the amount of transfected plasmid taken up by the cells was monitored by 

slot blot analysis to ensure there were no gross differences in transfection efficiencies. 

An example of such a slot blot is shown in Figure 3.9.

The averaged results of these transfection experiments, in which each transfection 

was performed twice and the level of cat activity for each transfection was determined 

twice, are shown in Figure 3.10. Although for ease of presentation transient and stable 

promoter activities are plotted on the same bar graph, direct comparison of these levels 

of activity between stable and transient cat activities should not be made since the two 

transfection assays are not analogous. During transient transfection a small percentage 

of cells acquire and transcribe large amounts of vector DNA, while in contrast, in stable 

transfection populations each transfectant transcribes a small numbers of integrated 

vector molecules.

The greatest surprise was the stark contrast in expression exhibited by the SCMV 

IE94 promoter of pJ7£2 in transient and stable transfections, particularly in NIH 3T3 

cells where it was hoped the SCMV IE94 promoter would function as an alternative to 

the Mo MuLV LTR's promoter (Section 6.3.2) for high levels of stable expression. In 

these cells the transiently transfected SCMV IE94 promoter yielded cat activities three 

times higher than the LTR, but in stable assays the LTR produces forty times more cat 

activity. This same phenomenon was exhibited in CV-1 cells, but to a lesser degree, 

while it was not observed in HeLa cells. In accord with the work of others (E. Laufer, 

unpublished data), the SV40 early promoter in pJ3£2 also showed a marked difference
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Figure 3.9 Quantitation of Transient Transfection  

Efficiencies of pJQ cat Constructs

Hirt supernatants (Section 2.2.14) were carried out with an aliquot of transiently 

transfected cells in Figure 3.10. 1/100th of each Hirt supernatant was utilised to make 

a series of 2-foid dilutions which were immobilized onto nylon membranes(Section 

2.2.40) and hybridised with the BamH I fragment harbouring the cat gene as 

probe(Section2.2.26). Positive control was a series of 2 -fold deletions of 50 pg of 

pJ3Q cat.
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Figure 3.10 Transient and Stable Expression of the cat  

Gene in pJQ Vectors in Various Cell Lines

The cat gene was BamH I linkered and ligated into the BamH I site of each of the 

vectors. The constructs were Introduced, transiently alone or stably with pSV2neo as a 

marker, into CV-1, HeLa, and NIH 3T3 cells via calcium phosphate transfection (Section 

2.2.3). Extracts of the cells were made and the levels of cat protein expressed 

determined (Section 2.2.12). cat activities were normalised relative to each other by 

determining the protein content of each extract, cat activities were divided by 1 0 0  (the 

average background level of cat activity present in mock transfected cell extracts) and 

plotted on a logio bar graph.
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in stable and transient expression in NIH 3T3 cells. Like the SCMV IE94 promoter, the 

effect was less pronounced in CV-1 cells and was not observed in HeLa cells.

Somewhat surprisingly, the Mo MuLV LTR in pJ4Q proved to be the best over all 

promoter for transient and stable expression, in contrast to earlier (transient 

transfection) work that showed the related MSV LTR did not function in monkey cells 

nearly as well as the SV40 early promoter (Laimins et al., 1982). Also transfection of 

pJ4& should lead to random insertion of the LTR throughout the genome in contrast to 

the targeting of transcriptionally active chromatin for proviral integration during a 

normal infection. Therefore one would not expect the transfected LTRs to be as 

transcriptionally active proviral LTRs, but to a first approximation this is not the 

case. NIH 3T3 cells harbouring a single recombinant cat expressing provirus do not 

possess significantly higher levels of cat activity than transfected NIH 3T3s (compare 

Figures 3.10 and 5.8). The proviral LTR may still be more active than the transfected 

LTRs, but may simply be outnumbered given that stable calcium phosphate mediated 

transfection usually leads to insertion of multiple copies of exogenous DNA. Or, the 

activities may appear to be identical because a plateau of transcription may be reached. 

During the course of performing hundreds of cat assays of lysates of stable 

transfectants or cells infected with a retroviral vector, levels of cat activity exceeding 

those presented in the aforementioned figures were never observed. Purified cat 

protein (0.05 units) used as a positive control in these assays always led to 2 to 4 fold 

higher levels of cat activity than those associated with the Mo MuLV LTR, demonstrating 

the LTR's transcriptional activity did not exceed the capacity of the assay mix. Perhaps 

the transcriptional activity of the Mo MuLV LTR's promoter represents the natural 

limit for expression of a low copy number gene.

The MMTV derived vectors pJ5Q and pJ5E£i expressed the cat gene in a 

glucocorticoid inducible manner as expected, as 10' 6 M dexamethasone elicited 10 to 

100 fold stimulation of cat activity. The MSV enhancer increased the basal level of cat 

activity expressed from the MMTV LTR and potentiated the maximum dexamethasone 

inducible level of cat activity by 4 to 6  fold. In CV-1 cells the expression from the 

vectors was not inducible since these cells lack a functional glucocorticoid receptor 

(Godowski et al., 1987). In fact basal levels of cat activity above background were not
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evident in CV-1 cells, which suggests that besides absence of the trans-activating 

function of the glucocorticoid receptor, CV-1 cells may repress transcription from the 

MMTV LTR.

The 3 actin promoter in pJ6£2 proved to be a moderate expressor of cat activity in 

both transient and stable NIH 3T3 transfections, producing levels at least as high as the 

SV40 early promoter in pJ3ft, while not matching the promoter in the Mo MuLV LTR in 

pJ4Q. Levels of expression this high in mouse cells were not necessarily expected 

from pJ6 Q because its "minimal" 3 actin promoter does not include a putative enhancer 

found within the first intron of mammalian 3 actin genes (Ng et al., 1985) or large 

amounts of 5' flanking promoter sequence found in an analogous human 3 actin vector 

(Gunning e/a/., 1987). However, this human 3 actin based expression vector that 

included both the 31 enhancer and 3 kb of 5' flanking region (compared to the 340 bp in 

pJ6 ft) only stably expressed a cat gene at levels 1 . 5 - 3  times higher than pSV2 cat in 

murine fibroblasts. Since comparable levels of expression were detected pJ3ft cat and 

pJ6 Q cat (Figure 3.10), the lack of large amounts of 5' flanking sequences and the 

putative enhancer does not appear to significantly impair expression from the minimal 

3 actin promoter. Therefore inclusion of the first intron to maintain the putative 

enhancer in a 3 actin expression construct is unnecessary, and, given the experience 

with pJ3 (Section 3.2), a potential source of aberrant splicing since there is 

functional splice donor site at the intron's 5' end.

Expression of the cat gene from the minimal 3 actin promoter approached or 

exceeded cat gene expression derived from the viral promoters in both stably and 

transiently transfected CV-1 and HeLa cells.

3.8 Discussion

Since the sections describing the assembly of each vector also detailed experiments 

in which they were applied, the discussion section of this chapter will concentrate on 

the transient/stable transfection experiments in Section 3.8.

The assessment of the transcriptional strength of the promoters in the pJ vectors 

assayed by cat activity analysis should be interpreted as representing general rather 

than absolute transcriptional activities of the promoters, cat activity is measure of
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translation of a cat encoding mRNA and not a direct measure of the transcriptional 

activity of a promoter. Hence differences in cat activity could reflect differences in 

mRNA stability and translational efficiency in addition to transcriptional strength of 

the promoters. Also, it was basically impossible to normalise transient transfection 

efficiencies due to technical problems in performing Hirt extracts of transfected cells 

for slot blotting/hybridisation analysis, cat activities in two different transient 

transfections only differed by 5-10%, but because Hirt supernatant extractions were 

not quantitative, signals on blots varied by orders of magnitude. Because the cat 

activities were consistent between the two transient transfections, the large variations 

in transfection efficiencies as determined by Hirt extraction and slot blot/hybridisation 

analysis were regarded as spurious. In the future a new and more quantitative 

technique for rapid extraction DNA carried out by whole cell lysis followed by 

immobilisation of the lysates on nylon membranes should alleviate the above problem 

(McIntyre and Stark, 1988).

Perhaps the most intriguing question is why do the enhancer/promoters of DNA 

tumour virus early genes display such different expression efficiencies in transient 

versus stable transfections? One hypothesis is that perhaps these promoters have been 

shaped through evolutionary selective pressure to maximise expression over a brief 

window of time that comprises the early portion of the viral infection. Such high levels 

of expression over long term periods may be deleterious to a cell, but since both SV40 

and cytomegalovirus are lytic viruses this point becomes moot during productive 

infection. Recombinant transcription factors that possess inordinately high trans- 

activation activities are known to be toxic to mammalian cells when over-expressed 

over long periods of time (Sadowski et al., 1988; Ptashne et al., 1988). Perhaps 

promoters with excessive transcriptional strength, i.e. that bind large numbers of 

transcription factors, are also toxic by a reciprocal mechanism. The possibility exists 

that only cells that down regulate these strong promoters will be able to proliferate 

over the course of a stable transfection experiment.

Possible mechanisms for down regulation would include methylation or formation of 

inactive chromatin structure that could prevent binding of transcription factors to the 

promoters' 5’ flanking sequences. Indeed the enhancer region of the SV40 early
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promoter normally resides within a nucleosome free region of the viral 

minichromosome (Jakobovits et al., 1980), and perhaps upon insertion into the host 

genome it frequently is buried in a chromatin structure unfavourable for expression. 

To determine if methylation contributes to the repression of transcription of stably 

transfected SV40 early and SCMV IE94 promoters, the NIH 3T3 or CV-1 cells 

transfected with pJ3Q cat and pJ7£2 cat could be treated with 5' azacytidine, to 

transiently demethylate the promoters (Groudine et al., 1981), and the cat activities 

in these cells compared to untreated control cells.

Another possible mechanism responsible for the observed differences in transient 

and stable expression from the SV40 early and SCMV IE94 promoters in NIH 3T3 and 

CV-1 cells can be inferred from the diametric nature of transient and stable 

transfection. During transient transfection a minority of cells take up large numbers 

of DNA molecules, whereas in stable transfections a fraction of the transiently 

transfected cells proceed to incorporate relatively few copies of exogenous DNA into 

their genomes (reviewed in Scagnos and Ruddle, 1981). One could explain the 

differences in transient and stable expression in pJ3Q and pJ7Q by postulating the 

existence of a repressor of transcription that is present in NIH 3T3 and CV-1 cells in 

limiting amounts. Upon transient transfection, the repressor would be titrated out by 

the vast excess of promoter elements in DNA molecules present in the cells. However, 

in stable transfectants the repressor would not be diluted to such a degree and might 

bind and repress the few promoters present in the host chromatin.

In support of this notion, such a negative regulatory "modulator region" has been 

mapped to the 5' flanking sequences of the HCMV IE promoter (Nelson etal., 1987). 

Similarly, transcription of the early region of SV40 is repressed at late periods of 

infection by a mechanism that may in part be attributable to the prevention of the 

transcription factor AP2 from binding its recognition site in the SV40 enhancer region. 

This inhibition is thought to occur by complexing of the AP2 protein with the large T 

antigen (Mitchell et al., 1987). Tissue specific expression of the rat insulin gene has 

been shown to be regulated in part by negative acting transcription factors. In COS 

cells, which do not express insulin, transient transfection of a reporter construct with 

the cat gene transcribed from an insulin enhancer/TK promoter fusion generates little
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cat activity. However, upon cotransfection of the above reporter construct with a 

plasmid containing both the insulin enhancer and an SV40 origin (which replicates to 

high levels in COS cells) the levels of cat activity increased by an order of magnitude, 

suggesting a negative regulator of the insulin enhancer had been titrated out (Nir et al.,

1986). Also a protein has been identified by band shifting and DNase I footprinting, 

whose binding to the extreme 5' flanking region of the endogenous MuLV LTRs correlates 

inversely with expression of the endogenous proviral genomes and reporter constructs 

with the cat gene cloned 3' of various MuLV LTRs (Flanagan et al., 1989).

A test of the repressor hypothesis could be easily carried out by transiently 

transfecting the stable NIH 3T3 pJ3ft cat or NIH 3T3 pJ7£2 cat cell lines with pJ3Q 6  

gal and pJ7ft 6  gal respectively. The transiently transfected 8  gal (E. coli 8  

galactosidase) reporter gene should be expressed at high levels as a positive control, 

while cat activities from the stably incorporated plasmids should be induced as 

promoters in the pJ3,7£2 8  gal plasmids compete out the putative repressor if the 

above hypothesis is correct.

Two further inconsistencies need to be addressed. If, as postulated above for the 

SV40 early and SCMV IE94 promoters, high levels of expression are harmful to a cell, 

why are the high levels of expression observed during transient transfection of pJ4ft 

cat maintained over long periods in stable transfections? Not many hypothetical 

answers to this question can be readily tested experimentally. For instance, if the 

aforementioned early promoters are actively repressed by cells over long term 

periods, it makes intuitive sense that, in contrast, the Mo MuLV LTR's promoter in 

pJ4Q would have evolved concomitantly to evade down regulation by cellular 

repressors while not compromising host cell viability with its strong transcriptional 

activity. This is because a major portion of the Mo MuLV life cycle takes place within a 

host cell. How could high levels of transcription that do not deleteriously affect a host 

cell be achieved? It has been postulated that high levels of transcriptional activity can 

be obtained from binding of a number of weak transcriptional activating factors that 

leads to cooperative interaction whose frans-activation total is much greater than that 

contributed individually by its parts (Ptashne, 1988). In accordance with this 

proposal, a wide variety of (at most) singly repeated DNA binding sites are present in
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the Mo MuLV LTR (Speck and Baltimore, 1987), in contrast to the SCMV IE94 

enhancer/promoter's five motifs, some of which are reiterated 23 times (Jeang et al.,

1 9 8 7 ).

Second why are high levels of expression not repressed in HeLa cells stably 

transfected with pJ3G and pJ70 derived constructs? The only testable hypotheses that 

can be put forth are either HeLa cells lack a putative repressor or contain additional 

trans-acting factors missing in NIH 3T3 cells that maintain expression. This 

hypothesis could be tested by performing cell fusions between stably transfected (G418 

resistant) NIH 3T3 pJ7Q cat cells and stably transfected (hygromycin B resistant) 

HeLa pJ7£2 8  gal cells. If a repressor is present in NIH 3T3 cells it should shut off 

expression of 6  gal from the SCMV IE94 promoter in the hybrid cells. Conversely, if 

NIH 3T3 cells lack frans-acting factors for expression from the SCMV IE94 promoter, 

cat activities should be induced in the hybrid cells.

An alternative explanation one must consider is the presence of portions of the HPV 

18 genome present in (and probably in some part responsible for transformation of) 

HeLa cells (Schwarz e ta /., 1985). Integration of the HPV 18 genome unavoidably leads 

to its permutation, but the E6  and E7 orfs are maintained intact, amplified and 

transcribed in HeLa cells (Schneider-Gadicke and Schwarz, 1986). Since the HPV 16 

E7 orf has, like E1 A, been demonstrated to trans activate the adenovirus E2 promoter 

(Phelps et a i, 1988), it is probably not unfounded to assume that the HPV 18 E7 orf is 

also capable of trans activating promoters, given the high level of sequence homology 

between the HPV isolates. It would be relatively easy to test whether HPV 18 E7 is 

capable of potentiating stable expression of the SV40 early and SCMV IE94 promoters 

via trans activation. One could simply transfect a pJ4£2 HPV 18 E7 construct into 

stable NIH 3T3 pJ3Q cat/pJ7Q cat cells and monitor cell lysates for any induction of 

cat activity.

3.9 Conclusion

A versatile series of expression vectors have been assembled that allow easy 

insertion of exogenous genes and subsequently mediate the transcription of the 

exogenous genes in recipient cells. Transient and stable expression of a reporter gene
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in these vectors has been quantitated in a number of cell lines to give a general idea of 

the levels of exogenous gene product that will be produced from a given vector. In this 

limited survey of expression within different cell types, the pJ4£2 plasmid containing 

the Mo MuLV LTR proved best expression vector in both transient and stable 

transfections. A by-product of this study is reinforcement of the notion that 

enhancer/promoters behave differently in transient and stable transfection protocols. 

A general trend was observed where "early" promoters of DNA tumour viruses 

functioned efficiently to express a reporter gene in transient transfection assays but 

levels of expression decreased markedly in stable assays.
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Chapter 4: Effects Of Mo MuLV Genomic Sequences On

Mo MuLV Based Vector Titres
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4.1 Introduction

Working towards the goal of "perfecting" a retroviral vector for use as a cloning 

vehicle in a cDNA expression library system, work in this chapter explores the effects 

of Mo MuLV sequences on derivative vectors' abilities to produce recombinant viral 

titre. Maximisation of recombinant viral titre was necessary to attempt the transfer of 

all the inserts present in a retroviral based cDNA expression library into a "reporter" 

cell population.

For reasons that will be detailed at length in Chapters 5 and 7, the "direct 

orientation" (DO) layout (Korman et al. 1987) was one considered optimal for a vector 

that was to transmit cDNAs. Before proceeding with any attempt at making a cDNA 

library in a DO type vector, it was important that the parameters which could affect 

vector titre be understood. This point was particularly relevant given the observation 

that certain DO vectors reproducibly yielded characteristically low (pLJ) or high 

(pDOL) titres after introduction into producer cells such as y-2. The pLJ vector (J. 

Schwarzbauer, unpublished vector) was a modified version of the pDOL vector (Korman 

et al. 1987), made to remove a cryptic splice donor in pDOL. The cryptic donor was 

apparently a cloning artifact that arose as a duplication of the wild type splice donor 

during an initial attempt at deleting the splice donor in pDOL (A. Korman, personal 

communication). Removal of the splice donor in pLJ was not carried out by point 

mutagenesis, and as a resuit a small deletion 3' of the splice donor sequence (adjacent to 

the 5' boundary of the y  site) was introduced into the vector. As a starting point for the 

work in this chapter, it was decided to investigate whether the nearly tenfold drop in 

pLJ vector titres compared to those of pDOL was due to this alteration near the splice 

donor site.

4.2 Effects of Splice Donor Sequences on Retroviral Vector Titre

Low titres associated with the pLJ vector were first noticed when working with the 

pLRV vector (Figure 4.1) which is a construct based on the DO vector pLJ. Changes 

made in the pLJ vector that lead to pLRV were carried out in initial steps to generate an 

intermediate DO vector from which a cDNA expression library would be derived. pLRV 

lacks a pBR origin between its LTRs but otherwise derived all its vector sequences from
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pU . Non vector sequences comprising pLRV's "backbone" consist of a minimal 

bacterial drug selection marker and a replication origin that replaced the polyoma 

early region in pLJ. This alteration concomitantly simplifies the restriction map of 

pLRV, aiding in the ease of subcloning in the future, and removes the polyoma early 

region that was designed to increase transient titre, but in practise lead to 

rearrangements in proviruses derived from transient transfection of pLJ (H. Land; C. 

Cepko, personal communications).

pLRV proved to be a low titre vector (104 G418r cfu/ml) like its parental vector 

pLJ. As stated in the introduction, it was postulated that the nature of the in vitro 

generated splice donor mutation in the pLJ vector was responsible for the low titres 

associated with pLRV. To test this hypothesis, the wild type splice donor of Mo MuLV 

(derived from the splicing vector pZIPNeoSV(X)) was inserted in place of the mutant 

one found in pLRV. G418r titres produced by pLRV and the newly made pLRVS+, which 

are identical except for the 10 bp within their splice donor regions, were assayed. The 

averaged result of three experiments (Figure 4.1) showed that the majority of the 

decrease in vector titre associated with pLRV (and probably pLJ) relative to splice 

competent vectors, could be attributed to the alteration in sequences around the splice 

donor.

Since it was a desired goal to minimise splicing interactions between an inserted 

gene and the retroviral vector while not adversely affecting titre, it was necessary to 

create splice donor mutations in pLRV de novo. Figure 4.1 shows the sequence of two 

such altered splice donors generated by site specific mutagenesis using oligonucleotides. 

The 193 (AGAT) mutation to the consensus splice donor AGGT was designed to prevent 

splicing by introducing a transition from an adenine to a guanine, that would prevent 

"lariat branching" that normally occurs at the guanine base during splicing (Maniatis 

and Reed, 1987). Mutation 194 (AGG£) maintains the guanine base at position 3, but 

has a trans\fewat position 4 from guanine to cytidine, a mutation found in the defective 

acutely transforming Ha-MSV which fails to express spliced message. Both mutations 

were sequenced to ensure proper mutagenesis (data not shown), and inserted within the 

context of pLRV. Titres of the resultant constructs pLRV 193 and pLRV 194 after 

introduction into y-2 cells were quantitated, along with those of pLRVS+ and pLRV as
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Figure 4.1 Effects of Different Splice Donor Sequences on

Retroviral Vector Titre

All four splice donors were cloned into an identical vector background, pLRV which 

was an intermediate In the construction of pDObsNB (Figure 5.1). Portions of the 

vector were derived as follows:

Bacterial backbone and mouse flanking sequences/LTR (not shown) came from a small 

fragment (Aat II - Nde I) of pBR 322 and pZIP (Hoffmann et al. (1982)) respectively. 

The two were ligated together in such a way that no restriction sites commonly found in 

polylinkers remained.

LTRs and sequences between them came from a Kpn I fragment of the vector pLJ, an 

unpublished variant of pDOL- of Korman et al. (1987) with a different splice donor 

mutation. The pBR origin was removed from between the LTRs by excising both the neo 

gene and the pBR origin with a 5' Hind III to 3' Cla I digest and replacing them with the 

neo gene from pSV2neo that had been Cla I tinkered at the Sma I site at its 3' end excised 

with a 5' Hind III digest.

Splice donors 193 and 194 were obtained via site-directed mutagenesis of the wild 

type splice donor residing in the 590 bp 5' Kpn I-3' BamHI fragment of pZIPNeo SV(X) 

as described in Section 2.2.37. The mutagenic oligonucleotides were:

193:5’-ACCACCGGGAGATAAGCTGGCCAGC-3’

194:5,-ACCACCGGGAGGCAAGCTGGCCAGC-3'

All four constructs were transfected into pA317 cells, and the transiently produced 

virus used to infect y -2  cells. G418 resistant y -2  colonies were pooled and their 

supernatants titred on NIH 3T3 cells.
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positive and negative controls. Differences in titre due to the four splice donors were 

small but significant, as judged by the reproducible levels of the titre obtained in the 

three separate titrations whose results were averaged and presented in Figure 4.1. 

Since mutation in pLRV 194 nearly restored wild type levels of titre, it was chosen for 

functional analysis that would determine whether it was suitable for use in a high titre, 

non-splicing retroviral vector.

4.3 Effect of Putative Splice Donor Mutation 194 On Splicing

It was now necessary to demonstrate that the mutated splice donor residing in the 

(relatively) high titre vector pLRV 194 would eliminate splicing. To quantitate the 

extent to which splicing is diminished by mutation 194, a restriction fragment from 

pLRV 194 harbouring the mutation was exchanged with an analogous fragment of a 

modified (only in sequences comprising the bacterial "backbone") version of the 

splicing vector pZIPNeoSV(X) (Cepko et al. 1984). Next, a fragment bearing the 

hygromycin resistance gene, hph, was inserted into the cloning sites of the wild type 

and 194 mutant vectors. As can be seen in Figure 4.2, the two derivative constructs, 

prZNSVX hygro and prZNSVX 194 hygro, rely on spliced message for expression of the 

neo gene, and non-spliced message for expression of hph. By measuring G418r titres of 

producer cells infected with the two constructs the level of inhibition of splicing 

induced by the 194 mutation relative to a wild type splice donor could be quantitated, 

with hygromycinr titres serving as an internal control.

Both constructs were infected, as transient amphotropic virus, into y-2 cells and 

resultant hygror colonies pooled. Supernatants of the y -2  producers were used to 

perform a titration on NIH 3T3 cells, the results of which, and those of a repeated 

experiment (not shown), indicate that the ability of the 194 splice donor to interact 

with the Mo MuLV splice acceptor(s) (Mann and Baltimore, 1985) is reduced by a 

factor of nearly 1 0 3, while accumulation of genomic message, as inferred by equivalent 

hygromycinr titres, remains unaffected.

In order to physically quantitate the level at which the 194 mutation was inhibiting 

the formation of subgenomic message, mRNA was prepared from the prZNSVX hygro and 

prZNSVX 194 hygro polyclonal y-2 hygror populations. Figure 4.3 shows Northern
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Figure 4.2 Functional Assay of 194 Splice Donor Mutation 

in Retroviral Vectors

prZNSV(X) was constructed from the splicing vector pZIPNeoSV(X) (Figure 1.) of 

Cepko etal. (1984) and pSRVAPSAU3 (see Figure 4.9) by Kpn I digesting the two 

plasmids and exchanging the pBR 322/LTR backbone of pZIPNeoSV(X) with the deleted 

pBR 322/AU3 LTR backbone of pSRVAPSAU3.

In the vector prZNSV(X)194 the wild type splice donor of prZNSV(X) was replaced 

with the mutant one residing in pLRV 194. The 525 bp 5' Kpn I - 3' BamH I fragment of 

pLRV194 was ligated into prZNSV(X) that had been partially digested at the Kpn I site in 

the 5' LTR and BamH I digested.

The hygro gene, as a BamH I fragment from pHygro Bam (a gift of V. von Hoyningen- 

Huene), was ligated into both prZNSV(X) and prZNSV(X)194 at the BamHI cloning site.

prZNSV(X) hygro and prZNSV(X)194 hygro were transfected into pA317 cells 

and the transiently produced virus used to infect y -2  cells, y - 2  cells were selected in 

hygromycin B, the resultant colonies pooled and polyclonal populations' supernatants 

titred on NIH 3T3 cells for either hygromycin B or G418 colony forming capacity. 

Resistance to the aminoglycosides hygromycin and G418 was coded for on genomic or 

subgenomic mRNA respectively.
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Figure 4.3 Northern Analysis of mRNA Produced by Wild 

Type and 194 Splice Donor Mutant Retroviral Vectors

Poly A+ RNA was prepared from polyclonal \y-2 producer cells of prZNSV(X) hygro 

and prZNXV(X)194 hygro as described in Sections 2.2.17,18 and 5 jig of each 

electrophoresed and blotted onto a nylon membrane as described in Section 2.2.24. The 

membrane was hybridised to a neo probe (made from a 1 kb Hind Ill/CIa I from digest of 

pLRV) as described in Section 2.2.26. Membranes were stripped of neo probe and 

reprobed with a GAPDH probe to calibrate loading/transfer efficiencies for the blot.
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analysis of the purified mRNAs from the producer cells which demonstrates reduced 

level of spliced message produced by the proviruses containing the 194 mutation 

relative to those with a wild type splice donor. However, the sensitivity/signal to noise 

ratio of the Northern blot analysis is not adequate to confirm that this decrease in 

splicing was on the order of a 1000 fold. RNase protection mapping of the spliced and 

unspliced messages was also performed, but here as well the signal was too low to allow 

quantitation of the ratio of the two messages (data not shown).

4.4 Effects of gag  Sequences on Retroviral Vector Titre

4.4.1 Quantitation of Titres in g ag*  Vectors

Reports of preliminary attempts at optimising the efficiency of gene transfer into 

mouse bone marrow cultures, as a model system for gene therapy, showed it was 

possible to deliver a neo resistance marker residing in a retroviral vector into stem 

cells capable of reconstituting the haematopoietic system of lethally irradiated mice 

(Eglitis efa/., 1985). The Mo MuLV based retroviral vector employed in the study, N2  

when introduced into iy-2  cells, produced significantly higher titres than other existing 

vectors and equivalent to those titres obtained from wild type Mo MuLV. N2 was built 

so that it maintained the amino terminal portion of the gag gene 5' to a neor gene (Hwang 

et al. 1985). All gag sequences had been deleted from other retroviral vectors in use at 

the time. Were gag sequences responsible for the high titres characteristic of N2?

An experiment was designed to determine whether restoration of gag sequences in a 

vector lacking these sequences would increase its ability to generate recombinant viral 

titre in y-2 cells. To conserve the vector's utility as a basis for a cDNA expression - 

library gag sequences were introduced in a manner that maintained the vector's ability 

to express two genes, one of them being a drug resistance marker. The N2 vector's 

limitations were that it was only capable of expressing a single gene, a drug resistance 

marker which relied on splicing (into a cryptic splice acceptor 5' of its initiator 

codon) for its expression.

Figure 4.4 details the construction of the vectors pneoSRV and pgagneoSRV, both 

derived from pLRV and identical, save for the addition of roughly 600 bp of gag
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Figure 4.4 Effects of gag Sequences on Retroviral Vector 

T i t r e

gag sequences from Abelson MuLV were fused in frame to the neo gene in pneoSRV 

yielding pgagneoSRV (4.4 A), and their effect on titre of the two vectors determined.

Both constructs were transfected into pA317 cells, and the transiently produced virus 

used to infect y-2 cells. G418 resistant colonies of y-2 cells were pooled and their 

supernatants titred on NIH 3T3 cells.

pSRV was constructed by replacing the neo gene in pLRV with a portion of the 

polylinker of pJ3 (Figure 3.1) from 5' Hind III to 3' Cla I. in addition, the polylinker at 

the 5' end of the SV40 early promoter of pLRV was replaced with a single Bgl II site.

pneoSRV was made by inserting a neo gene from pSV2neo, Bgl II digested at its 5' end 

and Bgl II tinkered at its 3' Sma I site, into the Bgl II site in pSRV.

paaaneoSRV was made in two steps. First the 5' portion of the neo gene was isolated 

as a Sau3A I fragment (positions 140 and 451 according to Beck et al. (1982)) and 

ligated in frame 3' to the 720 bp of gag coding sequences in pUCAB.Bi2  that had been 5' 

BamH I and 3' Bgl II digested (4.4 B). pUCAB.B-12 (unpublished J. Morgenstem and B. 

Mathey-Prevot) is a molecular clone of an Ab MuLV provirus (Reddy et al. (1983)) 

that was manipulated so that it would have a unique BamH I site (made by linkering the 

unique Hinc II site of the parent vector pUCAB.B with BamH I 1 2 mer linkers) at the 

p30/v-ab/ junction, and a unique Bgl II site 500 bp 3' to the BamH I site. Next, since 

Ab MuLV and Mo MuLV are homologous at the 5' portions of their genomes (in their y  

sites), the gagS'neo fragment was substituted into pneoSRV by digestions with 5' Aat II 

(in the Mo/Ab MuLV leader sequences) and 3' Fsp I (in the neo gene) of pneoSRV and 

PUCAB.B12 5'neo resulting in pgagneoSRV.
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sequences derived from a Ableson MuLV in pgagneoSRV. Both vectors contain an 

internal SV40 early promoter for potential expression of cDNAs inserted into the 3' 

polylinker, and derive G418r messages from the LTR. gag sequences in pgagneoSRV 

were fused in frame to the neo gene in the hopes that a gagneo fusion molecule would 

retain functional phosphotransferase activity, in a manner analogous to the gagabl 

fusion in Ab MuLV (Reddy et al. 1983) and other gagonc fusion molecules found in 

defective acutely transforming retroviruses (Neckameyer and Wang, 1984; Hampe et 

at., 1984; Rapp et al. 1983). The bacterial 8 -galactosidase gene had also been 

successfully fused in frame with the RSV gag gene leading to a replication defective RSV 

vector with a functional histochemical marker (Norton and Coffin, 1985)

Addition of gag sequences increased both transient (data not shown) and stable 

recombinant vector titres by at least an order of magnitude, as can be seen in Figure 

4.4. It can also be deduced that the presumptive gagneo fusion protein did maintain 

some level of phosphotransferase activity, assuming no cryptic splicing events were 

the actual source of G418r message.

4.4.2 Positional Effects Of gag  Sequences On Retroviral Titre

In order to clarify the role of gag sequences in potentiating recombinant vector titre, 

the experiment depicted in Figure 4.5. The gagneo gene was moved so that its 

expression was derived from the SV40 promoter, as well as separated into its 

constituent parts, with each portion being reciprocally brought under the 

transcriptional control of the LTR or SV40 promoter. Control constructs with the neo 

gene expressed from either of the two promoters were also included. y -2  producers of 

each of the constructs were derived via infection with amphotropic virus, and their 

supernatants titrated using NIH 3T3 cells. Two possible mechanisms for the activity of 

gag sequences were addressed in this experiment:

1) The presumptive gagneo fusion protein was a more active 

phosphotransferase and/or a more stable than the wild type neo protein.

2 ) The gag sequences were acting in concert with the adjacent y  site, and would 

therefore not function if moved from its normal position.
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Figure 4.5 Positional Effects of gag Sequences on 

R etrovira l T itre

All constructs shown were transfected into pA317 cells, and the transiently produced 

ecotropic virus used to infect y-2 cells. Pooled G418 resistant colonies had their 

supernatants titred on NIH 3T3 cells.

All constructs were made in the vector pSRV (see Figure 4.4). The construction of 

pneoSRV and pgagneoSRV is described in Figure 4.4.

ppagSRVneo was constructed by inserting the Ab MuLV derived gag sequences in the 

5' Aat II 3' BamH I fragment of PUCAB.B12 into pSRVneo digested with 5' Aat II and 3' Bgl 

II.

pneoSRVqaa resulted from insertion of a gag fragment, derived by a 5' Pst I partial 

and 3' BamH I digest of PUCAB.B1 2 , into the polylinker of pneoSRV that had been 5' Pst I 

partial and BamH I restricted.

pSRVneo was made by ligating the Bgl II ended neo fragment of pneoSRV into the 

BamH I site in the polylinker of pSRV.

pSRVqagneo was made in two steps. First, the neo fragment in pneoSRVgag was 

removed by Bgl II digestion of the plasmid and recircularisation to give pSRVgag. Next 

the gagneo fusion was recreated by digesting pSRVgag with 5' BstE II and 3' BamH I and 

inserting the 5' deleted gagneo fragment of pgagneoSRV that resulted from a 5' BstE II/3' 

Bgl II digest.
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The results of the experiment, shown in Figure 4.5, disprove the first theory and 

are in agreement with the second. Namely, the high titre effect of gag was separable 

from neo, and gag sequences only exerted their effect when maintained at the position 

where they normally reside within Mo or Ab MuLV. To ensure the effects mediated by 

gag sequences were not due to formation of wild type virus in those y -2  cells bearing 

gag+ proviruses, XC assays were performed on all six y -2  producer populations, all of 

which proved negative for helper virus.

To control for any effect moving the various pieces of gag and neo may have had on 

message stability, Northern analysis of the RNA from the y-2 producers of the above 

vectors was performed as shown on Figure 4.6. The membrane was hybridised to a neo 

probe to visualise LTR and SV40 derived message from most of the constructs, then 

stripped of neo probe and hybridised to a y actin probe to confirm equal amounts of RNA 

were present in each lane. The most informative samples are those on the far right 

from the reciprocal constructs pgagSRVneo and pneoSRVgag. Although less steady state 

LTR derived (genomic) message was present in y-2 pgagSRVneo cells relative to \y-2 

pneoSRVgag cells, the former cell line produced recombinant virus titres tenfold 

greater than the latter. This shows that gag sequences do not affect vector titres by 

enhancing the expression or stability of genomic message, inferring it more likely acts 

to enhance the encapsidation of genomic message.

The existence of the gagneo fusion protein encoded in pgagneoSRV was never directly 

demonstrated, as Immunoprecipitations with anti-p1 2  serum failed to pull down a 

protein of the predicted molecular weight (data not shown). This could have been due to 

a short half-life of the fusion protein, levels too low to be detected with the antiserum, 

or the possibility that it does not exist. Possibly, G418 resistance in pgagneoSRV is 

derived from barely detectable transcripts that splice into a cryptic acceptor 5' of neo. 

However, it should be noted that the pSRV gagneo construct contains the pLJ AGAT splice 

donor mutation which should not function efficiently in the formation of spliced 

message.

4.4.3 Amount Of gag  Sequences Necessary For Effect On Vector Titre
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Figure 4.6 Northern Analysis of mRNA Produced by 

Retroviral Vectors Bearing gag Sequences

Total cellular RNA was prepared (Section 2.2.17) from each polyclonal y -2  

population harbouring proviruses of the six constructs shown in Figure 4.7. 10 jig of 

RNA were electrophoresed, blotted onto a nylon membrane (Section 2.2.24), and 

hybridised with the 800 bp Bgl II fragment containing the neo gene from pneoSRV as 

probe (Section 2.2.26). Membranes were stripped of neo probe and reprobed with a y- 

actin probe to calibrate loading/transfer efficiencies for the blot.
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Other work confirming the positive effect of gag sequences on vector titre (Bender et 

al., 1987; Armentano et al., 1987) was carried out using the gag sequences present in 

the N2 vector. The N2 vector possessed only 415 bp of gag coding sequences, whereas 

pgagneoSRV and pgagSRVneo contained 720 bp. In order to determine whether the 

additional 305 bp of gag sequences were necessary for gag enhancement of vector titre, 

two identical constructs, excepting the differing portions of gag cloned adjacent to their 

V sites, were built based on the pDO-R vector (a more convenient version of pLJ with 

regard to recombinant DNA manipulations, with the 194 splice donor mutation in place 

of the low titre mutation of pLJ shown in Figure 4.7 A). After infection of pgagDO-R 

and pgagADO-R (Figure 4.7 B) into y-2 cells, stable producer titres of the vectors 

were determined on NIH 3T3 cells. The averaged results of two such experiments are 

shown in Figure 4.7. No significant difference in recombinant vector titre was 

observed, confining the sequences involved in potentiating titre to a position 5' of the 

415th coding bp of gag.

4.5 Effects env  Coding Sequences On Vector Titre

Because sequences at outside the previously defined y  site at the 5' end of Ab MuLV, 

and the analogous sequences in Mo MuLV (Eglitis et al., 1985), had been shown to alter 

the titre of derivative vectors, it was considered worth determining the role of 

sequences at the 3' end of the virus in this phenomenon. In particular, interest was 

focused on whether sequences retained at the 3' end of most existing vectors were 

dispensable. Using synthetic oligonucleotides annealed as adaptors, the 95 bp of env 

coding sequence were deleted from the pDO-R vector, while maintaining all 3' non 

coding and LTR sequences. Stable y-2 producers of the new vector, pDO-N, were 

generated by infection, along with pDO-R and prZNSVX (which contained 580 bp of env 

coding sequences) as controls. No significant effect on retroviral titre was attributable 

to the amount of the env gene retained in the retroviral vectors in two experiments 

whose averaged results are shown in Figure 4.8. Hence, env sequences are totally 

dispensable in cis for the Mo MuLV life cycle.
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Figure 4.7 Effect of Different Amounts of gag Sequences 

on Retroviral Vector Titre

Two retroviral constructs derived from the vector pDO-R (4.7 A) with different 

amounts of Ab MuLV derived gag coding sequences were transfected into pA317 cells and 

the transiently produced amphotropic virus used to infect \y-2  cells. Infected \\r-2 cells 

were selected in G418, the resultant colonies pooled, and their supernatants titred on 

NIH 3T3 cells (4.7 B).

A

pDO-R neo, on which both constructs were based, is a modified form of pDOL' with 

the following changes:

The 194 (AGGT) splice donor mutation was substituted for the deletion splice donor 

mutation in pDOL-.

A unique EcoR I site was placed in the cloning region by removing the EcoR I site 

found between the neo gene and pBR 322 origin in pDOL' by EcoR I digestion, blunting 

with mung bean nuclease, and recircularising the molecule. Then the EcoR I site was 

added between the 5' BamH I and 3' Sal I cloning sites by BamH I/Sal I digesting the 

EcoR I- DO intermediate and ligating in a synthetic oligonucleotide adaptor with 5' BamH 

I overhang/EcoR I/3' Sal I overhang.

A large portion (478 bp) of env coding sequence was deleted between the pBR 322 

origin and the 3' LTR by digesting with Xho I, Cla I linkering/digesting, and 

recircularising the molecule (see Figure 4.8).

The minimal pBR backbone with the U3 deleted 5' LTR of prbAU3 (Figure 4.9) was 

substituted for the polyoma backbone in DOL\ The bacterial vector sequences in pDO- 

R Neo are identical to those in pDObsNB shown in Figure 5.1.

B

paaaDO-R neo had the 5' Aat II to 3' BamH I fragment of pUCAB.Bi2 » containing 

260 bp of 5' flanking and 720 bp of aaa  coding sequences from Ab MuLV, inserted 

between its Aat II (Mo MuLV 5' flanking sequences) and BamH I (cloning region) site.
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paagADO-R neo had the 5' Aat II to 3' Nar I fragment of pl)CAB.B12. containing 260 

bp of 5' flanking and 415 bp of aaa  coding sequences from Ab MuLV, inserted between 

its Aat II (Mo MuLV 5' flanking sequences) and BamH I (cloning region) site after the 

Nar I site had been BamH I linkered.
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Figure 4.8 Effect of Deletion of env  Sequences on 

R etrovira l T itre

3 retroviral vectors with progressively larger deletions of env coding sequences 

were transiently transfected into pA317 cells and the resultant virus used to infect y -2  

cells. G418 resistant were pooled, and their supernatants titred on NIH 3T3 cells.

The construction of prZNSV(X) and pDO-R is detailed in Figures 4.2 and 4.7 A 

respectively.

pDO-N was constructed by deleting the env and U3 sequences in pDO-R with a 5' Cla 

I/3 * Nhe I digest, and reconstituting the U3 sequences by inserting a synthetic 5' Cla I 

overhang - 3' Nhe I overhang adaptor. The sequence of the synthetic adaptor is shown at 

the bottom of the figure.
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4.6 Effect of Deleting Homologous U3 Sequences From the 5' LTR on 

Recombination During Transfection

As described in Section 1.5.6, SIN vectors hold the promise of delivering promoter- 

gene expression cassettes into cells with the efficiencies associated with retroviral 

vectors, without introduction of transcriptionally active LTRs which could potentially 

compromise gene expression of the internal promoter, or insertionaliy activate 

cellular proto-oncogenes (Yu et al., 1986; Hawley et at.; 1986, Yee et al., 1987; 

Figure 1.5). In practice, however, a significant fraction (1/3 to 1/2) of SIN virus 

was found to have reconstituted LTRs, casting doubt on the efficacy of the SIN approach 

(Yu et al. 1986; E. Laufer, personal communication). In practical terms this meant 

one had to screen many producer cell clones into which the SIN construct had been 

transfected in order to find one which would transmit a provirus of the proper 

structure to NIH 3T3 cells. In order to avoid the necessity of this time consuming 

screening procedure, some way of eliminating the reconstitution of the deleted LTRs 

during transfection was sought. Given the high frequency with which DNA is observed 

to recombine during transfection (Small and Scagnos, 1983), it was assumed that it 

was at this point, and not subsequently during retroviral replication, that 

reconstitution of the LTRs was taking place

To test the above hypothesis and, more importantly, attempt to eliminate LTR 

reconstitution in SIN vectors that was inhibiting their potential use, the experiment 

shown in Figure 4.9 was carried out. A SIN vector based on pLRV (Figure 4.1) had been 

assembled by deleting promoter sequences in the 3' LTR from the 5' end of the 

enhancers to just 5' of the TATA box. This vector, pLRVAPS (deleted in the 3' LTR from 

Rvu II to &st |)f exhibited frequent LTR reconstitutions when it was employed to make 

SIN virus (E. Laufer, personal communication). U3 sequences homologous to those 

flanking (5* of) the deletion in the 3' LTR were excised from the 5' LTR of pLRVAPS to 

create pLRVAPSAU3. It was thought that by this elimination of homology between the 5' 

ends of two LTRs intermolecular recombination during transfection that could generate 

two intact LTRs within a single molecule would be reduced. Polyclonal G418r y-2 cell 

populations were selected after infection with amphotropic virus of each of the two SIN 

vectors, derived from transient transfection of PA317 cells. Supernatants of each the
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Figure 4.9 Effect of Deletion of U3 Sequences from the 5' 

LTR of SIN Retroviral Vectors on Reconstitution of Intact 

LTRs

2 SIN retroviral vectors with either an intact or partially deleted 5' LTR were

transfected into pA317 cells and the transiently produced amphotropic virus used to
s

infect \y-2 cells. G418 reistant y -2  colonies were pooled, and their supernatants titred 

on NIH 3T3 cells. Virus capable of generating G418 resistant 3T3 cells w®£ indicative 

of recombination during the transfection that reconstituted the deleted 3' LTR of the SIN 

vectors.

pSRVAPS was derived from a pSRV molecule whose 3' LTR had been deleted of 

promoter sequences residing between the Pvu II and Sst I sites (positions 7938 and 

8234 according to Shinnick et al. (1981)). The deletion was achieved in several 

steps, first by removing the vector sequences between the LTRs of pSRV via a Kpn I 

digest and recircularisation of the minimal pBR 322/LTR backbone to give prb.

Promoter sequences within the single LTR of prb were deleted with a Pvu ll/Sst I digest 

followed by Xho I tinkering, and recircularisation at the newly generated Xho I sites 

yielding prbAPS. Last, the vector sequences between the LTRs were reconstituted by 

opening up the deleted LTR in prbAPS at the Nhe I site and inserting an Nhe I fragment of 

pSRV containing the vector sequences in the correct orientation.

pSRVAPSAU3 was generated by deleting 121 bp of U3 sequence 5' to the 

enhancers in the 5' LTR of pSRVAPS. prb (the intermediate with a single LTR and 

minimal pBR 322 backbone) was partially digested with Pvu II at the 5' end of the 75 bp 

enhancer repeats of the Mo MuLV LTR, Pst I linkered/digested, and recircularised 

resulting in prbAU3. In this step a Pst I site residing at the border of the 5' mouse 

flanking sequences and the pBR 322 seqeunces originating in pZIP was joined to the 5'
C\

enhancer boundary of the LTR with concomitant deletion of 5' mouse flanking sequences 

and U3 sequences 5' of the enhancers in the LTR. The LTR of prbAU3 was then opened at 

the Kpn I site, and the Kpn I fragment of pSRVAPS bearing the the vector sequences 

inserted to complete the construction of pSRVAPSAU3.
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y -2  cell populations were used to infect NIH 3T3 cells for a titration to determine the 

extent to which proviruses with intact LTRs had been generated during the transient 

transfection. Deletion of homologous LTR sequences in pLRVAPSAU3 resulted in a 

thousand-fold decrease in stable titre relative to pLRVAPS, inferring a decrease of the 

same order of magnitude in the frequency of reconstitution of the SIN LTRs during 

transfection.

4.7 Discussion and Future Work

In this chapter ground work has been covered in the identification and manipulation 

of cis acting signals in the retroviral genome, with the aim of incorporating these 

findings into retroviral vectors that would function to transmit and express genes more 

efficiently and reproducibly than existing vectors. In terms of the molecular virology 

of Mo MuLV and related viruses, two major findings were uncovered:

1) The y-site or packaging region extends both 5' and 3' of its previously

arbitrarily defined boundaries.

2) env sequences play no cis-acting role in the Mo MuLV life cycle.

4.7.1 How do Splice Donor and gag  Coding Sequences Affect Vector Titre?

In the course of attempting to generate splice donor point mutations, it was 

unexpectedly discovered that sequences in this region could affect retroviral titre. The 

splice donor region is located about 15 bp 5' of the Bal I restriction site that 

arbitrarily marked the 5' end of the y  site (Mann et al., 1983). This region must 

contain sequences intimately involved in the function of the y  site since single base pair 

transitions result in reproducibly observed two to four-fold reductions in vector titre. 

Similarly the 4 bp deletion in conjunction with the single base pair change in the pLJ 

splice donor region causes an order of magnitude decrease in vector titre. Other work, 

which supports the notion that the packaging region extends further 5' than previously 

anticipated, has shown that minor deletions in the 5-most region of U5 leads to Mo 

MuLV that is defective in packaging of its genomic RNA (Murphy and Goff, 1989). 

Another group observed large differences in recombinant titre caused by alterations of 

the splice donor regions in Mo MuLV based retroviral vectors (Guild et al. 1988)
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Fortuitous maintenance of several hundred bases of gag coding sequences in the N2 

vector (Hwang et al., 1985) led to levels of recombinant vector titres roughly ten-fold 

higher than those of existing vectors devoid of gag sequences (Eglitis et al., 1985) This 

observation implicated the involvement of sequences 3' of the of the y-site boundary in 

potentiating vector titre.

Controlled experiments with vectors identically assembled, with the exception of a 

restriction fragment at their 5' ends harbouring the first 720 coding bp of Ab MuLV 

gag, repeatedly resulted in the gag+ vector producing recombinant titres in 1 0  to 2 0 - 

fold excess of the gag“ vector. Originally increase in vector titre was observed to be 

mediated through sequences encoding a putative gagneo fusion protein, but later 

experiments showed that the effects of gag sequences were separable from neo 

sequences. Second, gag sequences did not act as an enhancer of genomic RNA 

transcription or stability, since high titre 5' gag/3' neo vectors produced less steady 

state genomic RNA than their reciprocal 5’ neo/3' gag vectors. Finally these 

experiments made apparent the need to maintain gag sequences adjacent to the y  site, 

their normal position within the genome, in order for them to exert their effect. Two 

explanations for the last effect exist:

1) gag sequences encompass the 3' portion of an expanded packaging signal, of

which the y  site is only the core.

A corollary is that the y  sit e-gag cassette is acting in cis to affect efficiency of 

genomic RNA packaging.

2 ) gag sequences act in trans to potentiate vector titre.

Potentially gag sequences need to be transcribed (and perhaps translated) at high 

levels to act in trans, and when expressed from the internal SV40 promoter, the 

threshold of these levels is not reached. Since the probe hybridised to RNA in the 

Northern blot in Figure 4.6 only detects messages containing neo sequences, one cannot 

determine the level of transcription of gag from the Internal SV40 promoter. When the 

blot was stripped and rehybridised with a U3 probe, which hybridises to all vector 

messages at their 3' end, little transcription of gag from the SV40 promoter was 

detected (data not shown). Thus, an alternative explanation for the influence of position 

on gag sequence activity would be the requirement for transcription of gag from the
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stronger of the two promoters in the vector, the LTR. Examination of the Northern 

biot, however, does show that the SV40 promoter can express greater steady state 

levels of RNA than the LTR when the transcript it expresses encodes a drug resistance 

marker that is selected for prior to the harvest of RNA, and is therefore not necessarily 

the weaker promoter.

The alternative hypotheses for the mechanism of gag sequence enhancement of vector 

titre were resolved by studies of the gag*  vectors N2 and LNL6  (Bender et al., 1987). 

First, N2  (which expresses a neo gene) was co-introduced with the gag* vector LHL2 

(which expresses a hph gene) into the amphotropic producer line PA317. G418r titres 

produced by the co-infected PA317 cells exceeded the hygror titres by forty-fold, 

demonstrating the lack of activity in trans by the gag sequences present in the neo 

vector N2. Purification of RNA in virions released into the supernatant of the PA317 

producers revealed that roughly forty times more N2 RNA was present than LHL 2, in 

accordance with the titration data. Last, the LNL6  vector was derived from N2 by 

changing the gag initiator codon to a stop codon (ATG to TAG). LNL6  still yielded titres 

as high as N2 after introduction into PA317 cells, (theoretically) demonstrating 

translation of the truncated gag orf was not required for the gag sequences to enhance 

vector titre. The ATG* gag gene allowed relatively efficient translation of the 

downstream neo gene, even though several ATG codons within the p15 coding region 

remained intact, and it was unlikely this neor message was derived from a cryptic 

splicing event because LNL 6  possesses a point mutant splice donor. This observation 

will become of great importance in the next chapter when production of a gag* vector 

capable of efficiently expressing both a cDNA and a drug resistance marker will be 

detailed (Section 5.4).

A synthesis of the work presented in this chapter and that of other investigators 

points to an expanded y  site that extends both 5' and 3' of the deletion that originally 

defined its position in the Mo MuLV genome (Mann et al., 1983) Termed y+ (Bender et 

al., 1987), the expanded packaging site has a core y  sequence that acts in cis and is 

sufficient for ensuring encapsidation of an RNA transcript (Mann and Baltimore,

1985), and auxiliary flanking sequences a short distance 5' (Section 4.2) and several 

hundred bases 3' (Section 4.4; Bender et al., 1987; Armetano et al., 1987), which
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potentiate the activity of the core sequences ten to fifty-fold. The potentiating 

sequences within the 5' end of the gag orf function in a position dependent manner, 

requiring that they be located 3' adjacent to the y  core sequences to exert their effect.

In retrospect, it now appears obvious why so many viral oncogenes were formed of a 

fusion between gag and proto-oncogene sequences (Neckameyer and Wang, 1984; Hampe 

et al.t 1984; Rapp et at., 1983; Klempnauer et al., 1982). Although gag sequences can 

affect the transforming potential of a viral oncogene at the level of protein stability 

(Prywes et al., 1985, 1983), most likely the persistence of gag sequences is a 

consequence of selective pressure to insure high titre transmission of the defective 

viral genome by maintenance of an intact y+ site.

It has been demonstrated that insertion of the y+ site (with no splice donor or U5 

sequences), in the sense (but not the antisense) orientation, into any RNA transcript 

will cause that transcript to be packaged into virions as efficiently as transcripts from 

a y+  retroviral vector(Adam and Miller, 1988). This finding is in conflict with 

those that demonstrate sequences in the splice donor region (Section 4.2) and U5 region 

of the Mo MuLV genome affect titre of Mo MuLV derived vectors. A resolution of this 

conundrum could be that sequences in U5 and the splice donor region may not actually 

be part of the packaging signal, but altering them adversely affects the y+ site. It may 

be that the deleterious effect on titre caused by the alteration of the 5' U5 region 

(Murphy and Goff, 1988) was peculiar to that (single) mutation and not a general 

phenomenon. It is difficult to accept that the splice donor region is not part of the 

packaging signal given its physical proximity to the region; it resides only 1 0  bp 

outside of the y  site's arbitrarily defined 5' end. Also, several vectors have been made 

in which the splice donor was deleted in an effort to eliminate splicing, only to render 

the titres produced by the vectors unacceptably low (A. Korman, M. Kriegler, personal 

communications). From the stand-point of building retroviral vectors, once one 

accepts alterations of the splice donor region deleteriously affect vector titre, 

arguments as to whether the splice donor region actually comprises an active part of 

the packaging signal become a matter of semantics. Significantly, by replacing the pLJ 

derived splice donor in pLRV, vector titre increased 5 fold (Figure 4.1), whereas 

addition of gag sequences potentiated titre 10 fold (Figure 4.4). When these two
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changes were jointly introduced into a vector such as pgagDO-R they acted in concert to 

raise titre 50 fold (Figure 4.7).

How does the packaging signal function to mediate the encapsidation of RNAs to which 

it is linked? As stated above, the y+ site functions in cis, in an orientation-dependent, 

position-independent manner, irrespective of the nature of the RNA into which it is 

inserted (Bender et al. 1987; Mann and Baltimore, 1985; Adam and Miller, 1988). It 

is also known that packaging regions of other murine viruses, both exogenous and 

endogenous (including VL 30 sequences), function in Mo MuLV based producer cell lines 

like y -2  such that their genomes are encapsidated and transmitted as virus at 

efficiencies approaching those of Mo MuLV based vectors (Kriegler et al., 1984; Miller 

et al., 1986; Kaplan et al. 1987; Laker et al., 1987; Pastan et al., 1988; Shackleford 

and Varmus, 1988; Scadden and Cunningham, 1989). REV-A and SNV based producers 

cell lines will also recognise the y-site of Mo MuLV based vectors, though at a reduced 

efficiency relative to the E region of SNV based vectors (Embretson and Temin, 1987; 

Dougherty et al., 1989). Since the nucleotide sequence of the packaging regions of some 

of some of the viruses are widely divergent from those of Mo MuLV, one must assume 

that the y+ site is not recognised for encapsidation by viral proteins on the basis of its 

primary sequence. Rather, it is more likely that the packaging signal functions at the 

level of some distinctive, conserved secondary, and perhaps tertiary, structure. An 

extensive secondary structure for the Mo MuLV leader sequence with numerous hairpin 

loops has been predicted with the aid of computer analysis on the basis of minimising 

free energy and, in part, confirmed by RNase T1 analysis (A.-C. Prats, Ph. D. thesis, 

1988, L'Universite Paul Sabatier de Toulouse). The structure prediction was only 

carried out on the first 650 bp of the Mo MuLV genome, and therefore extends just 50 

bp into the gag coding region. Perhaps this type of analysis could be extended, given the 

finding that the y  site can exist as an augmented y+ site. To complement theoretical 

secondary structure predictions for the gag coding sequences, a more extensive analysis 

of vector titre effects elicited by progressively larger deletions of gag sequences than 

the single deletion performed in Section 4.4.3 should determine the 3' end of the y+  

site.
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Interestingly, it has been proposed that dimerisation of full-length RNAs may cause 

segregation of transcripts that are to be packaged and utilised as genomic RNA from 

those to be employed as mRNA. In vitro, formation of the dimer structure, actuated by 

the addition of purified Mo MuLV p10, has been shown to inhibit translation (Prats et 

al., 1988). One could easily imagine an in vivo situation where translation of 

nucleocapsid protein reaches a threshold concentration, at which point it begins to 

mediate dimer formation, preventing further translation of the message. Thus the y+  

site, may function by complexing with nucleocapsid protein and cooperating in the 

formation of dimeric genomes, perhaps the first step in the encapsidation process.

4.7.2 Mo MuLV env Coding Sequences Do Not Function In cis

Work with the N2 vector had revealed that it was much more likely to generate wild 

type virus than gag~ vectors, presumably because the gag sequences provided a greater 

region of homology with the producer constructs present in the cell line PA12 (Miller 

et al., 1986; Section 6.1). By analogy to the observation that increased homology at 

their 5' ends leads vectors and producer constructs to recombine, it was not 

unreasonable to assume homology would enhance recombination at their 3' ends as well. 

Therefore, it made intuitive sense to remove all non-essential homologous sequences 

from the 3' ends of retroviral vectors (as well as the 3' end of producer constructs, see 

Section 6.5.4) in an effort to assemble a retroviral vector with limited potential for 

recombination with producer constructs. Deletion of all of the (p15E) env coding 

sequence, with maintenance of all 3' noncoding sequences(polypurine tract and 3’ LTR), 

had no adverse effects on vector titre.

The above finding made possible the reduction in potential for recombination, 

inherent in all other known Mo MuLV based vectors, that was built into the retroviral 

vectors described in the next chapter. Namely, reciprocal deletions of env coding 

sequences in retroviral vectors, and 3' non-coding sequences in env expression 

constructs of producer cell lines, should effectively minimise recombination that could 

lead to reconstitution of a non-defective viral genome in the producer cell lines 

(Section 6.5.4, Miller and Rosman 1989).
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The finding that the Mo MuLV genome has no 3' cis acting sequences 5' of the 

polypurine tract is in accord with that of SNV (Watanabe and Temin, 1982), and in 

contrast to the RSV genome which contains 115 bp repeats 3' of env involved in 

accumulation of viral RNA in virions (Sorge et al., 1983).

4,7.3 Elimination of Splicing in Retroviral Vectors

Although one of the original retroviral vectors, pZIPNeoSV(X) (Cepko et al., 1984), 

has been employed successfully in many applications, it has not been possible to passage 

certain genes within the vector as recombinant virus (T. Claudio, C. Cepko, personal 

communications). This has been due to cryptic splice acceptor sites within inserted 

cDNAs that interact with the vector's wild type splice donor site with concomitant 

splicing out the \y site in the process, ultimately leading to diminshed vector titre .

Also it had been empirically found the nature of the inserted gene affected the steady 

state ratio of spliced to non-spliced message in splicing vectors, sometimes with the 

accumulation of one species of message at the total expense of the other (Bowtell et al., 

1988; Hwang et al., 1985; Joyner and Bernstein, 1983; C. Cepko, personal 

communication). This observation was in accord with work that showed intron 

sequences within the Mo MuLV genome function in cis to regulate splicing (Taketo et al. 

1985; Hwang et at., 1984). Therefore every time a gene is inserted into a splicing 

vector it alters the nature of the intervening sequences between the splice donor and 

splice acceptor with unpredictable consequences. It was for this reason that the Direct 

Orientation (DO) vectors were devised (Korman et al., 1987). In order to express two 

genes from a single provirus in DO vectors, the LTR and an internal promoter 

transcribe two separate messages, in contrast to pZIPNeoSV(X) where the single LTR 

derived message is spliced in order to express a second gene. Hence a functional splice 

donor is dispensable in DO vectors, which in theory make it more likely to passage 

inserted genes with cryptic splice acceptors than splicing vectors.

In practise the potential of DO vectors was not realised because of faulty mutagenesis 

of the splice donor sequence. Correct point mutagenesis of the splice donor yielded 

mutation 194 (AGGT to AGGC) that did not adversely affect vector titres. There was 

some concern in employing the 194 AGGC mutation as a non-functional splice donor
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since it is used as an alternative splice donor in some genes (King and Piatigorsky, 

1983). However, functional analysis of the 194 mutation, performed by placing it in 

the context of a splicing vector, revealed it was less likely to interact with the Mo MuLV 

splice acceptor site(s) than a wild type donor by nearly three orders of magnitude, a 

similar figure to that obtained by another group who introduced the exact same point 

mutation into the N2 vector (Miller and Rosman, 1989). When steady state levels of 

mRNA in y-2 producer populations containing single proviruses of the aforementioned 

vectors were examined by Northern analysis (Figure 4.6), splicing of mutant provirus 

RNA was diminished relative to wild type, but the signal to noise and/or sensitivity of 

the blot was not adequate to corroborate the titre data. RNase protection mapping 

confirmed that very low levels of spliced message were present in cells harbouring 

vector proviruses with wild type splice donors, so it was impossible to detect levels of 

spliced message potentially several orders of magnitude lower in cells with the mutant 

vector provirus. One must be cautious not to over-interpret this experiment, as it is 

possible that cryptic splice acceptor residing in an inserted cDNA may be more active 

than the Mo MuLV acceptor(s), given that the splice donor/acceptor pair in Mo MuLV is 

designed to allow accumulation of non-spliced genomic message.

From a practical stand point the 194 mutation has functioned well, greatly 

attenuating cryptic splicing if not eliminating it. Aberrant splicing has yet to be 

encountered during the use of any vector bearing the mutation. In at least one case, 

involving Torpedo acetylcholine receptor subunit cDNAs which harbour many cryptic 

splice acceptors (Claudio et al., 1987), pDO-R (Section 4.4.3) was the only vector 

capable of passaging recombinant virus after insertion of these cDNAs (T. Claudio, 

personal communication).

4.7.4 Elimination of Recombination Between LTRs During Transfection

Intermolecular recombination is a common occurrence during calcium phosphate 

mediated transfection (Small and Scagnos, 1983), and this appears to be exacerbated 

when transfecting proviral constructs due to the inherent repetitive nature of the 

plasmid molecules (Goodrich and Duesberg, 1988). The function of SIN vectors which 

harbour 3' LTR deletions (Yu et al., 1986), and HL vectors that have chimeric or
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heterologous 3' LTRs (Hariharan et al., 1988; Holland et al. 1987; Section 5.5.5), 

would be compromised by intermolecular recombination with a 5' LTR. The deleted or 

heterologous LTR would not be transmitted to progeny proviruses. SIN vectors with 

intact 5' LTRs recombine during transfection with the deleted 3' LTR at frequencies 

approaching 50% (Yu et al. 1986; J. P. M. personal observation; E. Laufer personal 

communication). By deleting the 5' LTR of SIN vectors of all sequences 5' of the 

enhancers, recombination during transfection was reduced by three orders of magnitude 

(Section 4.6). This finding will help the potential of SIN and HL vectors to be realised. 

Recently the necessity of eliminating homologous sequences in the 5' LTR of SIN vectors 

has been confirmed by other investigators (Dougherty et al., 1989).

4.8 Conclusion

Additional information on sequences in the Mo MuLV genome harbouring signals that 

act in cis during the virus's replication, or lack such cis acting signals, has been 

gathered using retroviral vectors. Inclusion of gag sequences enhances vector titres, 

while deletion of all env sequences failed to diminish vector titres. Lastly, it was 

possible to severely limit the amount of recombination between LTRs of vector plasmids 

during transfection.

These observations will be implemented in assembling retroviral vectors, which 

represent a significant advance over previous ones, in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5: Advanced Mo MuLV Based Retroviral Vectors 

Suitable For Construction Of cDNA Expression Libraries
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5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter the role of various Mo MuLV genomic sequences as cis acting 

signals that modulate the titre of Mo MuLV based retroviral vectors was investigated. 

This chapter details how separate findings resulting from these studies were 

coordinated applied in the assembly of efficient retroviral vectors, some of which are 

suitable candidates for use as a basis for cDNA expression libraries.

Practical experience with several splicing retroviral vectors had led the consensus 

that the Hirect Orientation approach represented the best strategy for reproducibly 

expressing two genes from a single retroviral vector (Section 4.7.3). In such vectors 

the transcripts for the two genes originate from separate promoters, the LTR and an 

inserted internal promoter, and share a common polyadenylation signal in the 3' LTR 

(Figure 1.4). Because no splicing is required for gene expression in DO vectors, 

unlike vectors such as pZIPNeoSV(X), the splice donor, which can deleteriously 

interact with cryptic splice acceptors present in inserted genes, can be replaced with a 

splice donor mutation that does not compromise vector titre (Sections 4.2 and 4.3).

The titre of any given vector can be elevated 10 to 20-fold by incorporation of a few 

hundred base pairs of gag coding sequences adjacent to Its y  site (Section 4.4, Bender et 

al., 1987). In addition, env sequences that could increase the probability of helper 

virus formation in a producer cell line can be deleted without adverse effect on vector 

titre.

Intuitively, it would be relatively easy to incorporate a splice donor mutation and an 

env coding sequence deletion, by exchange of restriction fragments with existing 

vectors. Difficulty would be encountered in attempting to restore gag sequences in their 

normal position 3' to the y  site because of the nature of translation in eucaryotes. In 

the modified ribosome scanning model for eucaryotic translation initiation (Kozak,

1986), the ribosome binds the capped structure at the 5* end of an mRNA and scans 3' 

until it encounters an ATG codon located within a "favourable context", at which point 

translation begins. A corollary of this model is that polycistronic message does not 

function in eucaryotes. Basically these rules are obeyed, however there are rare 

exceptions, such as translation of uncapped message in picornaviruses (Pelletier and 

Sonenberg, 1988; Jang et al., 1988). Inclusion of gag sequences adjacent to the y  site
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of existing DO vectors would place the initiator codon of the gagpol orf 5' of any genes 

inserted into the polylinker, precluding the possibility of their translation. Thus, the 

major challenge in this chapter was to take advantage of the enhancement of vector titre 

afforded by gag sequences without compromising the vector's ability to express both an 

inserted gene and a drug resistance marker.

5.2 DObsNB

As a starting point for work that would ultimately lead to the generation of an 

efficient gag+ DO vector, an intermediate gag" vector lacking the faults of existing DO 

vectors (Section 4.1) was assembled The result of this work is the vector DObsNB (DO 

vector with a bacterial origin of replication derived from the fclueacript vectors, with a 

Not I site in its backbone, and EstX I sites in its polylinker) shown in Figure 5.1. It 

represents a working version of a gag" DO vector that realises the potential of the 

Direct Orientation approach (Korman et al., 1987), and because of its modular design, 

proved to be a versatile "backbone" on which more advanced DO vectors were based. In 

later work pDObsNB was employed as the vector for construction of an F9 

teratocarcinoma (serum + cyclohexamide stimulated) cDNA expression library 

(Section 7.2).

pDObsNB maintains the salient features of a DO vector, namely an internal promoter 

for expression of a G418 resistance marker (that also functions in bacterial kanamycin 

selection), as well as mammalian and bacterial origins of replication that function with 

the bacterial resistance marker to allow fast and efficient rescue of proviruses (Cepko 

et al., 1984). Improvements include the effective use of the 194 (AGGT to AGGC) 

splice donor mutation as evidenced by the lack of aberrant splicing of genes inserted 

into the polylinker of a precursor of this vector (T. Claudio, personal communication). 

The polylinker was expanded to include more unique restriction enzyme sites, the most 

important of which are a pair of inverted BstX I sites which function in efficient, low 

background cDNA cloning (Aruffo and Seed, 1987; Section 7.1). To minimise 

recombination that would yield wild type virus (Section 6.5.4), env coding sequences 

have been eliminated to reduce homology with the 3' end of producer constructs present 

in packaging cell lines. A deleted 5' LTR was incorporated to give the construct, and
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Figure 5.1 pDObsNB

A final Direct Orientation retroviral vector incorporating features from the vectors 

discussed in Chapter 4 is shown (bold lettering shows unique restriction sites, while 

normal print indicates restriction sites that occur more than once). It was assembled 

from the following parts:

5' LTR and leader (0) Pst I - (890) BamH I: [formerly (-329) Pvu II to 

(563) Pst I of Mo MuLV according to Shinnick et al. (1981)]. Pst I linkered 5' LTR 

minus 5' U3 sequences and BamH I linkered 5' untranslated leader sequence derived 

from prZNSV(X) 194 (Figures 4.2 and 4.9), so includes the 194 AGGT to AGGC splice 

donor point mutation.

Poly linker (890) BamH I - (935) Sal I: Polylinker inserted as a synthetic 

adaptor with the sequence:

5 ' -GATCCCAGTGTGGTGGTACGTAGGAATTCGCCAGCACAGTGGT-3'
3 ' -GGTCACACCACCATGCATCCTTAAGCGGTCGTGTCACCAGCTG-5'

SV40 Early Promoter (935) Sal I - (1245) Hind III: [formerly (270) Pvu II 

to (5171) Hind III of SV40 according to Reddy et al. (1978), with actual sequence 

derived from pDOL- of Korman et al. (1987)]. Sal I linkered to Hind 111 digested 

fragment containing the SV40 early promoter.

Neo Resistance Gene (1245) Hind III - 2565: [Hind III to former (1116) Sma I 

site of the Tn5 transposon according to Beck et al. (1982), with actual sequence 

derived from pDOL-] Sma I site was EcoR I linkered and joined to a pBR 322 origin in 

DOL-. The EcoR I site was removed by EcoR I digestion, blunting with mung bean 

exonuclease, and recircularisation.

pBR 322 Origin 2565 - (3145) Cla I: [formerly 2521-3102 FnuD II fragment 

of pBR 322, that had been 5' EcoR I/3' Xho I mixed linkered in pDOL-]. The Xho I site 

was Cla I linkered.

Polypurine Tract - 5' end of 3' LTR (3145) Cla I - (3210) Nhe I: Inserted 

synthetic adaptor encoding all sequences 3' of the env open reading frame to the Nhe I 

site in the 3' LTR (see Figure 4.8).
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3' LTR (3210) Nhe I - 3775: [formerly (7847) Nhe I of Mo MuLV according to 

Shinnick et al. (1981) to Sea I site in 3' flanking sequence (just outside the LTR) of 

pZip of Hoffmann et al. (1982)].

b luescript Origin: 3775 - (4720) Not l:[formerly (972) Pvu II to (1928) Dra 

I site of bluescript (Stratagene)] Pvu II site was ligated to Sea I site 3' of the 3' LTR

(destroying both sites) while the Dra I site was Not I linkered.

Amp resistance gene to 5' end of 5' LTR: (4720) Not I - (5760/0) Pst I 

[formerly (3251) Dra I site of pBR 322 to Pst I site in 5' flanking sequence Gust 5' of 

the flank/pBR junction) of pZip of Hoffmann et al. (1982)] The Dra I site was Not I 

linkered and the Pst I site ligated to the 5' LTR at the Pst I linkered [-329 of Mo MuLV

according to Shinnick et al. (1981)] Pvu II site just 5' of the enhancers.
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future constructs the potential to be used as an HL vector (Section 4.6). By inserting a 

high copy number bacterial origin in the vectors' backbone, plasmid yields were 

greatly enhanced. As a matter of convenience, high plasmid yields are desired, but such 

yields become a matter of necessity when attempting to attain enough material from a 

cDNA expression library for multiple transfections, without having to resort to 

amplification that could distort or eliminate representation of sequences within the 

library.

5.3 pINA

5.3.1 Construction

As alluded to in Section 5.1, the most important finding from the previous chapter, 

that gag sequences enhance vector titre by at least an order of magnitude, could not be 

utilised in the context of a conventional DO vector like pDObsNB. The pINA (Internally 

promoted / t±eo resistant / Actin promoter) vector represented a first attempt at taking 

advantage of the enhancement of titre mediated by gag coding sequences in a DO vector 

(Figure 5.2). gag sequences were incorporated by fusing 720 bp of gag derived from 

Ab MuLV and the Tn5 neo gene in frame with an intervening synthetic adaptor encoding a 

consensus bacterial promoter (Hawley and McClure, 1983). The resultant three part 

fusion functioned to confer G418 resistance in mammalian cells and kanamycin 

resistance in bacteria, the latter for use in rapid recovery of proviruses. Hence in 

pINA the conventional strategy for gene expression in DO vectors was reversed, with 

the LTR derived transcript encoding G418 resistance message, and the internal rat 8  

actin promoter transcribing genes cloned into the 3' polylinker. The 8  actin promoter 

was chosen for expression of inserted genes because the cytoplasmic actin coding 

sequence it normally transcribes is expressed in most ceil types at high levels 

(reviewed in Clarke and Spudich, 1977). However due to the unique restriction sites 

flanking the 8  actin promoter, any promoter can be inserted in its place to transcribe 

cloned genes. It had previously been shown that the HSV TK promoter is 

transcriptionally active when employed as the internal promoter of a DO type vector 

provirus introduced into an embryonal carcinoma cell line (Wagner et al., 1985) in 

which the LTR is transcriptionally repressed (Stewart et al., 1982). So it was hoped
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Figure 5.2 pINA

Internally-promoted/Heo resistant/Actin vector (bold lettering shows unique 

restriction sites, while normal print indicates restriction sites that occur more than 

once).

5' LTR and leader (0) Pst I - (695) Aat II: [formerly (-329) Pvu II to (363) 

Aat II of Mo MuLV according to Shinnick et al. (1981)]. Pst I linkered 5' LTR minus 5' 

U3 sequences and 5' untranslated leader sequence derived from prZNSV(X) 194 

(Figures 4.2 and 4.9), so includes the 194 AGGT to AGGC splice donor point mutation.

gagneo  fus ion  with bacterial promoter (695) Aat II - (2555) Bgl II: 

[formerly (810) Aat II of Ab MuLV to (960) Lsp I of Tn5. Includes 5' leader and gag 

sequences of Ab MuLV provirus described by Reddy et al. (1983) from positions 810 

(Aat II) to 1790 (Hinc II). At the Hinc II site where p30 gag is fused to v-abl in the 

Ab MuLV provirus, a synthetic adaptor bearing a consensus bacterial promoter, 

according to Hawley and McClure (1983), designed to maintain an open reading frame 

between gag and neo was inserted as shown at the bottom portion of the figure. The 

adaptor:

5 ' -ATCTTGACAGCTGGGGCGCCATTTGTTATAATACAAGAGACAGGATGGA-3'
3 ' -TAGAACTGTCGACCCCGCGGTAAACAATATTATGTTCTCTGTCCTACCTCTAG-5'

with a blunt 5' end and 3' Bgl II overhang was ligated between the unique 5' Hinc II 

and 3' Bgl II sites in pUCAB.B, an unpublished (J. P. Morgenstern and B. Mathey 

Prevot) Ab MuLV proviral clone with several unique restriction sites within the LTRs 

of the provirus. This intermediate pUCAB.B synpro was opened at the unique Bgl II site, 

and the 5' end of the neo gene inserted as a 311 bp Sau3A I fragment (see Figure 4.4 and 

bottom of this figure) to give pUCAB.B synpro/5'neo. This was 5' Aat II (Ab MuLV 

leader sequence) and 3' Fsp I {neo coding sequence) digested and inserted into pneoSRV 

in a manner analagous to that described in Figure 4.4. The 3' end of the neo gene was 

deleted of 3' untransl ated sequence by Bgl II tinkering the Lsp I at position 960.

Rat (3-actin promoter (2555) Bgl II - (2905) Hind III: [formerly positions - 

340 - +10 of Rat 6 -actin promoter of Nudel et al. (1983)] Linkering of the 6 -actin 

promoter is detailed at length in Figure 3.6.
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Polylinker (2905) Hind III - (2945) Cla I. Inserted as the following synthetic 

adaptor:

5 ' -AGCTTGGGATTCCCAGTGTGGTACGTAGGAATTCGCCAGCACAGTGGTCGACAT-3 '

3 -ACCCTAAGGGTCACACCATGCATCCTTAAGCGGTCGTGTCACCAGCTGTAGC-5 '

Polypurine Tract - 5' end of 3' LTR (2945) Cla I - (3020) Nhe I: Inserted 

synthetic adaptor encoding all sequences 3' of the env open reading frame to the Nhe I site 

in the 3' LTR (see Figure 4.8).

3' LTR (3020) Nhe I - 3585: [formerly (7847) Nhe I of Mo MuLV according to 

Shinnick et al. (1981) to Sea I site in 3' flanking sequence Gust outside the LTR) of 

pZip of Hoffmann et al. (1982)].

b luescript Origin: 3585 - (4540) Not I: [formerly (972) Pvu II to (1928)

Dra I site of bluescript (Stratagene)] Pvu II site was ligated to Sea I site 3' of the 3' LTR 

(destroying both sites) while the Dra I site was Not I linkered.

Amp resistance gene to 5' end of 5' LTR: (4540) Not I - (5585/0) Pst I 

[formerly (3251) Dra I site of pBR 322 to Pst I site in 5' flanking sequence Gust 5' of 

the flank/pBR junction) of pZip of Hoffmann et al. (1982)] The Dra I site was Not I 

linkered and the Pst I site ligated to the 5' LTR at the Pst I linkered [-329 of Mo MuLV 

according to Shinnick et al. (1981)] Pvu II site just 5' of the enhancers.
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that the 3 actin promoter would function independently of the LTR, and the wide tropism 

of its transcriptional activity would make pINA a "universal” retroviral vector.

5.3.2 Titre and Expression of Genes in pINA

Some doubt about the efficacy of the reverse DO approach employed in pINA was cast 

by an investigation of the function of a SNV based DO vector harbouring two different 

drug selection markers (Emmerman and Temin, 1984a) It detailed reciprocal down 

regulation of either the LTR or the internal promoter, inferred by the inability of cells 

to survive re-seeding into opposing selective medium, after stable selection of cells in 

medium requiring expression of the first drug resistance marker. The effect was 

epigenetic, stable in the absence of selective pressure after initial selection, and more 

pronounced when the drug resistance marker associated with the stronger of the two 

promoters was selected for initially, rather than the reciprocal selection scheme.

To address this point, the pINA vector was subjected to a series of tests to determine 

if it would fulfil its potential as a high titre vector that would successfully express 

inserted genes. In an experiment analogous to the one that revealed the phenomenon of 

promoter suppression in SNV based DO vectors, the hph gene, conferring hygromycin B 

resistance, was cloned in front of the 8  actin gene resulting in the construct with two 

drug selection markers, pINA hygro. A stable polyclonal y-2 producer population was 

G418 selected after infection of y -2  cells with amphotropic virus harvested from 

transiently transfected PA317 cells. Separate G418 and hygromycin B cfu titrations 

were performed with the supernatant of producer population on NIH 3T3 and F9 

teratocarcinoma cells. As the results in Figure 5.3 show, the gagneo fusion functioned 

successfully to mediate G418 resistance, and increase the titre of pINA over gag’  DO 

vectors in excess of an order of magnitude in NIH 3T3 cells. Hygromycin resistant titre 

was roughly equal to that of G418, suggesting relatively efficient expression from the 

internal 8  actin promoter. In contrast to the finding in SNV based DO vectors that 

initial selection for expression from one promoter will suppress the expression from 

the other, co-selection of the resistance markers yielded titres equal to those obtained 

after single selection of either marker. In addition, no reduction in plating efficiency 

was observed when cells initially selected for one marker were re-seeded and selected
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Figure 5.3 G418 and Hygromycin Resistance Titre of pINA

hygro Virus in Mouse Fibroblast and Teratocarcinoma Cells.

The 1.1 Kb BamH I fragment from pBam hygro (a gift of V. von Hoyningen-Heune) 

was cloned into the BamH I site of the pINA polylinker to give pINA hygro (shown at the 

top of the figure).

pINA hygro was transfected into pA317 cells and the transiently produced 

amphotropic virus used to infect y-2 cells. Resultant G418 resistant colonies were 

pooled as a polyclonal population, and various dilutions of the supernatant from the pool 

used to infect NIH 3T3 fibroblasts and F9 teratocarcinoma cells. Infected cells were 

selected in G418 and/or hygromycin B. G418 resistance was encoded by mRNA 

intitiating in the LTR of the construct, while hygromycin specific resistance mRNA 

derived from the internal 6 -actin promoter as shown in the middle portion of the figure.

Results of the titration are shown at the bottom of the figure.
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in the opposing selective medium (data not shown). The 3 actin promoter also appeared 

to be more active transcriptionally in F9 cells than the LTR as suggested by the 

thousand-fold difference in G418r and hygromycin Br titres. Similar ratios of titre 

from LTR and internally promoted drug resistance markers have been observed when 

using a DO vector with an HSV TK promoter in F9 cells (Boulter and Wagner, 1987). 

Still, one could not discount the possibility that message stability, and not the 

transcriptional activity of the internal promoter relative to the LTR, accounted for the 

observed differences in titre in F9 cells.

Since the drug resistance phenotype is a qualitative measure of a vector's ability to 

express an inserted gene above an unknown threshold level, a more quantitative 

analysis of expression from the 8  actin promoter was performed to gain further insight 

into its expression potential. The cat gene was inserted into the polylinker of pINA, and 

the product, pINA cat was infected as ecotropic virus into PA317 cells followed by 

G418 selection to obtain a stable amphotropic producer cell population. Amphotropic 

virus was then used to infect various different cell lines, which were then selected in 

G418, and the resultant colonies pooled. Infection with a conventional DO cat 

amphotropic virus served as a control. Results of assays for cat activity of each of the 

polyclonal pools of cells shown in Figure 5.4 disclose that, unlike the hph gene, the cat 

gene was not expressed nearly as efficiently from the internal 8  actin promoter as the 

LTR, reminiscent of the internal promoter suppression experienced after selection for 

a drug resistance marker expressed from the LTR in SNV based DO vectors (Emmerman 

and Temin, 1984). In light of this finding, the above deduction that the hph gene was 

efficiently expressed from the 8  actin promoter may not have necessarily been correct, 

as the hph and cat genes may have been expressed equally well in the previous 

experiments, with the observed difference being due to potentially low threshold levels 

of hph activity required to confer hygromycin B resistance in a cell.

To obtain a more quantitative measure of steady state mRNA levels derived from the 

LTR and 8  actin promoter in the above hph and cat experiments, RNA was prepared 

from each of the stably selected cell populations and analysed by RNase protection (Zinn 

etal. 1983). The results in Figure 5.5 show high steady state levels of hph message in 

cells infected with INA hygro even when they were not selected in hygromycin B (see
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Figure 5.4 Expression of the cat Gene in Different Cells 

Infected With pDO cat and pINA cat: Comparison of the LTR 

and Rat B Actin Promoters in the Context of a Retroviral 

V e c t o r

The cat gene as a 1 kb fragment was BamH I linkered and inserted into the polylinker 

of pINA at the BamH I site to create pINA cat. pDO cat was constructed by inserting the 

same BamH I fragment bearing the cat gene into the BamH I site of pDO R (see Figures

4.7 and 5.1).

pINA cat and pDO R cat were each transfected into y-2 cells and the transiently 

produced amphotropic virus used to infect pA317 cells. Resultant G418 resistant 

colonies were pooled as polyclonal populations, and the supernatants from the pools used 

to infect NIH 3T3, Rat-1, and HeLa cells . Several hundred G418 resistant colonies 

were pooled and cat activity measured as described in Section 2.2.12. Cat activity was 

normalised relative to the maximum cat activity found in Rat-1 cells infected with pDO 

R cat.
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Figure 5.5 RNase Protection Analysis of mRNA in NIH 3T3 

Cells Infected With pINA hygro and pINA cat.

Total cellular RNA was prepared (as described in Section 2.2.17) from NIH 3T3 cell 

polyclonal populations that had been infected with either pINA hygro or pINA cat and 

G418 selected. RNase protection mapping was carried out (as described in Section 

2.2.29)using probes shown at the bottom of the figure to determine the relative amounts 

of mRNA originating from the LTRs or internal Rat B-actin promoters. A g actin loading 

control probe was included in the RNase protection reactions of the INA hygro derived 

RNAs.
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the first lane). When INA hygro infected NIH 3T3 cells were grown in hygromycin B, a 

population of cells in which almost no LTR derived transcripts accumulate was selected 

out, also displaying a vastly increased (relative) amount of 3 actin promoted hph gene 

transcripts. In contrast, a barely detectable level of cat gene message was present in 

NIH 3T3 cells infected with pINA cat and stably selected in G418, in accord with the 

lack of any cat activity in these cells.

A third gene, v-Ha ras (Dotto et al., 1985), was placed in the polylinker of pINA and 

ecotropic viral stocks were obtained by G418 selection of GPE producer cells 

transfected with the construct. NIH 3T3 cells were infected with the virus, and grown 

out as stable G418 resistant colonies. None of the colonies appeared morphologically 

transformed (Figure 5.10 D), as they grew in a contact inhibited manner, and visually 

did not appear spindly and hyper-refractile. Figure 5.11 shows the result of an 

immunoprecipitation performed to determine the levels of p21 v_Ha ras present in 

pINA ras infected NIH 3T3 cells. Lysates of the G418 resistant pINA ras infected cells 

were immunoprecipitated with rat pre-immune or monoclonal rat a- p21 v' Ha ras 

serum, and the precipitates electrophoresed through an SDS polyacrylamide gel. Levels 

of p21 v_Ha ras were barely detectable, and markedly lower than those present in cells 

infected with a DObsNB ras virus.

These results demonstrate the extent to which a gene will be expressed after being 

placed in pINA is a function of the gene itself. This is in contrast with DO vectors which 

are relatively insensitive to this effect, as evidenced by the efficient expression of 

nearly all inserted genes (Yang et a l , 1987; Korman et a l, 1987; Kaplan et al., 1987; 

Piwnica-Worms, 1986; H. Land, C. Cepko, personal communications). In practical 

terms this would mean having to empirically determine the expression levels of each 

newly inserted gene when using pINA. Therefore this would make the construct of little 

use as a universal vector for cDNA expression libraries.

However, it is possible that in applications where selection is not necessary, pINA 

can be used successfully. For example, the E. coli 8  galactosidase gene was inserted into 

the polylinker of pINA, and mammalian cells selected after infection with recombinant 

virus were shown to stain most G418r colonies to a high intensity after exposure to the 

colourimetric substrate X-gal (data not shown). A high titre (3 x 107  cfu/ml) helper
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free y -2  producer clone was isolated, and is being used currently to study cell lineages 

in early mouse embryonic development (P. Savatier, J.P. Morgenstern, H. Land, R. 

Beddington, unpublished results) and in lineage studies of developing mouse retinas (D. 

Turner and C. Cepko, unpublished results).

5.4 Babe Vectors

5.4.1 ATQT gag  Sequences

Since it appeared that a reverse DO vector like pINA would not reliably express 

inserted genes, an alternative approach was sought. Conventional DO vectors which 

transcribed inserted genes from the LTR had been used repeatedly with success, 

however it was impossible to include gag sequences that would increase vector titre 

without compromising translation of inserted genes (Section 5.1). Hence, it appeared 

that the most reliable promoter for expression of exogenous genes, the LTR, could not 

be utilised in a high titre vector. Studies on the function of gag sequences, however, 

uncovered a possible method of utilising these sequences in the context of a DO vector.

In order to demonstrate that gag sequences need not be translated to have their effect 

on vector titre, mutagenesis was performed on a gag fragment in the high titre vector 

pLNL6  to change its initiator codon (ATG) to a stop codon (TAG) (Bender et al., 1987).

It was fortuitously discovered that a neo gene inserted 3’ of the ATG" gag fragment was 

translated efficiently enough to provide G418 resistance, while the gag sequences 

lacking an initiator codon still elevated titres 10 to 25-fold. To determine if this 

translation was an exceptional or rare event as opposed to a general phenomenon 

associated with the ATG gag sequences several other genes were cloned downstream of 

the modified gag sequences. The human factor IX, PNP (£urine Mucleoside 

Ehosphorylase) and ADA (Adenosine Eeaminase) genes were successfully expressed in 

derivatives of pLNL6  (Palmer et al. 1989; Osborne and Miller, 1988; A. D. Miller, 

personal communication). Given the ability of pLNL6  and its derivatives to express 

genes cloned 3' of their gag sequences, it was decided to incorporate the ATG gag 

approach into improved DO vectors, the pBabe vectors.

5.4.2 pBabe Vectors: Construction
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Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the restriction maps of the vectors pBabe Neo (pBN) and 

pBabe Hygro (pBH) respectively. Both function identically to express inserted genes 

from the promoter residing in the LTR and a drug resistance marker from an internal 

SV40 early promoter, with pBN conferring G418 resistance in mammalian cells and 

kanamycin resistance in bacteria and pBH conferring hygromycin B resistance in both 

eucaryotes and procaryotes. Both bear the 194 (AGGT to AGGC) splice donor mutation, 

ATG’  gag sequences from pLNL6  (a gift of A. D. Miller), an SV40 origin of replication, 

a single high copy number bacterial origin between the LTRs, a polylinker with several 

unique restriction sites including inverted BstX I sites for cDNA cloning, and both lack 

any env coding sequences. Because they harbour both bacterial and mammalian origins 

of replication and drug resistance markers, they behave as shuttle vectors, readily 

facilitating recovery of vector derived proviruses derived from the host genome.

5.4.3 Functional Analysis of pBabe Vectors

The pBabe vectors were tested functionally, with a special interest in confirming 

their utility as high titre vectors that would allow selection of proviral insertions and 

subsequent high level expression of inserted genes as consistently as gagT DO vectors. 

First the cat gene was cloned into the polylinkers of pDObsNB and pBabe Neo, and stable 

ecotropic producer cell lines prepared from each of the resultant constructs. A 

titration of the supernatants of the producer cell lines shown in Figure 5.8 

demonstrated the ATG’  gag sequences in pBN cat had increased the titre associated with 

the vector 20-fold over pDObsNB, in agreement with earlier titrations performed with 

"empty" vectors where stable polyclonal pBN titres of 5.5 x 106 cfu/ml were obtained 

in comparison to only 1.4 x 105 for pDObsNB. Of greater significance was the apparent 

lack of any hindrance by the ATG~ gag sequences on the translational efficiency of LTR 

derived transcripts, as indicated by the basically equal levels of cat activity present in 

both GPE and NIH 3T3 cells harbouring pDObsNB cat or pBN cat proviruses.

The remote possibility remained that the cat gene product was functioning in cells 

infected with pBN cat virus as a modified fusion protein. According to published 

sequence, three ATG codons are known to exist (besides the mutated gag initiator) in the 

450 bp of gag sequences present in the pBabe vectors, all of which are followed within
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Figure 5.6 pBabe Neo (pBN)

High titre retroviral shuttle vector conferring G418/kanamycin resistance for 

expression of genes under the transcriptional control of the Mo MuLV LTR (bold 

lettering shows unique restriction sites, while normal print indicates restriction sites 

that occur more than once).

5' LTR and leader (0) Pst I - (615) Spe I: [formerly (-329) Pvu II to (283) 

Spe I of Mo MuLV according to Shinnick et al. (1981)]. Pst I linkered 5' LTR minus 5' 

U3 sequences and 5' untranslated leader sequence derived from prZNSV(X) 194 

(Figures 4.2 and 4.9), so includes the 194 AGGTto AGGC splice donor point mutation.

Leader and ATG- gag sequences (615) Spe I - (1375)BamH I [from a Spe I to 

EcoR I fragment pLNL6  of Bender et al. (1987) that was BamH I linkered at the EcoR I 

site] (615) Spe I - (890) Pst I from Mo MSV. (890) Pst I to (1075) Pst I, 

formerly positions 568 and 744 of Mo MuLV, with the initiatior ATG at position 673 

mutated to TAG. (1075) Pst I to (1375) BamH I formerly (744) Pst I to (1037) Nar 

I of Mo MuLV. The Nar I site was EcoR I linkered in pLNL 6 , and was BamH I linkered 

by Eco Rl digesting, mung bean exonuclease blunting, and ligating on BamH I linkers.

Poly linker (1375) BamH I - (1425) Sal I: Polylinker inserted as a synthetic 

adaptor with the sequence:

5 ' -GATCCCAGTGTGGTGGTACGTAGGAATTCGCCAGCACAGTGGT-3'
3 ' -GGTCACACCACCATGCATCCTTAAGCGGTCGTGTCACCAGCTG-5'

SV40 Early Promoter (1425) Sal I - (1770) Hind III: [formerly (270) Pvu II 

to (5171) Hind III of SV40 according to Reddy et al. (1978)] Sal I linkered to Hind III 

digested fragment containing the SV40 early promoter derived from pDOL- of Korman 

et al. (1987).

Neomycin Resistance Gene (1770) Hind III - (2935) Cla I: [Hind III to former 

(960) Lsp I site of the Tn5 transposon according to Beck et al. (1982)] Fragment was 

excised from pSV2neo Southern and Berg (1982) and Cla I linkered at the 5' end.

pUC origin (2935) Cla I - (3515) Cla I: FnuD II fragment of pUC 13 (positions 

852 to 1433) was Cla I linkered.
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Polypurine Tract - 5' end of 3' LTR (2945) Cla I - (3020) Nhe I: Inserted 

synthetic adaptor encoding all sequences 3' of the env open reading frame to the Nhe I site 

in the 3' LTR (see Figure 4.8).

3' LTR (3585) Nhe I - (4150) Not I: [formerly (7847) Nhe I of Mo MuLV 

according to Shinnick et al. (1981) to Sea I site in 3' flanking sequence (just outside the

LTR) of pZip of Hoffmann et al. (1982)]. Sea I site was Not I linkered.

Amp resistance gene to 5' end of 5' LTR: (4150) Not I - (5190/0) Pst I 

[formerly (3251) Dra I site of pBR 322 to Pst I site in 5' flanking sequence Gust 5' of 

the flank/pBR junction) of pZip of Hoffmann et al. (1982)] The Dra I site was Not I 

linkered and the Pst I site ligated to the 5' LTR at the Pst I linkered [-329 of Mo MuLV

according to Shinnick et al. (1981)] Pvu II site just 5' of the enhancers.
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Figure 5.7 pBabe Hygro (pBH)

High titre retroviral shuttle vector conferring hygromycin B resistance (in both 

procaryotes and eucaryotes) for expression of genes under the transcriptional control 

of the Mo MuLV LTR (bold lettering shows unique restriction sites, while normal print 

indicates restriction sites that occur more than once).

5' LTR and leader (0) Pst I - (615) Spe I: [formerly (-329) Pvu II to (283) 

Spe I of Mo MuLV according to Shinnick et al. (1981)]. Pst I linkered 5' LTR minus 5' 

U3 sequences and 5' untranslated leader sequence derived from prZNSV(X) 194 

(Figures 4.2 and 4.9), so includes the 194 AGGTto AGGC splice donor point mutation.

Leader and ATG- gag sequences (615) Spe I - (1375)BamH I [from a Spe I to 

EcoR I fragment pLNL6  of Bender et al. (1987) that was BamH I linkered at the EcoR I 

site] (615) Spe I - (890) Pst I from Mo MSV. (890) Pst I to (1075) Pst I, 

formerly positions 568 and 744 of Mo MuLV, with the initiatior ATG at position 673 

mutated to TAG. (1075) Pst I to (1375) BamH I formerly (744) Pst I to (1037) Nar 

I of Mo MuLV. The Nar I site was EcoR I linkered in pLNL 6 , and was BamH I linkered 

by Eco Rl digesting, mung bean exonuclease blunting, and ligating on BamH I linkers.

Poly linker (1375) BamH I - (1425) Sal I: Polylinker inserted as a synthetic 

adaptor with the sequence:

5 ' -GATCCCAGTGTGGTGGTACGTAGGAATTCGCCAGCACAGTGGT-3'
3 ' -GGTCACACCACCATGCATCCTTAAGCGGTCGTGTCACCAGCTG-5'

SV40 Early Promoter (1425) Sal I - (1770) Hind III: [formerly (270) Pvu II 

to (5171) Hind III of SV40 according to Reddy et al. (1978)] Sal I linkered to Hind III 

digested fragment containing the SV40 early promoter derived from pDOL- of Korman 

et al. (1987).

Synthetic Bacterial Promoter (1770) Hind III - (1800) Bgl II. A minimal 

bacterial promoter based on the Tn5 promoter was synthesised and inserted as an 

adaptor:

5 1-AGCTTGCCAGCTGGGGCGCCCTCTGGTAAGGTTGGGAAGCCCTGCA-3*
3 1-ACGGTCGACCCCGCGGGAGACCATTCCAACCCTTCGGGACGTCTAG-51

Hygromycin B Resistance Gene (1800) Hind III - (2935) Cla I: Derived from 

pHygro Bgl II, a gift of V. von Hoyningen-Huene, with the hph gene 5' Bgl II and 3'

BamH I linkered. The 3' BamH I site was Cla I linkered and the molecule recircularised.
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An internal EcoR I site in pHygro Bgl II was mutagenised using a synthetic 

oligonucleotide adaptor with 5' pseudo EcoR I /3' ApaL I overhangs containing the coding 

sequences between the EcoR I site at position 454 and ApaL I site at postion 495 of the 

hph gene according to Gritz and Davies (1983):

5 ' -AATT£AGCGAGAGCCTGACCTATTGCATCTCCCGCCG-3'

3 ’ -ATCGCTCTCGGACTGGATAACGTAGAGGGCGGCACGT-5'

When the above adaptor was ligated into EcoR l/ApaL I partially digested pHygro Bgl 

II, the EcoR I site was destroyed with the Phe codon TT£ being changed to TTL This 5' Bgl 

ll/EcoR I-/3' Cla I fragment was inserted into pBH.

pUC origin (2935) Cla I - (3515) Cla I: FnuD II fragment of pUC 13 (positions 

852 to 1433) was Cla I linkered.

Polypurine Tract - 5' end of 3’ LTR (2945) Cla I - (3020) Nhe I: Inserted 

synthetic adaptor encoding all sequences 3' of the env open reading frame to the Nhe I site 

in the 3' LTR (see Figure 4.8).

3' LTR (3585) Nhe I - (4150) Not I: [formerly (7847) Nhe I of Mo MuLV 

according to Shinnick et al. (1981) to Sea I site in 3' flanking sequence (just outside the 

LTR) of pZip of Hoffmann et al. (1982)]. Sea I site was Not I linkered.

Amp resistance gene to 5' end of 5' LTR: (4150) Not I - (5190/0) Pst I 

[formerly (3251) Dra I site of pBR 322 to Pst I site in 5' flanking sequence Gust 5' of 

the flank/pBR junction) of pZip of Hoffmann et al. (1982)] The Dra I site was Not I 

linkered and the Pst I site ligated to the 5' LTR at the Pst I linkered [-329 of Mo MuLV 

according to Shinnick et al. (1981)] Pvu II site just 5' of the enhancers.
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Figure 5.8 cat Activity in gag" and ATG" gag+ DO

Retroviral Vectors

The cat gene as a 1 kb BamH I fragment was inserted into the BamH I sites of pDobsNB 

and pBN respectively. The resultant constructs, pDObsNB and pBN cat, were transfected 

into pA317 cells, and the transiently produced amphotropic viruses used to infect GP+E 

cells. G418 resistant colonies were pooled as polyclonal populations, grown to 

confluence, and cat activity in the cells assayed (Section 2.2.12), while the 

supernatants were used to infect NIH 3T3 cells. G418 resistant NIH 3T3 cells were 

pooled, grown to confluence and tested for cat activity.
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30 bp by an in frame stop codon. There still remained the possibility, that other ATG 

codons existed in the ATG~ gag fragment employed in the pBabe vectors, due to sequence 

polymorphisms quite common to Mo MuLV proviral isolates. Such a codon could have 

been the main initiator codon of a putative gagcat fusion protein in the above 

experiment which demonstrated no difference in cat activities of gag’  and ATG'gag* 

vectors. This is unlikely in light of the eight genes (Miller and Rosman, 1989; L  Penn 

and M. Brookes, personal communication) that have been successfully expressed in 

ATG"gag* vectors. If expression of all these genes relied on insertion within the 

correct reading frame, then on average only one out of three would have been expressed.

To address this possibility and analyse whether the ATG’  gag sequences would not 

affect translation of another gene, the v-Ha-ras gene was cloned into the pBabe vectors 

and a control DObsNB vector. Using antibodies against the p21 product of the v-Ha-ras 

gene for immunoprecipitation and subsequent SDS PAGE analysis, the electrophoretic 

mobilities of the translated products of DObsNB ras and pBH ras, pBN ras infected cells 

could be examined for evidence of fusion protein formation.

First, to confirm that the ATG’ gag sequences in the pBabe vectors were not 

inhibiting the efficiency of translation of the v-Ha-ras gene, a focus forming assay was 

performed. NIH 3T3 cells were infected with DObsNB ras or pBN ras ecotropic virus 

stocks, with DObsNB cat virus serving as a control. Following infection, cells were 

split in duplicate, with one set of plates undergoing G418 selection, and the reciprocal 

plates remaining in non-selective medium. The results in Figure 5.9 again 

demonstrated that the ATG' gag sequences in pBN both increase G418 colony forming 

titre by more than an order of magnitude compared with pDObsNB, and failed to inhibit 

translation of the gene inserted 3' to the ATG’  gag sequences. The latter point is 

evidenced by the equivalent ratios of the colony forming to focus forming titres of pBN 

ras and pDObsNB ras (pBH ras as well, data not shown). NIH 3T3 cells infected with 

pBH ras, pBN ras or pDObsNB ras also appeared equivalently morphologically 

transformed as shown in Figure 5.10.

The nature of the proteins expressed by the NIH 3T3 cells infected with the above 

recombinant viruses, as well as cells infected infected with pINA ras, was examined by 

immunoprecipitation, as shown in Figure 5.11. Taking into account small loading
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Figure 5.9 Focus Forming Activity of v-Ha-ras in gagm and

ATG" gag*  DO Retroviral Vectors

The v-Ha-ras gene was excised as a BamH I fragment from the pZIPras construct of 

Dotto et al. (1985) and ligated into the BamH I sites in the polylinkers of pDObsNB and 

pBN respectively. The resultant constructs, pDobsNB ras and pBN ras, were transfected 

into GP+E cells, and G418 resistant colonies pooled as polyclonal populations. 

Supernatants from polyclonal GP+E producers of each of the two constructs and a control 

supernatant (from GP+E pDObsNB cat) were titred in duplicate on NIH 3T3 cells in the 

presence or absence of G418 selection and G418 resistant colonies and morphologically 

transformed foci counted.
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Figure 5.10 Morpholgical Transformation of NIH 3T3 

Fibroblasts by Infection With gagm, ATG" gag*  DO, and INA 

v -H a -ra s  R etrovira l Vectors

The v-Ha -ras gene was cloned into pBH and pINA in a manner analagous to that 

described in Figure 5.9, the constructs pBH ras and pINA ras transfected into GP+E 

cells, and resulatant G418 resistant colonies pooled. Supernatants of GP+E DObsNB ras, 

pBH ras, pBN ras, and pINA ras were used to infect NIH 3T3 cells, and infected cells 

selected in G418 or hygromycin B where applicable. Drug resistant NIH 3T3 

fibroblasts were pooled as polyclonal populations and photographed at 100X 

magnification. A) DObsNB ras, B) pBH ras, C) pBN ras, D) pINA ras
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Figure 5.11 Quantitative and Qualitative Analysis of v-Ha- 

ras Protein Produced in NIH 3T3 Cells Infected With gagm, 

A T G~ gag*,  and INA v-Ha-ras Retroviral Vectors

NIH 3T3 cells from the experiment shown in Figure 5.10 were metabolically labeled 

overnight with 35S methionine and lysed. v-Ha -ras was immunoprecepitated from 

aliquots of the lysed extracts, and the immunopreciptated materials run over a SDS 

polyacrylamide gel as described in Section 2.2.40. An autoradiograph of the gel is shown 

right.

P control rat pre-immune serum 

I rat v-Ha- a ras serum
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inconsistencies, there were no significant differences in the levels of p2 l v-Ha’ras 

present in cells infected with the DObsNB or pBabe vectors, reinforcing the notion that 

ATG~ gag sequences do not prevent translation of inserted 3' genes. Also, within the 

resolving limits of the gel system, the electrophoretic mobility of the proteins 

appeared to be identical, making it unlikely that the focus forming activity of pBN ras 

was due to a gag ras fusion protein, although a more rigorous proof would require 

insertion of the V-Ha-ras gene into a pBabe vector in all three reading frames.

5.4.4 Alternative Drug Selection Markers in pBabe Vectors

A matter of great interest in both in vivo and tissue culture based experiments has 

been expanding the number of dominant selectable markers for the introduction of 

multiple genes into a single cell. Recently two bacterial antibiotic resistance genes 

have been adapted for use in mammalian cell culture (de la Luna etai.f 1988; Vara et 

al., 1986; Muslant et al., 1988). Both the pac and the bie genes, conferring resistance 

to puromycin and bleomycin/phleomycin respectively, were incorporated into pBabe 

vectors. These substitutions were easily achieved because of the modular design of the 

pBabe vectors, afforded by the careful detail paid to maintenance of unique restriction 

sites bounding each genetic "cassette" during the construction of pBH and pBN. Figures 

5.12 and 5.13 detail the construction of pBabe Bleo (pBB) and pBabe Puro (pBP), 

which function in cells in a manner analogous to the other pBabe vectors. However the 

drug resistance markers in pBB and pBP do not (at present) function in bacteria, 

precluding the possibility of their using as shuttle vectors that permit rescue of 

proviruses by COS cell fusion. Both have been demonstrated to be high titre vectors, 

like pBH and pBN, with transient titres in excess of 104 cfu/ml (indicative of stable 

titres > 1 0 6  cfu/ml) easily attained.

5.5 Discussion

The basic goal of the work presented in this chapter, to use the findings from the 

previous chapter in the assembly*a high titre vector that reproducibly expresses 

inserted genes at high levels in cells selected for proviral insertions, has been 

achieved. Initial failure to produce a "universal" retroviral vector by use of an
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Figure 5.12 pBabe Bleo (pBB)

High titre retroviral vector conferring phleomycin resistance for expression of 

genes under the transcriptional control of the Mo MuLV LTR (bold lettering shows 

unique restriction sites, while normal print indicates restriction sites that occur more 

than once).

5' LTR and leader (0) Pst I - (615) Spe I: [formerly (-329) Pvu II to (283) 

Spe I of Mo MuLV according to Shinnick et al. (1981)]. Pst I linkered 5' LTR minus 5' 

U3 sequences and 5' untranslated leader sequence derived from prZNSV(X) 194 

(Figures 4.2 and 4.9), so includes the 194 AGGTto AGGC splice donor point mutation.

Leader and ATG- gag sequences (615) Spe I - (1375)BamH I [from a Spe I to 

EcoR I fragment pLNL6  of Bender et al. (1987) that was BamH I linkered at the EcoR I 

site] (615) Spe I - (890) Pst I from Mo MSV. (890) Pst I to (1075) Pst I, 

formerly positions 568 and 744 of Mo MuLV, with the initiatior ATG at position 673 

mutated to TAG. (1075) Pst I to (1375) BamH I formerly (744) Pst I to (1037) Nar 

I of Mo MuLV. The Nar I site was EcoR I linkered in pLNL 6 , and was BamH I linkered 

by Eco Rl digesting, mung bean exonuclease blunting, and ligating on BamH I linkers.

Poly linker (1375) BamH I - (1425) Sal I: Polylinker inserted as a synthetic 

adaptor with the sequence:

5 ' -GATCCCAGTGTGGTGGTACGTAGGAATTCGCCAGCACAGTGGT-3'
3 ' -GGTCACACCACCATGCATCCTTAAGCGGTCGTGTCACCAGCTG-5'

SV40 Early Promoter (1425) Sal I - (1770) Hind III: [formerly (270) Pvu II 

to (5171) Hind III of SV40 according to Reddy et al. (1978)] Sal I linkered to Hind III 

digested fragment containing the SV40 early promoter derived from pDOL- of Korman 

et al. (1987).

Synthetic Bacterial Promoter (1770) Hind III - (1800) Bgl II. A minimal 

bacterial promoter based on the Tn5 promoter was synthesised and inserted as an 

adaptor:

5 1-AGCTTGCCAGCTGGGGCGCCCTCTGGTAAGGTTGGGAAGCCCTGCA-3'

3 ' -ACGGTCGACCCCGCGGGAGACCATTCCAACCCTTCGGGACGTCTAG-5'

Bleomycin/Phleomycin Resistance Gene (1800) Bgl II - (2240) Cla I 

[formerly (-9) EcoR V - (+407) Stu I sites of pUT 714] pUT 714 ( a gift of A.
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Gatignol) bearing the Sh bleor gene was 3' Stu I digested, Cla I linkered, then 5' Eco RV 

digested, Bgl II linkered, and finally Bgl ll/CIa I digested.

Polypurine Tract - 5' end of 3' LTR (2240) Cla I - (2310) Nhe I: Inserted 

synthetic adaptor encoding all sequences 3' of the env open reading frame to the Nhe I site 

in the 3' LTR (see Figure 4.8).

3' LTR (2310) Nhe I - 2875: [formerly (7847) Nhe I of Mo MuLV according to 

Shinnick et al. (1981) to Sea I site in 3' flanking sequence (just outside the LTR) of 

pZip of Hoffmann et al. (1982)].

bluescript Origin: 2875 - (3820) Not I: [formerly (972) Pvu II to (1928)

Dra I site of bluescript (Stratagene)] Pvu II site was ligated to Sea I site 3' of the 3' LTR 

(destroying both sites) while the Dra I site was Not I linkered.

Amp resistance gene to 5' end of 5' LTR: (3820) Not I - (4860/0) Pst I 

[formerly (3251) Dra I site of pBR 322 to Pst I site in 5' flanking sequence Gust 5' of 

the flank/pBR junction) of pZip of Hoffmann et al. (1982)] The Dra I site was Not I 

linkered and the Pst I site ligated to the 5' LTR at the Pst I linkered [-329 of Mo MuLV 

according to Shinnick et al. (1981)] Pvu II site just 5' of the enhancers.
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Figure 5.13 pBabe Puro (pBP)

High titre retroviral vector conferring puromycin resistance for expression of 

genes under the transcriptional control of the Mo MuLV LTR (bold lettering shows 

unique restriction sites, while normal print indicates restriction sites that occur more 

than once).

5' LTR and leader (0) Pst I - (615) Spe I: [formerly (-329) Pvu II to (283) 

Spe I of Mo MuLV according to Shinnick et al. (1981)]. Pst I linkered 5' LTR minus 5' 

U3 sequences and 5' untranslated leader sequence derived from prZNSV(X) 194 

(Figures 4.2 and 4.9), so includes the 194 AGGTto AGGC splice donor point mutation.

Leader and ATG- gag sequences (615) Spe I - (1375)BamH I [from a Spe I to 

EcoR I fragment pLNL6  of Bender et al. (1987) that was BamH I linkered at the EcoR I 

site] (615) Spe I - (890) Pst I from Mo MSV. (890) Pst I to (1075) Pst I, 

formerly positions 568 and 744 of Mo MuLV, with the initiatior ATG at position 673 

mutated to TAG. (1075) Pst I to (1375) BamH I formerly (744) Pst I to (1037) Nar 

I of Mo MuLV. The Nar I site was EcoR I linkered in pLNL 6 , and was BamH I linkered 

by Eco Rl digesting, mung bean exonuclease blunting, and ligating on BamH 1 linkers.

Poly linker (1375) BamH I - (1425) Sal I: Polylinker inserted as a synthetic 

adaptor with the sequence:

5 ' -GATCCCAGTGTGGTGGTACGTAGGAATTCGCCAGCACAGTGGT-3'
3 ’ -GGTCACACCACCATGCATCCTTAAGCGGTCGTGTCACCAGCTG-5'

SV40 Early Promoter (1425) Sal I - (1770) Hind III: [formerly (270) Pvu II 

to (5171) Hind III of SV40 according to Reddy et al. (1978)] Sal I linkered to Hind III 

digested fragment containing the SV40 early promoter derived from pDOL- of Korman 

et al. (1987).

Puromycin Resistance Gene (1800) Hind III - (2430) Cla I The Sa pac gene 

conferring puromycin resistance from the plasmid pSV2  pac [Vara et al. (1986); a gift 

of A. Jimenez] was Cia I linkered at the 3' Nco I site [position + 911 according to 

Lacalle et al. (1989)] and Sal I digested at position (1 ) in the 5' flanking sequences. 

The 5' Sal I - 3' Cla I fragment was subcloned into pJ6 Q (Figure 3.6) resulting in 

pJ6 Q puro 5’+. This intermediate was Hind III (5’ site in the pJ6 Q polylinker) and
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Sma I (position 303 of the pac gene) digested to allow the insertion of a synthetic 

adaptor:

5 ' AGCTTACCATGACCGAGTACAAGCCCACGGTGCGCCTCGCCACCCGCGACGACGTCCCCA3'
3 ' ATGGTACTGGCTCATGTTCGGGTGCCACGCGGAGCGGTGGGCGCTGCTGCAGGGGT5'

Digestion and adaptor insertion resulted in removal of all 5' non-coding sequences of 

the pac gene, addition of a consensus mammalian initiator codon [Kozak, M. (1984 

and1986)], and reconstitution of the coding sequences in the first 57 bp of the pac gene 

in pJ6 Q puro. While the previous step removed the Sal I site in the 5' flanking region of 

the pac gene, another Sal I site remained at position 362 in the coding sequence. This Sal 

I site was mutagenised by Sal I (postion 362) and BstE II (position 388) digestion and 

insertion of a synthetic adaptor with 5' pseudo Sal I site and 3' BstE II overhangs:

5 1-TCGATCCGGACCGCCACATCGAGCGC-3'

3 ' - AGGCCTGGCGGTGTAGCTCGCGCAGTG-5 '

Insertion of the adaptor changed the Asp codon in the Sal I site from GA£ to G A I in 

pJ6 Q puro S-. The 5' Hind III to 3' Cla I fragment of pJ6 Q puro S- excised and ligated 

into pBB.

Polypurine Tract - 5’ end of 3' LTR (2430) Cla I - (2500) Nhe I: Inserted 

synthetic adaptor encoding all sequences 3' of the envopen reading frame to the Nhe I site 

in the 3' LTR (see Figure 4.8).

3’ LTR (2500) Nhe I - 3065: [formerly (7847) Nhe I of Mo MuLV according to 

Shinnick et al. (1981) to Sea I site in 3' flanking sequence Gust outside the LTR) of 

pZip of Hoffmann et al. (1982)].

bluescript Origin: 3065 - (4010) Not I: [formerly (972) Pvu II to (1928)

Dra I site of bluescript (Stratagene)] Pvu II site was ligated to Sea I site 3' of the 3' LTR 

(destroying both sites) while the Dra I site was Not I linkered.

Amp resistance gene to 5' end of 5' LTR: (4010) Not I - (5050/0) Pst I 

[formerly (3251) Dra I site of pBR 322 to Pst I site in 5' flanking sequence Gust 5' of 

the flank/pBR junction) of pZip of Hoffmann et al. (1982)] The Dra I site was Not I 

linkered and the Pst I site ligated to the 5' LTR at the Pst I linkered [-329 of Mo MuLV 

according to Shinnick et al. (1981)] Pvu II site just 5' of the enhancers.
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internal promoter for expression of exogenous genes has important implications for the 

design of retroviral vectors.

5.5.1 pINA: Not A Universal Retroviral Vector

The main conclusion that can be drawn from the data presented in Section 5.3 

regarding the potential of the 3 actin promoter to express exogenous genes in a 

retroviral vector is that few, if any, predictions about successful expression can be 

made. It appears that an empirical approach is the only one that can provide the answer 

as to whether or not a particular gene inserted into a specific retroviral vector will be 

favourably expressed, a finding reinforced by the work of others (Section 5.6.2).

In pINA hygro, the internal rat 3 actin promoter has shown the potential to 

"passively" express the hph gene at levels approaching the LTR, in contrast to work 

with SNV based retroviral vectors which demonstrated significant down regulation of 

the internal promoter after selection for the resistance marker transcribed by the LTR 

(Emmerman and Temin 1986a). However, insignificant levels of cat activity or p21v* 

Ha-ras were observed in NIH 3T3 cells containing pINA cat or pINA ras derived 

recombinant proviruses. Since transcripts from the same promoter accumulated to 

high levels under an analogous selection regime when using pINA hygro, one can only 

conclude that the inserted gene itself affected steady state RNA levels. Steady state 

levels of mRNA, analysed in these experiments by RNase protection assays, reflect 

difference in the rate of transcription from the 3 actin promoter and the rate of 

degradation of the transcribed messages. At which level the cat and v-Ha-ras genes 

affected mRNA accumulation cannot be determined without further experimentation 

including nuclear run off assays and pulse-chase analysis.

5.5.2 Other Work In The Field: How Useful Are Vectors With Internal 

promoters?

Several other groups have reported encountering difficulties expressing inserted 

genes from an internal promoter when using retroviral vectors. Work with SNV and 

Mo MuLV based vectors introduced into the same cell types has shown suppression of 

gene expression from internal promoters in retroviral vectors is dependent on the
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nature of the cell in which the vector is inserted, and the particular internal 

promoter/LTR pair, but independent of the distance between the two (Emmerman and 

Temin, 1986b). In a comparative study of several vector designs, the human 8  actin 

promoter failed to adequately express GM-CSF in stably selected fibroblasts or 

haematopoietic cells when utilised as the internal promoter in a gag’  retroviral vector 

(Bowtell, et al. 1988).

The mechanism of internal promoter suppression is far from clear, taking into 

account published data and that presented in this chapter. One proposal is that 

transcriptional interference from transcripts originating in the strong promoter 

within the LTR through the internal promoter is responsible for the observed 

suppression (Proudfoot, 1986). However this does not explain why high levels of 

transcription from the B actin promoter in pINA hygro infected cells were observed, 

and then abolished in pINA cat simply by replacing the hph gene with the cat gene. Two 

groups have sought to enhance internal promoter transcription by inactivating the LTRs 

in SIN vectors. One observed virtually no difference on the human 3 actin promoter 

function after deleting the promoter in the LTR (Bowtell, et al., 1988), while in an 

analogous experiment the HCMV IE promoter's activity increased only twofold (Yee et 

al., 1987).

On the other hand, many groups testing expression schemes for gene therapy have 

met with some level of success utilising the internal promoter of reverse DO vectors to 

express exogenous genes in certain cell types. The SV40 early promoter has been 

employed with positive results to express the human ADA gene in rabbit endothelial 

cells (Zwiebel et al., 1989) and the human a-|-antitrypsin gene in rodent fibroblasts 

(Garver et al., 1987a). Another group reported positive expression of the ADA gene in 

rodent fibroblasts and a B-cell line using the SV40 early promoter internally in a 

reverse DO vector (Williams et al., 1986). However, no ADA expression was detected 

in CFU-S derived colonies that resulted from re-implantation of vector infected bone 

marrow into lethally irradiatated mice, a finding similar to that of another group 

(Magli et al., 1987).

Consistent expression from an internal HSV I TK promoter in culture and transgenic 

animals has been reported (Stewart et al., 1987; Boulter and Wagner, 1986; E. F.
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Wagner, personal communication), although utility of such vectors in experiments 

requiring drug selection for identification of infected cells has not been reproducibly 

demonstrated.

Promoters of other genes expressed in basically all cell types, such as the histone 

H4 promoters, have been applied as internal promoters in attempts at a "universal" 

vector (Guild et al., 1988). While these vectors operated successfully to express 

exogenous genes in rodent fibroblasts and F9 teratocarcinoma cell lines, they were only 

designed as single gene vectors to express genes "blindly" without the possibility of 

selection.

Promoters with tissue specific or inducible enhancers have been demonstrated to 

function independently of the LTRs and give regulated expression of inserted genes in 

vitro (Clynes et al., 1988; Blankenstein et al., 1988; Huber and Cordingley, 1988; 

Cone et al., 1987a, 1987b; Episkopou et al., 1984) and in transgenic animals (Soriano 

et al., 1986)

While the success met in using internal promoters in retroviral vectors in some 

reports is impressive, reports to the contrary and personal observations confirm the 

notion that for every case where a particular vector works, there appears to be an 

exception. For instance, after it was reported that vectors with two internal promoters 

were unstable and led to spontaneous deletions within SNV-based retroviral vectors 

(Emmerman and Temin, 1984a), another group published a working Mo MuLV-based 

vector with two internal promoters, albeit with low transcriptional activities (Overeli 

et al., 1988). The promoter within the MMTV LTR failed to function in a glucocorticoid 

inducible manner when substituted for the 6  actin promoter of pINA (J. P. M., personal 

observation), in contrast to the successful implementation of the LTR as an internal 

promoter to provide inducible levels of v-Ha-ras in a Mo MuLV based vector (Huber 

and Cordingley, 1988). Apparently, even the reading frame in which an exogenous gene 

is inserted relative to the v-e/bA or v-erbB gene it replaces in AEV-based vectors can 

affect both the expression of the exogenous gene and the titre of the recombinant virus 

(Benchaibi et al., 1989).

It was because of the conflicting and non reproducible nature of results obtained 

when expressing exogenous genes from internal promoters in retroviral vectors that
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attention was turned towards applying gag sequences to the conventional DO approach to 

make the pBabe series of vectors. The DO vectors' consistent ability to express genes 

from the LTR's promoter after selection for drug resistance from markers transcribed 

from the internal promoter made them the most logical choice as the basis for a 

retroviral cDNA expression library. Direct comparison of conventional DO vectors and 

reverse DO vectors with internal promoters demonstrated that in all cell types except 

human foreskin fibroblasts, the SV40 early and HCMV IE promoters of the reverse DO 

vectors functioned less well than the promoter in the LTR of a conventional DO vector to 

express human Factor IX (Palmer et al., 1989). A similar survey of expression levels 

of the LDL (Low density Lipoprotein) receptor in adult rat hepatocytes infected with 

different vectors containg an LDL receptor gene also showed a conventional DO vector 

expressed the receptor more efficiently than reverse DO vectors with histone H4 or 

chicken 3 actin internal promoters.

The reason the DO arrangement works so reproducibly to express genes from the 

LTR without any observed phenotypic suppression of the drug resistance marker 

transcribed from the internal promoter, is probably because only threshold amounts of 

mRNA are required to confer drug resistance. This hypothesis is supported by work on 

somatic cell hybrids where hybrid cells possess dual drug resistance, with one 

resistance marker contributed from each of the daughter cells. Often message for a . 

resistance mRNA cannot be detected in these hybrids, even though the hybrids survive 

drug selection (R.E.K. Fournier, personal communication).

An alternate hypothesis is that by selecting cells infected by DO recombinant virus 

for drug resistance, one is selecting a subpopulation of cells that contain vebtor 

proviruses integrated at sites that allow efficient expression from the internal 

promoter. This is not consistent with the behaviour of cells infected with DO vectors 

containing two drug resistance markers or a single drug resistance marker and a gene 

which imparts a non-selectable cellular phenotype. When titrating supernatants of 

producers of pINA hygro virus on NIH 3T3 cells, equal (internally promoted) 

hygromycin Br and (LTR promoted) G418r titres were observed (5.3.2). Similarly, 

the ratio of (non-selected) foci to G418r colonies was basically one for a DO and two 

pBabe vectors each expressing v-Ha-ras from their LTRs and neo message from their
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internal SV40 promoter (5.4.3). These results argue against the existence of a 

subpopulation of favourably inserted proviruses within a plate of cells infected with 

recombinant DO virus, and suggest that the internal promoter of every DO provirus is 

capable of conferring drug resistance.

5.5.5 pBabe Vectors: Current and Future Capabilities

pBabe vectors basically fulfil the promise of the DO design for retroviral vectors, 

transmitting and expressing exogenous genes, subsequent to selection, at high levels. 

They rely on the promoter within the LTR for transcription of inserted genes which has 

proven to be the most efficient promoter in a number of cell types (Wilson et al.,

1988; Rosenberg et al. 1988; Osborne and Miller, 1988; Palmer et al., 1989). For 

those cell types where the LTR is known not to function well, the pBabe vectors possess 

the capacity to have the host range of their LTRs' expression modified or expanded (see 

below). The ATG" gag sequences that mediate the high titre nature of the pBabe vectors 

have yet to compromise expression of an inserted gene at the level of translation. It is 

probably safe to assume at this point that this lack of inhibition of translation is a 

general phenomenon and therefore an inherent characteristic of pBabe and similar 

vectors (Miller and Rosman, 1989). Also no aberrant splicing interactions with 

inserted genes have been observed with vectors containing the splice donor mutation 

found in the pBabe vectors. Because pBH and pBN are shuttle vectors harbouring

restriction sites for efficient cDNA cloning, they are candidate vectors for use in the

construction of cDNA expression libraries.

The modular design of the pBabe vectors, based on employment of unique restriction 

sites, enhances their future utility. This has already been demonstrated by the relative 

ease with which two new dominant selectable markers were incorporated into the pBabe 

design. Selection for resistance to G418 (Southern and Berg, 1982), conferred by the 

Tn5 neo gene, has been the most popular selection system in mammalian cell culture, 

but this approach does have a number of disadvantages. First, G418 is highly acidic and 

has a low specific activity resulting in limited toxicity. When using a neo marker with 

several B-cell lines, general toxicity due to low pH is reached well before specific 

aminoglycoside toxicity takes effect (G. Lenoir, personal communication). Second,
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G418 is extremely expensive. Substitution of puromycin for G418 will, at present 

pricing levels, reduce the cost of selection in mammalian cell culture between 30 to 50 

fold, because of puromycin's high specific activity. None of the resistance activities 

encoded in the neo, hph, ble, or pac genes overlap, making it possible to introduce four 

different genes into a single cell. This capability could be of great use in studying 

receptors that exist as heteromultimers (Claudio et al. 1987), oncogenes, "anti- 

oncogenes", or cell cycle control genes and how they act in concert to control 

mammalian cell proliferation (Huang et al., 1988; Land et al., 1983; C. Barth, 

personal communication), or phenomena involving the interaction of multiple cell 

surface molecules such as antigen presentation/recognition (Altmann et al., 1989). 

Obviously, any additional selectable markers adapted for use in mammalian cell culture 

could be incorporated into the pBabe vectors (Hartman and Mulligan, 1988; Thelander 

and Thelander, 1989).

The asymmetric nature of the LTRs in the pBabe vectors easily facilitate their 

potential for future use as HL (Heterologous LTR) vectors. Transcriptional control 

sequences in retroviral proviruses reside within the U3 region, including basal 

promoter elements and enhancers. It is the enhancer elements that determine the tissue 

tropism of proviral transcription, as evidenced by studies of the disease specificities of 

several non-acutely transforming retroviruses (Chatis et al., 1983, 1984; 

DesGroseillers and Jolicoeur, 1984; Stocking et al., 1985, 1986), and those involving 

in vitro manipulation of LTRs and heterologous promoters to alter the host range of 

expression (Chandler et al., 1983; Linney et al. 1984) or drive expression of a 

reporter gene (Gorman et al., 1982; Laimins et al., 1984). Because of the nature of 

replication in retroviruses, the U3 region of the 3' LTR is passed on and subsequently 

duplicated in progeny proviruses. So modification of this segment in retroviral vectors 

will permanently alter the progeny LTRs stably transmitted to infected cells exposed to 

supernatants of producer cell lines derived from constructs with altered U3 regions.

In HL vectors, rather than introduce deletions into the 3' LTR as in the case of SIN 

vectors, alterations or substitutions of the enhancers within the 3' LTR are made. 

Several Mo MuLV based vectors have had the tropism of their expression altered via 

substitutions in their 3' LTRs. The erythroid specificity of Fr MuLV was transferred to
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pZIPNeoSV(X) by exchanging a homologous restriction fragment within the LTRs 

(Holland et al., 1987), while substitution of a fragment from the U3 region of MPSV 

into Mo MuLV based vectors enhanced the vectors' function in myeloid (Hariharan et al., 

1988; Bowtell et al., 1988, Laker et al., 1987) or teratocarcinoma cell lines (Hilberg 

et al., 1987) without compromising their ability to express genes in rodent 

fibroblasts. If desired, such substitutions, or fragments from any other murine 

sarcoma or leukaemia virus, could easily be introduced into the pBabe vectors because 

they posses a unique Nhe I restriction site in their 3' LTR which facilitates such 

recombinant DNA manipulations.

Figure 5.14 depicts a wild type Mo MuLV LTR and a deleted version constructed in 

the course of making SIN LTRs. The deleted APH LTR (deleted from the £vu II site at the 

5' end of the enhancers to the Hae III site, just within the 3’ boundary of the enhancers) 

was designed so that heterologous enhancers could be placed within the LTR at the unique 

Xho I site, based on the observation that a GC rich promoter, but not enhancer, element 

exists between the Hae III and Xba I sites of the Mo MSV LTR (Laimins, et al., 1984). 

Recently, "synthetic enhancers" composed of multimers of the GREs and consensus 

binding sites for trans acting transcription factors have been placed 5' of basal 

promoter elements resulting in efficient inducible promoters (Strahle et al., 1988; 

Israel and Kaufman, 1989). This approach could be employed in conjunction with the 

minimal LTR promoter present in the APH construct to create a hybrid hormone 

responsive LTR. As more is learned about the architecture of enhancers and promoters 

and how they interact (Dynan, 1989), it may become possible in the near future to 

design an LTR of predicted expression tropism from composites of response elements 

and implementing it in an HL vector.

Last, the deletion present in the 5’ LTR of the pBabe (but no other Mo- MuLV based) 

vectors, which greatly attenuates intermolecular recombination during transfection 

(Section 4.6), ensures that the 3' LTR will be transmitted and duplicated in the 

progeny proviruses.

An important point which is discussed in greater detail in Section 6.5.4, is that the 

design of the pBabe vectors limits their potential to yield wild type virus by 

recombination with defective proviral "producer" constructs in helper free producer
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Figure 5.14 Deletion of Enhancers From Mo MuLV LTR for HL

Vectors

Part A shows the restriction map of a wild type Mo MuLV LTR.

Part B shows APH LTR made for HL vectors. Enhancers within the 72 bp repeats 

were deleted by Pvu II and Hae III [positions 7938 and 7994 respectively of Mo MuLV 

according to Shinnick et at. (1981)] partial digestion. The digested ends were Xho I 

linkered, and ligated together
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cell lines, especially those present in the GE producer cell line generated in Chapter 6 . 

Transfer of the packaging signal, or y  site, from a pBabe vector to a helper free 

producer construct via recombination will not regenerate a wild type LTR-Sp-y site

s' gag motif because of the attenuated splice donor and ATG’  mutation in the gag 

fragment flanking the y-site. In contrast, all N2 based vectors (Del-Pozzo and 

Guardiola, 1988; Garver et al., 1987; Boulter and Wagner, 1987) have intact 5' 

proviral structures and are therefore more prone to lead to the formation of helper 

virus (Miller et al., 1986). At the pBabe vectors* 3* end, all env sequences have been 

deleted from the pBabe vectors, confining recombination to sequences within the 

polypurine tract and 3' LTR, neither of which are present in the producer constructs of 

of the producer cell line that will be discussed in the next chapters. All other known 

vectors, except those whose 3' ends are derived from pBabe (Miller and Rosman,

1989), contain somewhere between 100 to 550 bp of p15E coding sequences. At least 

one case of recombination between an env+ retroviral vector and a producer construct 

within this region which led to the release of replication competent virus has been 

documented (Danos and Mulligan, 1988).

5.6 Conclusion

Based on the lessons learned in the previous chapter, four high titre vectors, with 

non-overlapping drug resistance markers, that rely on the LTR for expression of 

introduced genes have been assembled. Two are full fledged shuttle vectors, and as such 

are candidates as the basis for retroviral based cDNA expression libraries. Alterations 

and deletions of wild type sequences within all the vectors allow them to interact 

minimally with producer cell lines to yield helper virus. They have been carefully 

designed with an inherent flexibility that will easily allow modification of their 

expression host range and the introduction of new drug resistance markers.
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Chapter 6: Generation Of A Third Generation Ecotropic 

Helper Free Producer Cell Line For Use With Retroviral

V e cto rs
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6.1 Introduction

A complete retroviral vector system must have two complementary functioning 

subsystems. The previous chapter provides a description of a series of retroviral 

vectors which can supply in cis the DNA sequences necessary for efficient transmission 

and expression of an inserted gene. The goal of this chapter was optimisation of the 

other portion of the system, the producer cell line.

In theory the job of a producer cell line is a simple one: to express the gag, pol and 

env open reading frames, and thereby provide functional viral particles in trans to 

replication-defective retroviral vector genomes. The potentially difficult problem of 

preventing the proviral construct which provides the viral proteins in trans from 

encapsidating its own genomic RNA was easily solved by deletion of its cis acting 

sequences encoding the viral packaging site (y site or E region) in "first generation" 

producer cell lines such as y-2, y-am, and PA12 (Mann et al., 1983; Cone and 

Mulligan 1984; Miller et al. 1985).

In practise, however, two shortcomings have plagued producer cell lines. To a 

lesser extent, the problem of production of low titres of retroviral vectors (in 

comparison to replication competent retroviruses) has been a characteristic of some 

producer lines (Sorge et al., 1984, personal observations Section 6.2). A more 

troublesome observation has been the almost inevitable appearance of wild type virus 

in producer cell lines as they are passaged (C. Cepko, persona! communication; Miller 

and Buttimore 1986, Hu et al. 1987). Replication competent virus contamination of a 

producer cell line is disadvantageous from two basic aspects described in detail in 

Section 1.5.8. To recapitulate briefly, wild type virus introduced as a contaminant of 

recombinant virus in animal experiments or gene therapy poses the potential problem 

of viraemia in the host. Secondly, by mobilising defective vector proviruses within 

cells and allowing them to spread, replication competent virus can blur the precise 

interpretation of experiments usually afforded by the clonal nature of recombinant 

proviral integrations. The presumed mechanism for the generation of helper virus in 

these producer lines is homologous recombination between the producer construct and 

the retroviral vector and/or endogenous proviruses (see Section 6.5).
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Recombination in retroviruses is especially promiscuous, with recombination 

occurring so frequently that linkage maps of wild type virus are almost impossible to 

construct (reviewed in Linial and Blair, 1982). This became evident when it was 

observed that certain vectors, especially the N2 vector (Eglitis et al. 1985), were 

more likely to yield wild type virus after introduction into producer cells than others 

(Miller et al., 1986). The N2 vector contains 450 bp of gag sequences which 

provide a greater region of homology with producer constructs relative to other vectors 

in which all gag sequences have been deleted, probably accounting for the increased 

frequency of recombination. Inclusion of these gag coding sequences was also found to be 

necessary for achieving highest possible titres in retroviral vectors (Chapters 3 and 

4). Thus attempting to take advantage of the high titre attribute of gag sequences would 

necessarily increase the risk of regenerating replication competent virus. Since gag* 

vectors need only recombine once with a first generation producer construct to yield a 

wild type proviral structure (Figure 6.1) attention had to be focused on preventing or 

reducing the frequency of recombination events.

Initial attempts at reducing the rate at which helper virus would appear in producer 

cell lines were made by introducing a second lesion, in addition to the deletion of the 

packaging site, into the producer construct. These cell lines harbouring producer 

constructs with two defects have been termed "second generation" producers. A deletion 

of the polypurine tract was made in the producer construct of the transpack cell line
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Figure 6.1 Recombination Events For Generation of Helper 

Virus in First and Second Generation Producer Cell Lines

Diagram on the right (not to scale) depicts the recombination events between a gag+ 

vector (pN2) and producer constructs of first (pMOV psi‘ and pPAM) or second 

generation (pPAM3) producer ceil lines that would regenerate wild type helper virus.
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(Sorge et al. 1984), necessitating two recombination events between the producer 

construct and a retroviral vector to yield a wild type genome. A variation of the 

approach of using multiple cis mutations in a single producer construct was that used in 

the C3 cell line (Watanabe and Temin, 1983) in which the producer construct was 

divided into two separate expression cassettes. Two E region minus REV-A proviral 

clones were reciprocally deleted of either the gagpol or env orf, and cotransfected into 

canine cells, giving a producer cell line that would, again, require two recombinations 

for the generation of replication competent virus (Figure 6.1).

All sequences 3' to stop codon of the env gene (including the 3' LTR) were deleted 

from the \y- producer construct utilised in creating the PA317 producer cell line 

(Miller and Buttimore, 1986). By deleting the 3' noncoding sequences and the 3' LTR, 

multiple cis-acting signals involved in transcription (the polyadenylation site) and 

replication (the polypurine tract, inverted repeats, R region) were simultaneously 

removed. Adding back the polyadenylation signal from SV40 to the 3' end of the 

producer construct, pPAM 3, functioned to replace the missing transcriptional 

termination signal without restoring signals involved in retroviral replication (Figure 

6.2). PA317 cells produce virus of amphotropic host range, owing to the derivation of 

pPAM 3 from a provirus of the 4070A amphotropic isolate of Mo MuLV (Chattopadhyay 

et al., 1981). For most experiments outside of human gene therapy, virus of ecotropic 

host range is sufficient, and in those cases where oncogenes have been introduced into 

retroviral vectors resulting in a potential biohazard, a necessity. Also, producer cell 

clones yielding the highest titres had empirically been found (H. Land , C. Cepko, 

personal communication) to result from introduction of the retroviral vector by 

infection rather than transfection, in accordance with the observation that genes in 

retroviral vectors are expressed at roughly tenfold higher levels after infection as 

opposed to transfection (Hwang and Giiboa, 1984). Since infection of producer cells 

with virus derived from a producer cell line of opposite tropism overcomes viral 

interference, an ecotropic analog of the PA317 cell line was considered to be of great 

value.

Overall the goal of the work presented in this chapter was to generate producer cell 

lines of ecotropic and amphotropic host range that would yield high titres of
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recombinant virus whilst minimising the chances of recombination leading to the 

appearance of wild-type virus.

6.2 Production of the PEC6 Cell Line

This section details the generation of an ecotropic analog of the second generation 

PA317 producer cell line. The replication defective producer construct pPAM 3 was 

kindly provided by A. D. Miller. As shown in Figure 6.2, a portion of the amphotropic 

env gene in pPAM 3 was replaced by a homologous region of the env gene of an ecotropic 

Mo MuLV proviral clone, Mov 9-2 (Jaenisch et al., 1981), via exchange of a 

restriction fragment. The resultant construct, pPEC 3 was cotransfected into NIH 3T3 

cells with pSV2  gpt as a selection marker. Over the course of two transfections, nearly 

1 0 0  micophenolic acid resistant colonies were isolated and their supernatants 

subjected to a test for reverse transcriptase (Goff et al., 1981). The results of a 

representative reverse transcriptase assay are shown in Figure 6.3.
is

Because incorporation of a retroviral genome* not obligatory for the formation of 

budding particles, with expression of the gagpol orf products alone being sufficient 

(Shields et al., 1978), one can predict the relative vector titres a prospective 

producer cell line will yield by quantitating the amount of reverse transcriptase it buds 

into its supernatants (R. Mann, personal communication). Hence, the six cell clones 

with the highest reverse transcriptase activities were tested for their ability to 

produce high titres of the retroviral vector pINA (Figure 5.2). Each cell clone (as well 

as \j/-2 and PA317 cells as positive controls) was infected with amphotropic virus 

resulting from transient transfection of pINA into PA317 cells, G418 selected, and 

pooled as a polyclonal population of producers. Results of a titration of the six 

polyclonal populations are shown in Table 6.1. One clone, termed PEC 6 , which 

produced virus atthe highest titres was chosen for a further two titrations, also shown 

in Table 6 .1 .

Despite the screening of many prospective producer clones by reverse transcriptase 

analysis and titration, the best clone, PEC6 , still only yielded reverse transcriptase 

activities and vector titres equal to those of PA317 cells, both of which were at best an 

order of magnitude lower than those produced by y-2 cells. An additional
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Figure 6.2 Derivation of pPEC 3 From pPAM 3

The ecotropic producer construct pPEC 3 was derived from the amphotropic producer 

construct pPAM 3 [Miller and Buttimore (1986)] as shown on the diagram on the right 

(drawing not to scale, mouse flanking and bacterial sequences not shown). A 3969 bp 5' 

Sal I/3* Cla I fragment from the ecotropic Mo MuLV proviral clone Mov 9-2 (a gift of H. 

Stuhlmann) of Jaenisch et al. (1981) was substituted into the pPAM 3 helper free 

producer construct that had been Sal I total and Cla I partially digested at the analogous 

sites. Sal I cut in the pol gene of both constructs,5' of the determinants of viral host 

range, while Cla I digested at a site in the env genes 3' to the sequences that determined 

viral host range [Miller et al. (1985)], resulting in a switch of tropism in virus 

pseudotyped by pPEC 3.
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Figure 6.3 Reverse Transcriptase Assay of PEC Cell Line 

Clones

The pPEC 3 helper free producer construct was cotransfected with pSV2gpt (in a 

20:1 molar ratio) into NIH 3T3 cells, and the cells selected as described in Section 

2.2.5. Micophenolic acid resistant colonies were ring cloned (Section 2.2.6) into 24- 

well tissue culture dishes, and their supernatants subjected to a reverse transcriptase 

assay (Section 2.2.10) when they reached confluence. A typical assay result is shown on 

the right.
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Table 6.1 Virus Production From PEC Cell Line Clones 

After Infection With a Retroviral Vector.

Six clones which produced the highest amounts of reverse transcriptase in their 

supernatants (Figure 6.2) were each seeded at a density of 105 cells per 10 cm dish and 

infected the following day with approximately 104 amphotropic INA (Figure 5.2) virus 

from stable PA317 INA producer cells, G418 selected, and resulatant colonies pooled for 

each PEC clone. \|/-2  cells were also infected as positive controls. Supernatants of the of 

the polyclonal PEC INA producer populations were then used in titrations on NIH 3T3 

cells, with the results shown on the right. The experiment was repeated twice on the 

highest producing clone pEC 6 .
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cotransfection of pPEC 3 and pSV2  gpt, and selection generated no clones that had 

significantly higher reverse transcriptase activity in their supernatants. Last, at 

about this time a report appeared describing the detection of helper virus in PA317 

cells (Bosselman et al., 1987).

On the basis of these findings and the low vector titres produced by PA317 cells in 

both our lab and in others' (C. Cepko, personal communication), it was decided to 

abandon attempts at creating an ecotropic producer cell line based on the pPEC 3 

construct (which was assumed to possess and inherent defect, see Section 6.5.1), and 

concentrate on a "third generation" producer cell line to be made de novo.

6.3 QE Producer Cell Line

6.3.1 Theory

Figure 6.4 depicts the strategy employed for making producer constructs which 

require a minimum of three recombination events to yield wild type virus (Figure 

6 .8 ), for the "third generation" producer cell line HE (Ecotropic). Design strategy for 

this third generation producer line was based on combining the approaches used in 

making the second generation cell lines C3 and PA317. The gagpol and envorfs were 

placed on separate expression vectors, flanking cis acting retroviral 

replication/transcription sequences were deleted, and excised transcriptional signals 

replaced with analogous ones from non-retrovira! genes.

6.3.2 Design and Production of Q Constructs

Initially it was hoped that a heterologous promoter could be employed to'drive 

expression of the viral proteins (Bosselman et al. 1987), however the 573' deleted Mo 

MuLV LTR in the pJ4£2 vector (Figure 3.3), proved to be the strongest stable promoter 

in NIH 3T3 cells (Figure 3.9). There were some misgivings about utilising the LTR as 

a promoter given its homology to the LTRs in the pBabe vectors, but the deletions in the 

LTR already remove the U5 region necessary for wild type viral function (Murphy and 

Goff 1989), and as will be discussed in Section 6.5, the nature of the promoter should 

not contribute to the frequency at which the 5' LTR-packaging signal-gag arrangement 

is regenerated.
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Figure 6.4 General Strategy and Design of Constructs For 

The Creation of Q Third Generation Helper Free Producer 

Cell Lines

The gagpol and env open reading frames of Mo MuLV were segregated onto two separate 

pJ4Q expression plasmids with elimination of all possible sequences that overlap in the 

two orfs, and deletion of non-coding cis-acting retroviral replication sequences. 

Homology between sequences that overlapped in at the 3' end of the gagpol orf and the 5' 

end of the env orf was minimised by "codon wobbling". Cis-acting sequences involved in 

transcription deleted in conjunction with overlapping cis-acting replication sequences 

were replaced with analogous transcriptional signals from the SV40 virus.
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As in all replication defective retroviral producer constructs, the y-site or, E 

region, involved in packaging was deleted from the gagpol orf expressor construct pJ4Q 

gagpol. Using synthetic oligonucleotides annealed as adaptors it was possible to delete 

all, rather than a portion, of the leader sequences 5' to a consensus mammalian 

initiator codon of the gagpol orf (Kozak, 1987) in pJ4£2 gagpol (Figure 6.5). Since 

sequences involved in the efficiency at which genomic Mo MuLV RNA is packaged extend 

into the gag orf (Bender et al., 1987; personal observation Section 4.2; Adam and 

Miller, 1988) it was a desired goal to alter these sequences in the gagpol expression 

construct to further incapacitate the construct's ability to transfer packaging function. 

With these same synthetic oligonucleotides annealed as adaptors, the primary sequence 

of the first 38 codons of the gag p15 matrix protein was changed by alternate codon 

usage or "wobbling". In this manner, by introducing transversion mutations at the 

degenerate 3rd bp of each codon, it was possible to reduce the sequence homology 

between the wobbled and wild type regions to 62%, while maintaining amino acid 

homology at 100%. Similarly, the 3' end of the pol orf was altered with synthetic 

adaptors to limit the overlap between pJ4ft gagpol and pJ4Q envE to the 6 6  bp that are 

shared (in different reading frames) between the 3' end of the pol coding region and env 

initiation codon in Mo MuLV. Codon wobbling limited the nucleotide homology over these 

6 6  bp to 55% while maintaining amino acid homology at 1 0 0 %. Synthetic adaptors 

that had been cloned into intermediate constructs were sequenced to assure proper 

insertion of the adaptors (data not shown).

Mo MuLV sequences in the env expression construct, pJ4Q envE, begin 12 bp 5' to 

the ecotropic env initiation codon. Synthetic adaptors at the 3' end of the ecotropic env 

gene allow wobbling of the final 32 codons (96 bp) to reduce homology with wild type 

nucleotide sequence to 63% and still maintain wild type amino acid sequence.

Importantly, the synthetic adaptors were constructed and inserted so that no sequences 

3' to the env stop codon in Mo MuLV are present in pJ4£2 envE (Figure 6.5). The 3’ env 

wobble adaptor was sequenced after it had been cloned into pJ4£2 (data not shown).

6.3.3 Functional Test of Q Constructs
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Figure 6.5 Exact Derivation of Cl Helper Free Producer Cell 

Line Constructs

Two constructs, pJ4Q gagpol (top) and pJ4Q 5'wt gagpol (middle), were built 

to express gag and pol gene products (figure not to scale). The gagpol orf was introduced 

into pJ4£2 (not shown, see Figure 3.3) as follows (figure not to scale): A synthetic 

adaptor coding for the 3' end of the pol gene with wobbled codons (middle adaptor 

sequence shown) was introduced as a 5' Xba 1/3' Bgl II fragment into pJ4Q.

Two adaptors (Hind III to Sau I, Sau I to Pst I) were sequentially cloned 5' of pol 

adaptor resulting in the 5' gag wobble adaptor (top adaptor, right) which included a 

consensus mammalian initiator codon and the first 42 codons of the gag orf. The 

majority of the gagpol orf as a 5’ Pst I to 3' Xba I fragment from the NB tropic Mov 9-2 

provirus [positions739 to 5325 of Mo MuLV according to Shinnick et al. (1981)]was 

inserted between the Pst I site at the 3' end of the gag wobble adaptor and the Xba I site at 

the 5' end of the pol wobble adaptor. Lastly, the Xba I fragment representing positions 

5324-5766 of Mo MuLV was inserted into the Xba I site at the 5' end of the pol wobble 

adaptor.

pJ4Q 5’wt gagpol was made by regenerating the 5' end of the gag orf, including 58 bp 

of 5' noncoding sequence. Mov 9-2 was Xho I total/Pst I partial digested, and the 

resultant 997 bp 5' Pst I/3' Xho I fragment subcloned into pSRVAPS (Figure 4.9) that 

had been 5' Pst I partial/3' Xho I digested. The subcloned 5' end of the gag orf was 

excised as a 5' Hind III (the Hind III site was just 5' of the Pst I site in the pSRVAPS 

polylinker) /3' Xho I and inserted into pJ4C2 gagpol that had been 5' Hind III partial/3' 

Xho I digested, completing the construction.

pJ4Q envE, designed to express the ecotropic env gene of Mo MuLV was constructed 

as follows (figure not to scale):

Two adaptors (Cla I to Pvu II, Pvu II to Bgl II) were sequentially cloned into the 

polylinker of pJ4Q (not shown, see Figure 3.3), and this intermediate 5' Xba I/3' Cla I 

digested to allow the insertion of the 1908 bp 5' Xba I (5766)/3' Cla I (7674) 

fragment of Mov 9-2 bearing the ecotropic env gene.
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pJ4ft gagpol and pJ4ft envE were cotransfected with the retroviral construct pINA 

into NIH 3T3 cells. Supernatants from the transfected 3T3 cells were harvested and 

used to infect fresh NIH 3T3 cells to detect the presence of transiently produced INA 

virus. After 14 days no G418 colonies were detected, indicating the pJ4£2 gagpol and 

pJ4Q envE constructs did not function efficiently to supply retroviral proteins in trans 

to the pINA vector. Transient titres between 10 and 100 cfu/ml observed when a wild 

type Mo MuLV proviral clone (Mov 9-2) had been cotransfected with a gag* retroviral 

vector. The failure of the Q constructs to produce transient vector titres could have 

been to a low transfection efficiency in that experiment, so the experiment was 

repeated with stable selection of the transfected 3T3 cells. Several hundred G418 

colonies appeared, were pooled, and the polyclonal supernatant titred on NIH 3T3 cells. 

As in the transient experiment, the Cl constructs failed to function to yield detectable 

vector titres.

6.3.4 Reassessment, Reconstruction and Retesting

At this point a reassessment of the efficacy of the Cl cell line approach had to be 

made. It was assumed that there was nothing inherently wrong with separating the 

gagpol and env expression plasmids given that two cell lines designed in this manner had 

already been reported (Watanabe and Temin, 1983; Bosselman etal. 1987).

Restriction and sequence analysis of the expression plasmids had shown both to be 

properly constructed. There remained the possibility that deletion of flanking 

sequences and codon wobbling were having deleterious effects on translational initiation 

and/or elongation and/or termination. It was assumed that codon wobbling was not 

posing a great problem for translational elongation, since many procaryotic genes with 

highly alternative codon usage have been successfully expressed in eucaryotic cells 

(e.g. Mulligan and Berg, 1980; Vara et al., 1986). Because the 5' end of the pJ4£2 env 

plasmid had been constructed in an analogous manner to an env expression plasmid 

successfully used in a previous producer cell line (Bosselman et al. 1987), there was 

relative certainty that the lack of the normal flanking sequences 5' to the env initiator 

codon in pJ4Q envE were not compromising translation initiation. Given that sequences 

near the 5' end of the gag gene had already been assigned multiple functions in the
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retroviral life cycle, it was postulated that this region might be very sensitive to 

sequence changes and that it's extensive alteration in pJ4Q gagpol was responsible for 

the failure of the £2 producer constructs to complement retroviral vectors.

The normal 5' end of the gag gene, including 58 bp of 5' flanking sequence, was 

reconstituted in pJ4£2 gagpol to give pJ4£2 5'WT gagpol (Figure 6.5). pJ4£2 5'WT 

gagpol and pJ4Q envE were cotransfected with pINA Bgal (a retroviral vector 

expressing the bacterial 6-galactosidase gene), and stable transfectants selected in 

G418. As a control, pJ4£2 gagpol and pJ4£2 envE were also cotransfected with the pINA 

Bgal vector. The supernatants of polyclonally pooled G418 resistant colonies were used 

in a titration on NIH 3T3 cells. A titre of 200 G418r cfu/ml was present in the 

supernatant of the pJ4£2 5'WT gagpol/envE + pINA Bgal positive transfectants, 

compared to 5 cfu/ml found in the supernatant of those cotransfected with pJ4£2 

gagpol/envE + pINA Bgal. This result suggested that the intact 5' end of the gag gene in 

pJ4£2 5'WT gagpol lead to at least tenfold greater expression of the gagpol orf than the 

deleted/wobbled one in pJ4£2 gagpol.

6.3.5 Making £2E: Transfection, Screening, and Titrating

Knowing that the gagpol and env expression constructs functioned at some level, it 

seemed reasonable employ them in an attempt at making a high titre stable producer 

cell line. pJ4Q 5'WT gagpol and pJ4£2 envE were cotransfected with pSV2 gpt, as a 

selectable marker, into NIH 3T3 cells at a 20:20:1 weight ratio. Approximately 200 

micophenolic acid resistant colonies were ring cloned into two 96-well culture dishes. 

Supernatants of the resistant colonies were tested for reverse transcriptase activity, 

along with those of \y-2 and PA317 cells as positive controls, and the results shown in 

Figure 6 .6 . 1 2  of the colonies that secreted the highest levels of reverse transcriptase 

activity into their supernatants (some as high as that of y -2  cells) were then assayed 

for their ability to produce high titres of recombinant virus after introduction of a 

retroviral vector. 1 0 5 cells of each of the 1 2  highest reverse transcriptase producers 

was infected with approximately 104 cfu of amphotropic pINA cat virus from a stable 

PA317 producer. In addition, the recently published third generation producer cell 

line GP+E was included as a control. G418 colonies were pooled as polyclonal
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Figure 6.6 Reverse Transcriptase Production of QE Cell 

Clones

Micophenolic acid resistant colonies of NIH 3T3 cells that resulted from selection 

after cotransfection of pSV2, pJ4Q 5'wt gagpol, and pJ4Q envE (in a 1:20:20 mass 

ratio), were ring cloned and placed in 96-well tissue culture dishes. Supernatants of 

the cloned colonies were subjected to a reverse transcriptase assay, with the results 

shown on the right.
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populations, and their supernatants titred on NIH 3T3 cells, with the results of the 

titration shown in Table 6 .2 . The infection/titration experiment above was repeated 

with the three highest titre producing clones, 1D10, 2D10 and 2E1, and GP+E cells as 

a control (Table 6 .2 ).

Clone 2E1, having produced polyclonal titres of the order of magnitude of 106  

cfu/ml with a gag+ vector, was chosen to be the third generation producer cell line QE. 

Titres produced by the QE cell line are not as high as those associated with the GP+E 

cell line, however the difference in titres produced appear to be only twofold. In 

theory, as will be discussed in Section 6.3, the QE cell line should be less likely to 

evolve contaminating wild type virus than GP+E cells, or other third generation 

producer cell lines \y-CRE and \y-CRIP.

6.3.6 Test for Helper Virus

As an initial test of the QE cell line's propensity for generating wild type virus, the 

following helper detection assay was carried out (see also Section 2.2.9). Supernatants 

of polyclonal QE producers of INA cat virus from Section 6.3.5 that had been passaged 

for 3 weeks were used to infect 105 NIH 3T3 cells. In order to allow any potential 

helper virus to spread, the infected cells were not selected and allowed to grow to 

confluence. The infected cells were then split 1:5 twice a week for 2 weeks with 

maintenance in 2  pg/ml polybrene to encourage the spread of helper virus.

Supernatant from the infected/passaged NIH 3T3 cells was used to infect 7.5 x 105 

fresh NIH 3T3 cells all of which were split and G418 selected. After 14 days no G418 

resistant colonies had survived, indicating the lack of any helper formation during the 

3 week passaging of the QE INA cat producer population that would have spread during 

the 2 week passaging of the infected NIH 3T3 population.

6.4 QA Cell Line

Because of the modular design of the Q producer constructs, it should be relatively 

easy to construct an amphotropic env expression plasmid, that could be cotransfected 

with pJ4Q 5'WT gagpol to generate the QA (Amphotropic) cell line. Sequence analysis 

of the region including the 5' flanking sequences (the carboxy terminus of the pol gene)
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Table 6.2 Virus Production by QE Clones After Infection 

With a Retroviral Vector.

The 12 QE clones with the highest levels of reverse transcriptase in their 

supernatants (Figure 6 .6 ) were seeded at a density of 105 cells per 1 0  cm dish, and 

infected the following day with approximately 104 amphotropic INA virus from a stable 

PA317 producer, G418 selected, and the resulatant colonies pooled as polyclonal 

producer populations, y-2 and GP+E cells were also infected as positive controls. 

Supernatants from each of the 12 producer populations were titred on NIH 3T3 cells and 

the results shown on the right. The experiment was repeated with the 3 QE producers 

that yielded the highest titres in the first experiment, and the results shown on the 

right.
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Experiment 1
QE Clone G418 Titrefxio 5 )

1B1 1.5
1C12 0.9
1D10 4.5
1H4 0.7
2B1 0.6
2C10 0.6
2D2 0.7
2D3 1.3
2D10 6.2
2E1 11.5
2F5 0.8
2G6 1.2
GPE 23.0

Experiment 2
QE Clone G418 Titrefx io '5 ^

1D10 5.0
2D10 11.0
2E1 25.0
CPE 45.0



and the amino terminus of the env gene of the 4070A amphotropic isolate of Mo MuLV 

(Chattopadhyay et al., 1981) was carried out.(Figure 6.7). This analysis revealed 

extensive homology with the region 5' of the ecotropic env gene of Mo MuLV, and a 

unique Xma III restriction site 35 bp 5' of the amphotropic env initiator codon. The 

unique Xma III site will allow construction of pJ4Q envA by exchange of a restriction 

fragment containing the amphotropic 4070A env gene with a homologous restriction 

fragment in pJ4Q envE. Sequence overlap between the 3' end of the pol coding region in 

pJ4Q 5'WT gagpol and the amphotropic env 5' flanking region in pJ4Q envA will be 35 

bp compared to the 12 bp of overlap between pJ4Q 5'WT gagpol and pJ4Q envE.

6.5 Discussion and Future Work

6.5.1 The PEC6  Producer: A Retrospective

The failure of the PEC6  cells as a high titre producer line is probably, as alluded to 

earlier in Section 6 .2 , due to an unknown defect in the pPEC construct. This defect is 

almost certainly present in the parental pPAM 3 construct, and not a cloning artifact 

generated during the production of the pPEC 3 plasmid.

This claim is evidenced by two observations: 1) After screening more than 100 

prospective PEC clones, the reverse transcriptase levels in supernatants either 

approached or equaled, but never exceeded, those present in the supernatant of PA317 

cells. 2 ) Titres of recombinant virus produced after introduction of identical 

retroviral vectors into PEC6  and PA317 cells were, within the limits of the titrations, 

also equal. Although the authors (Miller and Buttimore, 1986) claim to achieve titres 

exceeding 106 cfu/ml with the N2 {gaff*') vector, extensive attempts at reproducing 

these levels of recombinant titres in our lab and others (C. Cepko, personal 

communication) has failed. Back selection of PA317 cells in HAT medium (pPAM 3 was 

originally cotransfected with an HSV TK marker into Ltk- cells) to remove cells in the 

population in which the pPAM 3 producer construct have segregated out, also failed to 

enhance recombinant titre.

It might have been possible to identify the defect in the pPAM 3/pPEC 3 constructs 

by swapping restriction fragments from a wild type Mo MuLV proviral clone, using 

restoration of high recombinant titre production as an assay. This would have
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Figure 6.7 Sequence Analysis of pol/env  Junction of the 

Amphotropic MLV 4070A Provirus

So that an amphotropic analog of the QE third generation producer could be made, 

sequence analysis of the po//amphotropic env junction of the provirus of the 

amphotropic MLV 4070A was performed. After carrying out restriction mapping to 

determine that 4070A maintained the Acc I restriction site found in ecotropic Mo MuLV 

within the pol gene at position 5699, the 4070A provirus was Acc I 

digested/blunted/BamH I linkered/BamH I + Xho I digested and subcloned into the BamH I 

to Xho I sites of bluescript KS. Sequence on the coding strand was determined using the 

universal sequencing primer in double stranded DNA sequence analysis. A unique Xma III 

site was found 40 bp 3' of the Acc I site and 30 bp 5' of the amphotropic env initiation 

codon.
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undoubtedly been a time consuming task without much of a potential payoff in terms of a 

better producer cell line, given that third generation producer cell lines were on the 

horizon. Admittedly the location and nature of the presumed mutation may have been 

informative regarding the molecular biology of retroviruses, but this was not the main 

thrust of the work in this chapter, and therefore not pursued.

6.5.2 Q Producers

Preliminary work to create the high titre QE producer cell line has proven the 

efficacy of the basic approach of the third generation producer cell line, which 

represents the limit of that which can be done to prevent wild type virus formation in a 

producer line, given present technology. The features that distinguish the QE cell line 

from other third generation producer lines (Section 6.5.5) are the extent to which 

overlap between the two producer constructs has been limited, and the use of codon 

wobbling to decrease sequence homology where overlap could not be avoided.

Judicious use of codon wobbling appears not to compromise gene expression, as 

evidenced by the successful use of wobbled producer constructs to create a high titre 

helper line. However, the failure of pJ4Q gagpol to function as an efficient expressor 

indicates that care must be taken when using the codon wobbling approach. Extensive 

alteration of a region whose primary sequence functions dually as coding sequence and 

cis acting signals proved deleterious to the function of the construct.

In the case of pJ4Q gagpol, it is possible that translation initiation is impeded by the 

lack of the 58 bp of flanking sequence 5' of the gag ATG codon, because the wobbled 

sequences within the gag coding region adversely affect translation initiation and/or 

elongation, or a combination of the two. Most likely the effect is due to both alterations 

since a ribosome binding site commencing 15 bp 5' and extending 26 bp 3' of the gag 

initiator codon has recently been mapped in vitro by RNase T1 protection mapping (A.- 

C. Prats, Ph.D. thesis, 1988, L'Universite Paul Sabatier de Toulouse). These 

hypotheses could be experimentally addressed by introducing the deleted 5' end or 

wobbled gag coding sequences of pJ4Q gagpol individually into pJ4Q 5'WT gagpol and 

assaying for reverse transcriptase activity or the ability to produce recombinant virus 

in cooperation with pJ4Q envE and a retroviral vector. There is precedence for coding
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sequence 5' of an initiator codon influencing the efficiency of the initiator function 

(Kozak, 1986).

Codon wobbling could be of great use in generating an "ultrasafe" amphotropic 

producer cell line, for use in gene therapy where the hazard of replication competent 

virus must be avoided. In theory, the whole of the gagpol and env coding regions in 

separate producer constructs could be synthesised [as have many genes already 

(compiled in Groger et al.f 1988)] with codon wobbling, excluding those regions where 

primary sequence is known to sen/e as a signal in cis, such as the 5' end of the gag gene 

and sequences involved in translational readthrough between gag and pol (Jacks and 

Varmus, 1985; Panganiban, 1988; Jones et al., 1989).

6.5.3 The Role of Recombination in the Generation of Helper Virus

Experience with the generation of wild type virus from producer lines and 

retroviral vectors (C. Cepko, personal communication; Miller et al. 1986; Hu et al. 

1987; Danos and Mulligan, 1988) is in accord with earlier studies of naturally 

occurring mutants of replication competent avian and murine retroviruses (Weiss et 

al., 1973; Wyke and Beamand, 1979; Rein et al. 1978a and 1978b) These 

demonstrated a requirement for passaging of cells harbouring defective proviruses for 

the reappearance of replication competent virus. This implies serial rounds of 

replication are necessary for recombination that yields replication competent virus, 

and also suggests recombination may be linked to the formation of heterozygous viral 

genomes. A model which accounts for the high levels of recombination in retroviruses 

as a consequence of template switching during reverse transcription of heterozygous 

genomes has been proposed (Coffin, 1979)

If heterozygous genome formation, and hence transcription and packaging of an RNA 

species, is obligatory for recombination, how can one explain recombination in 

producer cell lines where producer constructs have been stripped of their packaging 

signals? The answer appears to be that packaging signals greatly enhance the frequency 

of packaging, but lack of a packaging site does not preclude the possibility of 

encapsidation of an RNA species. It is known that subgenomic (env) retroviral message 

(Purchio et al. 1977), ribosomal RNA (Bishop et al., 1970) and non-retroviral
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mRNAs (Ikawa et al., 1974) can be detected in virions. High frequency transmission 

and pseudogene formation of a neo resistance marker containing no retroviral sequences 

has also been demonstrated (Linial, 1987). The neo expression cassette, which had 

been transfected into a cell line harbouring a mutant RSV provirus that fails to package 

its own genome (Linial et al., 1978), was stably transferred to new cells by exposing 

them to supernatant of the neo resistant mutant cell line.

In agreement with the proposed requirement for the encapsidation of heterozygous 

RNAs, work with retroviral producer lines and vectors has demonstrated that packaging 

of \y- producer constructs and vector genomic RNA may not be an uncommon 

phenomenon. Packaging of vectors lacking encapsidation signals appears to be 

inefficient rather than absolutely excluded (Mann and Baltimore, 1985). Recently, 

transmission of the \y- producer construct, intact, to NIH 3T3 cells exposed to \y-2 cell 

supernatant has been observed (Danos and Mulligan, 1988). These data all point to the 

inevitability of producer construct and vector mRNA being co-packaged during the use 

of a producer cell line. Recombination may therefore have to be prevented subsequent 

to the formation of heterodimeric genomes.

Since the exact mechanism by which recombination takes place in retroviruses is 

unknown, it is impossible to incorporate fail-safe strategies into vector/packaging line 

systems. However, empirical and experimental evidence shows that sequence homology 

appears to enhance retroviral recombination, although it may not be an absolute 

requirement (Goldfarb and Weinberg, 1981), especially in light of retroviral 

transduction of non-homologous cellular proto-oncogenes (Alitalo et al., 1983; Van 

Beveran et al. 1983). A significant increase in the frequency of helper formation was 

noted when retroviral vectors incorporating gag sequences, usually excluded from most 

other vectors, were introduced into first generation producer cell lines (Miller et al.

1986). This recombination which yielded wild type virus was not an artifact of 

transfection, where enormously amounts of DNA increase the probability of observing a 

rare recombination event at the DNA level (Section 4.6; Goodrich and Duesberg, 1988; 

Small and Scagnos, 1983). Helper virus was detected after viral infection of producer 

cell lines, even in cases where the infection was clonal (Danos and Mulligan, 1988; 

Miller et al. 1986). Recombination has also been examined by stably introducing Ha-
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ras bearing retroviral constructs lacking 3' LTRs into NIH 3T3 cells, and then infecting 

them with wild type Mo MuLV. Only 5' LTR-Ha-ras constructs with sequences 

homologous (in the sense but not anti-sense orientation) to Mo MuLV at their 3' ends 

recombined to generate focus forming titre (Goodrich and Duesberg, 1989).

Although efficient packaging and transmission of an endogenous defective retrovirus 

by the y-2 producer line has been reported (Scadden et al., 1989), practical 

experience suggests that the capacity of endogenous proviruses to contribute to the 

generation of wild type virus from a replication defective producer construct is 

limited. In general, helper virus has only been detected in producer cell lines after a 

recombinant vector has been introduced, and the frequency of its appearance is in direct 

proportion to amount of wild type sequences maintained in the vector (C. Cepko, 

personal communication; Miller et al., 1986; Miller and Buttimore, 1986). This 

infers that the "driving force" behind recombination in producer cells that yields 

helper virus are the non-defective sequences within retroviral vectors and not those of 

endogenous proviruses. This may be because the NIH 3T3s, the cells on which most 

producer cell lines are based, are deficient in endogenous proviruses relative to cell 

lines derived from inbred strains of mice. Or it could reflect the extent to which genes 

of endogenous proviruses are deleted or defective (especially the gag and pol genes) and 

therefore incapable of supplying missing wild type sequences to a producer construct 

during recombination (reviewed in Stoye and Coffin, 1985). Alternatively, endogenous 

proviruses which are transcriptionally inactive (Stuhlman et al. 1981) will fail to be 

encapsidated with other RNAs into heterodimers, the presumed precursor for 

recombination.

Isolation, molecular cloning, and analysis of a helper virus resulting from the 

introduction of a vector into a producer cell line has not yet been reported.

Recombinant DNA technology easily allows introduction of genetic markers, such as 

bacterial suppressor tRNAs (Lobel et al., 1985), or sequence polymorphisms into both 

vectors and producer constructs as well as simple and efficient recovery/molecular 

cloning of retroviral molecules derived from cells. It would be informative from the 

aspect of elucidating the mechanism of retroviral recombination, especially as it 

pertains to formation of helper virus in producer cell lines, to molecularly mark
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vectors and producer constructs, introduce them together within a cell, and analyse 

any recombinant helper virus that arises. One could, in theory, attribute the origin of 

each portion of the helper virus's recombinant genome to vector, producer construct or 

endogenous proviral sequences and infer how these sequences came to be contiguously 

linked. Theories about the necessity of encapsidation of RNAs for recombination could 

be tested by transfecting drug resistance marker plasmids with and without y  sites into 

cells bearing a provirus with a drug resistance marker inactivated by a small deletion, 

and observing the difference in the frequency at which the constructs participate in 

recombination to rescue functional drug resistance in the provirus (Figure 6 . 8  A). By 

altering the length or nucleotide homology of the sequences flanking the region in which 

recombination must take place on the transfected plasmids, the stringency of homology 

necessary for recombination could be ascertained (Figure 6 . 8  B). This type of 

experiment might be particularly applicable to attempts to elucidate the mechanism of 

retroviral transduction of cellular proto-oncogenes. Inspection of the 5' end of v-oncs 

often reveals they often contain intron sequences derived from its homologous c-onc, 

whereas 3' ends of v-oncs appear to originate from c-onc exons. These findings suggest 

that transduction at the 5' end of proto-oncogenes is mediated at the DNA level at the 5' 

end, and at the RNA level at the 3' end (Klempnauer et al. 1982; Huang etal., 1986; 

Goodrich and Duesberg, 1988). Last, the relative contributions of RNA versus DNA 

mediated recombination in retroviruses could be determined by performing an 

experiment analogous to the one described above, by transfecting in identical substrate 

sequences for recombination in two different configurations: either 5' or 3' to a 

promoter (see Figure 6 . 8  C).

6.5.4 Generation of Helper Virus in &E: How Likely?

Figure 6.9 illustrates that, in theory, at least three recombination events must 

occur between the QE producer constructs and vectors/endogenous proviruses to 

recreate an intact proviral structure that would be capable of budding replication 

competent virus. Bearing in mind the findings listed above, the probability of each of 

the three recombination events is likely to differ depending on the design of the vectors 

and producer constructs, and this has several implications.
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Figure 6.8 Experimental Strategies to Examine 

Recombination in Retroviruses

Part A details an experiment to determine to what extent packaging of transcripts 

into virions contributes to the frequency of recombination in retroviruses.

Part B details an experiment to determine whether recombination in retroviruses 

occurs more frequently at the RNA or DNA level.
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Figure 6.9 Recombination Events Necessary For Generation 

of Wild Type Virus in QE Cells.

Diagram on the right (not to scale) depicts the 3 recombination events that, in 

theory, would regenerate wild type helper virus in the QE cell line or producer cell 

lines derived from it.
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First, some groups have sought to replace the LTR with heterologous viral 

promoters in an effort to diminish homology at the 5' end of producer constructs with 

the 5' end of intact proviral structures (Bosselman et at. 1987; Dougherty et al., 

1989). In practice, upon observation of Figure 6 .8  it becomes apparent that 

recreation of the wild type LTR-packaging signal-gagpol orf motif requires that vector 

or endogenous proviral recombination with a gagpol producer construct occur 3' of the 

packaging site deletion, and is independent of all sequences 5' to this point. This 

obviates the need to replace the LTR in pJ4Q (already deleted in the U3 and U5 

sequences), which is the best stable promoter in rodent fibroblasts currently 

available. One could, however, argue that using an LTR rather than a heterologous 

promoter to drive expression in a producer construct could be more likely to generate 

helper virus if the "copy choice" model of retroviral recombination is invoked (Coffin, 

1979). In this case, during replication, one could envision reverse transcriptase 

jumping from the 5' end of a pJ4Q gagpol transcript to an encapsidated vector 

transcript to pick up required R, U5 sequences (Murphy and Goff, 1989) and a 

packaging signal, then jumping back to the pJ4Q gagpol transcript and subsequently 

continuing polymerisation.

Second, recombination at the 5' end is probably more likely to result from an 

interaction between an endogenous provirus and the gagpol expression construct than 

the pBabe gag+ vectors. Even if recombination or gene conversion were to take place 

between homologous sequences within the gag region of a pBabe vector and pJ4Q 5'WT 

gagpol, the recombination product would still maintain a defective structure for the 5' 

portion of a retroviral genome due to the two cis defects in the pBabe vectors. In 

theory, the splice donor mutation and ATG" gag cassette render the pBabe vectors 

incapable of contributing to the regeneration of a wild type proviral structure. Only an 

endogenous provirus with its 5' end fully intact from within the LTR to (at the least) 

the sequences preceding gag initiation codon would be capable of restoring the LTR- 

packaging signal-gagpol orf arrangement in a single recombination event.

Alternatively, intact proviral 5' ends could sequentially result from multiple rounds of 

replication, involving multiple jumps by reverse transcriptase, of rare virions 

harbouring combinations of pBabe vector/pJ4£2 gagpol/endogenous proviral
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heterodimeric genomes, although this seems very unlikely. It is theoretically possible 

that wild type virus could result from two recombinations between pJ4& 5'WT gagpol 

and an endogenous virus only defective in its pol region. For instance, NIH 3T3 cells 

transfected with mutant proviral constructs containing a small deletion in the integrase 

region of the pol gene eventually gave rise to wild type virus after 8  weeks of passaging 

(Schwartzberg et at., 1985). Reversion of the integration defective phenotype was 

shown to have occurred by homologous recombination at sequences (with an overall 

homology of 70%) flanking the deletion. However, no replication competent virus has 

been detected in first or second generation producer cell lines prior to the addition of 

vector sequences, arguing strongly against the existence of endogenous proviruses with 

the capacity to supply large regions of non-defective sequences via recombination.

Recombination between the separated gagpol and env expression constructs in the QE 

cell line to join the orfs onto a single molecule should be a very rare event. The region 

of overlap between the two constructs has been limited by restriction digest deletion 

and the use of synthetic adaptors to only 6 6  bp. Wobbling of the 22 codons within the 

6 6  bp in which the 3’ end of the pol gene and the 5’ end of the env gene overlap has 

reduced the nucleotide sequence homology to 53%, a potentially relevant decrease in 

light of earlier work with SFFV based retroviral vectors (Miller et a/.,1986). In 

contrast to gag+ Mo MuLV based vectors, SFFV based vectors were never found to induce 

formation of wild type virus when introduced into a Mo MuLV derived packaging cell 

line. Significantly, nucleotide sequence homology between the SFFV and Mo MuLV 

genomes is limited to 6 8 %. Hence, a reduction in homology to 53% is probably 

sufficient to negate recombination within the 6 6  bp overlap that would regenerate the 

wild type gagpol/env arrangement.

Particular care has been taken to avoid any sequence overlap between the PJ4Q envE 

producer construct and the pBabe vectors to inhibit recombination that would restore a 

functional 3' LTR in the producer construct. As can be seen in Figures 6.4 and 6.9., 

the env sequences in pJ4Q envE terminate with the last base of the stop codon, while 

those at the 3' Cla I site of the pBabe vectors commence at the first base pair after the 

env stop codon and extend into the 3' LTR (Figure 5.5), limiting recombination between 

the constructs to a non-homologous event. Such non-homologous recombination
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between a retroviral vector and either producer construct or endogenous proviral 

sequences has recently been detected (Dougherty et al. 1989). Perhaps it is more 

likely that pJ4Q envE would interact with endogenous proviral sequences 5' to the 

wobbled region than a pBabe vector, given the higher propensity for expression of 

endogenous murine env sequences relative to gag and pol (Stoye and Coffin, 1985,

1987) .

Since one cannot predict the extent to which, over time, the multiple cis mutations 

within the pBabe vectors and the &E constructs might be sequentially repaired via gene 

conversion and recombination between themselves and/or endogenous proviruses 

during passage of the ftE line, it must be determined empirically. This points to future 

work, some of which is now in progress.

From a theoretical stand-point, the relative frequency of each of the 3 required 

recombinations could be determined separately by observing each in isolation. For 

instance, the frequency of recombination over the wobbled 6 6  bp that overlap in pJ4Q 

gagpol and pJ4£2 envE could be determined by restoring an intact 5' LTR-\y sit e-gag 

motif to pJ4Q gagpol and an intact 3' env-polypurine tract-LTR motif to pJ4n envE. 

Both partially restored constructs could be cotransfected into NIH 3T3 cells and the 

appearance of helper virus monitored with an XC assay. The frequency of reformation 

of the 5' and 3' LTRs could be measured in analogous experiments in which the one of 

the two terminal regions in the producer constructs are reciprocally restored to a wild 

type conformation. Each of the constructs could be cotransfected with a pBabe vector, 

selected, and the resultant cells passaged and monitored for wild type virus.

From a more practical stand-point, a polyclonal population of QE producers, each 

harbouring a single provirus of pBN cat, are being passaged once a week. With each 

passage an aliquot of the producer cells is being co-seeded with NIH 3T3 cells and grown 

in 2 p.g/ml polybrene for one week. This step should enhance the detection of ecotropic 

helper virus which could ordinarily not spread through the £2E pBN cat population 

efficiently because of receptor interference. Supernatants from the co-seeded £2E pBN 

cat/3T3 cultures is then being used to infect NIH 3T3 cells, which are grown to 

confluence in 2  pg/ml polybrene, and their supernatants used in a titration on fresh 

NIH 3T3 cells.
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When the &A producer line becomes available it will be possible to shuttle virus 

back and forth between £2E and &A cells as has been done with another third generation 

producer pair, \y-CRE and \y-CRIP (Danos and Mulligan, 1988). This is a very 

sensitive assay for the production of helper virus, since the shuttling between producer 

cells of different host range allows efficient spread of virus. In lieu of the C2A 

producer, the y-CRIP line could be used with QE in a shuttle assay to detect helper. 

Since no wild type virus was detected after shuttling a vector between y-CRE and y- 

CRIP, the £2E must perform as well as the y-CRE cell to prove its value.

6.5.5 Other Third Generation Cell Lines

In the interim period between the conception and production of the OE producer cell 

line, three other groups have published third generation producer cell lines. The 

merits and faults of these lines relative to HE are discussed below.

Two pairs of ecotropic/amphotropic third generation producer lines have been based 

on Mo MuLV, GP+E/GP + envAm12 and y-CRE/y-CRIP (Markowitz et a!., 1988a and 

1988b; Danos and Mulligan, 1988), Both use separate gagpol and env producer 

constructs lacking LTRs at their 3' ends. Differences exist in the manner in which the 

producer constructs were designed, and in how they were introduced into cells.

The \y-CRE/CRIP producer constructs have reciprocal linker insertion mutations to 

destroy the gag and env open reading frames, rather than the reciprocal deletions in 

GP+E/GP + envAm12 like those found in QE. It is likely that the large (4 kb) region of 

overlap between the y-CRE/CRIP constructs will be much more likely to mediate 

recombination than the relatively small overlap (500 bp) in the GP+E/GP + envAm12  

constructs. Here, much greater care has been taken to prevent recombination in the ftE 

constructs, with only 6 6  bp of overlap, whose sequence homology has been reduced to 

53%. Proof that recombination is less likely to occur through the 3'pol/5'env overlap 

in HE constructs would come from tests discussed earlier in Section 6.5.3 in which the 

recombination event between the gagpol and env expression constructs is examined in 

isolation. The 5' end of the gagpol and 3' end of the env producer constructs of each of 

the three producer cell types could be restored to those found in wild type proviruses, 

cotransfected into NIH 3T3 cells, and the cells monitored for wild type virus.
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At the 3' end of each of the env producer constructs of the three cell lines, only the 

pJ4ft envE construct has been designed to eliminate all sequences 3' to the env stop 

codon. In the two other env producer constructs the polypurine tract, inverted repeat 

at the LTR boundary, and portions of the 3' LTR are retained. The significance of 

overlap of these sequences with those found in retroviral vectors (other than pBabe 

vectors in which all env coding sequences are deleted), was brought out during shuttle 

testing of the y-CRE and PA317 cell lines, where helper virus was detected. 

Recombination in this case appears to have occurred between the sequences 3' to env in 

one of the y-CRE producer constructs and the retroviral vector (Danos and Mulligan, 

1988). The reduction of sequence overlap and homology in the ft producer constructs 

will probably aid in the reduction of the frequency of helper formation in the ftE cell 

line relative to the other Mo MuLV based third generation producer cell lines.

Sequential transfection with two different selectable markers was used to 

incorporate the y-CRE/CRIP producer constructs, whereas the GP+E/GP envAm12  

constructs were cotransfected together with a single marker like the ftE constructs. 

Here there may be an advantage to the sequential introduction approach given the high 

propensity for DNA molecules to recombine during calcium phosphate transfection 

(Section 4.6, Small and Scagnos, 1983).

An alternative approach has been to base a third generation producer cell line on an 

avian retrovirus, SNV (Dougherty et al., 1989). Heterologous promoters, HCMV IE, 

and the RSV LTR have been used to drive the gagpol and env producer constructs 

respectively, env producing constructs are either derived from SNV or ah amphotropic 

isolate of Mo MuLV, therefore amphotropic virions result from pseudotyping a SNV 

capsid with a Mo MuLV envelope. The amphotropic producer line, DAN, holds great 

potential in that there is little sequence homology between its (SNV derived) and env 

(Mo MuLV derived) producer constructs, so recombination between them should be 

minimal. Surprisingly, though not unprecedented (Embretson and Temin, 1987), Mo 

MuLV based vectors are packaged and transmitted by the DAN cell line, as a result of a 

SNV capsid/envelope - Mo MuLV genome pseudotype. In theory this system is 

workable, but the authors report extremely low vector titres (1 0 2 -1 0 3  cfu/ml) on 

NIH 3T3 cells, so DAN cells will be of little use in mammalian experiments relative to
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y-CRIP, GP + envAm1 2 , and potentially ftA cells. DAN cells may function poorly in 

conjunction with Mo MuLV based vectors since avian NC or p12 protein fails to 

efficiently place the tRNA primer onto Mo MuLV primer binding sites (Prats et at.,

1988) .

Lastly, it has recently been reported that retroviral vectors pseudotyped with 

xenotropic env are more efficient at infecting human haematopoietic stem cells than 

amphotropic recombinant virus (Eglitis et a!., 1988). This observation suggests that 

producer cell lines of xenotropic or host range may provide to the problem of infecting 

cells which are difficult to infect with recombinant virus of ecotropic or amphotropic 

host range. In particular, ecotropic infection of Schwann cells is generally three 

orders of magnitude less efficient than infection of NIH 3T3 cells (Ridley et a!., 1988). 

Because of this, a retroviral based cDNA expression library had to be introduced by 

transfection rather than infection of Schwann cells in experiments designed to identify 

cellular oncogenes presented in Chapter 7. Clonal infection of the Schwann cells would 

greatly simplify the analysis of cDNAs residing in any positive cell clones. Another cell 

type which could potentially benefit from the above approach, primary rat embryo 

fibroblasts, is used extensively in the analysis of oncogene cooperation and is also 

infected with ecotropic virus at a reduced efficiency relative to NIH 3T3 cells.

The modular design and inherent safety of third generation producer cell line 

constructs should facilitate the rapid generation of a producer cell line of xenotropic 

host range for human gene therapy.

6 . 6  Conclusion

A safe, high titre ecotropic third generation producer cell line, ftE, has been 

assembled, and sequence analysis has been performed that will allow construction 

amphotropic analog of the cell line. The existing and potential cell line have been 

designed in conjunction with the pBabe vectors to contain reduced overlap and sequence 

homology which should prevent formation of contaminating wild type virus, especially 

relative to other third generation producer cell lines.
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Chapter 7: An Attempt To Isolate Genes That Cooperate 

With Activated ras In Transformation Of Schwann Cells 

Using An F9 Teratocarcinoma cDNA Expression Library
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7.1 Introduction

7.1.2 Numerical Analysis Of The Probabilities Of Isolating Genes With A 

cDNA Expression Library

This final chapter chronicles the preliminary undertakings to isolate cellular genes 

capable of cooperating with an activated ras gene in the transformation of primary 

Schwann cells in a shotgun gene transfer experiment. These experiments were carried 

out in the hopes of identifying previously uncharacterised cellular (proto) oncogenes 

which could serve to expand the understanding of the mechanisms of proliferation 

control and oncogenesis in mammalian cells. Cooperating genes might represent 

cellular homologs of the nuclear transforming proteins of DNA tumour viruses already 

demonstrated to display cooperative activity with an activated ras gene when expressed 

in Schwann cells (Ridley, et at., 1988). One could also speculate that genes encoding 

polypeptides residing "upstream" or "downstream" of the ras like or myc like proteins 

in a presumptive signal pathway involved in regulating cellular growth control might 

be active in cooperation with activated ras to transform Schwann cells.

Primary rat Schwann cells were employed as reporter cells because they currently 

represent one of the few cell types suitable for functional identification of myc- 

like/ras cooperative genes via a shotgun oncogene cooperation assay. This suitability is 

due to the opposing responses of Schwann cells to activated ras genes alone (growth 

arrest) or in concert with nuclear oncogenes (full transformation), the well defined 

growth requirements of normal and transformed Schwann cells, and the capability of 

the investigator to obtain them in large quantities (Section 1.3.3). ras induced growth 

arrest should serve to simplify the process of identifying positive foci in the shotgun 

oncogene cooperation experiment since it should elimnate proliferation of background 

cells that have received genes incapable of cooperatin^with activated ras. Since non 

transformed Schwann cells require supplementation of their medium with 259 CM and 

forskolin, while transformed Schwann cells proliferate independently of these 

supplements, growth of the Schwann cells in non supplemented medium after gene 

transfer can also be utilised as a means to enhance the identification of Schwann cell 

foci harbouring biologically active gene inserts.
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Rather than use genomic DNA transfection as a means for introduction and 

expression of the putative cooperating genes, a cDNA library was employed. As 

discussed in detail in Section 1.4.3, a properly designed expression vector used as a 

cloning vehicle in a cDNA expression library should provide the advantages of ensured 

high constitutive levels of expression of inserted cDNAs and quick rescue of any cDNA 

possessing the ability to cooperate with an activated ras gene. Constitutive expression 

of a putative cooperating cDNA may be required for the cDNA to participate in focus 

formation if ordinarily its expression is strictly regulated at the transcriptional level.

The retroviral vector pDObsNB (Section 5.2, Figure 5.1) was chosen as the basis 

for the expression library because, at the time, it was the vector that best fulfilled the 

multiple requirements demanded of a cDNA expression library vector. These 

requirements include flexibility in the method of introduction of cDNAs (transfection 

or infection), a strong constitutive promoter (within the Mo MuLV LTR) for assured 

expression of the cDNAs present in the introduced molecules, and the ability to rapidly 

rescue any cDNAs able to cooperate with an activated ras gene from the recipient 

Schwann cell focus. pDObsNB also provides a suitable polylinker with BstX I sites for 

efficient cDNA cloning (Section.7.2.1).

A subject which merited careful consideration was the selection of the cell type from 

which mRNA would be isolated for derivation of the cDNA. One condition considered a 

requirement was the need for the donor cells to be transformed because it was presumed 

they would be likely to be expressing genes acting in a positive manner on the 

regulatory mechanisms involved in cellular proliferation. For instance, R0t analysis 

has shown that 3% of mRNAs expressed in exponentially dividing mouse fibroblasts are 

absent in quiescent cells (Williams and Penman, 1975). Given the large number of 

rapidly proliferating, transformed cell lines available, this requirement did little to 

narrow the choice. The choice of undifferentiated EC (embryonal carcinoma) cell line 

(reviewed in Martin 1975; Martin 1980) F9 as the source of mRNA for the cDNA 

library was arrived at because of several unique phenotypic characteristics that 

betrayed the presence of an E1 A-like activity within these cells.

Ordinarily, adenoviruses strictly require the products of the E1 A early gene to trans 

activate expression of other later expressed genes for productive infection (Jones and
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Shenk, 1979). However, undifferentiated, EC cell lines permit replication of an 

otherwise defective E1 A minus mutant of adenovirus (Imperiale et al.f 1984), 

implying EC cells possess an activity that can supply the missing trans activation 

activity normally provided by the products of the E1A gene.

In contrast to its ability to trans activate promoters, the E1A gene product is also 

capable of suppressing transcription from a number of viral promoters whose common 

feature is the presence of strong transcriptional enhancers (Borrelli et at., 1984; 

Velcich and Ziff, 1985). A similar enhancer suppressing activity is also present in 

undifferentiated EC cells, which fail to efficiently express genes under the 

transcriptional control of the MSV LTR or SV40 early promoter, unless the enhancer 

sequences are altered or deleted from these viral promoters (Linney et at., 1984; 

Gorman et al., 1985, Hilberg et at., 1987). Mutational analysis of the E1A gene has 

mapped the trans activation and suppression activities to two different domains 

conserved among the E1A genes of multiple isolates of adenovirus (Schneider etal

1987), with the suppression domain coinciding with the transformation domain. Thus 

it is uncertain whether the E1A like activities in undifferentiated F9 cells are encoded 

by a single or multiple genes.

Since the E1A gene product, like SV40 LT antigen, had been found to relieve ras 

mediated growth arrest and cooperate with an activated ras gene in the transformation 

of Schwann cells (Ridley etal., 1988), it seemed an attractive idea to attempt isolation 

of the E1A like activity(s) in EC cells via functional complementation of an activated 

ras gene co-expressed in Schwann cells with cDNAs present in an expression library 

derived from undifferentiated EC cell mRNA.

7.1.2 Numerical Analysis of the Probabilities of Isolating Genes With a 

cDNA Expression Library

To obtain a general estimate of the feasibility of these oncogene cooperation 

experiments, predictive theoretical calculations regarding required levels of library 

complexity and gene transfer that would give favourable probabilities for the isolation 

a cellular gene with a cDNA expression library can be performed. The success of a 

cDNA shotgun expression cloning experiment is dependent on two parameters: 1) a
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library whose complexity of full length cDNA inserts mirrors that of the (template) 

mRNA within a cell, and 2) sufficient levels of transfer of the cDNA library into the 

reporter cells such that at least one of each of the individual cDNA molecules is stably 

transmitted.

The first parameter, required library complexity, is simply a sufficient number of 

inserts within the cDNA library to provide adequate representation of the mRNA 

transcripts present within a cell. R0t analysis between poly A+ RNA and cDNA derived 

from it has revealed that mammalian cells each possess between 3 and 5 x 105 mRNA 

transcripts containing some 1-3 x 104 different messages, the latter figure being the 

same order of magnitude of that estimated for the number of genes present in the cell's 

genome at 4 x 104  to 1 0 5 (Hastie and Bishop, 1976; Lewin, 1980; Ohno, 1985). 

These different messages can also be divided into three subpopulations of 5 to 10 highly 

expressed (1 0 4  copies/cell) messages, several hundred moderately expressed (1 0 2  

copies/cell) messages, and some 1 0 4 messages expressed at levels between 0.1 and 1 0  

copies per cell (Axel, et al., 1976; Hastie and Bishop, 1976). Usually the few mRNAs 

that are highly expressed represent messages characteristic of highly specialised cells 

from which they are derived, such as ovalbumin in chicken oviduct cells, and 

transferrin, ferritin and albumin in mouse liver cells. Hence it has been assumed that 

messages involved in differentiation and control of gene expression are more likely to 

be present in the moderate to scarcely expressed populations. Although the highly 

expressed mRNAs comprise 20%-40% of total message there has been, in general, no 

effort made when generating cDNA expression libraries to fractionate mRNA from cells 

with regard to the highly expressed/moderately-scarcely expressed populations 

(Okayama and Berg, 1982; Murphy and Efstratiadis 1987; Aruffo and Seed, 1987). 

This is probably because this would only enrich for the desired moderate to scarcely 

expressed mRNAs 1.25 to 1.67 fold, while increasing the risk of RNA degradation 

during the fractionation process. In the specific case of undifferentiated cells like EC 

cells, were used as a source of mRNA for a cDNA library in this chapter, it is not clear 

they possess the same disproportionate distribution of messages present in specialised 

somatic cells.
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In order to determine the number of independent inserts in a cDNA expression 

library necessary to obtain representation of the latter classes of message, the Poisson 

distribution can be invoked. Briefly, the Poisson distribution dictates that given the 

average propensity for the presence of an individual within a population or average 

likelihood that an event will occur, the probability the individual will not be 

represented or the event will not occur, P0  = e'a, where a is defined as a numerical 

representation of these averages. Conversely, the probability that at least one 

individual will be represented or one event will occur, P>o = 1 -e~a.

A hypothetical situation in which the investigator wishes to identify a gene 

responsible for imparting a specific phenotype when transfected into a cell will serve 

as an example in the following discussion. The assumption will be made that mRNA 

transcripts derived from the gene are present at 10 copies per cell. If one were to 

generate 5 x 105  independent cDNA molecules (a realistic number given current cDNA 

cloning procedures), assuming equal probability of reverse transcription of each 

message, one would expect the cDNAs to be present in numbers proportional to the 

distribution of mRNAs from which they were synthesised. So this one cell cDNA 

equivalent ( 5 x 1 0 5) should on average include several hundred copies each of the 

moderately expressed class of message, and 0.1 - 1 0  copies each of the scarcely 

expressed class of message within its population. The probability that cDNAs of 

moderately expressed messages will not be present within the population, P c  r e p  =  e ~  

a , will be vanishingly low, which is also the case for an mRNA present at and average 

of 1 0  copies per cell ( P 0  rep  = e- 10  = 1 0 -5). For very rare messages, however, the 

probabilities of representation, P r e p =  1-e"a , are not so favourable. For a singly 

expressed mRNA, a minimum of one copy is only likely to be present in 63% ( P re p  =  

1 -e '1) of the above cDNA populations, while only 9.5% ( P r e p  = 1-e'0-1) of the cDNA 

populations will contain a cDNA expressed at a frequency of 0.1 copies per cell.

An added stringency for representation of cDNAs is imposed upon ligation of the 

above cDNA populations into an expression vector to generate a cDNA expression 

library. In such libraries designed for use in expression/cloning experiments, the 

probability that a cDNA is functionally represented is contingent upon its expression, 

which is in turn dependent on the presence of an initiator codon to permit translation.
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Hence the ability of a cDNA to be expressed is a function of the efficiency of full length 

reverse transcription of its parental mRNA, where a full length cDNA is defined as one 

that includes the normal ATG initiation codon. Also in cases of non-directional cDNA 

cloning, where the orientation of the inserted cDNAs is random with respect to the 

promoter within the vector as when cloning into a single restriction site within a 

vector, only one half of the inserts will, on average, be present in the correct 

orientation for "sense" transcription. So the over all average representation within a 

library of a non directionally cloned cDNA in a form that can be expressed, aex, is one 

half the product of the average representation of that cDNA within the population 

and the fraction, f, of that cDNA which is full length: aex  = (a)(f)/2. So in the 

supposed example of an mRNA present on average at 10 copies per cell, its average 

functional representation in a cDNA library with 25% full length message is 

(10)(25%)(1/2) = 1.25 per 5 x 105 cDNAs. Likewise, the probability of 

representation with respect to expression in a cDNA library can now be defined as 

P e x r e p  =  0 “ P o  e x r e p )  = ( l - e 'adX) = (1 -e-(a^(^/2 ), and in the above case 

1-e * 1 25, or 71%.

To compensate for the problems associated with low copy number messages, 

libraries of greater size reduce the probability that an infrequently expressed message 

will not be represented within a cDNA library. Numerically this can be represented by 

the equation P e x r e p , n = 1-(Po e x r e p , l)n. where P e x r e p , n is the probability of 

successful functional representation of a gene in a library composed of n cell 

equivalents of cDNA, n is defined as the multiplicity of the number of cDNAs, or cell 

equivalents of cDNAs, in the new library over that of the initial library (number of 

inserts in new library/number of inserts in initial library), and P 0  e x r e p , I is the 

probability that a cDNA is not represented in the initial library. A synthesis of the 

above equation and that derived for functional representation of message in a cDNA 

expression library is P e x r e p , n = 1 -e ‘ (nMaax-J = 1 -e"(n)(aW /2 . In the above 

case of a message expressed which ordinarily is represented in 71% (Pexrep = 1-Po 

exrep = 1-e '(1°K °-25)/2) of expression libraries composed of 5 x 105 inserts 25% of 

which are full length, 92% ( l- [e - (1°K °-25)/2]2) of libraries containing 106 inserts 

will harbour a cDNA copy of that message, with the probability of at least one functional
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copy being present increasing to 98% ( 1 - [ e - ( 1 ) ( 0 .2 5 ) /2 j3 )  or 99% (1-[e* 

( 1 ) ( o .2 5 ) /2 ]4 )  for libraries of 1.5 x 10® and 2 x 10® respectively.

Likewise, the investigator must take into account the numerical probability of gene 

transfer in the second portion of an experiment designed to identify genes on the basis of 

expression. Again the Poisson distribution can be used to determine P t r a n s .  the 

probability of successful transfer of at least one cDNA from P 0  t r a n s .  the probability 

that at least one cDNA will not be transferred to a cell: P t r a n s  *  ( 1 -  p o  t r a n s ) *  or 

(1 -e-aax), where aex is the average likelihood of functional representation of a gene 

as a cDNA in one library equivalent. For example, one can examine the specific case of 

transfecting the previously described cDNA expression library with the goal of 

identifying a gene whose cDNAs exist at 10 copies per 5 x 105 inserts. As derived 

earlier, the gene's average expression representation is 1 /2  (orientated properly for 

expression) x 0.25 (fraction of full length cDNA)x 10 (copies per cell equivalent), or 

1.25 per cell equivalent. If 5 x 105, or one library equivalent of cDNAs, are 

transferred to indicator cells via transfection or infection, then on average 1.25 cells 

will acquire a copy of the gene, and the probability that gene will be introduced into at

least one cell is 71% ( P t r a n s  = 1-e*1-25). A greater number of infection or

transfection events enhances the probability of ensuring gene transfer in a manner 

analogous to larger libraries aiding in the probability of representing rare messages as 

shown by the equation: P t r a n s , n  =  H P o  t r a n s , l)n = 1 -(e_aax) n = 1 -e-

(n)(aex) where n is the multiplicity of gene transfer events in the current infection or 

transfection over the number in the initial experiment, P t r a n s , n  is the probability of 

successful transfer of at least one insert for a given multiplicity, and P 0  t r a n s , I is the 

probability that an insert will not be transferred in the initial infection or 

transfection. In the aforementioned experiment of 5 x 105 transfer events yielding a 

71% probability of at least one insert being transferred to a cell, if instead 10® 

transfer events are carried out with the same library the probability rises to 92% 

( 1 - [ e - i - 2 5 ] 2 = 1 -e*2 -5).

The overall probability of the success of an expression cloning experiment can be

calculated as the product of the individual probabilities of the two halves of the

experiment, using the assumed levels of cDNA cloning and transfer efficiencies derived
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in the previous passages. The gene of interest will be functionally represented and 

transferred in 2 0 %  (0 .9 2 [P e xrep] x 0 .2 2  [P trans]) of experiments with 1 0 5 

transfection events or 8 4 %  (0 .9 2 [P eXrep] x 0 .9 2 [P tra n s ]) of experiments where 1 0 6 

cDNA inserts are transfected. Thus, there appears to be a reasonable chance of 

representing messages present in numbers as few as 10 copies per cell as cDNAs and 

functionally identifying them provided libraries possessing on the order of 1 0 ® inserts 

(2 5 %  of which are full length) and gene transfer levels of 10® events can be attained.

As an empirical test of these theoretical predictions an F9 teratocarcinoma mRNA 

derived cDNA expression library constructed in the retroviral vector pDObsNB was 

tested for its ability to phenotypically transfer a gene known to be expressed at low 

levels within several cell types. The library was then employed in a initial attempt to 

shotgun clone cDNAs that were capable of cooperating with an activated c-Ha-ras gene 

to morphologically transform Schwann cells. In the process of performing this initial 

attempt to isolate novel oncogenes, parameters which in the future need to be improved 

to attain this desired goal possible were identified.

7.2 Library Construction

7.2.1 cDNA Synthesis And Ligation Into Vector

mRNA was isolated from undifferentiated F9 mRNA to be used as template in cDNA 

synthesis. During the preparation of the F9 mRNA, the representation of short lived 

message from a family of genes, the "serum response" genes which include several 

nuclear proto oncogenes such as c-myc and c-fos (Muller et al., 1984; Lau and 

Nathans, 1987) was enhanced by addition of cyclohex»mide and serum to the 

undifferentiated F9 cells (Almendral, et a!., 1988). In the particular case of the c-fos 

gene, thought to be a model for all early serum response genes, the inhibitory activity 

of cyclohexamide on protein synthesis is thought to superinduce message by two 

mechanisms. At the transcriptional level, cyclohexi mide prevents translation of 

putative labile repressors that prevent transcription of the c-fos gene by repression 

through the SRE (Serum Response Element) in the c-fos promoter (Subramaniam et 

al., 1989). At the level of message stability, degradation of c-fos message is known to
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be dependent on its translation, hence cyclohex mide prevents message from proceeding 

through a pathway that ultimately leads to its destruction (Wilson and Treisman,

1988) .

Undifferentiated F9 teratocarcinoma cells were maintained in exponential growth 

until they were within 12 to 24 hours of achieving confluence at which point 

cyclohex mide was added as a 30 minute pre-treatment prior to 4 hour stimulation 

with 20% foetal calf serum and cyclohex mide. RNA was then isolated and fractionated 

to obtain the poly A+ mRNA.

To monitor both the integrity of the RNA with respect to degradation and the 

differentiation state of the F9 cells when total RNA was harvested, Northern analysis of 

the poly A+ RNA was performed. The differentiation state of the F9 cells was 

specifically examined by hybridising Northern blots of 10 p.g poly A+ RNA derived from 

the serum/cyclohex mide treated F9 cells and 10 p.g of total RNA isolated from 

differentiated F9 cells (a gift of R. Smith) with probes derived from genes known to be 

exclusively expressed in undifferentiated or differentiated F9 cells respectively.

Figure 7.1 A demonstrates that the F9 serum/cyclohex mide stimulated poly A+ RNA 

failed to hybridise to a probe derived from the int-2 gene (a gift of M. Dixon), in 

contrast to control RNA from differentiated F9 cells, int-2 is a member of the basic 

fibroblast growth factor family, and is known to solely be expressed in differentiated 

F9 cells upon induction with retinoic acid (Smith et al., 1988). To appreciate the 

extent to which the F9 cells used as a source of mRNA for the cDNA expression library 

were not differentiated, it should be noted that since the serum/cyclohex mide ^ 

stimulated F9 cell RNA was poly A+ selected, it's mRNA representation exceeded thaUhe 

total RNA from differentiated F9 cells by a factor of 30 to 50 (Maniatis et al., 1982), 

and yet still did not display any int-2 specific signal. When the blot was stripped of 

int-2  probe and hybridised with a labeled fragment of the rat c-myc gene, whose steady 

state levels of mRNA in F9 cells decrease more than 20-fold upon induction of 

differentiation (Campisi et al., 1984), a strong signal was observed in the F9 

serum/cyclohex mide stimulated poly A+ RNA lane, whereas no such signal appeared in 

the control differentiated F9 RNA sample in Figure 7.1 B. Also no obvious degradation of
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Figure 7.1 Northern Analysis of Poly A+ Undifferentiated  

F9 Teratocarcinoma RNA For Use In cDNA Expression Library 

C o n stru ctio n

10 p.g of poly A+ RNA from serum, or serum + cyclohex* mide stimulated 

undifferentiated F9 teratocarcinoma cells, and 10 pg of total cellular RNA from retinoic 

acid differentiated F9 teratocarcinoma cells were electrophoresed through a denaturing 

agarose gel and blotted onto nylon membrane (Section 2.2.24). The membrane was 

probed with 32P labeled int 2 cDNA fragment, autoradiogrphed, stripped of probe, 

reprobed with a 32P labeled rat c-myc genomic labeled fragment and autoradiographed 

(Section 2.2.26).
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the F9 serum/cyclohexi mide stimulated poly A+ RNA by nucleases was apparent 

upon examination of the c-myc positive band.

cDNA synthesis was performed using Avian Myeloblastosis Virus (AMV) reverse 

transcriptase provided in a commercial cDNA synthesis kit based on a procedure 

employing limited RNase H digestion of the template strand after first strand DNA 

synthesis to generate multiple primers for polymerisation of the second DNA strand 

(Gubler and Hoffman, 1983). The product of the cDNA synthesis was loaded onto an 

anion exchange column to remove unincorporated nucleotides and cDNAs less than 500 

bp in length from larger cDNAs (Section 2.2.20). BstX I adaptors were ligated onto the 

ends of the previously blunted cDNAs to allow efficient cloning of the cDNAs as inserts 

in pDObsNB which possesses BstX I compatible ends in its polylinker (Figure 5.1).

Due to the unusual nature of the BstX I recognition site which is external and separate 

from the overhangs created during restriction digestion, BstX I sites can be engineered 

in polylinkers and adaptors such that neither can the vector recircularise, nor can the 

cDNAs with BstX I compatible ends form concatenates (Aruffo and Seed, 1987). This 

enhances the overall efficiency of cDNA library construction by obviating the need to 

dephosphorylate the vector prior to ligation with cDNA inserts ligation which can 

reduce cloning efficiencies, and reducing loss of message representation caused by of 

oligimerisation of cDNAs. Unincorporated adaptors were removed using an anion 

exchange column. cDNAs with BstX I compatible ends were then size fractionated on a 

modified KOAc gradient (Aruffo and Seed, 1987; Section 2.2.21), to isolate cDNAs 

greater than 500 bp in length. In practice, fractions of the gradient with cDNA of an 

average size greater than 1 kb still contained a great deal of material whose length was 

only 500 bp.

The vector pDObsNB was modified by insertion of a 150 bp "stuffer fragment" 

between the BstX I sites in its polylinker. This stuffer fragment in the modified vector 

pDObsNBS (Stuffer) was empirically found to lead to lower background of empty vector 

when performing test ligations, probably because spacing the BstX I sites further apart 

permits more complete digestion by the restriction enzyme (New England Biolabs 

Catalog 1989). Optimal ratios of cDNA:BstX I digested (and KOAc gradient purified) 

pDObsNBS for ligation were obtained empirically with small aliquots of material, and
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the reaction scaled up proportionately for ligation of the total cDNA library. Ligated 

material was electroporated into recA' bacteria, a method which had recently been 

demonstrated to achieve transformation efficiencies with plasmids as high as those of X 

phage vectors (reviewed in Shigekawa and Dower, 1988; Bottger, 1988) which had 

traditionally been used in the molecular cloning of cDNAs (Murray et al., 1983). 

Transformed bacteria were plated onto selective agar and plasmid isolated from scrape 

pooled colonies that emerged 18 hours later. A small aliquot of the transformed ligation 

mix revealed that approximately 7.5 x 105 independent colonies had resulted from the 

ligation/transformation. The plasmids present in 26 of these colonies were examined, 

with 75% of the plasmids found to contain cDNA inserts of an average size of 1.3 kb. 

Therefore, there were 0.75 x 7.5 x 105 = 5.6 x 105 inserts in the library, half of 

which, 2 . 8  x 1 0 5, were, on average, ligated in the proper orientation for functional 

expression. Total yield of plasmid from the library was 12.5 mg, an indication of how 

well suited the high copy bacterial origin of pDObsNB is for obtaining sufficient 

material when producing cDNA libraries for multiple rounds of gene transfer 

experiments without having to resort to amplification. In general, 10 pg of plasmid is 

added to each calcium phosphate transfection, so enough material was generated in the 

F9 cDNA expression library for over 1200 transfections.

7.2.2 Estimation Of The Representation Of Rare Messages As cDNAs 

Within The F9 cDNA Expression Library

In order to assess the quality of the F9 cDNA expression library, quantitation of the 

number of full length cDNAs of a rare message within the library was performed. Since 

the TK cDNA inserts were known to be present in published cDNA libraries derived 

from mouse NIH 3T3 cells and a rat insulinoma at frequencies as low as 1 in 105 and

1.5 in 105  respectively (Lin etal., 1985; Murphy and Efstratiadis, 1987), it was 

decided to analyse the F9 cDNA library for the presence of full length TK cDNAs as a 

stringent test of its worth.

An aliquot of the F9 cDNA expression library was BamH I/Sal I digested to liberate 

cDNA inserts, and a series of tenfold dilutions were size fractionated over an agarose 

gel. As a control, tenfold dilutions of the mouse cDNA TK clone pMTK4 were included on
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the gel so that the relative representation of TK inserts within the library could be 

calibrated. Subsequent to electrophoresis the gel was subjected to Southern blot 

analysis. A fragment containing the entire mouse TK cDNA was hybridised as probe to 

the blot of the agarose gel and the results are shown in Figure 7.2.

Several TK inserts are present in the F9 cDNA expression library, as evidenced by 

the five faintly positive bands in the left-most lane where 5 pg of the digested aliquot of 

the library had been run and blotted. This infers that the abundance of TK message in 

F9 cells is roughly 1 in 105 (5 cDNA copies per 5.6 x 105 cDNA clones with inserts), 

a figure close to that found in the aforementioned cDNA libraries. The largest insert 

appeared to be full length, as judged by its migration relative to the control mouse TK 

cDNA insert, and to be present in two copies because of its doubled intensity relative to 

the other bands in the same lane. Also, the intensity of the full length band is 

approximately the same order of magnitude as the band residing in the lane in which 5 

pg of mouse TK cDNA were loaded. Taking into account that the molecular weight of 

pMTK4 is about one half that of pDObsNB containing an average sized cDNA insert of 1.3 

kb and therefore each of its tracks contain twice the amount of DNA in an equivalent 

track of cDNA, one can approximate the relative abundance of full length TK inserts in 

the library to be 1 in 1 0 6, since a microgram is a 1 0 6-fold larger amount than a 

picogram. This figure is within the same order of magnitude arrived at by assuming the 

full length band represents two copies of cDNA in a library estimated to be composed of

7.5 x 105 molecules.

7.3 Functional Testing Of The F9 cDNA Expression Library

Schwann cells had proven to be refractory to ecotropic retroviral vector infection, 

with stocks possessing G418r titres of 5 X 105 cfu/ml on NIH 3T3 cells only having 

titres of 103 on Schwann cells (Ridley et at., 1988). Given the above limitation of 

reduced ability to infect Schwann cells and the constraint that an activated ras had to be 

co-introduced with the cDNAs, it would be difficult to employ the retroviral vector 

capacity of the cDNA library in shotgun oncogene cooperation cloning experiments. 

Rather activated ras genes and the cDNAs would have to be co-transfected to gain entry 

into Schwann cells at high enough numbers to adequately represent the total number of
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Figure 7.2 Southern Analysis of F9 Serum + Cyclohexamide 

cDNA Library For TK cDNA Inserts

logio dilutions from 5 pg to 500 pg of BamH I/Sal I digested serum + cyclohexamide 

stimulated cDNA library DNA, and Iog10 dilutions from 500 pg to 0.5 ng of BamH I 

digested pMTK 4 [plasmid bearing a mouse TK cDNA described by Lin et al. (1985)] 

were electrophoresed through an agarose gel and blotted onto a nylon membrane (Section

2.2.25). The membrane was hybridised to a 32P labeled mouse TK cDNA DNA gene as a 

BamH I fragment from pMTK 4 and autoradiographed (Section 2.2.26).
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Figure 7.2 Southern Analysis of F9 Serum + Cyclohexamide 

cDNA Library For TK cDNA Inserts

logio dilutions from 5 pg to 500 pg of BamH I/Sal I digested serum + cyclohexamide 

stimulated cDNA library DNA, and log10 dilutions from 500 pg to 0.5 ng of BamH I 

digested pMTK 4 [plasmid bearing a mouse TK cDNA described by Lin et al. (1985)] 

were electrophoresed through an agarose gel and blotted onto a nylon membrane (Section

2.2.25). The membrane was hybridised to a 32P labeled mouse TK cDNA DNA gene as a 

BamH I fragment from pMTK 4 and autoradiographed (Section 2.2.26).
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inserts within the library. Therefore, the capacity of the F9 cDNA expression library 

to transfer and express cDNA inserts via calcium phosphate transfection was tested.

7.3.1 An Attempt To Isolate By Expression A Mouse TK cDNA

As control experiment to test of the efficacy of expression cloning of cDNAs of rare 

messages via transfection, the cDNA library was transfected into TK" R2 (Rat 2) cells. 

Since the F9 teratocarcinoma cells used as a source of mRNA for the cDNA library are 

TK+, as evidenced by their ability to grow in HAT medium, transfection of the library 

into R2 cells should transfer the TK+ phenotype.

27 plates of R2 cells were each transfected with 10 pg of the library and 20 pg of 

R2 carrier DNA, and two days later placed in HAT selective medium. Concomitantly a 

negative control was also performed by transfecting 5 R2 plates each with 10 pg of 

empty pDObsNB and 20 pg of R2 carrier. As a positive control, 20 pg of REF (TK+) 

carrier DNA was transfected onto 10 plates of R2 cells. Carrier DNA was included in 

the transfections because its presence had previously been demonstrated to enhance 

transfection efficiencies of cloned DNA markers (reviewed in Scagnos and Ruddle,

1982). A small aliquot of the cDNA library transfection was selected in G418 to obtain 

an estimate of the transfection efficiency, which indicated a total of 2  x 1 0 5  

transfection events took place in this experiment.

No HAT resistant colonies appeared on the dishes that had been transfected with the 

F9 cDNA expression library or the negative control plates. The HAT selection was 

demonstrated to have worked properly because 2  colonies survived selection in the 

positive control transfection because these colonies had incorporated and expressed the 

genomic TK clone present in the REF DNA.

7.5 Oncogene Cooperation Experiments In Primary Rat Schwann Cells 

Using The F9 cDNA Expression Library

Although transfection of the F9 cDNA expression library into R2 cells had failed to 

functionally transfer a TK cDNA, it was considered worthwhile to carry out transfection 

of primary rat Schwann cells in order to obtain some idea of the feasibility of using the 

cells in an assay to isolate mouse cellular genes able to cooperate with an activated ras
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gene in the process of transformation. First, the possibility existed that genes able to 

cooperate with an activated ras gene in Schwann cells may have their mRNAs 

transcribed in F9 cells at levels exceeding those of the TK gene by several orders of 

magnitude. The serum + cyclohexamide treatment may have contributed to elevating 

these levels. Given that families of related oncogenes exist, it was also reasonable to 

assume that there may be multiple genes whose cDNAs are capable of cooperating with 

ras as opposed to the TK gene whose cDNAs within the F9 cDNA expression library are 

singularly able to confer HAT resistance.

The practical basis for the belief that a "shotgun" oncogene cooperation assay for the 

isolation of SV40 LT or E1A like genes might be workable came from experiments that 

demonstrated Schwann cell foci could be obtained from primary Schwann cells via co

transfection of an activated c-Ha-ras gene and genomic DNA from a y -2  cell clone 

harbouring a single recombinant provirus with an SV40 LT cDNA (A. Ridley, 

unpublished results). The following transfection experiments were carried out to 

determine if a cDNA expression library could be used as a source of SV40 LT-like 

cooperative genes.

7.4.1 Optimisation Of Transfection Efficiencies Of Schwann Cells

As detailed in Section 7.1.2., after construction of the cDNA expression library, the 

success of any cDNA expression cloning experiment is dependent on sufficient transfer 

of genetic information within the library to achieve full representation of its 

complexity within the population of recipient cells. At the inception of this attempt to 

utilise the F9 cDNA expression library in oncogene cooperation shotgun cloning 

experiments, the efficiency of calcium phosphate transfection of Schwann cells was 

several hundred transfectants per transfected plate (transfection was carried out two 

days after a confluent dish of Schwann cells had been split 1:3 when the dishes contained 

approximately 106  cells). Hence, the effects of slight alterations of the standard 

calcium phosphate transfection procedure on gene transfer efficiency were explored in 

an attempt to improve this efficiency.

For use as a positive control during the attempts to optimise transfection of Schwann 

cells, pDObsNB LT, a recombinant molecule expressing the SV40 LT antigen, was
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constructed. An insert bearing the SV40 LT cDNA COS cell fusion rescued from a cell 

line bearing a ZNSV(X) SV40 LT provirus (Jat et a!., 1986; H. Land and G. Kitchener, 

unpublished data) was inserted into the same vector utilised in the construction of the 

F9 cDNA expression library pDObsNB (Figure 5.1).

Primary rat Schwann cells obtained from the sciatic nerves of 2-3 day old Wistar 

rats were transfected at first or second passage with calcium phosphate precipitates 

composed of 25 pg of REF carrier DNA and either 10 pg of pDObsNB LT alone or in 

combination with 10 pg of pUCEJ 6 .6  (a 6 .6  kb fragment of an activated human c-Ha- 

ras gene (Shih and Weinberg, 1982) inserted into pUC 9, (H. Land, unpublished 

construct). In all the following experiments, the transfected primary Schwann cell 

were placed into selective medium consisting solely of 2 % FCS (Foetal calf serum) in 

low glucose DMEM and G418. This functioned as a pseudo dual selection scheme, 

requiring cells to acquire a neo marker to survive the aminoglycoside, and a LT gene 

alone or in combination with a ras gene to grow efficiently in low serum medium 

lacking forskolin and 259 CM (IN/259 glioma conditioned medium). Ordinarily low 

serum medium does not support the proliferation of primary Schwann cells because 

they require the synergistic effects of elevated cAMP levels and unknown growth factors 

provided by forskolin and 259 CM respectively for optimal growth (Porter et a/., 

1986). However, expression of SV40 LT or SV40 LT and an activated ras gene 

diminishes or abrogates the requirement for these pharmacological agents or exogenous 

growth factors (Ridley et al., 1988).

During the first the series of test transfections (data not shown) using the standard 

protocol (Ridley et al., 1988), a great deal of cell death was apparent even before G418 

selection was applied. It was postulated this cell death may have been due to the large 

amount of calcium phosphate precipitate that remained adherent to the (poly-L-lysine 

treated, and hence positively charged) tissue culture dish surface, even after normal 

washing of the cells included in the transfection protocol. It was found that this excess 

precipitate could be purged by changing the medium one hour after the initial 

removal/washing of the precipitate, by which time it was apparent the majority of the 

remaining precipitate had dissolved into the medium. Also, the effect of the lack of 259
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CM and forskolin in the medium used during the (4 to 6  hour) period of transfection 

was brought into question.

Table 7.1 shows the results of including forskolin and 259 CM in the medium to 

which the calcium phosphate precipitate was applied, and performing post precipitate 

removal washes on the efficiency of Schwann cell transfection. In two separate 

experiments, transfection of the single marker pDObsNB LT resulted in 8-9 x 102  

G418r colonies per dish of Schwann cells, representing a 2 to 3-fold enhancement of 

efficiencies obtained by the standard procedure. Cotransfection experiments with 

pUCEJ 6 .6  and pDObsNB LT, which were modeled on the oncogene cooperation shotgun 

cDNA cloning experimental design, consistently yielded 1.5 to 2-fold lower efficiencies 

of transfection. Importantly, less than 50% of the G418r colonies resulting from 

cotransfection of the aforementioned molecules appeared morphologically transformed. 

Lastly, in this round of transfections, the possibility that linearisation of pDObsNB LT 

plasmids (as model plasmids of those present in the F9 cDNA library) in their 

bacterial vector backbones might enhance integration of the molecules at these and not 

their eucaryotic expression sequences, was tested. Contrary to an enhancement of the 

transfection efficiencies, a slight decrease was observed.

Since cotransfection efficiencies were reproducibly lower than those obtained when 

transfecting one marker, further experiments with altered conditions during Schwann 

cell transfection were performed using pDObsNB as the sole marker. The effect on 

transfection efficiencies of applying the calcium phosphate-DNA precipitate to the 

Schwann cells for various lengths of time was explored, with the optimal time 

appearing to be between 6  and 7 hours (Table 7.2A). Also tried in an effort to elevate 

transfection efficiencies was a standard glycerol shock protocol (15% v/v glycerol in 

low glucose DMEM) for various amounts of time. Unfortunately, the osmotic shock 

induced by the glycerol proved to be highly toxic to the Schwann cells, and thereby 

preventing the possibility of efficient gene transfer (Table 7.2B).

Table 7.2C shows the results of an experiment designed to determine the optimal 

amount of pDObsNB for maximal gene transfer. The Schwann cells appeared relatively 

insensitive the addition of more than 5 p.g of pDObsNB in the precipitate, with no toxic
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Table 7.1 Optimisation of Schwann Cell Cotransfection 

E f f i c i e n c i e s

Normal Schwann cells (prep 34 passage 1 and prep 33 passage 2) in low glucose 

DMEM/2% FCS plus forskolin and 259 CM were calcium phosphate transfected with 10 

pg each of various constructs (+ 20 pg REF carrier DNA), and media changed one hour 

after initial removal of precipitate. 24 hours after transfection cells were split 1:3. 

24 hours after splitting cells were taken out of low glucose DMEM/2% FCS plus 

forskolin and 259 CM low glucose DMEM/2% FCS plus G418. After 14 days colonies 

were counted.
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Experiment 1 ns 34 pi
Construct

Transfected G418 Colonies % Transformed

pDObsNB LT 910

pDObsNB LT/pUCEJ 6.6 (1:1) 65 0  50

Experiment 2 ns 33 P2
Construct X

Transfected G418 Colonies % Transformed

pDObsNB LT 800

pDObsNB LT/pUCEJ 6.6 (1:1) 4 9 0  50

pDObsNB LT/pUCEJ 6.6 (1:4) 6 0 50

pDObsNB LT (linearised)/pUCEJ 6.6 23 0  50



Table 7.2 Effect of Duration of Transfection, Glycerol 

Shock Treatment, Amount of Plasmid, and Dilution of 

Biologically Active Plasmid on Schwann Cell Transfection 

E f f i c i e n c i e s

Normal Schwann cells (prep 37 passage 1 or 2) in low glucose DMEM/2% FCS plus 

forskolin and 259 CM were calcium phosphate transfected with 10 pg pDObsNB + 20 pg 

REF carrier DNA and media changed one hour after initial removal of precipitate. 

Resultant transfection efficiencies are shown.

A Schwann cells in low glucose DMEM/2% FCS plus forskolin and 259 CM were 

calcium phosphate transfected with 10 pg of DObsNB LT over a period of time ranging 

from 4 to 8  hours.

B Some samples transfected as above were also subjected to osmotic shock with 15% 

glycerol in low glucose DMEM for "0" or 30 seconds. ”0" duration refers to 

instantaneous addition and removal of the 15% glycerol/low glucose DMEM.

C The effect of the amount of pDObsNB LT transfected was explored in this 

experiment.

D Transfection was performed as above, with the pDObsNB LT molecule being diluted 

with its parent vector pDObsNB, with maintenance of the 10 pg plasmid total.

24 hours after transfection cells were split 1:3. 24 hours after splitting cells were 

taken out of low glucose DMEM/2% FCS plus forskolin and 259 CM low glucose 

DMEM/2 % FCS plus G418. After 14 days colonies were counted.
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A NS 37 P1 pDObsNB LT
Duration of(hours) r

Transfection G418 Colonies

5 510
6 624
7 726
8 114

B NS 37 P1 pDObsNB LT
Duration of (seconds) p

Givcerol Shock G418 Colonies

Not Done 510
0 39

30 3

C NS 37 P2 pDObsNB LT
Amount (^g)

Transfected G418 Colonies
5 156

10 186
20 225

D  NS 37 P2 pDObsNB LT
Dilution Altered
Ratio G418 Colonies Morphology

1:10 35 +
1:100 37

1:1000 38



effect of large amounts of plasmid DNA observed, and the addition of 2-4 fold more DNA 

only yielding 1 .2 -1 .4 fold greater numbers of G418r colonies.

A "dilution" experiment shown in Table 7.2D was modeled on the conditions expected 

when performing the oncogene cooperation shotgun cDNA cloning experiment, namely 

attempted transfer of a few biologically active cDNA inserts present among a vast excess 

of inert ones. DObsNB LT was diluted on a weight basis with its empty parental vector 

pDObsNB at ratios of 1:101, 1:102  and 1:103. Only in the 1:10 dilution were a few 

morphologically altered (indicative of LT expression) G418r colonies observed. 

Moreover, the numbers of G418r colonies yielded by transfection of the three dilutions 

were basically identical. This experiment was the first to betray the existence of 

"background" growth of normal Schwann cells in medium lacking forskolin and 259 CM.

7.4.2 Attempted Identification Of Genes Able To Relieve Growth Factor 

Requirements Or Cooperate With An Activated ras Gene in Schwann Cell 

Transformation With The F9 cDNA Expression Library

Despite the low transfection efficiencies and potential background problems found in 

the previous section, it was decided to use the F9 cDNA expression library in 

conjunction with Schwann cells to attempt isolation of mouse cDNAs that could either 

relieve growth factor requirements or cooperate with an activated ras gene in the 

transformation process. As reasoned above, this attempt was executed in hopes that a 

biologically active cDNA existed at relatively abundant levels (hundreds of copies) 

within the F9 cDNA expression library, to determine if predictive theory in Section 

7.1.2. was applicable to actual transfection conditions, and to uncover any other faults 

in the system not encountered during the pilot experiments. Because transfection 

efficiencies were relatively low (an order of magnitude lower than those obtained when 

transfecting R2 cells), large numbers Schwann cells had to be transfected for there to 

be any chance of transferring at least a single F9 cDNA library equivalent (7.5 x 105 

molecules). Also transfection efficiencies were reproducibly higher when pUCEJ 6 .6  

was not cotransfected with pDObsNB LT, so it was decided to transfect the F9 cDNA 

expression library alone and look for G418r colonies that could grow rapidly in 

medium lacking forskolin and 259 CM, just as LT expressing Schwann cells do.
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Thirty 1 0  cm plates of NS 41 P2 cells and fifteen 1 0  cm plates of NS 42 P1 cells 

(Normal Schwann cell preps numbers 41 and 42, Rassage numbers 2 and 1) were each 

transfected with 10 pg of the F9 cDNA expression library (+ 25 pg of REF carrier 

DNA). Two days after transfection each plate was split onto a 15 cm dish containing low 

glucose DMEM/2% FCS and G418. As a control for transfection efficiency, 1/ 1 0 th of a 

plate of NS 41 P2 and NS 42 P1 were maintained in low glucose DMEM/3% FCS + 

forskolin + 259 CM and G418. After 14 days both these plates had 34 G418r colonies, 

indicating a total transfection efficiency of 340 transfection events per initial plate of 

NS cells, and also revealing that the transfection efficiency did not significantly change 

between passage 1 and passage 2. This latter observation is important because it 

demonstrates that, in the future, if one needs to transfect many dishes of Schwann cells, 

at early passages one could continue expanding a primary cell population without 

significant loss of transfection efficiency. Otherwise one would have to resort to 

carrying out multiple Schwann cell preparations to obtain adequate numbers of cells 

for the required large numbers of transfections.

After 21 days in low serum selective medium the same numbers of colonies grew out 

on both the NS 41 P2  and NS 42 P1 plates (60 to 120), however for several reasons 

these were considered to be background colonies of Schwann cells able to grow in 2 % 

serum, previously not encountered when culturing Schwann cells in other lots of FCS 

(Ridley et al., 1988). First none of the colonies appeared morphologically transformed 

or grew substantially faster or denser than any of the other colonies as LT Schwann 

cells do. Second, if the large numbers of colonies were truly growing in a 

forskolin/259 CM independent manner as a consequence of having incorporated a 

biologically active cDNA insert, this would infer that the mRNAs from which these 

inserts were derived are present in F9 cells at frequencies of 1 in every 20-30 

transcripts (60-120 forskolin/259 CM independent colonies per 340 transfected 

cells, assuming each transfected cell acquired, on average, 10 cDNA molecules - see 

below).

Having encountered the above background problem, it was thought it could be 

circumvented by solely performing oncogene cooperation assays with the F9 cDNA 

expression library and Schwann cells. Because expression of an activated ras gene
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alone in Schwann cells causes growth arrest, cells which receive a biologically inert 

cDNA insert and an activated ras gene upon cotransfection should undergo growth arrest 

and not appear as background colonies. Also the doubling time of a LT/ras Schwann cell 

is only 1 2  hours, so LT/ras colonies should be readily identifiable by their ability to 

rapidly outgrow background colonies. 45 10 cm plates of NS 44 P2 cells were each 

transfected with 10 pg of pUCEJ 6 .6  and 10 pg of the F9 cDNA expression library 

(+25 pg of REF carrier DNA) and two days later split onto 45 15 cm plates with low 

glucose DMEM/2 % FCS + G418. Again, after 21 days large numbers of G418r colonies 

( 1 0  - 1 0 0 ) appeared on the dishes, with none appearing morphologically transformed 

or growing with a doubling time of 12 hours characteristic of LT+ras Schwann cells 

(Ridley et al., 1988).

A final transfection was performed in order to determine whether the background 

growth of normal Schwann cells in 2% serum was a general phenomenon attributable to 

the particular lot of FCS (GlobePharm 040) used in these experiments or due to some 

contaminating biologically active molecule present in the F9 cDNA expression library. 

The empty vector pDObsNB, from which the cDNA library was derived, was transfected 

with REF carrier DNA alone or with pUCEJ 6 .6  and REF carrier DNA into passage 2 

primary Schwann cells. 21 days after being split into low glucose/2% FCS + G418, 

approximately 60 G418r colonies grew out of both the DObsNB and DObsNB + pUCEJ 

6 .6  transfected cells.

It was also possible to passage normal Schwann cells in low glucose DMEM/2 % FCS 

(GlobePharm 040) for at least three passages with 1:10 splittings.

7.5 Discussion And Future Work

The focus of the discussion of this chapter will be why the experiments using the F9 

cDNA expression library failed to isolate genes by functional assay. Suggestions are 

made as to how improvements could be incorporated into the protocols of these 

experiments, especially ones that might enable future investigators to succeed in 

attaining the desired goal of using primary Schwann cells in an assay to identify genes 

that somehow interact with c-Ha-ras in controlling cellular proliferation.
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7.5.1 Failure To Functionally Isolate The Mouse TK cDNA

As discussed in the introduction of this thesis in Section 7.1.2., a cDNA gene transfer 

experiment is composed of two halves. The first part entails attaining adequate 

representation of an mRNA as a cDNA within a cDNA library. The Southern blot 

analysis shown in Figure 7.2 appears to demonstrate that at least one and probably two 

full length TK cDNA inserts are present in the F9 cDNA expression library. Whether 

they are able to functionally confer HAT resistance to a TK' cell is dependent on their 

insertion in the correct orientation relative to the LTR in pDObsNB. Assuming two full 

length TK inserts do exist within the library, the probability that both were inserted in 

the wrong orientation for sense transcription is 25% (1/2 x 1/2). So 1 in 4 

libraries constructed as above would have no chance of complementing a TK' cell line, 

and conversely 3 out of 4 libraries would. To decrease the probability of not having a 

functional TK cDNA in such a non directionally cloned library, P0 *  (1/2)n, one must 

increase the number of full length inserts, n, within the library. This can be achieved 

by improving the efficiency of reverse transcription, as in the specific case of the F9 

cDNA expression library shown in Figure 7.2, about three quarters of the TK inserts 

appear to be less than full length. A library with a larger number of inserts would also 

serve to raise the value of n in the above equation (n = size of new library/size of 

initial library) and decrease the chance that no full length TK cDNAs would be present 

in the sense orientation. In the future, it would easily be possible to adapt any of the 

retroviral vectors' polylinkers for directional cDNA cloning which by taking advantage 

of the asymmetric structure of eucaryotic mRNA ensures cDNAs are inserted in the 

sense orientation relative to promoters (Han and Rutter, 1988).

The second part of a functional cloning protocol demands high enough levels of gene 

transfer to ensure introduction of all the inserts within the cDNA library. When an 

attempt to re-isolate the mouse TK cDNA as a positive control experiment was executed, 

2  x 1 0 5 transfection events were achieved as determined by G418 selection of an 

aliquot of the transfection, yet no TK+ colonies were found. Stable calcium phosphate 

transfection usually results in multiple copies of inserted DNA within the recipient 

cell's genome (reviewed in Scagnos and Ruddle, 1981). Therefore, some multiple of 2  

x 105 cDNAs were transferred to the R2  cells in the experiment. Several reports
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where insert numbers have been quantitated have determined the number of inserts of 

several different genes present in a variety of recipient cell types to be on the order of 

1 to 10 copies (Noda et al., 1989). This number is in agreement with other's 

experience with calcium phosphate transfections of recombinant plasmids (E. Laufer, 

unpublished data; H. Land, G. Kitchener, J. P. M., unpublished data; D. Bentley, 

personal communication). If we arbitrarily estimate the average number of F9 cDNA 

expression library inserts stably transferred to the R2 cells to be 5, then on the order 

of 10® were incorporated by these cells without a single one giving rise to a HAT 

resistant colony. Using the equation derived from the Poisson distribution in Section 

7.1.2 ., the probability of successful transfer Ptrans ■ 1 -e‘ (nMaex), where aex is the 

functional average representation of the cDNA insert within one library equivalent, and 

n is the ratio of the number of molecules transfected and the number of molecules 

within the cDNA library.

In the specific case of the F9 cDNA expression library, aex «= (1/2 inserts in 

correct orientation) x (2 inserts) « 1, and n=10®/(7.5 x 105) = 1.33. Therefore 

Ptrans -  1-e_( 1 *3 3 ) ( 1) -  74%, and in 3 of 4 transfections of 10® molecules a TK cDNA 

would be functionally transferred into a R2 cell. Doubling the number of transfection 

events would have increased the probability of success to 93% This analysis does not 

take into account the requirement that the cDNA molecule integrate within the host 

genome in a manner that does not interrupt or permute the LTR-cDNA-LTR 

arrangement.

Together, the overall probability that the TK transfer experiment would have 

worked as performed was 56% (P exrep  x Ptrans ■ x 0.74), and could at best only 

approach 75% if better transfection efficiencies could be achieved because the F9 cDNA 

expression library with only two full length TK cDNA inserts is the limiting factor in 

this experiment.

7.5.2 Use Of cDNA Libraries And Schwann Cells To Isolate Cellular Genes 

Able To Cooperate With ras Genes In The Process Of Transformation

Initial work with primary Schwann cells has made obvious the need for 

improvements in gene transfer efficiencies and elimination of background before their
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potential use in oncogene cooperation shotgun cloning experiments can be realised. As 

alluded to in Section 7.5.1, cDNA library construction could also stand improvement 

with respect to obtaining libraries with greater numbers of inserts, of which a higher 

percentage are of full length, and lowering background of recombinant molecules 

bearing no cDNA insert. Also, oncogene cooperation experiments, by nature of their 

requirement for two genes to be concomitantly introduced within a reporter cell, may 

benefit from cDNA expression vectors specifically designed for this purpose.

Reduction of background Schwann cell colonies able to proliferate in low serum in 

the absence of forskolin and 259 CM is probably a relatively simple matter to achieve. 

Klo such colonies were observed during initial characterisation of the behaviour of 

Schwann cells after the introduction of various oncogenes (Ridley et al., 1988). In 

accordance with this observation, the lot of FCS used during this analysis of Schwann 

cell growth characteristics, Gibco 4406, was found to lack any mitogenic activity (A. 

Ridley, Ph. D. thesis, 1989, University College, London). The ability of normal 

Schwann cells to proliferate in medium supplemented solely with 2% FCS Globepharm 

lot 040 in the experiments described in Sections 7.4.2,3 suggests this lot of FCS 

possesses mitogenic activity. This notion was confirmed by 3H thymidine incorporation 

assays and growth curves with normal Schwann cells grown in medium supplemented 

only with FCS lot 040 (A. Ridley, Ph. D. thesis, 1989, University College, London).

The background growth of normal Schwann cell encountered when performing the F9 

cDNA library transfections serves to reinforce the already widely held perception that 

ser<\ used as supplements in tissue culture medium are extremely heterogeneous in 

their make-up. In future oncogene cooperation cDNA expression cloning experiments 

background growth of normal Schwann cells could be avoided by employing a non 

mitogenic FCS as a supplement during post transfection G418 selection . A suitable lot 

of FCS incapable of supporting normal Schwann cell growth could be found empirically 

by performing 3H thymidine incorporation assays on normal Schwann cells maintained 

in medium supplemented with various samples of FCS.

A variation on this approach would be to grow transfected Schwann cells grown in 

defined serum free medium while applying G418 selection. It has been demonstrated 

that established Schwann cell clones expressing SV40 LT antigen and an activated ras
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gene are able to grow in chemically defined medium, and even in low glucose DMEM 

supplemented solely with 100 pg/ml of transferrin (Ridley et al., 1988)

Experiments could be done to determine if cells cotransfected with pDObsNB LT and 

pUCEJ 6.6 are capable of establishing G418r colonies in chemically defined medium. If 

this selection scheme is found to be too stringent for LT ras Schwann cell colony 

establishment, perhaps transfected Schwann cells could initially be selected in low 

glucose DMEM supplemented with 2% non mitogenic FCS and G418 for a week, and then 

switched into chemically defined medium with G418.

Gene transfer efficiencies are presently not sufficient to provide favourable 

probabilities of transferring and expressing rare cDNAs within a Schwann cell. At 

best, approximately 900 transfection events can be achieved from a single dish of 

(106) primary Schwann cells. More often than not one can realistically expect 

transfection efficiencies of 300 to 500 (Section 7.4.2; S. Dawkins, C. Barth, A. Ridley, 

personal communications). As mentioned in Section 7.5.1, although not determined, 

one can expect 1 to 10 plasmids to integrate per cell during stable calcium phosphate 

transfection. This means that under average conditions 2 x 103 (400 colonies x 5 

cDNA molecules/colony) cDNA inserts will be introduced upon transfection of a single 

plate of Schwann cells, although this figure does not take into account the fraction of 

these molecules that will integrate into the Schwann cell chromatin in permuted fashion 

that precludes expression of the cDNA.

Nor does it make allowances for the fact that oncogene cooperation cDNA expression 

assays require co-introduction of a plasmid expressing an activated ras gene with a 

cDNA for transformation of the Schwann cell to occur. Here it is known that 

cotransformation efficiencies are not unity. In studies where phage oX174 replicative 

form DNA or 8 globin genes were mixed with TK genes at molar ratios of 103:1 or 2 x 

104:1 respectively and cotransfected into TK* cells, only 80% of the HATr colonies 

contained 0X174 or 6 globin sequences (Wigler et al., 1979; Huttner et al., 1979). In 

another report, a group attempted to cotransfect a y* producer construct in 20 fold 

molar excess over a TK gene in order to generate a helper free producer cell line 

(Miller et al., 1984). Only 30% of the HAT resistant colonies were found to produce 

recombinant virus after receiving a retroviral vector construct via transfection.
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During either control or F9 cDNA expression library cotransfections of Schwann cells, 

the activated ras molecule and library or SV40 LT plasmids were only added in 

equimolar amounts. When the morphology of G418r colonies was observed in a control 

experiment (Table 7.1), less than 50% appeared morphologically transformed. This 

means the number of cDNA molecules that are transferred in conjunction with an 

activated ras gene is closer to 1 x 103 (2 x 103 x 50%) per plate of Schwann cells.

Using the formula developed in Section 7.1.2 we can determine the probability of 

functional transfer from the F9 cDNA expression library of at least one cDNA of a gene 

whose messages are expressed at 10 or 100 copies per cell and an activated ras gene 

into Schwann cells with current transfection efficiencies. If, as in the last experiment 

described in Section 7.4.2, 45 plates of primary Schwann cells are transfected, then a 

total of about 4.5 x 104 (1 x 103 x 45) cDNA molecules will be taken up and expressed 

by the Schwann cells with an activated ras gene. In the case of the F9 cDNA expression 

library, 5.6 x 105 inserts, or just over one cell equivalent of cDNAs, are present in a 

total of 7.5 x 105 molecules, and one can estimate 25% are full length (2 of 7 TK 

cDNAs were full length), aex, the average number of cDNAs that can be expressed per 

cell equivalent is (1/2 proper orientation)(25% full length)(number of inserts per 

cell equivalent), which is 1.25 or 12.5 for genes expressed at 10 or 100 copies per 

cell respectively.

The probability that a gene that is likely to be functionally represented in the F9 

cDNA expression library is Pexrep ■ 1-e'(n)(aax) where n is the number of cell 

equivalents in the library. For a gene expressed at 10 copies per cell Pexrep= 1-0"

(1 )(1.25) = 0.1.25 _ 7 -jo/0j Whj|e genes expressed at 100 copies per cell will be 

functionally represented with a probability approaching 100%.

Probability of concomitant transfer of at least one copy of a cDNA with an activated 

ras gene can be determined as P t r a n s  = 1-e'(n)(aax) where n is the number of library 

equivalents cotransfected = cDNAs transferred/cDNAs in the library ■= (4.5 x 

104)/(7.5 x 105) = 0.6. For messages present at 100 copies per cell the probability 

is 53% (l-e _(°-06)(i2-5)). But for messages whose abundance is only 10 copies per 

cell the probability of successful transfer and expression with an activated ras gene 

drops to P t r a n s  = 1-e*(° 06)(1*25) *  7%.
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Therefore the total probability for success of an experiment like the F9 cDNA 

expression library/pUCEJ 6.6 cotransfection carried out in Section 7.4.2 is defined as 

P e x r e p  *  P t r a n s .  and has a value of (71%)(9%) = 5% for a gene expressed at 10 

copies per cell, and (71%)(61%) = 38% for a gene whose mRNAs are present at 100 

copies per cell.

By examining the probabilities for the individual halves of the above experiment, it 

is obvious that the greatest amount of improvement can be made by increasing the 

transfection efficiencies. Just by increasing the size of the F9 cDNA expression library 

by a factor of 2 without reducing the background of 25% empty vector molecules, the 

probability of representing genes expressed at 10 copies per cell exceeds 92% (Pexrep 

_ 1 -e"2-5). Whereas if transfection efficiencies in Schwann cells could be increased by 

an order of magnitude, so that they approached those attained when transferring genes 

into established rodent fibroblasts with calcium phosphate precipitates, the probability 

of successful transfer of the above gene would rise to 53% ( P t r a n s  *  1-e*(1-25K°-6)). 

With these transfection efficiencies, by performing 4 transfections of 45 plates of 

Schwann cells, the probability of transferring at least one copy of such a cDNA 

approaches 95% (Ptrans = i-e -( i-25)(0.6)(4)j

Increasing the size/decreasing the background of plasmid cDNA libraries will 

probably not be that difficult as parameters for cDNA cloning are improved and 

experience in producing libraries is gained. Examples include lowering of background 

molecules lacking cDNA inserts within a plasmid library to <1% by more efficient 

digestion of the vector's BstX I cloning sites mediated by the addition of spermidine to a 

3 mM final concentration (S. Whiteside, unpublished result). As mentioned 

previously, directional cDNA cloning schemes which ensure proper orientation of 

cDNAs with promoters in expression libraries have been devised (Han and Rutter, 

1988). Also the consensus of many investigators is that bacterially expressed Mo 

MuLV RT is a much better enzyme than AMV RT for cDNA cloning (Tanese et al., 1985; 

Roth et a l, 1985; Mardon and Page, 1989), probably because the former has a lower 

RNase H activity resulting in a more processive enzyme, that can also be produced in 

mass quantities and subsequently extensively purified. An example of the plasmid cDNA 

cloning efficiencies that can be attained, in one report (Bottger, 1988) cloned Mo MuLV
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RT was utilised to synthesise cDNA, and electroporation was employed to transform the 

the ligated cDNAs/plasmid vectors into bacteria, yielding 106 inserts per input 

microgram of poly A+ RNA (in comparison to 5.6 x 105 inserts for 4 pg input poly A+ 

RNA for the F9 cDNA expression library).

Attempts to significantly raise the efficiency with which cDNAs can be introduced 

into Schwann cells necessary for expression cloning of rare messages (1 to 10 copies 

per cell) will probably require exploring alternate methods of gene transfer. No 

reproducibly significant increase in calcium phosphate transfection efficiencies could 

be achieved from slight alterations of a standard protocol (Section 7.4.1; Parker and 

Stark, 1979). A variation on the standard protocols for calcium phosphate 

transfections in which precipitates are formed gradually over a 24 hour period has 

been reported to increase efficiencies of transfer into rodent fibroblasts tenfold, up to 

104 transformants per 106 cells (Chen and Okayama, 1987). However, few other labs 

have been able to reproduces these reported efficiencies (S. Goodboum, personal 

communication). Electroporation of DNA (reviewed by Shigekawa and Dower, 1988; 

Andreason and Evans, 1988) into Schwann cells was not attempted, but perhaps this 

method should be explored in the near future. Last, a promising new method for gene 

transfer into mammalian cells via fusion with liposomes formed of synthetic cationic 

lipids (DOTMA) and DNA has been introduced (Feigner etal., 1987). Levels of gene 

transfer into standard cultured cell lines such as y-2 cells via "lipofection” can 

surpass those obtained using calcium phosphate transfection by 10 to 50-fold. 

Commercially obtained DOTMA cationic lipid was used according to the manufacturer's 

protocol to attempt transfer of pDObsNB into Schwann cells. Unfortunately, the 

lipofection regimen proved to be highly toxic to Schwann cells. Possibly this toxicity 

was attributable to the serum free chemically defined medium furnished by the 

manufacturer in which recipient cells must be maintained during lipofection (J. P. M. 

and A. Ridley, unpublished observations).

7.5.3 Vector Design/Rescue Protocol For Oncogene Cooperation 

Experiments
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Lastly, a design proposal for a retroviral based cDNA expression vector dedicated for 

the oncogene cooperation cDNA cloning experiment is put forth. This vector would also 

be applicable for use in other cDNA cloning experiments with biological phenomena 

that, like oncogene cooperation, require concomitant expression of two genes (without 

losing the convenience afforded by the expression of a drug resistance marker) within a 

cell in order for a phenotype to be exhibited. When used in conjunction with a protocol 

to rescue cDNAs from primary transfectants as recombinant virus, the vector could 

greatly simplify identification of cDNAs with cooperative biological activity with 

activated ras genes in Schwann cells.

Initially one is limited in the Schwann cell cDNA expression cloning experiment by 

reduced functional representations of cDNAs caused by cotransfection efficiencies of the 

activated ras gene which are invariably less than 100%. At the other extreme of the 

experiment, having obtained a Schwann cell focus it is difficult to unambiguously 

identify the cooperating cDNA insert responsible for focus formation. The 

experimenter can rescue cDNA inserts within vector molecules recircularised about 

their LTRs by COS cell fusion. However, the utility of these recircularised molecules 

in secondary rounds of stable cotransfections with activated ras genes to identify 

inserts with cooperative activity is limited because such transfections are polyclonal 

and integration of recircularised molecules into the host genome will permute the 

single LTR transcription unit. Statistically some molecules will integrate within the 

region containing the internal promoter and drug resistance gene but 5' of the LTR.

This will permit transcription of the cDNA insert from the promoter within the LTR, 

but the polyadenylation site will be removed. It is known that efficiency of 

transcriptional termination/polyadenylation can have a strong affect on the efficiency 

of gene expression (Gil and Proudfoot, 1987), so the activity of any rescued positive 

inserts will be diminished in secondary transfections. Permutation of the proviral 

structure with a single LTR upon integration will also reduce the efficiency of rescue of 

a biologically active insert from a secondary transfectant by COS cell fusion rescue 

since rescue usually takes place via recombination between flanking LTRs. Even if a 

positive secondary activity is detected it is difficult to unequivocally attribute this 

activity to a cDNA insert since in most cases multiple inserts will be stably integrated
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in the cells during the secondary calcium phosphate transfection. These problems have 

been encountered in preliminary F9 cDNA expression library + activated ras 

cotransfection experiments into REFs. It has been difficult to identify the insert 

potentially responsible for cooperative activity with ras in secondary cotransfections 

of REFs with activated ras and recircularised molecules rescued from primary foci used 

to confirm biological activity of their cDNA inserts (H. Land, G. Kitchener, J. P. M., 

unpublished experiments).

To circumvent both the problems of limited cotransfection efficiencies and 

ambiguity associated with multiple inserts, a protocol for rescue of transfected 

proviruses as recombinant retrovirus and a potentially powerful variation on the DO 

virus architecture is proposed.

As mentioned above, cases where cDNAs within retroviral vectors have been 

transfected into cells, a positive cell clone is likely to contain multiple cDNA inserts, of 

which only one is responsible for the observed positive phenotype. The recovery of 

these cDNAs inserts from cellular chromatin of primary transfectants as recombinant 

virus is an attractive means of rescue because it immediately allows confirmation of an 

insert's biological activity via clonal infection of a reporter cell during secondary 

analysis. In practice, rescue of transfected proviral structures as recombinant 

retrovirus can be achieved by stable transfection of a helper free construct into the 

positive primary transfectants. In pilot experiments rescue of transfected proviruses 

within R2 cells transfected with the F9 cDNA expression library by stable transfection 

of the pPEC 3 helper free producer construct (Section 6.2), yielded G418r titres of 

only 50 cfu/ml. In the future to Improve on this low frequency of recovery of infected 

proviruses or transfected pseudo proviral structures bearing cDNA inserts, two 

aspects of this initial recovery attempt could be improved. Utilisation of a high titre 

gag+ pBabe vector in construction of the cDNA library, and a higher titre helper free 

producer construct than pPEC 3 (Sections 6.2 and 6.5.1), such as pMOV \y- (Mann et 

al., 1983) should each increase the recoverable proviral titre by an order of 

magnitude, resulting in an expected combined 100 fold increase.

The use of high titre vectors like pBabe in construction of cDNA libraries should also 

enhance the capability of initially introducing libraries as recombinant retrovirus into
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